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ABSTRACT
Planning and Budgeting in Adult and Part-Time Education
Septemberi 1980
Diana H. Romeri A. B. , Smith College
Ed. D. » University of Massachusetts
Directed by G. Ernest Anderson
This paper reports the results of a study of resource
allocation and decision making in adult and part-time
postsecondary education. The focus of the study was on
systems of university continuing education and their efforts
to meet the needs of a wide segment of the adult population.
University continuing education programs were viewed within
the broader framework of adult and part-time education in
the United States.
The study had three phases;
1) an analysis of part-time postsecondary education
from the perspective of planning and budgeting*
2) a review of the major kinds of analysis that are
relevant to planning and budgeting* and
3) the development of a simple model for the analysis
of alternative programs and budgets.
The major project of the study was the development of a
budget model called LEARN (Lifelong Education for Adults:
Resources and Needs). The model is intended serve as a tool
IV
Vfor planning and budgeting. It alloujs users to examine the
financial consequences of alternative plans under a variety
of assumptions about student behavior and external
circumstances. Although it uas designed to represent the
Division of Contining Education of the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst/ it can serve as the basis for
models for other systems that serve part-time students.
LEARN is a variable budget model/ that iS/ it
represents income and costs as combinations of fixed and
variable components and permits the analysis of the
relationships betu;een cost/ price/ enrollment/ and net
income. The model organizes and displays information in tu;o
u;ays/ computing both direct and program budgets. Programs
may be defined in terms of students' educational goals or of
such personal characteristics as age and sex. Among the key
features of the model are two induced load matrices/ or
tables giving the ratios of service use to program
enrollments (for example/ the number of visits to counselors
by a typical fourth semester student). There is one matrix
for instructional services and one for support services.
LEARN is a small/ interactive model that is intended
for use with highly aggregated data. Data requirements are
minimal and output is concise. Each run of the model
represents a single time period.
LEARN was tested with data representing the University
of Massachusetts Division of Continuing Education. The
VI
model appears to be accurate and easy to use. The variable
budget provides a simple* flexible mechanism for
representing income and cost. The induced load matrices
appear to be helpful in analyzing the relationships between
student characteristics* on the one hand* and income* cost*
and the use of services* on the other. It should be noted
that LEARN has not been tested by potential users* there is
no direct evidence of its value as practical planning tool.
Modifications of the model to permit the representation
of capacity limits and the interrelationship between
enrollments and instructional salaries would increase its
value as a planning tool. It would appear that such changes
could be made without adding significantly to the complexity
of the model.
Other additions to the model that merit consideration
include the development of enrollment projection and student
flow models for use with LEARN and the development of a
taxonomy that can be used to describe the scope of
individual services provided by an educational system.
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PART I. DECISION MAKING IN ADULT AND PART-TIME EDUCATION
CHAPTER I
THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY; THE NEED FOR BUDGET MODEL
FOR EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS SERVING PART-TIME STUDENTS
Understand ino Planning and Budgeting in
Adult and Part-T ime Education
The goal of this study is to improve understanding of
planning and budgeting in continuing education and other
programs that serve part-time students. The study has been
undertaken in three phases: 1) an analysis of part-time
postsecondary education - its clientele/ programs/
organization/ and financing - from the perspective of
planning and budgeting. 2) a review of the kinds of
information and analysis that are relevant to planning and
budgeting/ and 3> the development and demonstration of a
simple tool for the analysis of alternative programs and
budgets.
The focus of the study is upon systems of university
general extension and their efforts to identify and meet the
needs of a wide segment of the adult population. University
general extension programs are viewed from within the
broader framework of education for part-time students.
2
3tiodels ^ Aids to Decision Making
Major decisions in educational institutions, like
policy decisions in any system, are based mainly on
intuition and judynient. These, in turn, are based on
experience, on a broad understanding of the goals,
traditions* and operations of the system* and on a knowledge
of current needs and their relationship to the present
political* economic* and social environment. Obviously,
these complex relationships cannot be represented
mathematically or programmed on a computer.
Although systematic* quantitative tools like program
budgeting and management informations systems cannot
replace intuition and judgment* they can supplement and
sharpen them (Fisher* 1965). Models and other analytic
tools can provide decision makers with relevant information
that would otherwise be unavailable. Furthermore* the
actual process of developing and adapting a model for an
educational system can improve understanding of the system,
can point up needs for additional information, and can lead
to more systematic approaches to problem solving.
Systematic* quantitative analysis may be of greatest
value to organizations that are breaking new ground and
developing new programs “ where tradition and experience are
relatively weak guides to the solution of current problems.
Such is often the case for adult and continuing education.
4Cl i en t s < Pe 1 i ver u Su s t ems and F inane 1 a 1 Planning
For the planning# management# and evaluation of the
programs and activities of and educational system# financial
information should in general be organized and displayed in
two different ways# the first relating income# costs, and
enrollments to the delivery of services (instruction#
student services# administration# etc. )# and the second
relating them to the groups of students served. In
analyzing an agency from the perspective of its delivery
system# all activities - and the income and costs associated
with them - are grouped into "services" such as classroom
instruction# counseling# and registration. In analyzing a
system from the perspective of the needs of its students#
the costs of the various services are allocated among
"programs" that meet the needs of each client group
1
served (Novick# 1965# D. Clark# et al. # 1973).
Budget models can be designed to compute the income and
costs of both programs and services. Such models facilitate
the investigation of alternative policies and and of the
outcomes of decisions under various assumptions about
external events. The models may help answer such what if
1 that is# the portion of the costs of instructional#
student# and support services attributable to each client
group is computed.
5questions as:
What will be the cost of increasing the enrollment
of a special bachelor's degree program by 10*/.? Will the
change affect the level of fees required to support the
program?
What will be the change in costs of the program if
certain changes are made in the instructional and student
services offered? Should the fees be changed?
What will be the effect of the aging of the
population on the demand for instructional and student
services? Will income and costs be affected?
Requirements of a Mode 1 for Adult and
Part-T ime Education
A model designed to aid in planning and budgeting for
adult and part-time educational systems should be easy to
understand and use and inexpensive to operate^ and it should
be able to represent the special characteristics of such
systems.
Budget models for programs that serve part-time
students must provide for:
— classification of client groups by their educational
goals and by such personal characteristics as age and sex.
— classification of services in a manner that takes
Linto dccount both tho nstufo snd scope o^^ eoch service.
^
— consideration of the costs of any or all of the
following in the analysis of individual programs:
instructional services^ student service* support services*
and facilities.
— analysis of both income and cost.
It is not possible to explain the need for these
provisions briefly. Several features common to many systems
of adult and continuing education are involved (Gould* 1974;
Committee on the Financing of Higher Education for Adult
Students* 1974* Cross* et al. * 1974* Houle* 1974; Miles*
1973). Among the most important are:
— the diversity of the clientele.
— the small size and experimental nature of many of
the programs.
— the great variety of programs* formats of
instruction* and support services.
— the heavy dependence on charges to students.
— the relatively low level of committed costs -
because of the absence of a full-time* permanent faculty.
It is the thesis of this project that the needs
1 The scope or level of service differs* for example*
depending on whether credits are offered by examination* by
various independent study arrangements* or by conventional
classroom instruction. It is important to take such
differences into account when the costs of alternative plans
are compared.
7outlined above can be met by a small variable budget model
that computes - for both programs and services - estimated
budgets^ unit costs* and surpluses* or deficits.^
Existing Models* The Need for a Model Designed
Especiallu for Continuing Education
Several algebraic resource models ujere developed in the
early 1970's as tools for planning and budgeting in higher
education. The tuo most comprehensive and most uiidely
tested were RRPM (D. Clark* et al. * 1975) and CAMPUS
(Mowbray and Levine* 1971 ) . The models have proved to be of
limited value for traditional higher education and none is
directly applicable to systems that serve part-time
students.
Several years of experience with the large*
comprehensive models has led many analysts to conclude that
these models provide only limited assistance to decision
makers and that* for smaller institutions at least* the
expenditure of the time* effort* and money required to
develop the necessary data bases and to operate and
interpret the models cannot be justified by the value of the
1 Variable budget* or cost-price-volume-income* analysis is
the study of the relationship of costs* prices* and volume
to net income. Costs and income are divided into fixed
and
variable components. The technique is used widely for
budget preparation by organizations that that depend on
sales for their income (Horngren* 1970).
8results. Their most serious limitations stem from the use
of very large matrices to represent the relationship between
program enrollments classified by students' major and level
and instructional enrollments classified by department and
level. As used in the early resource models, these
matrices have the triple disadvantage that they; 1) require
vast amounts of data, 2) use large amounts of computer time,
and 3) are unstable over time (Bell, 1972i Hopkins, 1971).
Because of the difficulties with these models, research in
recent years has taken other directions, including the
construction of smaller models for individual systems and
the development of modeling systems to aid in the
construction of such individualized models (Hopkins, 1972;
Miseman, 1979; Porter, 1979).
In addition to their more general limitations, the
large resource allocation models have the disadvantage that
they cannot represent certain important features of
educational systems that serve part-time students. Major
differences in financing, clientele, and organization result
in different decision making patterns and in different
information needs:
1 These tables are called induced course load matrices
(ICLM's). All models that compute instructional enrollments
from program enrollments must use ICLM's or perform the
necessary calculations in ways that are equivalent to using
them.
9In the existing modelsi programs are defined in
terms of college majors, graduate fields, etc. Although, in
principle, the models might be used with programs that are
defined in terms of student characteristics other than
educational goals, this is not easily done.
““ the existing models, only instructional costs and
some associated departmental costs are assumed to vary with
program enrollment,
— Except for some versions of CAMPUS, most of the
early algebraic budget models do not provide for the
analysis of expenditures.
In short, because of their need for large amounts of
data and their orientation towards the analysis of the
relationship between traditional undergraduate majors and
traditional academic departments, the earlier resource
models are unsuited for the analysis of part-time
postsecondary education.
LEARN: Lifelong Education for Adults. Resources and Needs,
A Mode 1 for Par t-T ime Post sec ondaru Education
LEARN is a simple, variable budget model that computes
— for both programs and services — estimated budgets, unit
costs, and surpluses or deficits. The model is intended for
1 LEARN is described in Chapter IX. Table 1 outlines the
input and output of the model.
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use with highly aggregated data, that is. for use with broad
classifications of client groups and services. Data
requirements are minimal and output is concise. The model
is interactive; all data are entered at the computer
terminal and results are returned directly to the terminal.
The mathematics of the model are similar to those of
other algebraic resource models. There are some differences
to allow for the special requirements mentioned earlier. In
particular, income is included, and special features
facilitate the classification of clients by characteristics
other than educational goals and the analysis of the
relationship between program enrollment and the budgets of
noninstruc t i onal services.
It should be noted that LEARN does not provide for the
description of services by type and scope. This means that
the burden of deciding whether the unit costs of
alternatives can be compared lies entirely with the user.
LEARN has been designed specifically to represent the
characteristics of the on-campus credit programs of the
Division of Continuing Education of the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst. Although its usefulness will
probably be greatest for systems with clients and missions
similar to those of divisions of continuing education of
public college and universities, its major features should
be transferable to a variety of systems that provide
part-time educational programs.
11
Anticipated Advantages of the Model
The development of LEARN was undertaken with the
expectation that a small variable budget model would have
the following advantages:
— The use of conventional techniques of cost-volume-
income« or variable budget* analysis would make the model
easy to use and understand and assure that its output would
be directly applicable to institutional planning.
— The provision for analyzing the relationship between
student characteristics and budgets would be a valuable aid
to planning* especially for systems whose enrollments are
sensitive to market fluctuations.
— Highly aggregated representations of enrollment
would be stable over time.
— Data could be gathered quickly and easily.
— The model would be simple and inexpensive to use.
— The small size and interactive nature of the model
would make it possible for users to test many alternative
plans in a short period of time.
The model and the results of the tests will be
described in Part III. The next few chapters will be
devoted to the major features of part-time education and the
analytic tools available for planning and budgeting for such
systems.
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TABLE 1: LEARN INPUT AND OUTPUT
INPUT OUTPUT
POLICIES
PROGRAMS AND SERVICE
section sizes
counseling ratios
funds for program
development
staffing policies
etc.
ENROLLMENT DATA
of students in each
program
' of courses^ taken by a
typical student from
each program in each
instructional unit2
( instructioal load matrix)
impact of a typical student
from each program on each
support service
(service load matrix)^
INCOME DATA (income matrix)
PROGRAM, SERVICE, AND GENERAL
INCOME
unit inc ome (per student,
per credit hour, etc.
bu income cateopru (fees,
grants, etc.
)
PRIMARY RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS
number of classe
counselors, etc.
PROGRAM BUDGET
income, costs. and
profit or loss for each
service
DELIVERY SYSTEM BUDGET
income, costs, and profit or
\| loss for each service,
including program development
and central support
\
7
GRAND TOTAL INCOME,
AND PROFIT OR LOSS
COSTS,
UNIT COSTS
cost per course, per student,
or other unit for each
program and service
COST DATA (cost matrix)
PROGRAM AND SERVICE COSTS
unit price (per student,
per course, fixed costs, etc. )
bu cost cateaoru (instructors'
salaries, counselors salaries
materials, publicity, etc.
\
1 or other measure of output.
2 Units must be the same for all instructional
services,
be different for different services.3 Units may
CHAPTER II
PART-TIME AND ADULT EDUCATION
1- FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME POSTSECQNDARY EDUCATION
This chapter will present an analysis of adult and
part-time p os tsec ondar y education from the perspective of
planning and resource allocation. Special attention will be
given to college and university extension programs and the
features that are peculiar to them. Traditional college and
university programs for full-time students will be used as a
reference point in describing planning and budgeting in
part-time education.
Three basic characteristics of part-time postsecondary
education - the students served, the services provided, and
financing - must be considered before it will be possible to
explain the r eq.uirements of a budgeting model for this kind
of educational system.
1 From another perspective, these three areas represent two
fundamental aspects of educational policy; the goals of the
institution determine what kinds of students are served,
while the delivery systems and financing determine the means
for achieving the goals (and the degree to which they can be
achieved!). The third fundamental area of educational
policy, the curriculum, is related to both goals and means.
However, planners and budget analysts are rarely directly
involved in decisions in this area For the purpose of
resource allocation, the curriculum can almost always be
considered to be part of the delivery system.
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^ ^
—
X ^ stud ert t s and Instruct! on in
TT*ad i t i ona 1 Col leges and Universities ^
American higher eduucation has been characterized for
more than a hundred years by change, by diversity, and by
periodic expansion of its mission to include services to
ever broader segments of the population. Hence, calling a
particular approach to postsecondary education "traditional"
cannot be correct. Nonetheless, the term traditional higher
education is widely used to identify a relatively stable and
well-defined set of activities that are intended to meet the
needs of young adults engaged in full-time undergraduate
study at two- and four-year colleges and
2
universities. Traditional undergraduate education is
full-time degree—oriented study in regular day classes at
colleges and universities (T. Clark, et al. , 1973). This
definition excludes many long-established programs such as
honors projects, practice teaching, and adult evening
classes. It is useful, however, because most undergraduates
at most schools receive most of their instruction in regular
day clases, and planning and budgeting for instructional
programs at both two— and four—year colleges are focused on
1 See Rudolf <1961) and Veysey <1965) for the history of
traditional higher education in the United States.
2 Traditional graduate education is not discussed here.
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these traditional activities.
The important features of traditional higher education
from the perspective of planning and budgeting can be
summarized as follows;
Th e students are young adults engaged in full-time
degree-oriented study in a limited number of well-defined
fields.
Ma.ior changes in program occur infrequently
. The kinds
of students served and the programs of individual
institutions remain relatively constant over the short term.
Although American higher education has been remarkably
responsive to changing needs over the long term# individual
institutions tend to adapt their programs gradually and
within the frameworks of existing departmental structures.
The development of new programs is not considered to be a
primary function of traditional higher education (Carnegie
Commission# 1973c).
Ins true t i ona 1 del i very takes the form of three or four
credit courses one semester in length offered on the campus
during the day using the lecture# discussion section# and/or
laboratory format.
Instruction# eva 1 ua t i on o f 1 earn i n q » 3n d certi fication
of 1 earn i nq are inseparably linked within the format of the
traditional course. Other activities related to
instruction# such as curriculum development and academic
advising# are also bound together within the
16
course-department framework.
Supporting services are stable and well defined and do
not vary among undergraduate programs; Student services
(e. g.» counseling and recreational activities) and
institutional support (e.
g
.
$
admissions and maintenance)
serve needs common to young adult full-time students;
similar services are provided for all undergraduates
regardless of their class* program* or major. At the same
time* tradition and accreditation requirements have fixed
standards for institutional facilities and academic support
services (e. g.* libraries). Consequently* decisions about
student services* academic support* and general
administration can usually be separated from those related
to instructional programs.
The organization is centered about the academic
department as the primary producing and budgetary unit for
instruction.
The teaching staff is permanent and full-time.
The income of the institution usually includes
substantial sums from gifts* endowments* and/or state
appropriations. Americans have always considered the
college education of young adults to be a public obligation
and have contributed to colleges and universities through
private charity and public taxation. Such support reduces
dependence on fees from students and thereby diminishes the
need to consider market demand.
17
Ihe 1
.q s i s of instructional costs takes place in two
dimensions; 1) the major and associated program of study#
and 2) the instructional activities of the academic
department (D. Clark, et al. , 1973). The number of
students in each major or other program, the number and
kinds of courses they take, and the relative number and
average sizes of lectures, discussion sections, and
laboratories together determine the financial needs of the
school and how funds are apportioned among the various
departments.
In summary, in traditional undergraduate education,
virtually all instruction occurs within the
department-course framework. Programs, educational
delivery, staffing, support services, and funding are all
relatively stable over time. Planning and budget analysis
focus on the academic department and on the direct
instructional costs associated with majors and other
programs - with the cost of supplementary services, such as
counseling, libraries, and general administration.
1 For example, if the department of environmental science
substitutes a requirement of a laboratory course in physics
for a lecture course in biology, the cost of operating the
biology department will fall, while the cost of operating
the physics department will rise, assuming that the
necessary adjustments in numbers of faculty can be made. At
the same time, the cost of educating majors in environmental
science and the operating budget of the institution will
also both rise because laboratory courses are more expensive
than lecture courses.
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considered separately. Emphasis is placed on the
expenditure budget; analysis of the relationship of program
and departmental income to enrollment is not a routine part
of the annual planning and budgeting process.
Recent Trends in Postsecondaru Education
The 1970's and 1980's are often described as hard times
for higher education. Enrollments are dropping as the
number of eighteen to twenty-two year olds in the population
decreases and as the proportion of young men choosing to
enter college declines. At the same time* inflation and
decreasing public support for higher education and for
governmental spending have hurt the schools financially.
Many institutions have looked to continuing education and
other programs for older students to help offset enrollment
declines and alleviate their financial problems. The
increased interest in adult and part-time programs did not
begin with current hard times* however. Rather* the
declines in enrollment and financial support have given
impetus to changes that reflect fundamental long term shifts
in public attitudes towards p os t sec ondar y education.
19
Many policy makors and oduca'tors have come in recent
years to broaden their view of higher education and now
think in terms of postsecondary education in general rather
than focusing their attention on traditional college and
university programs. The term postsecondary education
refers to almost every kind of formal learning experience
for adults regardless of goal# audience* sponsorship*
1duration* format* or academic credit offered. The use of
the newer term reflects the shift in emphasis from the
education of a selected portion of the young adult
population to programs that can serve a major part of the
adult population (Carnegie Commission* 1973c). The change
in perspective stems in part from dissatisfaction with the
results of traditional programs and in part from the
recognition of the new needs and demands for education
beyond the high school (Newman* 1971* Carnegie Commission*
1971c; Cross* et al.
*
1974).
1 Excluded from the strict definition of postsecondary
education are basic education and high school equivalency
programs. For planning and budget analysis* the distinction
between adult education and postsecondary education is
unimportant.
20
Over the years# colleges and universities have been
expected to serve an increasing portion of the eighteen to
twenty-two year old population. Recent evaluations of their
effectiveness in meeting the needs of a broad population of
young adults suggest that traditional college programs are
not suitable for many students, given their abilities,
learning styles, prior experiences, and personal needs.
These studies indicate that many students now marking time
or dropping out of school might benefit from different kinds
of learning experiences or from additional schooling when
they are somewhat more mature and- have had experience in
full-time jobs (Carnegie Commission. 1973c).
— A rapidly changing technology has caused a need for
a more highly trained work force and for frequent retraining
of workers at all levels. Workers may be required to learn
new skills or to take advanced training to remain in their
1present careers. and with increasing frequency, people must
change occupations, sometimes more than once during their
1 The literature on continuing education for professionals
is extensive. Trivett (1977) has prepared a brief review of
recent research. Vogel (1979) summarizes current statutory
requirements for professional continuing education.
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working lives.
As opportunity for postsecondary education has
expanded* public policy has increasingly reflected a
commitment to "full educational opportunity". People* it is
held* are entitled to all the education that they can profit
by* in particular* those whose opportunities for
postsecondary education were limited when they were at the
conventional college age should not be cut off forever from
the advantages of further education.
— The granting of adult status to persons between
eighteen and twenty-one years of age has been accompanied by
new perceptions of the kinds of instructional and student
services appropriate for postsecondary students.
— Additional leisure time has increased the demand for
opportunities for personal development and enrichment.
— Demand for part-time education increased during the
1970's as people born during the baby boom of the 1950's
reached adulthood. The demand for such programs is greatest
among people between twenty-five and thirty-five and is also
high among those between thirty-five and forty-five. Demand
is expected to remain high during the rest of the century
even though the number of twenty— five to thirty— four year
1 Arbeiter (1979) has reviewed the evidence on midlife
career changes and concluded that voluntary changes are
relatively rare and that the overall extent of major shifts
in careers is not large.
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olds will begin to drop in the mid-1980's (Centra, 1980;
Jones, 1978).
Recognition of these needs and demands had caused a
shift in emphasis from the education of a selected portion
of the young adult population to programs that are adapted
to the needs of many groups who together make up most of the
adult population. This new, broader clientele has a far
wider range of goals than do college students. They may be
seeking enrichment, diversion, career—re lated competencies,
a degree, or some other kind of certification. Because
learning experiences must be structured to fit the
constraints imposed by the varied life styles and learning
styles of adults, instructional delivery is varied and may
include such formats as practical experience, television,
correspondence study, and workshops, as well as traditional
classes offered at both traditional and non trad i t i ona 1 times
and places. In addition, there have been changes in
approaches to the providing of such supporting services as
counseling and libraries. Finally, recognition of the
continuous change in the needs and demands of adult learners
has given increased importance to program development (Gould
and Cross, 1974).
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Neui and Q1 d Programs for Adult Learners ”
Recent interest in education for a broad segment of the
adult population had been accompanied by important
innovations in two areas of postsecondary education. One
change has been the development of new approaches to
instruction and learning in d egr ee~or i en ted programs. More
significant has been the recognition that the importance of
an educational program is related neither to its sponsorship
nor to the awarding of degrees. As the adoption of the term
postsecondary education indicates/ public interest and
public policy have broadened to include institutions and
programs that lie beyond college and university walls.
Degree-oriented Programs
There have been two important and closely related
developments in degree-oriented study: 1) the evolution of
part-time programs as alternatives to full-time day study/
1 Among the many studies of adult and part-time programs are
general works by Cross/ et al. (1974)/ Gould (1974)/ and
Por tman ( 1978)
.
Shanon and Schoenfeld (1975) review the history of
university extension. Works on adult and part-time degree
programs include those by Houle (1974)/ Perry (1977)/ and
Eldred and Marienau (1979).
Overviews and review articles on experiential learning
and credit for experience have been prepared by Keeton
(1976)/ Sharon (1976)/ and Shulman (1978).
The use of educational technology is reviewed by
Chamberlain (1979).
Change magazine occasionally reports on in-house
programs of businesses. See/ for example* Luxenburg (1978).
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and 2> the growth of non trad i t i ona 1 programs for full-time
students at new and existing institutions. The philosophy
and many of the features of the two kinds of program are
similar. They emphasize competency-based learning and
include options for directed independent studyi work
experience# and credit for prior learning, as well as for
traditional college courses. Faculties at non trad i t i ona
1
institutions tend to spend a high portion of their time
acting as advisors and facilitators. Many institutions
offering external degrees hire advisors and mentors to fill
these roles, while schools offering residential programs
tend to rely on their regular faculty. As yet, relatively
little use has been made of the newer educational
technologies such as programmed learning, instructional
television, and computer-assisted instruction, but use of
these techniques is growing, and it is quite possible that
they will begin to play an important role within the next
few years (Gould, 1974).
Non-Degree St ud
u
In recent years the importance of non—degree programs,
particularly to job training and retraining, has received
increased recognition as has the need to include this aspect
of p os t s e c on d ar y education in the development of public
policies for education. Although, until recently, public
policy was focused on the "core" of p os t sec ondar y education,
namely traditional colleges and universities, governmental
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policies now include the educational "periphery", that is
non-educat ional organizations and private specialty schools
The total number O'f individuals enrolled in non~degree
programs in the United States in 1970 was estimated to be
over fifty million, with a majority of the participants
engaged in vocational education. Formal, non~degree study
is sponsored by a wide variety of organizations. Programs
are conducted by private specialty schools, businesses,
public schools, universities, charitable agencies, and
individual tutors (see Table 2, p. 26).
In-house programs for employees and the programs of
private specialty schools are often vocational in nature,
but a significant fraction of the offerings of both types of
organization are directed toward avocational interests.
Programs sponsored by public and private agencies are as
varied as the organizations themselves. Thejy include
church-sponsored religious education, job-training programs
sponsored by anti-poverty agencies, and library-sponsored
hobby, recreational, and general, educational programs.
Departments of continuing education of schools and colleges
offer a wide variety of programs. The public schools offer
basic education and school equivalency programs as well as
citizenship, vocational, and avocational programs (Carnegie
Commission, 1973c).
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TABLE 2:
ENROLLMENT IN NON-DEGREE PROGRAMS AT THE POSTSECONDARY LEVEL
TYPE OF ORGANIZATION OR PROGRAM PERCENT OF ALL
ENROLLMENTS IN
NON-DEGREE PROGRAMS
Private soecialtu schools
(e.g.» schools of truck driving*
cosmotology* and guitar playing) 207.
In-house educational oroarams
of business and governmental
agencies 607.
(207. military*
407. other)
Adult and extension oroarams
of primary* secondary* and
postsecondary institutions 107.
Other Dublic and orivate
or aan i za t i ons* such as
churches* libraries* and
anti-poverty agencies 87.
Tutors 27.
(Carnegie Commission. 1973c)
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Col lege and Universitu Extension Programs
The extension programs of universities and two- and
four—year colleges continue to be important elements in both
degree-oriented and non-degree postsecondary education.
Colleges and universities sponsor a variety of specialized
programs through individual departments/ schools/ and other
agencies and through general extension or continuing
education programs.
The Cooperative Extension Service is the most important
of the specialized programs. It was established to bring
the services of the land-grant colleges to farmers and farm
families and now offers a wide range of programs directed
towards agricultural and economic development as well as to
nutrition and other family needs. In the last few years/
increasing emphasis has been placed on meeting the needs of
low— income youth and families. In conducting its programs/
the Cooperative Extension Service uses a wide variety of
approaches/ including radio/ television/ newspapers/
seminars/ demonstrations/ and occasionally/ formal
c lasswor k.
In its early years/ college and university general
extension was primarily extension in time and location;
credit courses equivalent in content to regular university
courses were offered to individuals who were unable to
attend regular classes as full-time students. This service
remains an important component of university extension.
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Todayi however/ university general extension involves a much
broader range of clients and activities. In fact/ divisions
of continuing education and general extension are involved
in the full range of degree-oriented and non-degree study.
Extension programs will be discussed at greater length
later in this chapter.
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2. CHARACTERISTICS OF PART-TIME POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION
As u>as pointed out in the beginning of the chapter, the
kind of information needed for planning and budgeting in
adult and nontrad i tona 1 educational systems is determined in
large part by their clientele, delivery systems, and
financing. These three characteristics will now be
d iscussed.
Adult and Par t—T ime Learners
Who are the potential clients of part-time
postsecondary education, why are they seeking further
education, and what encourages them to return to school or
keeps them away?
Approximately fifty million Americans - or about half
the adult population - engage in some sort of part-time,
formal learning activity each year. Some are enrolled in
Bible study classes, some take golf lessons, many are
learning to grow vegetables and to plan low-cost menus,
still more enroll in short professional courses, and many
hardy souls are working slowly towards bachelors' and
advanced degrees. Adult learners are almost as varied a
group as adults generally. They have diverse goals, diverse
lifestyles, diverse approaches to learning, and a
variety of reasons for enrolling in educational programs.
What is more, their needs and wants change rather rapidly
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with time.
Understanding the motivations and needs of adult
students is essential in part-time p os t sec ondar y education -
for financial planning as well as for making decisions about
the subject matteri timesi places^ and methods of
instruction and for designing such supporting services as
counseling and study centers.
There have been many studies* surveys* and analyses of
1participation in adult education. Some of the most
important findings will be summarized at this point.
Cyril Houle (1961) has examined students' approaches to
learning. He suggests that there are three basic types of
adult student: The qoal-or iented learner has specific
vocational* personal* or other reasons for seeking further
education. The activity -oriented learner is seeking
diversion or social experiences* while the learning-oriented
individual seeks knowledge and skills for their own sakes.
The relative importance of these motivations to an
individual student helps determine the types of program and
1 Studies of participation in adult education fall into two
general categories; 1) statistical reports* and 2) studies
of motivation.
Statistical reports include those by the United States
Office of Education (1959* 1969, 1972)* Johnstone and Rivera
(1965)* Kay (1972)* Gilford (1975), and Bonham (1979).
Studies of motivation include works by Houle (1961),
Carp* et al. (1974), and the Committee on the Financing of
Higher Education for Adult Students (1974).
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modes of instruction that uill satisfy his or her needs.
Carp, et al. (1974) investigated the educational goals
of adult students. 1) Job-related and vocat i ona 1 goals
predominate among adult learners. Also important are
2) social and escape reasons and 3) inf o rma t i on and
intel lectual development
. Smaller numbers of students seek
further education for 4) citizenship , 5) f ami 1 u reasons , and
6) church and spiritual reasons
. The same survey also
investigated the areas of learning pursued by adults and
obstacles to learning cited by persons not nouj enrolled in
educational programs (see Table 3, p. 32).
Using a third approach to classifying adult learners,
the Committee on the Financing of Higher Education for Adult
Learners (1974) c harac t er i z ed students by the direct force
that persuaded them to enroll in educational programs.
Students may enroll. 1) for personal reasons, 2) for family
reasons, 3) because the program is sponsored by or required
by their employer, 4) because of other job—related
incentives or requirements (salary incentives, peer
pressure, or legal or professional requirements), or
5) because they are recruited by a government-sponsored,
public problem solving program.^ The last three categories
often involve requirements by an employer or some other
1 For example, the Job Corps, home economics programs of the
Cooperative Extension Service, and federal drug abuse
programs.
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TABLE 3. CHARACTERISTICS OF ADULT LEARNERS
REASONS FOR LEARNING
Information and intellectual development 69%
Job and educational development 43
Re<iuirements of employer, profession, or authority 27
Social reasons 22
Escape reasons 21
Desire to be a better parent or spouse 19
Church or spiritual reasons 16
C i t i z ensh ip 16
AREAS OF LEARNING GIVEN AS FIRST CHOICE BY ADULT LEARNERS
Hobbies and recreation 42%
Vocational subjects 38
General education 25
Religious studies 14
Home and family life 13
Personal development 11
Public affairs 6
OBSTACLES TO LEARNING CITED BY WOULD-BE LEARNERS
Cost ————————————————————————————————————————————————— 53/C
Not enough time 46
Don't want to go to school full time 35
Home responsibilities 32
Job responsibilities 28
Amount of time required to complete program 21
Afraid that I'm too old 17
Lack of information about programs available 17
Scheduling problems 16
Strict attendance requirements 15
Low grades in past, no confidence 13
Desired courses unavailable 12
No child care H
Too much red tape in getting enrolled 10
Not enought energy ^
Don't enjoy studying ^
No transportation ^
No place to study or practice 7
Tired of school ^
Don't meet entrance requirements 6
All other
Carp. Peterson and Roelfs. 1974)
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authority. As would be expected, financial support tends to
come from the general public, from employers, and from
individual students in proportion to the degree to which
each group sees itself benefiting from a particular program.
There have been many other studies of participation in
part-time postsecondary education. For example, there have
been analyses of the effects of financial aid on motivation.
comparisons of par t i c i pa tan t s in home study versus classroom
programs, and statistical studies of the educational and
social backgrounds of participants in various kinds of
1programs.
The characteristics of adult learners will be discussed
from another perspective in the chapter on enrollment
forecasting (see Chapter V).
Educational De 1 i ver
u
The second basic characteristic of an educational
institution is its delivery system - the teaching, advising,
libraries, extracurricular activities, and other services
that are provided to the students and the facilities and
administrative services that are associated with them. The
delivery systems of part-time postsecondary education are
varied, and they may even be quite traditional. But
1 See the references cited earlier in this section.
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whatever the delivery system of a particular institution,
the variety of possible approaches to instruction, student
services, and other activities creates a need for additional
information for educational planning. For program planning
and budget analysis in part-time postsecondary education, it
is usually desirable to have detailed information about the
services actually used by different types of students and
the costs of these services.
Systems of postsecondary education may provide any of
the following services and facilities for non-r es i d ent ia
1
students:"'
Instructional services : Instruction,
evaluation-examination, certification of learning,
coordination of instruction, and the planning and
development of instructional services.
Academic support services : Libraries, computers,
museums, etc.
Other direct support services : Academic advising,
counseling, admissions, registration, records, financial
aid. public information, program development, and service
enterprises (e. g.. bookstores).
Interna 1 support servi c es : Personnel services,
accounting, mailing, clerical services, etc.
1 The list of services is based, in part, on the Program
Classification Structure (Gulko. 1971).
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Classroofns/ lab orator i es» librariesi
computer centers/ study centers# etc.
Although all of these services and facilities must be
those who need them# the means of providing
them vary from institution to institution and even from
program to program within a single system. In many
part-time programs# not all the needed services and
facilities are provided directly by the sponsoring
institution.
I ns true t i ona 1 Services
Traditionally in American colleges and universities#
instruction is centered about the academic department
(Houle# 1974). While at European universities for example
teaching# examination and the granting of degrees are
sometimes the responsibility of different agencies# in
American schools these components are rarely separated. The
academic department acting through its individual members or
as a body provides a full complement of instructional
services. In addition to the basic functions of
instruction# evaluation-examination# and certification of
learning# the college professor helps students seek out
other sources of information and expertise# advises them
about their courses of study# and guides their academic
development. As a member of a department and of the
faculty# the professor also shares responsibility for
coordinating instructional activities and for program
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development (Houle. 1974). In part-time programs the
package of services associated with the traditional course
and department structures is often split apart; this is the
case for such programs as cr ed i t— f or— pr i or learning,
independent study and credit-by-examination. Often the
students themselves are expected to seek out services that
are not provided by the institution (Miles, 1974).
Facilities and Sudd or t Ser v i c e s
In traditional colleges and universities, facilities
and support services are similar among most programs and
institutions. This is because they are designed to meet
needs that are common to young adult full-time students,
because of the standards of accrediting agencies, and also
quite simply because of tradition. In part-time programs
however there are great differences in facilities and
services. For example, such programs may use WATS telephone
lines, television studios, study centers, or conventional
classrooms, they may offer accommodations in dormitories or
in hotel rooms or offer no accommodations at all, and they
may or may not provide such services as counseling. In
addition, certain services (placement, for example) may be
made available to some students and not to others. In fact,
for some programs (many external degree and correspondence
programs, for example) no facilities and only a minimum of
support services are provided.
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Not only are there differences among part-time programs
in the facilities and services that are provided, but there
are also differences in the ways in which they are provided
and financed. Services and facilities may be provided
directly by the educational institution or indirectly
through some other public or private agency (the public
library, another school, or the parent institution of a
university general extension system, for example).
Furthermore, the facilities and services may be available at
no direct cost to the sponsoring institutions or to the
students, or there may be charges to the institutions or
directly to the students.
In short, in part-time postsecondary education there is
great diversity in kinds of facilities and support services,
in their quality and scope, in their source, and in the
manner in which costs are assessed to various agencies and
individuals.
Resource Analus is in Del iveru Sus terns Serving Par t-T ime
Students
The diversity in the clientele and services of
part-time p os tsec ondary education creates special
difficulties for the analysis of the programs and services
of such systems. In the planning and evaluation of
traditional college programs (majors, for example), it is
possible to concentrate on the direct costs of instruction
and on anticipated outcomes. It can be assumed, for the
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purpose of quantitative analysis at least, that both
instructional and supplementary services are similar among
programs with similar goals.
In part-time education, because of the variety of
services and of mechanisms for providing them, analysis is
more complex. It is necessary to specify
what services are provided , how much service is available
(i.e., the quality and scope of each instructional and
supplementary service), who is providing the service , and
who is pauina for it . Furthermore, in comparing programs it
is usually impossible to consider instructional costs alone;
if an institution offers significantly different supporting
services to students in different programs, it may be
necessary to allocate the costs of the services among the
programs.
Unfortunately, there are serious obstacles to using
cost analysis and other quantitative techniques to provide
information of this sort in a form that can be helpful for
decision making:
1) A budget must be organized according to some system
of classifying activities, but classifications and
taxonomies can never capture all the important differences
between delivery systems. This difficulty exists, of
course, in the analysis of traditional systems, but in the
latter case, familiarity with relatively uniform systems
enables decision makers to use simplified classification as
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starting points for evaluating and comparing programs.
2) The number of credit hours assigned to
nontrad i t ional learning experiences is not necessarily an
indicator of the resources expended by the institution or of
the changes brought about in the skills and knowledge of the
students. Consider# for example# the awarding of college
credit for passing standard examinations# for a university
sponsored program in Europe# and for correspondence
1
courses.
3) The allocation of the costs of support services is
also arbitrary and must be done differently for different
2types of decisions.
In short# the simplifying assumptions that make cost
analyses for traditional programs relatively uncomplicated
and their results relatively easy to interpret usually do
not apply in part-time education. For this reason#
1 The traditional credit hour serves a number of functions.
It is primarily a device for certification of learning. In
addition# it is often thought of as a measure of both input
(resources made available to the student) and output (amount
learned). Whatever the limitations of using the credit hour
as a measure of input and output in traditional programs#
they are far greater in non trad i t i ona 1 ones. In fact# the
credit hour may have no relationship whatever either to what
is provided by the institution or to what is expected of the
student. (Consider credit for prior learning# for example).
2 For most decisons# the relevant cost is the incremental
cost of providing the necessary services to students in a
particular program.
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quant i tative analysis will probably continue to play a
limited role in the planning and evaluation of part-time
programs (Glenny, 1974). The use of cost analysis in
comparing part-time programs will be discussed in somewhat
greater detail in Chapter VI.
Ed.uca t i ona 1 De 1 i veru in Col lege and Un i ver s i t u Extension
Up to this point, characteristics that are common to
most part-time postsecondary systems have been considered.
Uhile college and university extension programs share most
of these characteristics, they have other attributes that
make planning for these systems different from that for
proprietary schools, noned uca t i ona 1 agencies, and other
institutions that offer programs for part-time students.
Beginning with the passage of the first land-grant act
and continuing with the emergence of community colleges.
American colleges and universities have developed a strong
commitment to community service. Extension systems were
created to help fulfill this commitment. As general
extension systems have evolved over the years, they have
developed tradition of serving a broad segment of the adult
population. In carrying out their missions, most have
operated without permanent faculties and instead have acted
1 In contrast to the U. S. Cooperative Extension Service and
other specialized programs of individual schools,
departments, and agencies within a college or university.
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as facilitating agencies, bringing together students and a
variety of resources from their parent institutions and from
other sources.
Although not all college and university extension
systems have developed in this particular way, a significant
number have. The fact that such systems are facilitating
agencies that are committed to serving a wide range of needs
has important effects on educational delivery and
consequently on planning and resource allocation. The
discussion that follows will focus on this kind of system.
Pi vers i tu and Change in University Genera 1 Extension
The extension systems of universities and two- and
four-year colleges are unique among providers of
postsecondary education in the breadth of their programs, in
the diversity of their delivery systems, and in their
commitment to responding to the changing needs of adult
learners. The offerings of many general extension systems
span almost the entire spectrum of p ostsec ondar y education.
They may include undergraduate and graduate degree programs,
entry level vocational training programs, professional and
1 The U. S. Cooperative Extension Service and the continuing
education systems of many large public school systems offer
a considerable variety of programs and rely, in part at
least, on temporary teaching staffs. Methods of analysis
that are appropriate for college and university general
extension systems are likely to be of value for these
systems as well.
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vocational continuing education programs, and a variety of
recreational and other avocational programs. In addition,
general extension systems offer special programs for
P^T'ticular population groups such as ujomen and the elderly.
These programs may be directed towards personal, family, or
vocational needs, they may be largely recreational, or a
single program may attempt to meet a wide range of needs of
the population group it serves.
The delivery systems of general extension services
reflect the diversity of needs and lifestyles of their
students. Instruction may be offered through conference
programs, day and evening classes held at a variety of times
and places, television broadcasts, correspondence programs,
and so on. A wide range of supporting services may be
available. Finally, because the needs of adult learners
change over time, program development is a major on-going
responsibility of general extension systems.
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Genera 1 Extension Su stems a s Facilitating Agencies
The second distinctive characteristic of extension
systems is that they operate uiithout permanent
faculties. A system that lacks a permanent teaching staff
performs a fundamentally different kind of service from that
of a school with a regular faculty. The major service of a
2traditional college or university is instruction# while
that of a system with no permanent faculty is one of broker
or agent between students and services.^
1
Among other educational agencies and programs that are
often operated without permanent faculties are: 1) college
and university general extension services# 2) special
extension services of colleges and universities (i.e. #
programs in particular fields offered by individual schools#
departments# and other agencies)# 3) public school adult and
continuing education programs# 4) educational programs of
agencies other than schools (e.g.# libraries# churches# the
"Y")» and 5) in-house programs of businesses and industries.
There are also agencies in every one of these categories
that operate with permanent faculties. Among the programs
that usually operate with permanent teaching staffs are
those of 1) private specialty schools# 2) private tutors#
and 3) the Cooperative Extension Service. The Cooperative
Extension Service# however# does not rely exclusively on its
own staff for its educational programs. (See Table 3 for a
list of the kinds of agencies that sponsor part-time
programs.
)
2
Research and other non-teaching programs are not being
considered in this paper.
3
The following analogy illustrates the difference.
Airlines and travel agencies are both in the travel
business# but airlines provide transportation while travel
agencies provide travel services. Even though both kinds of
agency may provide ticket sales# travel information# and
tours# their purposes and functioning are quite different.
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In traditional colleges and universities, academic
departments that are staffed by full-time professional
scholars and teachers provide the primary services of the
institutions. The major long-term financial commitment of
these institutions is to instruction, that is to the
permanent teaching staffs. There is also a significant
investment in a physical plant.
In contrast, the resources of systems without permanent
faculties are devoted to the coordination of instruction,
program development, public information, and other
facilitating activities. The professional staffs of these
systems are made up of coordinators and administrators who
bring together students and educational services.
Instruction is provided either in cooperation with other
agencies or by teachers who are hired for specific
short-term assignments.
The absence of long-term financial commitments to
specific programs contributes in no small measure to the
ability of general extension systems to respond to changing
needs. These systems have the flexibility to revise their
programs and services when opportunities arise and when
1
market or financial studies indicate the need for change.
1 Obviously, organizations that have control over their own
finances have more flexibility than do those under tight
control of their parent institutions or of state agencies.
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Planning and Educational De 1 iveru in Genera 1 Extension
Sustems
The characteristics just described have significant
effects on the operation of general extension systemsi
especially on program development and on the organization of
instructional delivery.
Program d eve 1 opmen t in general extension sustems . The
needs and wants of adult learners change continuously, not
only with respect to job—related programs, but also for
programs designed for recreational and other avocational
purposes. In order to meet these needs, general extension
divisions must continuously identify and evaluate needs .
develop an awareness of the needs among the appropriate
clientele and fund ing authorities , and develop the curricula
and the instructional and other services reguired to meet
them . The development of programs, then, requires a
combination of market analysis, financial planning,
advocacy, organization, and promotion.
While, in traditional schools, new programs are usually
developed by the faculty, in extension systems, approaches
vary. Program development may be the responsibility of
instructional units, of separate program development units,
or of certain administrative units within the extension
division. The process, especially as it relates to the
curriculum, is complex. It usually involves extensive
consultation and negotiation between representatives of the
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extension system* members of the faculty of the parent
institution* and/or representatives of such outside agencies
as professional associations and businesses. The roles of
the various participants tend to be ill-defined and
overlapping (Daigneault* 1963). Several approaches are
common as are combinations of these: 1) credit offerings
and degree programs are often developed in cooperation with
the appropriate faculty of the parent institution* such
programs almost always require faculty approval* 2) programs
may be developed in cooperation with outside agencies* and
3) programs may be designed by members of the extension
system* in this last case* either the staff members must
themselves be experts in the appropriate field* or they must
consult with those who are so qualified.
Planning* analusis* and program development . Because
general extension divisions often expend substantial sums on
program development* they must consider its costs and
effectiveness. This need creates special problems for
analysis. First* because program development is usually a
shared responsibility of several units* its costs may be
difficult to isolate. Second* because program development
does not always result in the implementation of changes* it
is often impossible to allocate development costs to the
individual programs that they were intended to benefit.
Third* the questions of how much should be expended on
program development and what level of risk-taking is
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acceptable for a particular system are matters of basic
policy that cannot be ansujered by cost-effectiveness
analysis. For these reasons/ the evaluation of program
development is largely a matter of educated judgment.
Nonetheless# if program development costs are identified
and/ where possible# associated with changes in income and
enrollment# some insight may be gained into this aspect of
the operation of general extension services.
Th e or pan i z t i on of instructi ona 1 deli ver u in extension
sustems . The nature of general extension has another major
impact on the functioning - and on the decision-making
patterns - of these systems. Because of the absence of
academic departments and permanent faculties# there can be#
and in fact is# considerable variety on the organization of
instructional delivery (Shannon and Schoenfeld# 1965).
In traditional higher education# the academic
^
1
departments are responsible for the programs of majors as
well as for instruction in particular academic disciplines.
That is# the academic departments are responsible for
specific client groups and for well-defined components of
the educational delivery systems# they are also cost
centers for accounting purposes.
In systems with no permanent faculties# the units
1 Lower division general education programs# however# are
the responsibility of the entire faculty.
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responsible for instruction function quite differently.
They may have one of three kinds of focus or some
combination of the three:
— academic or professional disciplines (e.g., law.
education).
client groups (e. g.
.
women, the elderly, public
officials )
.
— instructional delivery (e.g.. correspondence,
television, evening classes, conferences).
As is the case for traditional academic departments.
1
units may draw upon the services of each other. In
contrast to traditional schools, however, the instructional
units of general extension divisions are often heavily
involved with such supporting activities as program
development, counseling, and public information.
Planning in sustems with d i verse organ i zat i ona
1
structures . For planning and evaluation in any
postsecondary educational system, it is desirable to know
the costs of each service (e.g.. the evening school, the
registrar's office) and of each instructional program (e.g..
lower-division general education, nursing associate degree).
1 For example, in a traditional school, the chemistry
department may require its majors to take physics, while in
an extension division, an agency for the continuing
education of teachers may use the services of the
instructional television center and the evening school.
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At the same time for day-to-day management and cost-control
it is necessary to associate costs with organizational
units. In traditional higher education this kind of
information can be obtained from a relatively
straightforward two-dimensional analysis of instructional
costs: 1) the instructional components of the departmental
budgets and 2) the costs of each major and lower division
program as determined by the course load distributions of
typical students in each program. Because of the variations
in the organization of instruction in extension systems#
there is no single generally applicable approach to budget
analysis for these systems. The method of analysis most
suitable for a particular agency depends upon its clientele#
delivery system# and organizational structure.
Educational De 1 i ver u in Genera 1 Extension: Conclusion
It has been seen that certain features of general
extension systems affect planning and budget analysis.
First# because of the commitment of the systems to respond
to changing needs# special attention is given to program
development and to the evaluation of this activity. Second#
because of the diversity in the organization of the delivery
systems# approaches to planning and budget analysis vary
1 Although there is more uniformity in methods of budget
analysis for traditional education# variations are
significant (see Chapter VI).
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among institutions. For these reasons, any general model
for budget analysis in extension systems must permit
alternative ways of displaying information about programs
and services and must allow for a variety of approaches to
allocating costs and income.
Finally, it may be noted that there are many
similarities between the operations of university general
extension systems and those of the Cooperative Extension
Service and of continuing education divisions of large
public school systems. Like general extension, these
systems offer a wide range of programs and use a variety of
approaches to providing services. A budget model for
university general extension may be useful for these systems
as well. In fact, since a model for general extension must
take into account the widest possible range of clientele,
delivery systems, financing, and organization, such a model
can represent any system of postsecondary
education. Simpler and less general models may, of course,
be more useful for systems with more traditional delivery
systems or with only one or two programs.
1 As will be seen in Chapter VI, only a modular model, or
more likely, a model building system, could achieve this
goal.
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Tb .g Financ inq Par t-T ime Postsecondaru Education
Now that the special c harac t er i s t i ec s of university
extension systems have been outlinedi the discussion will
return to the basic features of part~time postsecondary
education and to financingi the last of the major factors
that shape the decision making processes of these systems.
After a general comments three topics will be considered:
1) sources of income# 2) the influence of the income
structure on the planning process# and 3) the effects of
suggested changes in financing.
Three closely related features characterize the income
structure of most systems that serve part-time
1
students: funding is client related# institutional
subsidies are low or nonexistent# and income is subject to a
relatively high degree of uncertainty. Although the funding
of part-time programs runs the full range from complete
subsidy to complete self-support# many programs are heavily
dependent on student fees# other direct payments for
t
services# or enrollment-based subsidies. Unlike traditional
college and university programs# these systems rarely
1 The major exceptions are manpower training programs and
other government sponsored public problem solving programs
(the Cooperative Extension Service# for example).
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receive a substantial portion of their incomes in the form
of flat appropriations/ endowment income/ or donations.
Most public assistance for part-time and adult education is
for programs that meet special needs <e.g./ literacy
programs/ drug education/ and basic job training).^ In
short/ the income structure of most programs for part-time
students resembles that of a market system.
Sources of. Income in. Par t-T ime Pos tsec ondar u Education
Several types of funding are common in part-time
postsecondary education. Funds may be received: 1) for the
education of individual students/ 2) for the support of
programs or services/ or 3) for general institutional
support (see Tables 4 and 5/ pp. 53 and 54).
1) Fees and tuition received from individual students
or on their behalf may be:
1 Many states have shifted in recent years from flat
appropriations to enrollment-based formula funding for
traditional full-time programs in higher education. The
change is one of many factors pushing colleges and
universities toward a market approach to planning for their
traditional programs as well as for their part-time
programs. This matter will be discussed in Chapter VI.
2 According to Nolfi and Nelson (1973)/ continuing education
divisions in private colleges are usually expected to return
a substantial profit to the institutions while state laws
often require that public programs for part-time and adult
students be self-supporting. In both cases/ however/ there
are usually hidden subsidies/ such as the use of space and
services. The true net income of divisions of continuing
education is rarely known.
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TABLE 4: SOURCES OF INCOME FOR POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION
PUBLIC AND PHILANTHROPIC FUNDS
GENERAL SUPPORT
Flat grant appropriations
Endowment income
Gifts and other direct aid
Indirect support (services* facilities)
PROGRAM SUPPORT
Grants for public problem solving programs
(e.g.» teacher training# community development)
Grants for special interest programs (e.g.# fine arts)
STUDENT SUPPORT AND ENROLLMENT-BASED AID
Student subsidies for public problem solving
programs (e.g.# law enforcement)
Subsidies for students with special needs or merits
(e.g.# the G. I. Bill and traditional scholarships)
General entitlement'' (e. g.» "two-years in the bank")
Apppropr iations based on enrollment
PRIVATE FUNDS ^
GENERAL SUPPORT
Support of in-house educational units
PROGRAM SUPPORT
Support of in-house educational programs
Payments for services by business and other
organi zat i ons
STUDENT SUPPORT
Unsubsidized student fees# tuition# etc.
Employer subsidized payments
Employment related entitlements
1 No programs of this type are currently in effect in
the
United States.
2 including pagments by public and philanthropic
agencies
when they are acting as employers.
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assumed in full by the students or their families,
fully or partially subsidized for students in
particular fields or places of employment (e. g. , from
federal laui enforcement funds or payments by individual
employers), or
subsidized for students with particular needs or
merits (e. g, , the G. I. bill, traditional scholarships).
2) Funds received to support specific programs or
services may be:
— f ees—f or—service received from businesses,
professional associations, and government agencies to
underwrite the costs of training employees, members, and
others or
— grants from state or federal agencies or from
foundations (e. g., Intergovernmental Personnel Act funds for
the training of state and municipal officials and
emp 1 oy ees )
.
3) Institutional support may take the form of direct
financial aid or of facilities and services such as
classrooms, office space, libraries, and staff. Especially
in the case of public institutions, payments for general
support may be based on enrollment.
Although every one of these sources of income is of
importance in part-time p os t sec ondar y education, as has been
indicated earlier, most systems serving part-time students
depend almost entirely for their incomes on direct payments
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for services and on enrollment-based subsidies.
The relationship between source of funding and
perceptions of benefits was discussed earlier in the
chapter. It was noted that the factors that cause students
to enroll may also determine the source of funding.
Employers; for example; frequently provide training programs
for their employees; and it is not uncommon for a state to
require and pay for classes on alcohol abuse for those
convicted of drunk driving. For the programs of colleges
and universities# the relationship between payments and
benefits is much more complex and has been the subject of
much debate. Costs and benefits will be discussed at
greater length in Chapter IV.
Program Planning and the Financ ing of Educat i on for Adult
and Par t-T ime Students
Because the survival of most part-time p ostsec ondar
y
programs depends largely on the extent to which they meet
the demands of potential students and sponsors# most such
institutions take a market or service approach to program
planning. As has just been indicated# the market for adult
education is made up not simply of students who are willing
to pay the full cost out of their own pockets# but includes
students who receive a variety of kinds of assistance. A
market approach to program planning tends to prevail in an
educational organization when a significant part of its
income depends on student fees# on contracts for services#
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on competitive grants* or on enrollment-based appropriations
(B. Clark, 1958).
A market approach to program planning requires the
kinds of analyses that are commonly used in business
enterprises. The analyses may include market forecasts and
the projection of profits or losses as well as the kinds of
enrollment projections and resource analysis needed for
planning and budgeting for traditional programs.
Future Directions in the Financ ino o f Programs for Part-Time
Students
Patterns of financing adult and part-time education are
changing. Recognition of the importance of lifelong
learning has been accompanied by changing attitudes towards
the funding of programs for adults. Although# in the past,
public policies encouraged full-time study immediately after
high school and rarely provided incentives for deferring
p os tsec ondar y education or for returning to school on a
full- or part-time basis, several recent proposals are
intended to encourage continuing and recurrent education
(Carnegie Commission, 1973c; Committee on the Financing of
Higher Education for Adult Students, 1974). Proposals
i nc 1 ud e
:
— equal treatment of part-time and full-time students
with regard to tuition, fees, and financial aid,
— various systems whereby citizens would be entitled
to receive, sometime during their lives and at public
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expense, a certain minimum amount of postsecondary education
("general entitlement"),
job—related programs in ujhich employees ujould
receive payments and release time to return to full- or
part-time study at certain intervals ( " emp 1 oyment—r e la ted
entitlement" )
,
— loan programs tailored to the needs of adults.
These proposals would, of course, have a positive
effect on postsecondary systems in that they would expand
the market. From a broader perspective, they are attractive
because they would help society meet its needs for trained
manpower and educated citizens and because they provide
greater educational opportunity for many people. The
proposals are firmly based on the price system. Students
would choose among competing programs and bring their
subsidies with them.
In summary, although the future may bring increased
support to adult education through entitlement programs and
categorical aid, it is not likely that flat grant
institutional subsidies will increase sufficiently to reduce
the market orientation of these systems. Indications are
that, although part-time p os tsec ondar y education may
increase in importance in the next few decades, its funding
will continue to be program and client related.
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3. DECISIONS ABOUT STUDENTS. PROGRAMS AND EDUCATIONAL
SERVICES IN ADULT AND PART-TIME EDUCATION
In the preceding discussion, the characteristics of the
students, the delivery systems, and the financing of
part-time education and the relationship of these
characteristics to planning were considered. It is now
possible to outline the kinds of decisions that face
educational systems that serve part-time students and to
review the information needs of these organizations.
Two fundamental types of decision must be made in any
educational system: first, decisions about goals that is
about the kinds of students served and programs offered and
second, decisions about means, that is. about the
instructional and supporting services that are necessary to
serve the students efficiently and effectively.
P 1 ann inq Programs for Par t-T ime Students
In education, a program is defined as the collection of
all the services provided for a particular group of
students. In program planning, the focus is upon the
students and their goals, rather than on the institution and
the services it provides. Programs are usually designed
around the educational or career goals of the students they
serve. Examples of this type of program include college
majors, continuing education for professionals, and music
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lessons. Programs may also be designed to meet the needs of
groups who have characteristics other than educational or
career goals in common. There are programs for the elderly,
for women, and for inner city residents, for example. As
was pointed out earlier, programs that serve specific
population groups may focus on a particular educational,
career, or avocational goal, or they may attempt to meet a
combination of vocational and other needs.
Program planning in education can be viewed from two
quite different perspectives: it is both a matter of public
policy and a business matter. From one point of view, the
problem is that of a public, quas i— p ub 1 ic , or private agency
attempting to meet the needs of society for trained manpower
and educated citizens and the obligations of society to
1
provide full educational opportunity to all. From another
point of view, the problem is that of a zero-profit or
profit making organization responding to supply and demand.
The questions of public policy require benefits analysis
while the financial questions require market analysis.
Clearly, both perspectives are important, and clearly there
can be conflicts between them. An organization cannot
decide to sponsor a program of great public benefit and
1 Private profit-making institutions are, of course, less
constrained by public policy than are public and
quasi-public agencies.
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little cost if the costs cannot be met, and it should be
reluctant to offer highly profitable programs of doubtful
public benefit in preference to low profit programs of
greater value. Tradeoffs between the two objectives depend
upon the financial status of the organization and the
framework of laws and policies within which it operates."*
The basic decisions relative to students and their
goals are these: What programs should be initiated,
discontinued, expanded, contracted, or modified to meet the
needs of adult learners? In arriving at decisions about
these matters, the following kinds of (questions must be
asked about each program and about the system as a whole:
— What types of students are being served, should be
served, can be served?
— What portion of the potential clientele is being
reached? What portion can be reached given the resources
1 In practice, many educational or gan i za t i ons establish
suitability requirements and priorities to answer the
question of public benefit and then operate within a market
framework. In nonprofit agencies, any profits from one
program may be used to support others or to support program
development and the creation of new markets. General
extension systems are sometimes accused of placing marketing
and sales ahead of quality and suitability. While much of
this criticism is caused by misconceptions about part-time
students and by a lack of sympathy for nonacademic programs
in institutions of higher education, there is no doubt that
the desire for profit and the sheer necessity of survival
have sometimes led general extension systems to compromise
quality and suitability in order to increase enrollments
(Penfield, 1975; B. Clark, 1958; Nolfi and Nelson, 1973).
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ava liable?
What are the costs of the program to the student, to
outside sponsors, and to other outside agencies?
What is the cost to the educational organization?
What income is generated? What are the projections for
future costs and income?
Planning the De 1 i ver u of Par t—T i me Ed uca t i on
When planning programs, one is concerned with meeting
the needs and demands of different groups of students. But
the students can realize their objectives only if
appropriate learning experiences and support services are
available. In practice, much of the analysis required for
planning to meet the needs of the students is the analysis
of educational delivery systems.
Decisions about delivery systems require both
cost-effectiveness analysis and market analysis. The
decision maker must determine the income, costs, and
enrollments or other rates of use of the various
instructional and support services and must also consider
the effectiveness of the services in reaching the potential
audience and in helping students acquire the skills and
knowledge they are seeking. One must determine, for
example, whether or not television courses or classes in a
particular location will pay for themselves and whether or
not they will achieve their intended goals. If the
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television and classes are alternatives that are intended to
serve the same students^ one must decide which is less
costly or which is more effective. In short, in evaluating
a program, it is necessary to investigate the quality,
convenience, and financing of the educational delivery as
well as the relevance of the program's goals to the students
it is intended to serve.
The basic questions related to the elements of the
delivery system are these: Is a particular service
financially feasible and does it meet needs and demands that
cannot be met more cheaply or more effectively in some other
way? In arriving at a decision to create, discontinue, or
modify a service, it is necessary to know the present and
projected levels of participation as well as income and
costs. Equally important, comparisons between delivery
systems must take into account differences in the scope of
the services offered to the students and the differences in
the students themselves.
Determin inq Program Costs and Inc ome in Su stems Serving
Par t-T ime Students
As has been pointed out, program planning requires the
analysis of the income and cost of each of the various
elements of the delivery system. In an organization that
offers two or more programs that make use of the same
delivery system, computing the costs, income, and profits of
programs requires knowing how much each group of students
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uses each of the various services. The number of students
in each programi their use of each service# the level at
which each service is maintained# and the fees and other
income received together determine the resource
requirements and income of the system and how they are
apportioned among the various programs and services. The
relationship is analogous to that between majors and
academic departments in a traditional undergraduate college#
but as was pointed out earlier# may be much more complex.
The Characteristics of Par t-T ime Postsecodaru Educat i on# A
Summary
Now that the important features of part-time
postsecondary education have been described# it is possible
to summarize these characteristics and their effects on
p lanning.
Students. programs# and educational del i ver
u
.
Part-time education is intended to serve a wide range of
adult learners who may or may not be seeking degrees and who
may or may not be motivated by vocational objectives. The
programs may be designed around particular educational#
vocational# or avocational objectives# or they may be
intended to serve particular population groups.
Educational delivery systems for part-time students are
1 Class sizes# counseling ratios# etc.
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structured to meet the needs of responsible adults whose
lives are centered outside the school. Courses and other
learning experiences are diverse in time, place, length, and
format. Supporting services vary from program to program
depending upon the needs of the students. Educational
delivery is varied, not only in terms of what services are
offered, but also in terms of who provides the services and
how they are financed. Cooperative arrangements with other
agencies are common as are programs where the students are
expected to seek out services on their own.
The needs of adult and part~time learners change over
time and programs and services must change with them.
Program development is a central and ongoing function of
many educational systems that serve part-time students.
Orqani zation . Some systems of part-time and adult
education, including many college and university extension
divisions are "facilitating agencies". They depend on
part-time faculty and on cooperative arrangements with other
agencies to provide instruction for their students. The
instructional units of these systems have functions and
goals associated with either 1) educational delivery,
2) programs for particular client groups, 3) academic or
professional disciplines, or 4) some combination of the
first three. Planning usually takes place outside the
framework of a faculty-department structure.
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Fj^nanc inq
. The use of part-time faculty, the tradition
of self-support, and the changing character of needs and
programs affect financial planning in two important ways.
First, because committed costs, especially for faculty and
facilities, are low relative to total costs, systems that
serve part-time students have more flexibility than
traditional colleges and universities in planning,
budgeting, implementing, and revising their programs.
Second, because basic institutional subsidies are low in
proportion to income from fees and special grants, income is
potentially highly variable. The result is a market or
service-oriented outlook towards planning and budgeting.
Planning and ana 1 u s i
s
. Planning is related both to
programs for particular client groups and to educational
delivery. Three basic types of analysis are req,uired;
1) enrollment analysis, including projections and market
studies, 2) budget analysis, including detailed studies of
both income and costs, for programs and for services, and
3) the evaluation of outcomes. Because of the variety in
students and services, it is often necessary to consider the
scope of individual services explicitly. Taxonomies may be
helpful for this purpose.
The next few chapters will describe the kinds of
analysis used in planning and budgeting and the application
of these tools to adult and part-time education.
PART II.
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS FOR PLANNING EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
CHAPTER I I I
PART II: INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS FOR PLANNING EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
Qvervi eu of Part 1
1
Part II of this paper will be devoted to a review of
the several topics that are fundamental to budget analysis
in part-time post sec ondary education. Methods of analysis
and sources of information will be considered. Emphasis
will be placed on quantitative analysis.
The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to a
discussion of the role of analysis in planning and
budgeting.
The next four chapters will cover the following topics:
Chapter IV - The Role of Eva 1 ua t i on in Planning :
cost-benefits and cost-effectiveness analysis; the role of
goals in planning.
Chapter V — Enr o 1 Imen t Ana 1 u s i
s
: time-series and ratio
models; the analysis of demand; judgmental forecasting;
market reasearch.
Chapter VI - Cost Analysis and Budgeting : approaches
to budgeting; cost analysis; budget models.
Chapter VII - Taxonomies and the Institutional Data
Base: taxonomies that are applicable to part-time programs;
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the problem of describing the sponsorship and scope of
service of jointly operated and independent study programs.
The applications of these tools of analysis to a
particular problem, namely the development of a budget model
^ division of continuing education, uiill be discussed in
Part III.
As will soon become apparent, the division of topics
among the next three chapters is somewhat arbitrary. Not
only are the subjects closely related, but many models and
analyses combine studies of enrollments, budgets, and
outcomes. A most important case of overlap is that of
manpower analysis and enrollment forecasting. Manpower
analysis and cost-benefits studies will be discussed in the
chapter on outcomes even though it is well known that
manpower needs and perceptions of economic benefits are
important determinants of demand for higher education.
To cite one example of models that address more than
one aspect of educational planning. Bayesian analysis is
almost always applied to problems that involve finances as
well as demand. Nonetheless, judgmental forecasting will be
discussed in the chapter on enrollment forecasting.
In short, it is important to keep in mind that
practical applications of quantitative analysis in
educational planning involve simultaneous consideration of
goals, outcomes, enrollments and finances.
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The Role ojP Ana 1 u s i s in Planning and Budgeting
"A budget is a plan stated in financial terms" (a
traditional definition).
"Program budgeting — basically a resource allocation system
stresses the setting of objectives* grouping activites
into programs to meet the objectives* and measuring the
effectiveness of the programs in meeting the objectives.
The purpose of the program budgeting effort is to provide
the organized data base for the systematic selection of the
preferred course of action" (Sue A. Haggart* et al.* 1972).
The belief that organizations should focus on outcomes
as they plan for the future is basic to most concepts of
budgeting. Modern budget analysis with its emphasis on goal
definition* evaluation of alternatives* and choice of best
alternative* is intended to provide such a focus. In budget
analysis* resource allocation is viewed as an economic
problem. From this perspective* a program is justified only
if it is both cost beneficial and technically efficient:
1) Benefits to society and individuals in increased
production* improved earning power* a more rewarding life*
etc. must be great enough to justify costs* and
2) objectives must be reached with the least possible
expenditure of resources. If either condition is not met*
resources are wasted (Eckstein* 1973).
Uhile the economic concept of budgeting - the efficient
allocation of scarce resources - is of great importance in
planning* the actual process of resource allocation in
public and non-profit agencies is far more complex than a
definition of budgeting might suggest.
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F^iT'st/ the forces that affect outcomes in educational
and social systems are extremely complex. The cause and
effect relationships between schooling and learning and
between learning and long-term social goals are only poorly
understood by even the best and the brightest of decision
makers. Even if these relationships were well understood*
the number of alternative programs is too great to be
studied in a reasonable length of time* and furthermore* the
effects of uncontrollable external events cannot be
predicted. In short* important outcomes are almost always
uncertain.
Second* no public or non-profit agency is governed by a
single set of rationally defined objectives. Rather* such
organizations are governed by a variety of goals that
reflect conflicting values* needs* and wants among
employees* clients* and other interest groups (excellence
versus equal opportunity* better working conditions versus
better services versus lower taxes* immediate gratification
versus future benefits*...). In a "perfect" free market
system* the need for profits works towards assuring that
conflicting desires and interests are resolved in an
economically efficient manner. In complex systems where
market forces are not dominant* there is rarely agreement on
what constitutes economic efficiency.
In short* in public and non-profit agencies* the
systematic and comprehensive analysis of alternatives is not
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feasible. Conflicts must be resolved by negotiation
(Lindbloomi 1968).
As a practical matter, the principal operative goals of
educational and other non-profit systems are first# the
preservation of the existing benefits of each interest group
and second# the achievement of such improvements as are
possible within this constraint and the constraint of
available resources. Changes are usually made in small
steps# for major changes would be likely to upset the
balance of interests that has evolved over time. A "fair
share" tradition almost always requires that increases or
cuts in budgets be apportioned more or less equally among
the various agencies and departments of the system
(Uildavsky# 1964; 1969). Under such circumstances# the
idealized process of modern budget analysis (goal
definition# evaluation of alternatives# choice of best
alternative) is not a sequence of activities# but a
continuous process of negotiation and compromise.
Evaluation is in large measure a tool of negotiation. Each
interest group uses analysis to sharpen its understanding of
its own proposals and of the suggestions of others and to
persuade other parties that is own proposals are in the
common interest (Lindbloom# 1959# 1968# Etzioni# 1964#
Baldridge# 1971).
The discussions that follow are based on this rather
political view of the role of policy analysis in decision
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making. This perspecitve may not be obvious in the general
and technical explanations of the various tools of
evaluation, for there it is difficult to avoid implying
that comprehensive and systematic approaches to decision
making are practical. The reviews of applied research, on
the other hand, clearly support the contention of Lindbloom
and Uildavsky that the real value of policy analysis -
whether it takes the form of basic research or partisan
analysis - lies in its contribution to the clarification and
resolution of specific issues.
CHAPTER IV
THE ROLE OF EVALUATION IN PLANNING
1. INTRODUCTION
Iwo Basic Approaches to the Evaluation of. Outcomes
The evaluation of the outcomes of educational programs
can focus on one of two perspectives.
1) benef i ts < i. e. * gains to society and individuals
through increased production* greater earning power* a
'Ibetter environment* etc.
2) effectiveness * i.e. * the degree of success with
which a program meets its own objectives (skills to be
2learned* retention rates to be achieved* etc. ).
1 The third basic approach to evaluation will be discussed
in a later chapter. The measurement of technical
ef f ic iencu * i.e.* the performance of functions in the best
possible manner at the lowest possible cost* is related to
unit costing and performance budgeting. In the language of
budgeting* "efficiency" is related to "outputs" rather than
"outcomes". Outputs are items produced and functions
performed. Floors washed* letters typed* and student class
hours taught are outputs. It is possible for an agency that
is efficient in many respects to be ineffective and
unbenefic ial.
2 The difference between benefits and effectiveness is
usually illustrated by pointing out that a program to train
buggy whip makers can very well be effective* that is* it
can meet its own internal objectives* but is unlikely
provide any economic benefits.
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Most of the remainder of this chapter will be devoted
to a discussion of the tools of economics, systems analysis,
and educational research that may be applied to the
evaluation of benefits and effectiveness. Goal definition,
a subject that is closely related to effectiveness analysis,
will also be considered. Emphasis will be placed on the
economic and financial aspects of planning; methods of
assessing learning and attitudes will be considered only
p er i p h era 1 1 y
.
The following topics will be discussed:
Ec onomi c Outcomes - the eva 1 ua t i on of education i
n
relation to emp 1 oumen t and production : the basic concepts
and methods of manpower needs analysis and cost-benefits
analysis; the application of mathematical models to the
study of economic outcomes.
Th e use of goals statements in p lann inq and eva 1 ua t i on :
the perspective of organizational theorists; the
perspective of systems analysts; tools and applications.
Ef f ec t i veness Ana 1 u s i s and Cost-Ef f ec tiveness Ana 1 u s i
s
:
direct and indirect measures of effectiveness.
A Comment on References
The analysis of outcomes involves a wide range of
fields of study - principally economics, psychology,
sociology, and management science. Reports of recent
research will be found in the professional journals of these
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^ ® ^ ^ P 1 i ® s as lue 1 1 as in thosa devoted to educational
research and to adult and higher education. Much of the
research on outcomes is reported in pamphlets published by
various commissions# agencies# and institutions. The most
important of this material is available through the ERIC
Clearinghouse on Higher Education. References to specific
studies will be cited in the course of the discussion that
follows. General works and reviews will be mentioned at
this point.
The National Center for Higher Education Management
Systems (NCHEMS) has published discussions of the role of
evaluation in planning and budgeting as well as inventories
of outcomes variables and measures and institutional
environmental variables and measures (Lawrence# et al.#
1970# Micek and Arney# 1973# Micek and Wallhaus# 1973#
Huff# 1971# Byers# 1975). Among other studies are those of
Balderston (1974)# Peterson# (1970)# Benson and Hodgkinson
(1974), and H. Bowen# (1974).
Perhaps the most extensive research on outcomes is that
on the economic effects of education. Reviews and general
works include those of Blaug (1971)# Bowman (1966)# the
Bureau of Labor Statistics (1974)# Norris# et al. (1977)#
and Kelley# et al. (1975). These works include references
to the many statistical reports on manpower by the United
States government.
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Discussions of effectiveness include one by Feldman and
Newcomb (1969)/ who review much of the research on the
impact of college on students that was published before
1969/ and two basic works by Dressel (1961; 1972).
2. ECONOMIC OUTCOMES:
MANPOWER NEEDS AND COST-BENEFITS ANALYSIS
Evaluations of the economic impact of educational
programs can be made in terms of employment - using manpower
analysis - or in terms of earnings - using cost-benefits
analysis. This section will begin with an outline of the
theoretical basis and fundamental uses of manpower needs and
cost-benefits analysis. The basic tools/ applications/ and
limitations of each approach will then be discussed.
Finally/ applications of mathematical techniques will be
considered.
Educat i on as an Investment ; Th e Study o_f Needs and Dem^d.
Human capital theorists consider education as an
investment. They note that among individuals and among
societies/ education and income are positively correlated
and conclude that although not all educational returns are
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monetary, education represents an investment by both
individuals and society; individuals seek to increase their
future earnings and to improve the quality of their lives,
while the society invests in improvements in production and
in the standard and quality of living. The value of the
investments in increased earnings and production can be
analyzed in a manner analogous to the study of conventional
capital investments.
It should be noted that not all expenditures on
education represent investments. Education is in part a
consumer good, that is, it brings personal gratification.
In fact, some programs, including many designed for adults,
are intended primarily to provide such satisfactions.
Although the exceptions are important, for most
students and most societies, job-related goals are the
principal determinants of decisions on expenditures in
education. The chief concern of this section is, of course,
the value of education in relation to employment.
Many countries with planned economies shape their
educational plans to fit their economic plans. These
countries use information about manpower needs and expected
benefits to help set levels of enrollment and subsidies and
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to help determine other educational policies.
In the United States# manpower needs studies and cost
benefits analyses have been subjects of increased attention
in the past few years as public interest has shifted from
traditional education to a more general concern with
p os t sec ondar y studies and as the job market for college
graduates has tightened. A substantial portion of the
offerings of community colleges# proprietary schools# and
in-house employer programs are directly related to
occupational training# at the same time# decision makers at
more traditional institutions have found it necessary to
gain a better understanding of their students' immediate
prospects for employment.
Although economic and educational planning in the
United States are not centralized# economic studies do help
shape policies throughout the educational system. For
example# they influence decisions about federal aid to
p o s t s e c on d ar y education# federal manpower training programs#
state appropriations for universities# and staffing at
individual schools (Norris# et al. # 1977).
1 Blaug (1971)# Benson and Hodgkinson (1974), and Norris# et
al. # (1977) include references to such studies. The
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
has published many studies of this kind.
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Manp otuer Need s Ana 1 u s i s ^
The basic ideas of manpower needs analysis are easily
summarized. Manpower needs analysis is the study of supply
and demand of labor. Information about trends in
population* production* employment* and educational
enrollments is used to estimate future manpower supply and
demand. International comparisons may also be used. In
contrast with cost-benefis analysis* wages and educational
costs are not taken into account in classical manpower needs
ana lysis.
The principal tools of classical manpower projection
are input-output analysis and regression analysis. Needs
assessment and related approaches are used for small scale
studies such as those undertaken by individual postsecondary
institutions. In addition* follow-up studies of former
students' activities have a wide range of application to
1 For discussions of manpower needs analysis and its
applications see Benson and Hodgkingson (1974)* Poignant
(1967)* Kelley et al. (1975)* Norris et al. (1977)* and
the Bureau of Labor Statistics (1974).
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manpower analysis.
In the United States/ as in most countries# the task of
collecting data and preparing manpower projections is
undertaken by the national government. Statistics about
population# labor# and education# prepared by the Census
Bureau# Bureau of Labor Statistics# and Office of Education#
underlie most studies of manpower needs in America. The
Bureau of Labor Statistics regularly prepares ten—year
projections of manpower needs and manpower training needs
and prepares many specialized reports as well. Other
agencies# most notably the National Science Foundation# also
prepare manpower reports for particular occupations and
industries.^
Add 1 ications of Manpower Needs Analysis
Studies of manpower supply and demand have focused on
four major areas: 1) general studies of needs for manpower
with different levels of education# 2) studies of needs in
particular occupations# 3) analyses of job opportunities for
such population groups as blacks# veterans# and
disadvantaged youth# and 4) studies of manpower needs in
1 Input—output analysis will be discussed later in the
chapter. Regression analysis# needs analysis# surveys# and
follow—up studies will be considered in the next chapter.
2 References to such statistical reports are to be found in
Benson and Hodgkinson (1974)# Norris# et al.
.
^
^
^
and Freedman (1977)# and Bureau of Labor Statistics (19/4).
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particular geographic areas.
Genera 1 Stud i e s / The Value o
T
^ Col 1
e
q e Degree
. The
decline in employment opportunities for college educated
manpower has been the subject of many recent
studies. Manpower studies reveal that in recent years<
increases in the numbers of professional and managerial jobs
have not kept up with increases in the number of college
graduates and that since 1950/ the increase in job
opportunities for college graduates has come from the
upgrading of educational requirements for jobs rather than
from any structural change in employment. Studies of jobs
and training in the United States and comparisons with those
in Europe suggest that up to one half of the college
graduate labor force now holds jobs that can be performed
adequately by persons with a high school education or less
(Berg and Freedman/ 1977; Carnegie Commission/ 1973a/
O'Toole/ 1975/ Rosenthal/ 1974; Newman/ et al. / 1978).
Specialized Studies of Ind ividual Occupations . The
projection of manpower needs in particular occupations has
2
been a topic of much research. Not surprisingly/ interest
1 Most such studies take wages and the cost of education
into account. Only those based on classical manpower
analysis are cited at this point.
2 The U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics Bulletin 1826 (1974)
contains an extensive bibliography.
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has focused on areas such as nursingi teaching, and
engineering where shortages and surpluses have been problems
and where public policy affects demand. Although most such
studies take the effects of wages into account, some rely
heavily on classical manpower analysis. An example of the
latter is Allan Cartter's (1964) well-known study of demand
and supply of college teachers. His projections of future
surpluses of teachers were ignored at the time, but have
proved to be basically correct.
Studies of Specific Population Groups . There has long
been a concern in the United States about educational and
employment opportunities of people with special needs or
difficulties compared to those of able-bodied white males.
Regular federal analyses, employers' affirmative action
reports, and special studies provide information about the
educational and occupational status of minority group
1
members, women, and handicapped persons.
Studies of Manpower Needs in Particular Geographic
Areas. Forecasts of state, regional, and local manpower
needs serve primarily as aids for educational and employment
counseling and for short-range program planning. The
1 Dnce again, the bibliography appearing in the Bureau of
Labor Statistics Bulletin 1816 (1974) is helpful. A recent
work by Dorothy K. Newman and Associates (1978) discusses
the relationship of educational criteria for employment to
job opportunities for blacks.
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studies are conducted by educational institutions, agencies
of state and county government, and other groups. Many
community colleges undertake such studies as part of their
efforts to help meet local manpouier needs. Analyses of
manpower needs in specific geographic areas can be based on
1national studies or on local needs assessments.
Prob 1 ems, Limi tat i ons, and Difficulties
There are potentially serious difficulties with using
manpower projections for program planning in education. The
first difficulty with classical manpower forecasting is that
the forecasts rely heavily on extrapolations - and complex
2
combinations of extrapolations at that. Major errors occur
in manpower forecasts when unforeseen technological or
social changes cause shifts in needs for educated manpower
and when attitudes towards public services affect demand in
the public sector (Berg, 1971; Carnegie Commission, 1973a;
Breneman, 1975; Bezdek, 1973).
Second, it is feared that manpower planning, because of
1 Methods for applying national statistics to local manpower
studies are explained in publications of the U. B. Bureau of
Labor Statistics. A good starting point is Bulletin 1874
(1975). Among the many guides to needs assessments and
reports of such endeavors are those by Johnston and Jolley
(1975), Ferguson (1975), and Kyle and Sisson (1974).
2 The national projections rely on historical data about
employment in various types of industry and about labor
requirements for producing different goods and services
(Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1975).
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its focus on occupational skills, can lead to a narrow
emphasis on vocational programs at the expense of those that
advance skills in reasoning and expression and that enhance
understanding of man and society. Limiting access to
broader programs, it is argued, could diminish the quality
of human intellectual experience, decrease social mobility,
and could even be countei
—
productive in terms of the goals
of manpower planning itself (O'Toole, 1975; Wood and
Wilson, 1975).
Although the difficulties just mentioned are common to
all approaches to the analysis of the economic benefits of
1
education, two others are peculiar to classical manpower
analysis. The approach takes into account neither the
effects of prices on manpower needs and efficiency nor the
2transitions between projected states of manpower supply.
The exclusion of information about costs from classical
manpower studies has two negative effects. First, because
the projections do not take into account the effects of
wages and other production costs on labor supply and demand,
they cannot forecast needs in situations where these factors
1 The more complex models can anticipate certain changes
that are not revealed by manpower projections, but the
proportion of unexplained variation is almost always large.
2 The projections describe the work force at intervals but
do not take into account multiple levels of training needs
(training the people to train the people who... ).
06
or cause substitutions between educated labor
and other production factors. Second* because manpower
projections fail to take training costs into account* plans
based on such forecasts may be inefficient.
Finally* manpower projections portray future states at
specific intervals and do not take into account the
intermediate stages that represent transitions from one
state to another. Because of unforeseen bottlenecks*
projections may represent infeasible states for the
particular years specified.
It is clear that the possibilities for error in
manpower projections are many. In fact* studies indicate
that at best manpower projections are accurate for no more
than two to three years* and that it is possible for
policies based on the projections to have a destabilizing
effect on the manpower market (Norris* et al. * 1973).
Many of the individual problems discussed in this
section will be mentioned again in the discussions of
cost-benefits analysis and mathematical models. At least
some of the difficulties may be alleviated by using manpower
data in combination with other kinds of information.
1 In response to this criticism, manpower experts are now
working to develop methods that take wages into account.
Such changes will, of course, serve to blur the distinction
between manpower studies and c ost— b enef i t s analysis
(Greenberg* 1975).
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Cost—Benefits Ana 1 u s i
s
^ ° ® i 't s analysis is a method of estimating the
basic economic value of a program by projecting its future
benefits and comparing them with costs. ^ In cost-benefits
analysis of educational programs* only expected increases in
income are estimated* other gains* such as enriched lives*
reduced crime rates* and a more informed electorate* are
1 For discussions of cost-benefits analysis and the
underlying economic principles* see the following; Benson
and Hodgkinson (1974)* W. G. Bowen (1963)* Weisbrod (1962)*
Reynolds (1973)* and Blaug (1971),
2 In addition to cost-benefits analysis* or the
d irect-returns-to-educat ion approach* there are two other
methods of measuring the economic contribution of education
to society: 1) simple correlation and 2) the computation of
residuals (W, G. Bowen* 1963). In the simple correlation
method* the levels of education and production of different
countries (or of the same country at different times) are
examined. As would be expected* there is usually a positive
correlation between the two (Schulz* 1960). In the
residuals method* the increase in economic output over time
is attributed as much as possible to measurable inputs. It
is assumed that much of the residual can be attributed to
formal education (though other aspects of technological
progress also contribute) (Kendrick* 1961* Denison* 1962).
Uh i 1 e the techniques developed by Schulz* Kendrick* Denison*
and others to analyze the economic contribution of education
are important historically and have the advantage of being
relatively easy to understand* they have largely given way
in recent years to methods that measure the economic
contribution of education more directly and that can measure
the benefits of education to individuals.
ee
considered outside the framework of formal analysis.
Formal cost-benefits analysis is a rather complex
technique involving estimating the values of a number of
variables, including direct benefits, transfer payments,
discounted benefits, opportunity costs, and direct costs.
These will now be explained. Applications of cost-benefits
analysis to general policy studies and to institutional
planning will then be considered. Finally, the strengths
and weaknesses of the approach will be examined.
Direct Benefits and Transfer Payments
In formal cost-benefits analysis, one may compute
individual benefits, societal benefits, or both. In any
case, it is almost always necessary to consider transfer
payments. These include such items as tax revenues, welfare
payments, and unemployment compensation. They involve no
net benefit but affect the distribution of benefits. For
example, taxes are a negative benefit to the individual but
a positive one to the government.
Benefits are represented by the following simple
equat i ons
:
1 In theory, personal values and tastes as well as general
improvement in social conditions can be reflected in
c o s t — b en e f i t s analysis. In fact, the state of the art is
such that these factors must be considered independently
from the formal analyses (Weisbrod, 1962).
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Individual benefits =I-T-W+S
Social Benefits = I + S + Q, where
I = increase in income*
T = increase in taxes*
W = increase in payments for welfare and unemployment
benefits*
S = other benefits to the individual* e. g, * improved
ability to manage personal finances*
0 = all other social benefits* e. g.
*
improved community
life.
It should be stressed that only certain of these
variables can be estimated accurately and* therefore* can be
included in formal cost-benefits analysis.
Discounting and the calculation of benefits . In
cost-benefits analysis* it is necessary to compare present
costs with the "present value" of future benefits* that is
with the value of the anticipated returns a^ the time the
costs are inc urred . The fact that future income is of less
value than present holdings can be accounted for by
discounting future earnings at a given percent per
'\
year. The benefit is the amount that would produce the
expected increase in earnings over the productive lifetime
1 At an interest rate of 107.* $110 received next year has
the same value as $100 received this year* or $110
discounted for one uear at 107. has a value of $100. A more
realistic example in given in the next footnote.
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of the individual.
Negative Benefits - Op p or t un i tu Costs . Cost
measurement will be discussed at length in Chapter VI. At
this point/ however/ it is necessary to mention one
particular kind of cost (or negative benefit)/ namely
foregone earnings. Students usually earn far less than they
would if they were not in school. The foregone earnings
must be included in the cost-benefits analyses; in fact/
over the years/ on the average/ they have constituted about
half the cost to the individual of attending college. Their
importance in adult education varies greatly - from near
zero for the training of the unemployed to extremely high
values for seminars for medical doctors (Schulz/ 1961).
1 For example/ an increase in lifetime income averaging
$1000 per year for forty years is equivalent to $15/000
received at the beginning of the period and invested in a
simple annuity at 67. interest. If the $1000 is the increase
in income gained from obtaining a master's degree in
teaching, then the $15,000 must be compared to the total
cost (including opportunity costs) of the degree. If the
cost is $12/000/ then the benefit/cost ratio is
15/000/12/000 or 1.25 and the net benefit is 15,000 - 12,000
or $3/000. Put another way, if the $12,000 had been
invested in a simple annuity at 67. instead of a master's
degree, the return would have been $800 per year. Clearly,
in this hypothetical example, if a 67. annuity is the best
alternative investment, obtaining the degree is to the
benefit of the average teacher.
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Cost-Benefits Studies in Postsecondaru Education ^
Cost-benefits studies in postsecondary education are of
tiL)o general types. 1) studies of the value of a particular
level or type of education (e.g.i a college degree or a
master's degree in business administration) and 2) analyses
of individual programs (e.g., the Job Corps). Not only do
the studies differ in scope# they also rely on somewhat
different methods. As is the case for manpower needs
analysis# the methods used for small scale studies are# as a
rule# simpler.
General Po 1 i c u Stud ies; The Va 1 ue of a College Degree .
In recent years cost-benefits studies of traditional higher
education have focused on two issues: 1) the effects of
tuition and subsidies on labor supply and on the
distribution of costs and benefits# and 2) the effects of
changing demographic and employment patterns on
postsecondary enrollment and on the financial conditions of
colleges and universities. Among the specific issues
studied in the first area are: the contribution of
subsidies to production and social mobility (Azod# 1976;
Uindham# 1976# Dove, 1976)# the distribution of the costs
1 Most policy studies employ a variety of analytic tools.
The studies cited here all make use of the concept of
economic returns to education# but the methods of analysis
vary widely^ at one extreme are studies that are largely
qualitative and at the other are those based on complex
mathematical models.
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and benefits of public higher education among various income
groups under existing policies (Hansen and Weisbrod. 1969;
Pechman, 1970* Mallani 1976; Rosenthal, 1977), and the
effects of alternative plans for tuition, institutional
subsidies, and student loans (McDonald, 1977; Carbone,
1974).
The second issue, the effect of population and
employment trends on enrollments and on the economic returns
of a college degree, is a matter of intense debate.
Estimates of future enrollments and benefits vary widely
depending upon assumptions about such factors as future
educational requirements for jobs and changes in faculty
salaries. Freeman's we 1 1-knouin recursive adjustment model
assumes a direct, two-way relationship between salary
differentials and enrollments. It forecasts declining
enrollments and benefits during the 1980's. Wish and
Hamilton (1980) tested Freeman's model using historical data
and found it to be accurate at the level of individual
schools within a university as well as at the
university-wide, state, and national levels.
A model by Dresch (1975) is based on assumptions
similar to those of Freeman, but reaches somewhat more
pessimistic conclusions. In contrast, a detailed
cost-benefits study by Witmer (1976) assumes a relative
decline in faculty salaries and an increase in educational
requirements for employment and concludes that both benefits
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and enrollments will remain relatively constant.
Stud ies of. Adult Programs
. There have been many
studies of the costs and benefits of adult programs. A few
examples are given here to illustrate the range of possible
app 1 icat ions.
The evaluation of federally funded training programs
has been a matter of interest and debate for some time.
There have been studies of the distribution of the costs and
benefits among the various groups involved/ i. e. / individual
trainees/ par t i c i pa t ing companies/ local communities/ and
the federal government/ studies that attempt to relate the
success of the programs to the characteristics of the
participants/ and evaluations of individual programs. There
have also been many studies in other areas of adult
education/ including those of programs in distance
education/ vocational-technical education/ adult basic
2
education/ and high school equivalency programs.
1 It should be noted that Witmer's assumptions are not
inconsistent with those of several manpower studies cited
earlier; Witmer assumes that the value of a college
education has more to do with certification than with
requirements for production.
2 Among the reports on the subject is one one by Steele
(1971) on a wide range of adult programs. Gross (1978) has
reviewed studies of distance education.
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liLg. Strengths and Weaknesses of Cost-Benefits Analusis as a
Planning Tool
The greatest theoretical advantage of cost-benefits
studies* as of manpoujer needs analyses* is that they provide
information about the employment market before it would be
discovered from observation alone. While the market often
reacts slowly to changes in the supply and demand of
educated manpower* cost-benefits studies can provide
information rapidly and can alert decision makers to the
need for program changes (Arrow and Capron* 1959* Benson
and Hodgkinson* 1974). In addition* cost-benefits analysis
has two important advantages over manpower needs projection.
First* because cost-benefits analysis takes wages into
account* it is more realistic than manpower studies where
wages affect the level of production or the mixture of
1
production factors. Second* because cost-benefits studies
take training costs into account* they can identify programs
that are not justified economically. For example* although
in many underdeveloped countries* manpower needs forecasts
have pointed to the development of secondary-level technical
training programs* c ost— b enef i t s studies indicate that the
1 According to economists* substitution* in particular* is
generally high. There are exceptions* however. For
example* classical manpower analysis is reasonably
successful in forecasting needs for school teachers under
conditions of universal mandatory school attendance.
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costs of such programs are far greater than their benefits
and that basic education is far more important to economic
development than is technical training (Hollister, 1969;
Norris, et al. , 1973).
There are two major weaknesses in cost-benefits
analysis. First, deviations from perfect free market
conditions can cause distortions in the results of the
analyses, and second, the information required for accurate
projections of future benefits is often unobtainable.
Although both of these limitations are specifically related
to the assumptions and methods of cost-benefits analysis,
many of the resulting practical difficulties are similar to
problems encountered in manpower needs analysis. The two
limitations will now be discussed briefly.
Only in the ideal free market system will the earnings
of individuals reflect their value to society. It has been
demonstrated that both discrimination and the existence of
monopolies and oligopolies cause significant distortions in
the labor market (Benson and Hodgkinson, 1974).
The second major difficulty is the unavailability of
the data required to compute benefits accurately. Estimates
of benefits are based on projections of future returns from
a particular investment and alternatives to it. The most
serious problem is that changes in technology and in other
economic and social factors can affect salaries greatly, and
difficult to forecast. Furthermore, it issuch changes are
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usually impossible to separate the effects on earnings of
training from those of age/ ability, sex, social class, type
of employment, and socioeconomic condititons (Piachaud,
1975; W. G. Bowen, 1963; Benson and Hodgkinson, 1974).
Mathematical Models and the Ec onomi c Ana 1 u s i
s
of Educat i ona 1 Programs
Since the mid-1960's many mathematical models have been
constructed as aids to the economic analysis of educational
systems. Some can be classified as manpower needs models
and some as cost-benefits models, while others combine
elements of both. The models can be grouped into two
categories - simulation models and optimization models -
1
according to the mathematical techniques they use.
Simulation Models
Mathematical simulation models are sets of equations
that represent the behavior of a system . A wide variety of
mathematical methods may be employed. Among the techniques
used in recent years for human resources planning are
input-output analysis, econometric analysis, Markov
analysis, and structural flow analysis.
1 Many of the models that will be discussed here include
enrollments or resources as well as employment. Both
simulation and optimization models will be discussed again
in later chapters. See Chapters V and VI for general
references to modeling in p os t sec ondary education.
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lD-fi,Vt-outp u
t
^naltjsis is a classic tool of manpower
analysis. The Bureau of Labor Statistics (1974) uses this
technique among others to prepare estimates of manpower
needs in the United States. Input~output models compute the
resources required to produce a given output. Depending on
the type of resources considered (for example, manpower,
capital, or 'supply of uneducated students'), different
types of problem can be studied.
Thonstad's (1967) input-output model of the Norwegian
educational system was designed to help determine the number
of people at a given level (teachers and non-teachers)
needed to meet future targets of educated labor, exclusive
of teachers. Psachar opolous (1973) has also developed an
input-output model for the assessment of manpower needs.
The equilibrium flow model of Oliver and Hopkins (1972)
analyzes relationships at the institutional level. The
1 In a simple input-output model, a production function
takes the form: y. = Ajc. where
y. is the unknown vector of resources,
x_ is the output of the system, and
A is the matrix of input-output requirements
(Oliver and Hopkins, 1972).
Input-output tables of the national economy represent
transactions between different sectors of the economy, that
is, they give the dollar value of resources of different
kinds required to produce each type of commodity or service.
An entire set of tables represents the transactions of the
economy as a whole. Manpower needs and sales forecasts for
individual industries as well as forecasts at the national
level can be based on such tables (Uheelwright and
Makradakis, 1973).
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model computes the flow of uneducated students of various
types. It was designed to analyze the effects of changes in
operating policy at the Berkeley campus of the University of
Cal if ornia.
Eg-Pnometr i c mode 1 s are statistical models that describe
the behavior of economic systems over time (Parsons and
SchulZf 1971# Hamburg# 1970# Wheelwright and Makridakis
(1973); Sengupta# 1975). The models can represent complex
interactions between economic variables using information
from a wide variety of sources. The approach allows a high
degree of flexibility# giving model builders the leeway to
develop equations based on their own assumptions about the
relationships underlying the systems studied.
Among the many econometric models of educational
systems are the ones of Dresch and Freeman mentioned earlier
in the chapter and one by Bezdek (1974) that simulated
demand for education under various assumptions about federal
spending patterns.
Both Mar k ov analysis and s tr uc tura 1 flow mode 1
s
can be
1 For example# national models of the economy# such as the
Brookings and Wharton models# use such sources as price and
wage indexes# unemployment rates# federal# state# and local
budgets# and surveys of intentions to buy by both
manufacturers and consumers.
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used to study the economics of educational
programs. Hou»ever, the models of these types that have been
reported in the literature deal primarily with enrollment
analysis and only secondarilyi if at all, with manpower
planning. They will be discussed more extensively in the
next chapter.
Among the models that include manpower flows are two
Markov models by Dawson and Denton (1974) that explore the
effects on enrollment in manpower training programs of
changes in eligibility rules and unemployment rates. Some
the the structural flow models discussed in the next
chapter include feedbacks of graduate students into higher
education as teachers, but otherwise none includes manpower
analysis. Systems dynamics has been applied to the analysis
of costs and benefits in other areas of public concern
( Mac iar i e 1
1
0 , 1973), but to date no reports of its
application to this aspect of educational planning have
appeared in the literature.
Optimization Mode 1 s ( Mathematical Programming
)
In recent years, mathematical programming has come into
1 See Chapter V for a brief explanation of these techniques.
2 i. e. , those models using differential equations and such
related techniques a systems dynamics to represent flows
over time.
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increased used as a tool of educational planning. The
technique has been applied to manpouier planning* enrollment
planning* facilities planning* capital planning* and
resource allocation (McNamara* 1973). General planning
models will be discussed in this section. Specialized
resource allocation models will be considered in Chapter VI.
Mathematical programming is a tool of operations
research and management science. Articles on methods and
applications are to be found in the professional journals of
these disciplines. Among the basic works on the subject is
Wagner^s* Principles o f Op erat i ons Research * (1969).
McNamara (1971* 1973) has published two review articles on
the use of mathematical programming in educational planning
and administration.
Methods of Mathematical Programming . Mathematical
programming models find the maximum (or minimum) value of
some function* given certain constraints. For example* the
problem could be to find the maximum possible enrollment
given limitations on funds* facilities* and qualified
teachers and legal and political restrictions. Two
mathematical programming techniques* linear programming and
dynamic programming* are used extensively in manpower
planning models.
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Rjogramminq is the simplest and most widely
used mathematical programming technique. Linear programming
models optimize a simple objective function. They have two
advantages over most other mathematical programming
techniques. First# the models are relatively easy to
construct and solve - provided that they are kept small -
and second# if the simplex algorithm is used for solving the
equations# sensitivity analysis is automatically included
in the solution of the problems.
Dynamic programming involves the application of the
1 Linear programming models can be represented in vector
notation as follows:
Maximize (or minimize) the objective function#
z = c.. X.
subject to the constraints:
A. X. < ^ and x. ^ 0' where
z is a scalar representing the value of the objective
function#
is a column vector of length m representing the unknown
var iab les.
c. is a row vector of length n containing the coefficients of
the objective function#
A is an m by n matrix of the coefficients of the variables
in the constraint set# and
^ is a column vector of length m of constraints.
For example# x_ could be a vector of the number of students
that graduate each year from each of several programs# c_# a
vector representing the discounted earnings of each kind of
graduate# A# a matrix giving the number of teachers#
classrooms# and other resources expended on each kind of
student# and a vector giving the total available supply
of each resource.
2 The term sensivity analysis is used to denote any study of
the importance of input variables in affecting the solution
to a problem. In optimization models# sensitivity analysis
gives the magnitude of the change in each input variable
that is possible before the optimal solution changes.
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results of decisions made in each time period to define the
state of the system in the next and finally determining the
sequence of decisions that maximizes the long term objective
function. It is a technique for determining the steps
required to reach a future optimal state. The models of
per iod-to-per iod sequences of decisions are considered to be
realistic in terms of their representations of actual
decision making processes in educational systems (Bowlesi
1967; McNamara; 1973).
One of the earliest applications of mathematical
programming to manpower planning was Bowles' (1967) dynamic
programming model of educational needs in Northern Nigeria.
The model showed that the plans of the Nigerian government
could not be implemented and that secondary level
vocational-technical training was not cost-beneficial. The
model was later used for planning in both Canada and Greece.
Other applications include a dynamic programming model of
1
the Argentinian economy and a linear programming model of
vocational-technical education in the United States that
determines the maximum number of students who can be trained
in occupations for which shortages exist (McNamara/ 1971b).
1 Bowman (1966) describes the model. She cites; Adelman/
Irma. "A Linear Programming Model of Educational Planning -
A Case Study of Argentina. " in Adelman/ I. and E.
Thorbecke. The Theor u and Design of Ec onomi c Deve 1
o
pment
.
Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press/ 1966.
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Economic Ana 1 u s
i
5 o f Educational Out c ome s : Cone 1 us i on
Manpower needs and cost-benefits studies, with or
without the use of mathmatical models, like all q.uan t i ta t i ve
analyses of complex systems, require simplifying assumptions
about causal relationships, they must rely on historical
data that may not be relevant for the future, and time and
expertise are required to develop and interpret them.
Forecasts of manpower needs and economic benefits are at
best only approximate and are often simply wrong. Yet it
should not be concluded that manpower and benefits studies
are useless academic exercises. Assumptions about economic
outcomes underlie most educational plans - whether or not
studies have been conducted and explicit estimates made.
Although manpower and benefits studies rarely if ever
provide explicit guidance for planners, they have helped
improve understanding of needs and demands for programs with
vocational goals and for certain public problem solving
programs (e. g. , those providing information about drug
abuse). W. G. Bowen (1963) summarized the matter well some
years ago. He pointed out that economic analyses of
education will disappoint those who are looking for proof
that their own preconceptions are correct and those who are
seeking "purely scientific" evidence that will settle the
or another. He goes on to say:matter one way
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Th© work don© ^hus will ©vok© © h©ppi©r
r©spons© from those who want# and will use# as
much help as can be obtained from careful
analysis# but who are prepared to invest their own
efforts in interpreting the results in the context
of the limitations of the methods employed and
with reference to their own values." (W. G Bowen,
1963 ).
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3. THE USE OF GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
IN PLANNING AND ANALYSIS
The use of goals and objectives in planning and
analysis will be reviewed first from the perspective of
students of organizational behavior and then from the
1 A note on definitions
. Over the years# different authors
have used such terms as 'goals' and 'objectives'
differently. The definitions used here are those that
appear to be gaining acceptance in higher education
research. The following are important in the chapter;
A. Terms that describe the hierarchy of goals and
ob jectives:
Mission - the basic purpose for which the organization
exists; the aspirations that provide the framework for
fundamental decisions.
Goal
s
- general/ long-term aims. The goals of agencies
within the organization describe their roles in relation to
the overall mission.
Ob lec ti ves - short-term or more specific aims that stem
from the goals and further their achievement.
B. Terms that describe goals and objectives that are
intended for direct application in planning and evaluation:
Op erational q oa 1
s
— goals that are described in terms
of what results are intended# how they will be achieved#
what resources will be req,uired# and how the results will be
evaluated.
Specific ob I ec t i ves# p er f ormanc e ob lec ts - objectives
stated in terms of verifiable outcomes.
C. Terms that distinguish between stated and actual goals;
Official goals - the stated goals of the organization's
leadership# those that appear in such documents as charters,
annual reports, and public addresses.
Op er a t i ve goals — the goals that actually govern the
behavior of the individuals and agencies that make up the
organization. Operative goals are not the same as
operational goals.
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perspective of systems analysts. Methods and applications
will be discussed. Although^ in theoryi the study of goals
and objectives should be important in the analysis of both
benefits and effectiveness# the practical application of
these studies is rather limited and is more closely related
to the study of effectiveness than to that of benefits.
The study of goals and objectives and their
relationship to planning and evaluation has proceded along
two q.uite distinct lines. Sociologists and students of
or gan i za t i ona 1 behavior have investigated the processes by
which goals are established and the ways in which they
affect or gan i za t i ona 1 behavior while management systems
experts and some psychologists and educators have studied
methods of deciding on goals and expressing them in terms of
observable outcomes. Although the assumptions underlying
the two kinds of study are not necessarily contradictory#
the different approaches tend to be associated with quite
different views of the role of goals and objectives in
planning and with quite different approaches to assessment.
The two approaches will be discussed in turn.
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Se.en. ^ Students of. Or oan i zat i ona 1 Behavior
Official Goa 1 s and Op era t i ve Goa 1
s
Studies of organizations reveal that their goals are
almost always complex and difficult to identify. Students
of organizations have found that the analysis of goals and
their effects on outcomes can be simplified by making a
distinction between official and operative goals. 'Official
goals' are the broad statements of purpose that appear in
such documents as charters and annual reports while
'operative goals' are those that actually guide the decision
making of the individuals and agencies who make up the
organization. A congruence between official and operative
goals is rare except# perhaps# in the early stages of an
organization's history (Simon# 1964# Perrow# 1961#
Etzioni# 1964).
Off i c ia 1 goals serve a number of important functions.
They are a source of legitimacy# they define the
relationship of the organization to other organizations and
to society# and - to a greater of lesser degree - they
define its clientele# outputs# standards# needs# and
priorities (Conrad# 1974). Although official goals are
usually stated in broad terms and may be vague and even
self-contradictory# they do provide a starting point for
determining basic criteria for assessment. Questions about
need and suitability must be answered with reference to
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fnission. For examplei some adult programs are
considered to be basic to university general extensioni
others to be suitable but not essential, and still others to
fall outside its domain, and uihere university extension
offers programs that are similar to those of other systems,
the standards and clientele may differ.
The basic missions of organizations receive close
scrutiny only occasionally. Reassessments are likely to
occur during periods of stress and change. Recent interest
in the goals of postsecondary education, for example, is
doubtless the result of a diminution of both resources and
demand (Weathersby and Jacobs, 1977).
By definition, the operative goals of an organization,
be they consistent with its official goals or contradictory
to them, are those that guide its activities. They can be
regarded as constraints.
Goal s as Constraints on Qroani zat ional Behavior
Now that official and operative goals have been
defined, it is possible to return to a question that was
discussed at the beginning of Part II of this paper: how is
conflict between competing goals resolved in practice? At
any particular moment, an organization's budget, the
criteria it uses for evaluations, and in its reward system
reflect a particular balance between competing needs and
demand. Yet there is rarely an explicit choice among
competing values. How does this come about r'
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Herbert Simon (1961; 1964) has suggested that, in the
search for satisfactory solutions to complex problems, the
various goals of an organization are actually treated as
constraints rather than as aims. Consider as an example a
public agency in Massac hussets that has among its principal
goals: 1) to minimize fees charged to clients, 2) to
minimize subsidies from tax funds, and 3) to maximize the
use of its services by the public. Not surprisingly, these
goals can be shown to conflict. If a contradiction is to be
avoided, then the goals must be reformulated. One
possibility is to seek to optimize one of the factors
subject to constraints on the others. Another approach is
to assign weights or priorities to each of the goals.
Neither of these approaches is realistic, however, because
no single goal predominates and the interrelationships
between the goals are too complex to permit the assignment
of unconditional priorities. In actual practice, the
1 There are a number of techniques from mathematical
programming for finding optimial solutions to single and
multi-goal problems. Linear and dynamic programming models
were discussed earlier. There are two approaches in
mathematical programming for assigning priorities among
multiple goals: 1) giving explicit weights to each goal and
2) allowing a decision maker to specify choices at various
stages as the problem is being solved; in this case, the
weights given to the various goals are implicit in the
choices of the decision maker (Wagner and Weathersby, 1972;
Lee and Clayton, 1972; Geoffrion, et al. , 1972). While
mathematical analyses of organizational objectives is of
some theoretical interest, the methods have not been shown
to be of practical value for institutional decision making.
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agency's admin i stra tor thinks of his annual plans in terms
of constraints on all the variables. He does not seek
optimal solutions but sets targets that he believes to be
both acceptable and achievable. That is» he thinks of the
problem in terms of maximum acceptable fees and subsidies
and minimum acceptable levels of service and then proposes
short-term policies and targets that meet these and other
1
constraints. Although the administrator expects to reach
the targets; he tries to exceed them only in certain limited
areas. In most cases the information available to him is
not adequate for determining whether or not efforts to excel
in one area will jeopardize success in another.
From the perspective of the evaluation of outcomes#
there is an important difference between seeking to meet
positive goals and seeking to satisfy constraints. If a
problem is stated mathematically in terms of a single goal
or a weighted set of goals# there is in general one
2
particular course of action that is clearly 'best'# but if
the problem is stated in terms of constraints no optimal
solution exists. In the latter case# there is# instead# a
1 The fair share principle mentioned earlier is one such
c ons tra int.
2 It is possible (in fact# it is quite easy) to formulate
problems that have no solution. There also exist problems
that have an infinite number of equally good solutions.
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set of solutions (called a Pareto optimal set) with the
property that, for each of the solutions, no improvement can
be made towards one goal except at the expense of another.
It is impossible to rank the solutions in the Pareto optimal
set without introducing additional constraints. Real
problems are, of course, usually more difficult to solve
than the mathematical ones. In practice most problems are
too complex to be stated formally and the Pareto optimal
sets remain unknown. In short, policy makers in complex
organi zat ions cannot find solutions that are 'best'. They
must settle for solutions that are satisfactory, usually
without knowing whether or not better ones exist.
Summar u : Qoa 1 s as Seen b u Students of Organi zational
Behavior
Students of organizations agree that organizational
goals are complex and that the goals of the different
segments of any system differ from each other and from
official goals. It is possible to gain an understanding of
institutional goals and their relationship to outcomes by
observing the behavior of the individuals and agencies that
make up an organization. In this way, planners can learn
both what is desired and what is possible within available
resources and other constraints. While an understanding of
an organization's goals is helpful in planning, the role of
goals in evaluation is in general indirect.
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Th e Use o£ Statements of Qoa 1 s and Ob lectives
i n Forma 1 Eva 1 ua t i on
The second area of research on goals* formal goals
analysis* has been part of a more extensive effort involving
one particular approach to assessment* namely evaluation by
the explict comparison of intended and actual outcomes. In
their studies of goals* management systems experts and many
educators have concentrated on operational goals
statements. They have developed: 1) criteria for goals
statements* 2) taxonomies of goals* objectives* and other
variables related to outcomes* and 3) procedures for
determining goals and for relating them to outcomes. These
topics will be discussed after a very brief review of the
literature on formal goals analysis.
Sources of Information
There is relatively little published research on the
development of goals and objectives for postsecondary
education. Overviews of the subject are presented in recent
issues of ERIC/Higher Education Research (Lawrence and
Service. 1977) and New Directions for Higher Education
(Fenske* 1978). Much of the work in the field has been done
by two groups* the Educational Testing Service (ETS) and the
1 Operational goals are goals stated in a way that makes
them suitable for direct use in evaluation. (See the
definitions at the beginning of this section).
National Center for Higher Education Management Systems
(NCHEMS). Descriptions of their efforts are to be found in
their own publications (Peterson. 1970i Micek and Wallhaus.
1973). In addition, one important general work. Bloom's
taxonomy of cognitive and affective objectives, is used in
postsecondary as well as in primary and secondary education
(Bloom. 1956; Krathwohl. et al. . 1956).
Finally, there is considerable overlap between research
on effectiveness and that on goals and objectives. The
former may or may not involve the explicit consideration of
goals and objectives, but many of the methods of describing,
classifying, observing, and measuring outcomes are the same
in either case. Research on effectiveness will be
considered later in the chapter.
Cr i ter ia for Statements of Qp era t i ona 1 Goa 1 s and Ob lec tives
Researchers with differing perspectives have outlined
criteria for operational goals statements. Their
suggestions vary depending upon the level of goals or
objectives they are considering and the emphasis they place
on the measurement of outcomes.
Paul Dressel (1961) recommends that goals and
objectives at any particular level within an educational
system should be:
— reasonable in number.
— consistent with one another.
— at approximately the same level of generality or
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specificity.
~ distinct.
- verifiable, and
- achievable.
Lawrence and Service (1977) state that it is imperative
to explain clearly how goals are to be accomplished and what
levels of achievement are to be reached. They emphasize the
importance of "specific, tangible" descriptions of intended
outcomes and urge that statements be quantified.
Hodgkinson (1972) is skeptical of the value of highly
specific and measurable objectives on the one hand and of
that of consensus about broad and vague goals on the other.
He suggests that not all results need be measured and that
often opinions are the most important aspect of an
eva 1 uat i on.
Evans developed a set of criteria to be used, along
with a Delphi survey, to rank proposed goals at Portland
'I
State University. The criteria included c ompa tab i 1 i t y with
the institution's mission and with financial and other
constraints placed on the system.
The above lists give a fair sampling of the approaches
to the problem. Although the criteria differ somewhat in
1 Lawrence and Service (1977) describe this study. They
give as their reference: Evans. W. K. A Two. T.
at the Delphi Technique . Portand Oregon: Portland State
University. 1975.
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focus and scope, the greatest difference among them is in
the underlying assumptions about measurement. At one end of
the range, Lawrence and Service (1977). who have both worked
on the NCHEMS outcomes project, emphasize quantification and
measurement, while at the other, Hodgkinson (1972) believes
that measurement is not a necessary part of many
evaluations. In spite of the differences, there is a clear,
common thread running through all the approaches. It is
agreed that operational goals statements must specify what
is to be achieved, how it is to be accomplished, by whom,
and how it is to be evaluated, and that the goals statements
must be consistent with financial and other constraints.
Taxonomies
The development of taxonomies of goals and objectives
has been part of the effort to systematize planning and
assessment in education. The inventories are intended to
provide frameworks for statements of goals and objectives,
to establish a common vocabulary, and to provide tools for
comparative studies (Micek and Uallaus, 1973).
Although the term taxonomy suggests an approach to
classification analogous to that used for plants and
animals, inventories of educational goals, objectives, and
outcomes do not meet the standards for scientific
categorizations. The items that make up the taxonomies of
goals are neither collectively inclusive nor mutually
exclusive, nor are the classifications universally
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applicable. The hierarchies and aggregations of goals and
objectives depend upon the missions, organizations, and
environments of the systems they represent (Micek and
Wallhaus, 1973). It appears likely, therefore, that
taxonomies developed for traditional higher education will
be of limited value for most systems that serve part-time
students. There are no published accounts that would
confirm or disprove this supposition.
Among the better known taxonomies for traditional
programs are several developed by the Educational Testing
Service (ETS) and two by the National Center for Higher
Education Managements Systems (NCHEMS). The inventories of
goals and values developed by the Educational Testing
1
Service are intended as aids in defining institutional
missions, in comparing goals with perceptions of present
conditions, and to compare the priorities of institutions
serving different clienteles.
The NCHEMS projects, on the other hand, are directed
towards detailed measurement of outcomes. The Inventory of
Outcomes Variables and Measures, which is based on Bloom's
taxonomy, represents an attempt to assemble and categorize
by outcome a comprehensive list of tests, surveys, and other
1 These include the Institutional Goals Inventory, the
College and University Environmental Scales, and the
Institutional Functioning Inventory (Peterson, 1973;
Hodgkinson, 1972).
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instruments that may be helpful in evaluation (Huff, 1971).
A second inventory of NCHEMS is that of the Outcomes Study
Procedures of the Institutional Exchange Procedures project.
This list of outcomes is limited to information that can be
obtained from standardized institutional records and a
student questionnaire (Byers, 1975).
Among the few efforts directed towards part-time
programs are the Evening College Characteristics Inventory
^^CCI) and a study by Cooler. The ECCI includes such
variables as aspiration level, academic climate, and group
life (Dressel, 1972).
Cooler's (1977) work does not take the form of a
detailed taxonomy. Rather he has identified the major
categories and issues related to the assessment of
nontrad i t ional programs and analyzed the criteria for
determining success within each category. His research is
focused on the programs of the University of Mid-America, an
institution involved primarily in educational television.
Cooler identifies the following broad areas for the
evaluation of such programs: access, relevancy, quality,
learner outcomes, unit costs, institutional impact, and
generation of knowldege. His discussions highlight issues
like quality of production and impact on instructional
methods that are especially important in the evaluation of
either distance education or experimental programs.
In summary, research on taxonomies has taken two
general forms: 1) the development of frameworks for
defining and evaluating ins i t i t ut i ona 1 goals and values, and
c. ) the development of explicit lists of measurable outcomes.
Reports in the literature indicate that the first type of
study has proved useful to many institutions. There are no
similar indications that efforts to used comprehensive and
explicit criteria for evaluation have proved fruitful.
Finally, it should be noted that taxonomies can be
useful aids to evaluation when goals and objectives are not
defined explicity. Many applications of the inventories of
the Educational Testing Service are of this type (Peterson,
1970). In an application to a specific program, Kegan
(1977) used Bloom's taxonomy as a framework for examining
the outcomes of individual student-designed projects where
the goals varied among the individual projects and usually
were known only to the students themselves. In practice,
the greatest value of taxonomies may be in applications that
are independent of goals statements.
Procedures for Deve loping Qoa 1 s Statements and for Relating
Goa 1 s to Identifiable Outcomes
Formal goals are usually established in hierarchical
fashion with the goals of each level of an organizaion
providing the framework for those of the level below it.
For the goals to be realistic, the process must insure that
the important aspirations and constraints of the various
agencies and constituencies of the organization are taken
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into account. Formal goal setting procedures have been
developed to help assure throrough discussion and review.
The formal methodologies and the many ad hoc procedures
developed by individual ins t i t i tut i ons differ widely in who
is consulted^ when* on what issues* and by what methods.
The needs and attitudes of the various groups are usually
determined through regular organizational activities* i. e. *
observation* informal discussions* formal interviews*
meetings of both staff and general policy committees* and
exchanges of draft documents and commentaries. Surveys are
often used to supplement information from these sources
(Lawrence and Service* 1977).
1Surveys provide an added dimension to the development
of goals statements because they facilitate systematic
consultation with a wide range of constituencies including
trustees* administrators* faculty* students* alumni* and
employers. Many studies have used the Institutional Goals
Inventory and other instruments developed by the Educational
Testing Service (Peterson* 1970* Britell* 1973)
The Delphi technique2 has been applied in a wide range
1 Surveys will be discussed in the next chapter.
2 Delphi
surveys.
is a method for seeking consensus through repeated
The technique is explained in Chapter V.
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of studies of institutional goals. Uh l"* used the
Institutional Goals Inventory as the basis for a Delphi
exercise. An institution wide goals committee of Portland
State University used the results of a Delphi survey as one
of the elements determining the ranking of goals for that
2
school. Uhile the two surveys just mentioned used highly
structured questionnaires; an open-ended Delphi survey was
used by Governor's State University to query a wide variety
of community leaders about goals for the institution.
Although the results was an unstructured list of overlapping
goals statements; the approach had the advantage of giving a
diverse group of respondants the opportunity of stating
their values in terms of their individual frames of
reference (Engbretson; 1972).
There are no accounts in the literature of goals
studies specifically directed at part-time education.
The goals statements that result from the kind of
procedures just outlined are operational only at a very
general level. There has also been extensive research; most
of it by NCHEMS; directed towards the development of
1 Peterson (1971) describes this effort and cites: Uhl; N.
Enc ourao i no Convergence o f Op i n i on
;
Th rough t h_e Use o_f_ t
h
_e,
Delphi Technique in the Process o£ Identifying
Institutional Goals . Project Report 71-2. Princeton, New
Jersey: ETS; 1971.
2 See reference on page 114.
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procedures for translating general goals into measurable
outcomes (Lawrence and Service, 1977). As indicated
earlier, this research does not appear to have been fruitful
in terms of practial methods of evaluating outcomes.
Ap p 1 i c a t i ons of Goa 1 s Ana 1 u s i s i n Par t~T i me Ed uc a t i on
Although the explicit use of goals and objectives for
evaluation is in general no more common in part-time
education than it is in traditional systems, there are two
areas where the approach or closely related ones are used
fairly often. First, extension programs of colleges and
universities are making increasing use of needs assessment
1
and market analysis for program planning, and second, many
single purpose public problem solving programs, such as
those for employment training, lend themselves to the
analysis of intended and actual outcomes. References to
studies of the latter kind were cited in the section of
benefits analysis. In the main, however, for full-time and
part-time postsecondary systems alike, the value of goals
statements to planners is not so much that they define
explicit criteria for assessment, but that they contribute
to the general understanding of the workings of the systems
studied and thereby help to provide frameworks for
eva 1 ua t i on.
1 Needs assessment and market analysis will be discussed in
the next chapter.
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Qoa 1 s / Qb .iectives« and the Eva 1 ua t i on of Qu tc omes
:
Conclusion
Various aspects of the study of goals and outcomes have
been reviewed. It has been seen that understanding the
goals and objectives of an organization requires the study
of the system and its operations. Many institutions have
used periodic reviews of goals to help clarify key policy
issues and to analyze specific problems. Qy and largei
howeveri the efforts of the late 1960's and early 1970's to
develop and apply comprehensive statements of measurable
objectives have been abandoned.
Methods of evaluation that do not require prior
explicit determination of objectives will be discussed in
the next section.
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4. THE ANALYSIS OF EFFECTIVENESS AND COST-EFFECTIVENESS
The treatment of effectiveness and cost-effectiveness
studies will differ somewhat from that of other subjects
considered in this paper. Because the technical aspects of
the subject (for examplei test design# evaluation
methodology# and learning processes)# lie outside the domain
of the budget analyst and institutional planner# they will
not be condidered.
The discussion will begin with an outline of the major
factors that must be included in assessments of a program's
effectiveness. Measures of effectiveness and recent studies
will then be considered.
Ana 1 u z inq Ef f ec t i veness and Cost-Effectiveness; Maior Issues
"Effective ... 2. Producing a definite or desired result
..." (Webster's New World Dictionary).
The effect i veness of an educational program is measured
by its success in attracting and retaining the students for
whose benefit it is intended and by the success of the
students in adq.uiring the skills# knowledge# attitudes# and
behavior desired. A secondary aspect of a program's
effectiveness is its influence on education itself# that is#
its contribution to knowledge about education and to
improvements in educational practices. The
cost-effectiveness of an education program# as the name
indicates# is measured in terms of its costs and of its
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success in meeting its objectives. The concept is
qualitative rather than quantitative. A program can be said
to be more cost-effective than another if it is less costly
and at least as effective# or it it is more efffective and
no more costly. In general, it is not possible to rank tu/o
programs where the better one is also the more expensive
although reasonable judgments can be made if the disparities
between the differences in costs and differences in
effectiveness are great.
For example, it is not possible to assign meaningful
"effectiveness units" to a program's success in improving
students' reading skills, but one might be willing to call
a program cost-effective if great improvements were achieved
2
with very slight increases in costs. As in the case of
cost-benefits analysis, only certain costs and effects can
be included in a formal analysis. Many important factors
(for, example, costs in staff morale) must be weighed
separately by decision makers (Meeth, 1974; Selden, 1978).
1 Note, however, that it is possible to rank many programs
as being more or less beneficial . For example, if reading
ability is highly correlated with earnings, reading programs
can, in theory, be ranked by rates of return.
2 Cost-effectiveness is sometimes confused with cost
savings. For example, programs with high faculty workloads
are sometimes thought of as cost-effective regardless of
whether the relationship between faculty workload and
effectiveness has been examined (Meeth, 1974).
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As was already indicated, the effectiveness of a
program is measured in terms of its goals and outcomes and
the characteristics of the students it serves. Studies of
educational processes and systems provide indirect measures
of effectiveness.
Many questions must be asked:"*
goals - what needs are to be met? what is to be
accomp 1 ished?
inputs - who are the students? what are their ages,
sex,
. . . ?
•“ what is the nature, quality, and quantity of
resources available?
access - are there social, economic, or physical
barriers to attendance?
-- is information about the program available
to those who need it?
products and — are the products and performances
performances (lectures, films, texts, ... ) well
done technically, pleasing, and
attractive?
process and
atmosphere
- how are objectives achieved?
how do students and teachers interact?
outcomes - what is achieved? by which students?
environment - what are the needs generated,
constraints imposed, support
provided by external political,
social, and economic forces?
1 This outline is derived in large part from Cooler (1977)
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Mang of these issues and questions have been discussed
earlier or will be considered in the chapter on budget
analysis. The duplication is not unexpected; it has
already been seen that most aspects of program planning in
education are interrelated. Student characteristics/
outcomes* and indirect measures of effectiveness will be
discussed following a brief comment on references. The
remaining topics are discussed elsewhere.
Source s o f Inf orma t i on
The literature on effectiveness analysis is extensive.
The primary sources of information are educational journals
and the ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education. Feldman and
Newcomb's (1969) review and Dressel's (1961; 1972) general
works were mentioned earlier. Meeth (1974) and Lawrence and
Service (1977) both provide extensive bibliographies.
Specific studies will be cited in the course of the
d iscussion.
Student Characteristics
Information about student characteristic is essential
for the evaluation of any program's effectiveness. Data
about such attributes as prior education* ability* and
soc i o—eonomi c status are needed* not only for assessing the
impact of a program on the average student* but also for
B
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determining its effectiveness in serving students with
differing needs and styles and for comparing programs with
similar objectives. Whether a study focuses on outcomesi
access# or some other aspect of effectiveness# student
characteristics must either be considered explicitly or
taken into account by using control groups or by matching
programs according to student attributes (Meeth# 1974 ).
Measures of Ef f ec tivness
In theory# a full evaluation of the effectiveness of an
educational program requires knowing what the students will
do and can do after completing the program# what they would
and could do if they took no program at all# and what they
would and could do if they took other programs designed to
achieve similar goals. The understanding of the students'
behavior would not be restricted to the areas encompassed by
the goals of the program but would include its unintended
effects as well. In actual practice# the information
required and that can be obtained depends on the particular
situation. At this point possible measures of effectiveness
will be outlined.
Assessing conditions a t the end of a program is
relatively straightforward. It should be noted# however#
that the choice of methods and measures for assessing final
outcomes often depends on the kind of information that is
available or that can be gathered about intitial conditions
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and other programs. In generali a trade-off must be made
between obtaining information that is of specific interest
for the program being evaluated and obtaining data that are
useful for comparative purposes (Meethi 1974; Byers. 1975).
Students' learning, growth, and achievement are
measured by examining their knowledge, skills,
understanding, values, and attitudes and by finding out what
they do after completing the programs (Lawrence and Service.
1977; Micek and Wallhaus. 1973). Studies show that both
teachers and policy makers place great value in information
of the latter kind (Lawrence and Service. 1977). Possible
measures of outcomes include:
- normatives test, such as graduate record examinations
and the college level examination program (CLEP).
- criterion-referenced tests, i.e. . achievement tests,
and other instruments designed to measure the students'
success in meeting the specific objectives of the program.
- standardized and individually designed tests of
attitudes and values.
- placement records of initial job offers and
acceptances to programs of more advanced study.
- follow-up studies of job satisfaction, employer
satisfaction, success in advanced programs, earnings, etc.
Knowledge about c ond i t i ons at the beg inning o^ a
program may be acquired through measurement (e. g.. by
administering 'pretests') but usually is based on more
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general information about the population served (e. g. >
admissions requirements for the program and the norms of
normative tests). Whether or not specific information is
needed about the intitial competencies of the students
actually enrolled in the program depends* of course, on what
IS actually known about the population served.
In general, then, choices must be made about the kind
of data needed to compare initial and final conditions and
to compare alternative programs. At one extreme, detailed
knowledge may be required and pretests and post-tests
administered, while at the other, an examination of the
final outcomes of the program under study may be sufficient.
The major factors to be considered in choosing a method of
evaluation are time, costs, the availabilty of usable
'ready-made' comparable data, and the need for detailed
information about the program under study (Selden, 1978).
Ind irec t Measures o f Effectiveness
The study of processes, the environment, and other
factors that affect a program's outcomes is essential in
most evaluations. It might be argued that these indirect
measures of effectiveness are not relevant. (The proof of
1 For example, twenty years ago, no pretest would have been
needed to determine what students knew about computer
programming at the beginning of an intoductory course in
FORTRAN. Now it would.
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the pudding is in the eating, is is not?) In fact, however,
there is good reason for supplementing data about outcomes
with information about less direct measures of
effectiveness. First, educational experiences are important
in their own right; information about the process and
atmsophere helps in assessing the quality of the experience.
Second, indirect measures add to what is almost inevitably
incomplete information about both intended and unintended
outcomes. Finally, such information provides feedback about
a program's effectiveness before data about outcomes can be
obtained. Studies show that, in fact, faculty,
administrators, and trustees consider information about
processes and attitudes to be particularly important for
evaluating programs (Selden, 1978; Lawrence and Service,
1977; Peterson, 1971).
Among the many indirect measures of effectiveness
1
ar e
:
- standardized and in-house evaluations of student
2
sat i sf ac t i on.
1 Depending on the services provided by the system under
study, some of these variables may represent resources as
well as outc ome s. Where this is true the variables must be
studied from both perspectives.
2 Depending on the program's objectives, these instruments
can also be used to measure outcomes (Micek and Arney,
1973).
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students' self-reports of behavior/
~ the number of applicants/
- the number of repeat customers among students and
program sponsors/
- attitudes in the community/
- attendance
- failure and drop-out rates/
- student-f acu j. ty ratios/ class sizes/
- student-counselor ratios/ activities of counselors/
- faculty activity analyses/
- the accessibility and quality of libraries and other
academic support services/
- the quality of physical facilities and equipment.
Recent Studies of Effectiveness and Cost-Effectiveness
The folIoiDing brief sampling of studies of effectivness
and cost effectiveness illustrates a variety of possible
applications. The purpose of the examples is not to survey
the literature/ but rather to illustrate possible
applications of the techniques. Analyses include
evaluations of policy issues (e. g.
/
access)/ of particular
instructional methods (e.g./ instructional television)/ and
of individual educational programs.
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Credit b u Examina t i on
The general examination program of the College Level
Examination Program (CLEP)"* has been the subject of tiuo
recent studies. Stecher (1977) reviewed the contents of the
examinations and the norming procedures used. He concluded
that passing the tests required only knowledge normally
possessed by col lege—bound high school graduates.
Losak (1979) reviewed the junior and senior year
achievement of students who had received credit through the
program as freshmen and found that they did as well as
students who had not participated in the CLEP program.
Access
Rosenthal's (1977) study of participation in adult
education showed that since 1969 there has been a rapid
increase in enrollments in educational programs for adults
but a steady decline in attendance rates by blacks/ people
of low and moderate income/ and people with less than a high
school education.
Instruct i ona 1 Technoloqu
Wells (1976) reviewed studies of the effectiveness of
various instructional technologies (television/ radio/
1 The basic CLEP program is made up of one examination in
each of five subjects. The knowledge and skills tested in
the five examinations are intended to represent the
equivalent of a year of general studies at the college
1 eve 1
.
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programmed instruction, and computer assisted instruction).
He found that, although overall, there is no consistent
pattern of differences among the various approaches or
between them and more traditional methods, in many two-way
comparisons of individual programs, one of the methods
proved to be superior. Studies also indicate that in many
cases students with lower ability receive greater benefits
from the newer techniques.
Cost-Effectiveness
Meeth (1974) studied the effectiveness of three pairs
of colleges where each of the pairs was matched for size,
type of student, and goals. He examined the criteria used
by accrediting agencies (faculty salaries, proportion of
the faculty holding doctorates, number of volumes in the
library, ... ), the results of a follow-up survey of the
alumni that investigated their later education, employment
and attitudes towards the school, and finally, the results
1
of the Institutional Functioning Inventory. He could find
no significant relationship between costs and any of the
usual measures of effectiveness (e. g., graduate's earnings,
their success in graduate school, faculty satisfaction, and
student satisfaction).
1 The Institutional Functional Inventory is one of the
several instruments of the Educational Testing Service for
measuring values and attitudes.
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C_Qnc lusion: Effectiveness and Cost-Effectiveness Analysis
This very brief discussion of effectiveness and
cost-effectiveness analysis can yi^ve only a very general
idea of the scope and the uses of such studies and of the
problems and difficulties that may be encountered in this
kind of research. It should be stressed that although the
analysis of effectiveness is a standard tool of evaluation,
cost-effective analysis has more limited application. The
latter topic will be discussed again in Chapter VI.
THE ROLE OF EVALUATION IN PLANNING; CONCLUSION
Two major aspects of evaluation have been reviewed in
this chapter: 1) the analysis of economic outcomes, and
2) the analysis of effectiveness. It has been seen that
both are specialized topics of research. It is rare that an
institutional planner has the time and training to undertake
more than the simplest of analyses of either kind. As is
the case with other kinds of research discussed in this
paper, the study of outcomes is usually of greatest value
for the background knowledge and the understanding that can
be gained from a familiarily with the professional
1 i teratur e.
CHAPTER V
ENROLLMENT FORECASTING
1. INTRODUCTION
Overvi eui
This chapter will focus upon the prediction of demand
for educational services. The problem can be approached
from either a qualitative or quantitative perspective.
Research is undertaken:
— to discover new programs and program changes that
will improve the ability of the system to serve its target
audience (potential market)# and
— to predict the enrollments of educational systems or
their components - either under a given set of conditions or
under alternative policies and circumstances.
Although emphasis will be on quantitative prediction# the
problem of identifying unmet needs will also be considered.
The first part of the chapter will be devoted to an
overview of forecasting methods and their applications.
Then three kinds of analysis will be considered in detail:
1) traditional extrapolative models# 2) the analysis of
demand# and 3) quantitative tools for judgmental
forecasting. The final section of the chapter will be
devoted to methods of gathering information through needs
analysis and market research.
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Although the focus of this discussion is on epproeches
that have direct application to enrollment forecasting*
methods of analysis that have contributed to understanding
the forces that affect enrollment will also be discussed -
even when the techniques cannot be applied directly to
institutional forecasting.
A Comment on References
The discussions in this chapter draw from a wide range
of sources. References to individual studies will be cited
in the course of the chapter. Among the more important
general references are the following technical works and
review articles:
Forecasting . Wheelwright and Makradakis (1973)*
Chisholm and Whitiker (1971)* Manne (1961)* Hamburg (1970).
Enrol Iment Forecasting . Pittenger (1976)* Wing (1974)*
Wasik (1971)* Lovell (1971)* Lyell and Tool (1974)* Dresch
( 1975).
Mar k et ing . McCarthy (I960)* Kotler (1967)* Jolson and
Hse (1973)* Palda (1971)* Lee and Gilmour (1977)* Lucas
( 1979).
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Among the journals that have been particularly valuable
For this study are the following; Journa 1 of Higher
EJjjcation, Research in Higher Education . Higher Education .
Research i n Ed u c a t i on . and Current Index t o Journa 1 s j
n
Education.
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2. FORECASTING METHODS AND FORECASTING PROBLEMS
The choice of method for forecasting enrollments depends
upon the nature of the system and the purpose of the
analysis. The most important factors to be considered are
1) the amenability of the problem to quantitative analysis/
2) the availability of the required data/ 3) the constraints
on time and other resources/ 4) the ease with which the
model can be understood and the results interpreted/ 5) the
information desired/ and 6 ) the nature of the variables that
affect enrollment.
Amenab i 1 i tu of the Prob 1 em to Quant i tat i ve Anal u sis
Educated judgment is the primary tool of enrollment
forecasting. Judgment can be supplemented by surveys and
other studies and by mathematical models. Regardless of
whether mathematical analysis is undertaken/ surveys and
qualitative studies are usually valuable for enrollment
forecasting. These topics will be discussed in later
sections. The questions addressed here are:
1) When are quantitative models likely to be of value?
2) How does the nature of the underlying problem affect
the choice of model?
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The decision to use quantitative analysis depends on
the time and talent available and on the benefits expected
from the effort. Quantitative models are, of course, most
useful if they yield accurate and reliable forecasts. But
they may also be of value if they simply narrow the range of
the forecast or if they provide insight into the forecasting
pr ob 1 em.
The type of model, if any, that will produce a useful
forecast depends on two factors: 1) whether or not trends
are stable over time, and 2) whether or not the major
underlying causal variables can be identified and
quant i f i ed
.
Traditional enrollment forecasting methods are
2
extrapolative. Models of this type are used successfully
in primary and secondary education and in many situations in
postsecondary education. They provide accurate results when
1 A single model may, of course, use more than one of the
basic techniques described here. Furthermore, forecasts are
usually based on information from a variety of sources,
possibly including the results of more than one model.
2 Basic extrapolative models are of two types:
1) time-series and other curve-fitting models in which
the only independent variable is time;
2) constant-ratio models, i. e. , any of a variety of
models which assume a constant ratio between enrollment and
some population variable (i. e.
,
s/n = constant, where s is
the enrollment to be forecast and n a known enrollment or
population figure). The methods include the simple-ratio
technique, the cohort-survival method, Markovian models, and
the Induced Course Load Matrix (ICLM).
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trends are stable and frequently provide a starting point
for forecasting in situations where these conditions do not
apply. Extrapolative models vary greatly in complexity, in
their assumptions about the nature of underlying trends, and
in their sensitivity to changes in trends.
A second class of analytic tools, explanatory demand
models, compute enrollments as a function of underlying
causal variables. They relate such factors as unemployment
levels, job opportunities, tuition, and financial aid to the
demand for places in different schools and programs among
different groups of students. The models make use of a
variety of mathematical tools including multiple correlation
and regression, econometric analysis, and differential
equations. Given the complexity of the forces that act upon
educational systems and their students, it is hardly
surprising that the greatest value of demand models is in
determining the importance of individual causal variables.
Demand models are used only rarely to predict institutional
enrol Iments.
Finally, there are several quantitative methods for
forecasting under a high degree of uncertainty, that is, for
predicting enrollments in situations where neither trend
analysis nor causal studies yield reliable results.
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Approaches include;
techniques that deal explicitly uiith uncertainty by
providing estimates of the costs, profits, and risks of
alternative decisions. These include pay-off tables and
linear programming.
— techniques that deal systematically with subjective
judgments or that combine subjective judgment with
quantitative analysis. These include Delphi, Bayesian
analysis, and interactive mathematical programming.
Formal techniques for forecasting under conditons of
uncertainty are used in market analyses by many busnesses.
They are not commonly used for enrollment forecasting, but
appear to be suitable for this purpose.
The tools of quantitative forecasting will be discussed
in detail in later sections of this chapter.
Th e Avai lability of Data
The availability of relevant data is an important
factor in determining the choice of forecasting method.
Depending upon the type of model, data may be needed about
historical trends, about the system itself, about potential
or actual students, or about external events that may affect
enr o 1 Iment.
Lack of data, however, does not necessarily eliminate
the possibility of using a particular model. Sometimes the
necessary data can be gathered, sometimes subjective
estimates can be substituted, and sometimes surrogate data
representing other institutions or situations can be used.
Often the greatest value of a model is that it helps
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d6cision fnakers to idonti'fy their information needs.
Constraints o n Time and Other Resources
The forecasting method most appropriate for a
particular situation depend upon the time; money; staff;
computer support; and other resources that are available.
Large-scale investment of resources may be warranted if a
model can be used many times or if costly decisions are to
be made. At the other end of the scale; forecasts must
often be made on short notice and with very limited
expenditures of resources. Whether a particular technique
can be applied within the constraints of a given situation
depends upon the data demands and the inherent complexity of
the technique. Also important is the availability of
established methodologies or models that can be applied to
the problem. Standard computer programs for statistical
analysis; for example; are of great value in enrollment
forecasting. Although some enrollment models that have been
developed for traditional systems may be adapted for use by
sytems serving part-time students; few models or
methodologies have been developed specifically for this
purpose. Until further research is done in this area;
decision makers may; except where considerable time and
resources are available; be forced to rely upon the least
demanding kinds of analysis.
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Ease of Understand ing
It is ujell knoun that the usefulness of models and
analyses depends upon how well they are understood by
decision makers (Hoos# 1971; Pool# et al.
. 1971). Unless a
decision maker has some "feel" for the underlying
assumptions of the model# understands what it can do. and
can interpret the results without difficulty# the model will
not be used as a decision making tool. The general
acceptance of simple# time-series analysis# for instance#
can be attributed to the ease with which the techniques and
the results can be understood by people who have little or
no technical training. As a practical matter# the choice of
model must always be influenced by the ability of the
decision maker to interpret technical analyses and the
ability of the analyst# given the resources available# to
present the information at the appropriate level of
understand ing
.
Regardless of the technical sophistication of the
analyst and the decision maker# forecasting models should be
kept simple# that is# the number of variables should be kept
to the minimum and the relationships between them made as
simple as possible consistent with the nature of the system.
It is well known that there is no positive correlation
between the complexity of models and their accuracy# and
that# in fact# the reverse is sometimes true (Dresch# 1975);
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Updegrove, 1978). An important advantage of simplicity is
that/ since the underlying assumptions are understood
easily, sources of possible error are identified readily.
Th e Information Sought
The method of analysis depends upon the information
needed in the particular situation which, in turn depends on
the purpose of the research. Forecasts can be made of;
— short or long term enrollment trends,
— enrollments at the national, state, institutional,
program, or course level,
— new enrollments or total enrollments,
— enrollments for one period or for more than one
period, and
— openings or applicants.
Information about any of these aspects of enrollment trends
may be required in planning programs for part-time students.
Most often short-term projections at the institutional,
program, and course levels are required. Usually both new
and total enrollments must be considered. Whether the
number of openings, the number of applicants, or both must
be considered depends upon the relationship between the
capacity of the system and the demand for services.
The information needed also depends upon which
variables affect the institution's enrollment.
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Ib. e.. Basic Var iab les Affecting Enrollment
Enrollment in educational systems depends on four
interrelated factors (Poignant# 1967):
— the characteristics of the population#
— the perceived needs of the different groups, within
the population#
— the social and economic environment# and
— the educational systems (capacity# programs# prices#
etc. )
These four factors together determine the supply of and
demand for educational services. Depending upon the nature
of the system# upon the problem to be solved# and upon the
data available# enrollment forecasts may be based on one or
more of these factors or on historical trends.
The following brief algebraic description should help
clarify the relationships. First# enrollment is a function
1
of demand and capacity.
1 The analysis of capacity will not be considered in this
chapter. It is interesting to note# however, that the few
capacity models reported in the literature are all
mathematical programming models that maximize enrollments
given constrained resources. They include one by Menges and
Elstermann (1970) of German higher education and one by
McNamara (1971) of vocational-technical training in the
United States. The problem of representing capacity limits
in resource models will be discussed briefly in Chapter XI.
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= minimum ^4^ » )# uihere
Si = enrollment in program i>
qi = demand for program ii
k i = capacity of program i,
that is» either demand or capacity determines enrollmenti
1depending on which is smaller. But demand is a function of
demography and of the attitudes of each population group;
q ij ” ij ' where
q i j
= demand for program i by group j/
nj = population of group j»
d ij = fraction of group j that will enroll in
program i/ in the absence of capacity limits. The term
fractional demand is used here to denote the variable d.
Finally# fractional demand is a function of a number of
environmental and system variables including the state of
the economy# job opportunities# program fees# promotion#
e tc
.
1 As Dresch (1975) points out# this is a simplification#
demand and capacity are actually related to each other in
complex fashion.
a
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As uas mentioned earlier, approaches to the forecasting
of demand can be categorized according to houj underlying
causal factors are treated. Forecasts can be made:
— by analyzing historical trends,
— by examining the relationship of enrollment to
population and fractional demand — without analyzing the
factors that affect fractional demand (constant-ratio
methods), and
— by dealing explicitly with the relationships between
demand on the one hand and environmental and/or system
variables on the other.
Techniques applicable to each of these approaches will
now be considered as will the kinds of situation in which
their use is appropriate.
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3. THE TRADITIONAL TOOLS OF ENROLLMENT FORCASTING
Trad itional ly, enrollment forecasts have been based on
extrapolation. Either 1) the enrollments themselves have
been projected directly using time—series analysisi
or 2) population projections have been combined with
projections of enrollment ratios using constant-ratio
methods (Ulasikf 1971). Although the traditional methods
have significant limitations^ they remain among the most
valuable approaches to enrollment forecasting. Projection
and ratio methods will now be described as will
modifications and adaptations that can increase their value
for forecastng in situations where trends are unstable or
difficult to identify.
Simple Averages and T ime-Ser ies Analysis
Pro iec ting Enrol Imen t s on the Basis of Hi s tor i ca 1 Data
Undoubtedly the most common# and in many cases the most
useful# approach to enrollment forecasting is the direct
projection of future enrollments on the basis of historical
data (Chisholm and Whitaker# 1971). Sometimes very simple
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techniques can be used. The most common assumption is that
the enrollment in the next period will equal that in the
current period. Often# one of a variety of simple curve-
fitting models is appropriate; they include simple
1
averages# moving averges# and exponential smoothing. In
these models# constant enrollment is assumed. More complex
c urve— f i t t ing models may be used to represent linear
variations# cyclical patterns# and other non-constant
trends. Among the models of this type are double
exponential smoothing# higher order smoothing# polynomial
models# logistic growth curves# Gompertz functions# and
1 In the simple averages method# enrollments are projected
by averaging past enrollments. In the calculation of a
moving average # the oldest observation is dropped from the
series as each new observation is added. In exponential.
«;moothino# each measurement is multiplied by a weighting
factor# with more recent data receiving greater weights.
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1decompostition methods. Other approaches! e. g. . adaptive
filtering and the Box-Jenkins method/ have been developed to
aid in forecasting when the pattern of the time series is
1 The double moving averages and double exponential
smooth ing methods assume a linear trend in the time series.
In the double moving averages method/ a moving average is
computed/ and then a moving average of that moving average
is calculated. If a linear trend exists/ the error of the
double moving average will be about twice that of the single
moving average. The difference between the two is used to
compute a correction factor which is then applied to the
single moving average to produce the actual forecast. The
basic concept behind the double exponential smoothing method
is similar to that of the double moving averages method
(Ulheelwright and liakradakis/ 1973).
Higher order smooth ing models can be used to represent
non-linear time series (Wheelwright and Makradakis/ 1973).
In polynomial models and related techniques/ regression
analysis is used to obtain the best fit of the historical
data to the particular curve selected to represent the time
series. Methods include:
first order pol unomial models : E = a bt/ 2
higher order p o 1 unomi a 1 mod els : E = a + b-^t b 2 t + ...
exponential models : E = a^^
/
logistic growth c urve ( s—sh ap e d ) mod els :
E = k / ( 1 + e )
.
b*
Qomp er t z f unc t i on (s—shaped) models: E — ka / where
E = enrollment ratio/
k = the limiting value of E/ and
a/ b/ b.^/ b^are the parameters to be estimated
by regression analysis (Wing/ 1974; Pittinger/ 1975).
The decomposition met hod is a classic forecasting technique
in which it is assumed that the time series is a combination
of a linear trend/ an annual cycle/ and a long-term cycle
(Chisholm and Whitaker/ 1971).
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difficult to identify in advance.'* In practice, simple
averages, moving averages, exponential smoothing, first
order polynomial models, logistic growth curves, and
decomposition methods have all been shown to be valuable for
enrollment forecasting (Wing, 1974i Pittinger, 1975;
Salley, 1979; Weiler, 1980; Orwig, et al., 1972; Finch
and Smith, 1974). Many of the models use historical
projections for estimating enrollment ratios rather than for
the direct estimation of enrollments, that is, the
historical projections are incorporated into constant-ratio
models.
Two recent models, one by Salley and one by Weiler,
deserve comment. Salley (1979) used the decomposition
method to analyze enrollments at a large urban university.
The study revealed a long-term trend, a shift in the trend,
seasonal variations, and cyclical variations that were
inversely related to the employment rate. Salley suggests
that the cyclical variation may account for much of the
error in national annual forecasts that are based on
1 Adaptive filtering is a method of adjusting the weights
attached to each member of the time series to minimize the
error of the "forecast" of the most recent observed value
(Wheelwright and Ma krada k i s, 1973).
The Bo x-Jen k ins method is a complex, iterative, statistical
approach that uses the autocorrelation coefficients of the
data values in the time series to identify the pattern
underlying the data (Wheelwright and Makradakis, 1973).
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straight-line projection techniques.
Weiler (1980) fitted historical data on the annual
cycle of applications, admissions, and enrollments in
various segments of a university to logistic growth curves
and Oompertz curves, choosing the curve that gave the best
fit in each situation. He used the model to forecast fall
enrollments at intervals during the previous year. Not
surprisingly, projections made close to the beginning of the
semester proved to be very accurate.
The chief advantages of the less complex time-series
methods are: 1) ease of understanding, 2) ease of
development and use, 3) low cost, and 4) availability of
data. One of these methods, used alone or in conjunction
with a constant-ratio model, is often the best choice for
enrollment forecasting for ongoing programs. in many
everyday applications, formal analysis is not even required.
Simply glancing at tables or graphs is often adequate and
indeed the only 'quantitative' method whose use can be
justified given the time and resources available.
Unfortunately, time-series models have significant
limitations. First, they provide little insight into the
1
underlying factors that affect enrollment. Second, many of
the commonly used time—series methods, being nons ta t i s t i ca 1
,
1 Salley's decomposition model illustrates one exception to
this rule.
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do not provide estimates of error. Third, these models
cannot be used at all for estimating enrollments in new
programs or under circumstances of radical change, and even
where trends exist, the simpler time-series methods are slow
to respond to changes in the trends (Lyell and Tool, 1974).
These limitations have been the cause of major errors in
national enrollment estimates (Mangelson, et al., 1974;
Folger, 1974).
There are two possible approaches to using time-series
models when changes in trends are expected:
First, some time—series methods, including exponential
smoothing, adaptive filtering, and the Box-Jenkins method,
do respond quite quickly to changes in trends. It should be
noted, however, that although use of the more complex
methods sometimes permits more accurate representation of
complex or changing trends, the advantages that characterize
the simpler methods tend to be lost as the complexity of the
models increases. The more complex statistical models and
the Box-Jenkins method, in particular, require large amounts
of data and are difficult and costly to use.
Alternatively, it is possible to begin with a
time-series study and adjust the results for anticipated
shifts in enrollment patterns. It is common to make such
adjustments on the basis of information from surveys,
consultations with informed persons, and published
information (Centra, 1980).
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In summary, time-series methods - whether used alone or
along with constant-ratio models - are among the most useful
tools for forecasting the enrollments of ongoing educational
programs. Because the models cannot anticipate changes in
trends, the quality of forecasting is often improved when
the models are combined with educated judgment about
possible shifts in enrollment patterns.
Constant-Ratio Models
Constant—rat io models have been applied to a wide
variety of forecasting problems for traditional education.
They are used, for example, in such major analytic systems
as CAMPUS (Mowbray and Levine, 1971) and the models of the
National Center for Higher Education Management Systems
(Lovell, 1971; D. Clark, et al. , 1973).^ In fact, after
direct projections of historical data, constant-ratio
methods are the most extensively used tools for enrollment
forecasting.
1 For all these so-called constant-ratio methods, including
Markov analysis, the requirement that the ratio remain
constant over time may be relaxed. Permitting the ratio to
change from one time period to the next in a multi-period
model does not affect the basic concept underlying these
techniques, but it may greatly increase the complexity of
the calculations.
2 For discussions for these methods and their application to
enrollment forecasting in the public schools, see Buxman
(1979) and Camp (1979).
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All constant-ratio models compute enrollment estimates
as linear functions of population:
s = n. d# uihere
s = enrollment,
n = population.
A
d = constant (fractional demand).
Constant-ratio models may be classified according to
three major characteristics that together determine their
cost, ease of use. accuracy, and reliability:
1) the type of ratio method used.
2) the method of estimating population, and
3) the method of estimating fractional demand.
These topics will be considered in turn.
Th e Ratio Methods
There are four types of constant-ratio method: the
simple-ratio method, the cohort-survival technique. Markov
analysis, and the induced course load matrix (ICLM). Two
other approaches, constant and variable work models, do not
take the form s = n. d. but are fundamentally similar to
1 The variables n and d may be scalars or elements of
vectors or matrices, and s a scalar or an element of a
vector. For example, one might predict freshman enrollment
as a fraction of the population aged eighteen to
twenty-three, using a scalar equation, or one might predict
the enrollments of all four classes on the basis of several
factors, including present enrollment in each preceding
class, promotions, retentions, in-migrations, and dropouts,
using a matrix equation.
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c ons tant-rat
i
0 models. The six methods will be discussed;
the basic concepts and strengths and weaknesses of each will
be outlined* and applications that are particularly relevant
to program planning for part-time education mentioned.
The simp le-rat io method
. In the simplest of the
constant-ratio methods* the ratio method* enrollments are
estimated directly as fractions of the appropriate
population groups. For example* a certain fraction of the
emergency medical technicians in a county might be expected
to enroll in an annual refresher course. The method is
widely used for forecasting enrollments in colleges and
universities* especially for predicting freshman enrollment
as a fraction of the number of recent high school graduates
(Uing* 1974* Mangelson* et al* . 1974).
The simple-ratio method has several advantages that
make it particularly suitable for forecasting in many
situations encountered in part-time postsecondary education
1
(Wing* 1974; Lyell and Tool* 1974):
- it is easy to understand*
- computations are simple and direct*
- it is inexpensive to use*
1 Most of these advantages depend in part upon the method
used to compute the constant of proportionality (fractional
demand). The advantages listed are to be found in
traditional applications of the simple-ratio method.
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- data requirements are minimal,
it can be used to estimate enrollments in new and
developing programs (provided that the target audience can
be identified and ennumerat ed ) , and
- it is especially suited to programs that are intended
for specific audiences (e. g., the elderly or members of
specific professions).
The principal disadvantage of the simple ratio method
is a difficulty common to all ratio models. Frequently,
indadequate attention is given to the estimation of
fractional demand, especially to the factors causing
variations in the ratios. This problem ojill be discussed
later in the section.
Th e cohort-survival method . The cohort survival or
grade-progression method is based on the concept of a group
(cohort) moving through a series of stages. The progress of
the cohort from one stage to the next is predicted on the
basis of survival ratios. The method is used to forecast
both initial and total enrollments of colleges and
universities and is the accepted method for enrollment
forecasting in elementary and secondary education. Although
somewhat more complicated than the simple—ratio method, it
is relatively easy to understand and use and, for some
applications, is more accurate than the simple-ratio method.
Two limitations of the technique should be noted. First,
cohort-survival models are dependent upon extensive
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hsitorical data bases. Second* the models yield highly
aggregated results.
Many cohort-survival models are reported in the
literature (Wing. 1974; Lyell and Tool. 1974; Finch and
Smith. 1974). The Johnson County. Kansas model by Finch and
Smith is of particular interest. This model uses a
comprehensive data base that characterizes each section or
neighborhood of the county by its housing, land-use zoning,
and school attendance rates as luell as the age and sex of
the population. A modified cohort-survival method is used
to simulate births, deaths, and migrations to. from, and
u/ithin the county. The model can be used to forecast future
population using information about birth rates, death rates,
and rates of growth. It also allows parametric analysis;
for example, the effects of changes in the economy, birth
rates, or zoning laws can be simulated. The model has
proved valuable, not only for enrollment forecasting, but
also as a planning tool for a variety of governmental and
social agencies.
Mar k QV analysis . Markov transition models, like
c oh or t — s ur V i va 1 models, can describe the flow of students
through an educational system on the basis of retention,
drop-out. transfer, and other rates. Markov analysis is a
formal mathematical technique that describes such
transitions in terms of matrix algebra in a manner that
permits extensive and rapid analysis of flows over one or
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more time periods (Kemeny, et al., 1966); Wasik, 1971).^
Like the cohort-survival method* Markov analysis is
most commonly used for forecasting enrollments in systems
where students progress through a sequence of stages. Among
the typical examples of Markov enrollment models are those
®3ni (1963)* The National Center for Higher Education
Management Systems (Johnson* 1974; Love 1 1 * 1971 ) * Grace and
Bay (1974)* and Evans (1975). Markov models can represent
relatively complex student behavior like the "in* out and
stopout" patterns that characterize many community colleges
(Evans* 1974)* and using parametric analysis* the models can
simulate alternative circumstances and decisions (Grace and
Bay* 1975).
In addition to representing flows through a series of
stages* Markov models can be used to forecast the outcome of
a single set of transitions. For example* Orwig et al.
(1972) developed a model to estimate the number of majors in
different fields on the basis of students' attributes and
their stated intentions. Markov models are superior to the
simple-ratio technique for this purpose where more than a
few population groups or program choices are under scrutiny.
1 The term "Markov model" is sometimes used quite loosely.
Models using matrices of fractional demand to represent
student flow are called Markov models regardless of whether
or not they use the formal methods of Markov analysis.
Other terms used to describe this type of model are "linear
fractional flow model" and "student flow model".
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Markov models have other advantages: they are
conceptually simple* the data necessary for their use are
usually available from existing historical records, and,
because matrices are used to represent the flow of students,
the models can be expanded at will to yield highly
disaggregated results. This third feature is an advantage
for planning and budgeting models because it allows budgets
and unit costs to be developed for each cost center of the
educational system. Increased detail is achieved at a
price, however. Data requirements, computation time, and
the volume of output all increase as the matrices are
e X pand ed
.
Other than the problems that may be caused by the size
of the matrices, the principal difficulty associated with
Markov analysis is the instability of the matrices over time
(Lyell and Tool, 1974). Not only has it proved difficult to
forecast changes in the matrices, but also, permitting their
values to vary with time increases the complexity of the
analysis. These problems of estimating fractional demand
will be discussed in a later section.
The extensive use of Markov analysis in enrollment
forecasting for traditional higher education is a
testimonial to the value of the method. In part-time
p o s t s e c on d ar y education, Markov analysis can be used for
forecasting enrollments in sequential programs (e.g., degree
and training programs) and for forecasting demand as a
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fraction of population as in Ortuig's model. The technique
can also be used to model the flow of students into# out of»
and within systems of p os tsec ondary education - for example,
to and from community colleges, four~year schools, evening
schools, and employment. Models of this last type can
improve the understanding of students' needs, but are
unlikely to be sufficiently accurate for forecasting
enrollments directly (Evans, 1975; Wing, 1974).
Constant and var iab 1 e wor k models . Constant and
variable work models are similar to cohort-survival and
Markov models in that they compute enrollment as a function
of the initial size of each cohort and a number of constant
transition probabilities. In these models, however,
enrollment is also dependent on the amount of work (for
example, the number of semesters) required to complete the
course of study.
Marshall and Oliver (1969) developed a constant work
model that forecast enrollments on the basis of the initial
size of each freshman class, the number of semesters
required to complete a degree, the probabilities of
continuing, taking a semester off, and dropping out after
each semester, and the conditional probability of
successfully completing a semester. The model was an
extremely simple one, but represented enrollment at the
Berkeley campus of the University of California quite
accurately. A variable work model was developed by
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Balachandran (1973) to forecast enrollments at the course
1 eve 1
.
The induced course load matrix ( ICLM) . The ICLM is a
matrix that describes the relationship between program
enrollments and the demand for services in various segments
of an educational system (or/ to put it another uay# between
"clientele" and "delivery systems"). In traditional
colleges and universities the elements of the matrix are the
numbers of credit hours taken in each department (school or
2
course) by a typical student from each major. Thus once
the number of students in each major is known or has been
1 Note that the basic difference between a Markov matrix and
a load matrix is that the latter represents students'
behavior in a single time period.
2 5ij = X <<ij '
n
j
is the number of students in major j (e. g. / economics
majors).
dj^j is the number of credit hours taken by a typical student
of major j in department i (e. g.i history); d^j is an
element of the ICLM and a measure of fractional demand.
Sij is the number of credit hours taken by students of major
J in department i.
Note that in practice it is usual to include level (lower
division# graduate# etc. ) in the definitions of both client
groups and delivery systems.
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estimated, the enrollments in the various departments can be
forecast. The ICLM or some similar device is used in most
resource allocation models for traditional higher education
(Mowbray and Levine, 1971; Hussain, 1976).
In many programs for part-time students there are
relationships between client groups and delivery systems
that are analogous to the ma j or— d epar tment relationship of
traditional higher education. For example, in some
programs, such categories of client group as police officers
and housewives might be used in place of categories like
economics majors. And categories of delivery systems other
than departments might be used; for example, the elements
of the matrix could represent demand for courses at a
particular location or for such services as academic
advising, student counseling, and instructional computers.
The possibility of using the ICLM in this manner is
mentioned by Clark, et al. (1973), but no reports of such
applications appear in the literature. Table 27 illustrates
matrices of this type prepared for LEARN.
The ICLM is subject to the same major problems as
Markov matrices. First, in many models, the matrices are
extremely large; they demand much computer space
and time and yield results that, because of the amount of
detail, are overwhelming in terms of the time and effort
req.uired to interpret them (Hopkins, 1971). Second, tests
have indicated that elements of the ICLM do not remain
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constant over time; as a result/ forecasts are often
inaccurate (Huff, et al. , 1972). Among the possible
approaches to minimizing problems with the ICLM are 1) the
use of more highly aggregated c lassif ications to reduce the
amounts of input and output of the models, and 2) careful
attention to the methods used to estimate the elements of
the matrices. Fractional demand will be discussed later in
this section.
The use o f c on s t an t ~r a t i o mod els . To summarize,
constant-ratio methods answer two kinds of need. They can
be used
:
— to represent flows through various stages, either in
sequential programs or in other situations where behavior
over a period of time must be considered, and
— to estimate participation in programs and activities
on the basis of information about one or more population
1groups.
Although both kinds of situation occur in part-time
postsecondary education, the second is more common.
Constant-ratio models should be especially valuable in
part-time postsecondary education for analyzing new and
1 It should be noted that the enrollment in the educational
system itself may sometimes be considered to be a population
variable For example, freshman enrollment may be treated
as a population variable for the purpose of forecasting
sophomore enrollment the following year.
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developing programs and those that serve identifiable target
audiences.
Population Projections and the Ana 1 u s i s of Demoarap h i c Data
The size of the population and its distribution by agei
occupation# previous education# etc. affect the demand for
different educational services and in some cases actually
1determine enrollments. The study of population at a given
time (static demography) and of changes in population over
time (dynamic demography) are both important to educational
planning (Chau# 1969).
Given the magnitude of public and private investment in
education# it is not surprising that the demographic
analysis of enrollments has been the subject of extensive
effort for many years. The basic population estimates used
in educational enrollment forecasts are derived from
projection and ratio models of the type already described
(Pittenger# 1976; Centra# 1980). These techniques will not
be reviewed here. Instead# examples of recent research will
be reviewed to illustrate the application of demographic
analysis to enrollment forecasting.
1 Obviously, enrollments can be forecast on the basis
of
population alone" only if other factors remain constant
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Population stud i es . O'Keefe used data published by the
National Center for Educational Statistics to analyze
partipation by adults in educational programs. He found
that the most rapid growth in adult participation occurred
prior to 1972 and that during most of the 1970's the number
of adult participants continued to increase more rapidly
than the adult population. Given that the number of people
aged twenty-five to thirty-four# the prime participants in
adult programs# will begin to decrease in the mid-1980's#
it is likely that the number of adult participants in
education will remain constant or increase only slowly
during the rest of the century.
Levin and Slavit (1970) analysed population data for
Massachusetts to determine the pool of potential clients for
several kinds of state—aided adult education# including
adult basic education# high school equivalency programs# and
occupational education for the handicapped.
Dresch's (1975) study of the relationship of the demand
for higher education since 1920 to birthrates# labor
supply# and manpower needs was discussed briefly in the last
1 Centra (1980) describes O'Keefe's study and cites:
O'Keefe. M. The Adult. Education, and Pub l_ic.
Cambridge# Mass.: Aspen Institution for Humanistic Studies.
1977.
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chapter.
Others who have examined the relationship between
changes in population characteristics and changes in
enrollments are Carroll and Morrison (1976), and Finch and
Smith (1974). The dynamic model developed by Finch and
Smith of population trends in Johnson County* Kansas was
mentioned earlier.
A model developed by Pool, Abelson, and Popkin (1971)
used a somewhat different approach to constructing a
demographic information base. In this model, forty-eight
"synthetic states" were constructed to represent the
demography of the forty-eight contiguous United States.
Four hundred eighty socio-economic classifications were
used. For example, one group was eastern, metropolitan,
lower income, white, female, protestant democrat. Once the
synthetic states were constructed, the results of existing
surveys were used to forecast people's behavior under
various circumstances. This model was developed to simulate
I the reactions of voters to various positions and strategies
proposed in the 1960 Kennedy campaign for president. The
value of Pool's method is that the behavior of a
sub
—
p op u 1 a t i on can be simulated using national, state, or
i
I
1
I
1 See Shulman (1976) and Centra (1980) for additionl
references to work of this kind.
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regional statistics. Such data are usually more readily
available than is information about a smaller geographic
area or a single institution.
Models with extensive demographic data bases - such as
the Johnson County and Pool models — can be of value in
enrollment forecasting in many situations encountered in
part-time postsecondary eduction — especially for evaluating
the markets for new and changing programs. But the cost of
constructing the data bases and developing and validating
simulations appropriate to a variety of forecasting
situations is very high. The cost-effectiveness of such
models is a matter of scale; only a system that can use the
model extensively can afford the costs of development. Such
situations may occur in community colleges and in other
large systems of post sec ondary education with a variety of
programs and a commitment to adapting to changing needs.
The Johnson County experience also points to the possibility
that a sufficiently general model can be used by a variety
of public service agencies/ thus opening up the possibility
of cost sharing.
Sources of informat ion . The U. S. Bureau of the Census
is the major source of population statistics in the United
States. Also important are the annual reports published by
the Department of Education giving enrollments/ degrees
awarded/ projected enrollments and other statistics for two-
and four-year colleges and for vocational schools. An
excellent bibliography is to be found in Bulletin 1816 of
the Bureau of Labor Statistics (1974). References to
sources of statistics are also included in the papers of
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Shulman (1976>» Mangelson> et al. (1974)» and Centra
(1980). Finally; individual educational systems maintain
extensive records of current and past enrollments. Several
studies based on insitutional data mere cited earlier.
Pr ob 1 ems and 1 imi tat i ons . The interpretation and use
of demographic information requires a certain amount of
caution. Because of variations in definitions and data
bases; serious difficulties may be encountered in comparing
different studies. At the national as well as at the
institutional level; research is based on a variety of
methods of counting. (For example; methods of defining
full-time students; full-time-equivalent students; and
higher education all vary. > The problem is compounded by the
failure of most researchers to report their underlying
definitions and assumptions (Mangelson et al. ; 1974;
Folger; 1974). Efforts are being made to standardize
definitions and methods of reporting. These will be
discussed in Chapters VI and VII.
Fractional Demand : Estimating the Constants in
Constant -Ratio Models
The quality of the estimates of fractional demand often
determines the value of a constant-ratio model. Many
used to estimate fractional demand; theytechniques are
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include both time series and non-extrapo lat i ve methods.
Wing (1974) describes several constant-ratio models
that use time-series methods for estimating fractional
demand/ the methods include simple and moving averages and
exponential smoothing. Perhaps the most common approach to
estimating fractional demand is the first-order polynomial
model. This method is used in RRPM to compute the elements
of the ICLM and in the NCHEMS Student Flow Model to
calculate the elements of the transition matrices
(D. Clark/ et al./ 1973; Johnson/ 1974).
Among the models that are not simply curve-fitting are
those of the Carnegie Commission (1973c)/ Jewett (1972) and
Orwig/ et al. (1972). In the Carnegie Commission study/
alternative projections were made by simulating the effects
of changes in policy (e. g./ shortened degree programs and
increases in adult participation). Jewett used multiple
correlation and regression to develop a probability function
of enrollment in terms of the individual's sex/ test scores/
and ability to pay and tuition at various institutions.
rwig/ et al. used survey data (students' intended majors)
along with ins'i: i tut i ona 1 records to develop estimates of
fractional demand for different majors. They took this
approach in two models/ one using simple ratios and the
other using Markov analysis. Refinement of the models using
data about family income/ scholastic ability test scores/
and high school grade point average was considered/ but
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preliminary analysis indicated that no significant
improvement in the predictions could be expected from the
inclusion of these data. Orwig/ et al. also estimated
enrollments using two simple projection models. The results
from the models using survey data were not as good as those
from the projection models. In this case at least, an
attempt to detect deviations from historical trends was not
successful.
The accuracy and reliability of estimates of fractional
demand vary. As has been indicated, many such estimates
have been highly inaccurate, especially during periods of
fundamental change in enrollment patterns. There is no
doubt that the inaccuracy and unreliability of many
c on s tan t—r a t i o models can be traced to the inappropriate use
of historical projections. The problem is particularly
serious for the larger Markov models and for models that use
large induced load matrices. Data and computational
requirements for these models are such that using any but
the simplest methods of estimating fractional demand is
difficult. Unfortunately, experience has shown that,
because of the high degree of variability of fractional
demand, linear regression and other simple time-series
methods are rarely appropriate for estimating the elements
of the matrices.
In short, a major cause of past difficulties in
enrollment forecasting in p os tsec ondary education was that
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researchers concentrated on the structure of analytic models
and neglected the problem of estimating fractional demand
(Lyell and Tool. 1974). Although greater emphasis is now
being placed on the quality of the data, there is a
continuing need for research on the demand for both
and part-time education. Techniques from
institutional research, business forecasting, and market
research are now being explored by many researchers. Among
the more promising approaches are statistical demand
analysis and surveys. They will be considered in the next
few sections of this chapter.
Constant-Ratio Forecasting Methods: Conclusion
In spite of their limitations, traditional
constant-ratio models are valuable tools of enrollment
forecasting. These models produce accurate forecasts in
situations where trends are stable over time (Evans. 1975;
Orwig. et al. . 1972). Their simplicity and the availability
of the necessary data make many of the constant-ratio models
useful for a wide variety of practical applications.
Furthermore, improvements in the data bases and the use of
surrogate data can be expected to increase the value of this
approach to enrollment forecasting (Wheelwright and
Makradakis. 1973. Pool, et al. . 1971; Dresch. 1975).
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4. THE ANALYSIS OF DEMAND
Until recently# most enrollment forecasting has been
based on the assumption that# for most programs# demand is a
constant function of some appropriate population statistic
and that supply can be expanded at will to meet demand.
Traditional enrollment analysis considers neither the needs
of actual and potential students nor the relationships
between these needs and educational programs. As was
pointed out earlier# the failure to consider such critical
factors as changes in manpower needs# changing preferences
among students# the character# cost# and capacity of
programs# and the actions of competing schools has resulted
in serious errors in enrollment projections (Dresch# 1975#
Peak# 1975). An understanding of changing needs and
opportunities is especially important for enrollment
forecasting in part-time postsecondary education - first#
because enrollments in such programs tend to be very
sensitive to these changes and# second# because systems
serving part-time students often have the flexibility to
respond q,uickly to changing demands and conditions.
Before methods of research and analysis are discussed#
the basic environmental and systems variables affecting
enrollment will be listed.
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Environmental and Su s terns Var i ab 1 es
Summar u of the Problem
The algebraic statement of the problem will now be
expanded. First, enrollment is equal to either supply or
demand, whichever is smaller:
(1)
s = minimum ( ), where
s = enrol Iment,
q^ = demand,
= capacity.
Demand depends on population and perceived need:
(2)
(lij = "j ''ij ' “I’®''®
nj = population of group j
d = the fraction of group j that is expected to
enroll in the program i, if there are no capacity limits.
Finally, fractional demand depends on environmental
and systems variables:
(3)
d ij = ' tjj, c^, cj^, 1^ , ij , Pij ) ; and
(4)
p£j P^ij ' where
t^ , c^, and l^are the price, product, and place of
. 1program i.
1 The term product comes from marketing and refers to
what is being sold. It is used here for lack of a better
word. The term place is used very broadly to include the
site of instruction, the meeting time, and other factors
affecting convenience of access.
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^k' Ik the price, product, and place of
related programs that are either competitive with or
complementary to program i,
ij is the income of group j,
Pij represents the preferences of group j for
program i, as influenced by both tastes and perceptions of
benefits,
pc^j represents the component of the preferences that
are controlled by promotional activities,
puij represents the uncontrollable component of
personal preference.^
Of the independent variables in the above equations,
^
k'
^k' ^k characteristics of other programs),
i j, and puij (characteristics of the potential students).
1 These four equations can be reduced to three by
eliminating the variable d j , that is, by eliminating
fractional demand and considering only total demand;
s^ " min(q^ ,
q ij = f <nj, ti, ti^, Ci , li, ll^i ij , p ij >» etc.
The statement of the problem given in Equations 1-4 is
useful where enrollment forecasts are based on one of the
ratio methods. Otherwise, the statement given here is more
appropriate.
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and n (the population) are environmental variables/ and tj|^
,
Cjj^/ 1^, and pc^ ( c harac t er i st i c s of the system and its
programs) are systems variables. Depending upon the
situation and decision to be made/ the systems variables may
or may not be controllable. All environmental variables are
uncontrollable/ by definition.
Environmenta 1 Var iab 1 es
The political/ social and economic environment affect
both the supply of and demand for education. Decisions
about what educational programs are offered/ about
enrollment ceilings/ budgets/ subsidies/ etc. are partly
determined by decision makers' perceptions of the relative
social and economic benefits of different educational
programs and of the benefits of education versus those of
other public programs. This matter was discussed in the
last chapter. The willingness and ability of members of
various population groups to enroll in different types of
educational programs is also affected by conditions and
events outside the. system. The major environmental factors
affecting enrollments fall into three categories:
1) demographic variables/ i. e. > the characteristics of
students and potential students (financial resources/ age/
1 Population/ n/ is an environmental variable except where
the relevant population is current enrollment.
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educational levels attitudes touiards education/ etc.
2) the political/ social/ and economic environment/
including:
- political and social movements that affect attitudes
of various groups towards education (the civil rights
movement/ the women's movement/ etc. )
- the availability/ desirability/ and initial and
continuing education requirements of various types of
employment that might result from further education/ and
- the availability and desirability of non-ed uca t i ona
1
alternatives (jobs/ the draft/ hanging around)/
3) the educational environment/ i. e. / the availability/
quality/ and cost of competing educational opportunities.
Su stems Var iab 1 es
The major institutional factors that affect enrollments
ar e
;
— capacity/
— standards for admissions and success/
— educational programs (subject/ level/ time/ place/
e tc . ) /
— other programs/ services/ and activities (including
counseling/ sportS/ dormitories/ etc. )/
— c h ar a c t er s i s t i c s of the student body (abilities/
se X / e tc . ) /
— price (including the effects of financial aid)/
— publicity and promotion.
1 Because of its importance in constant ratio modeling/ the
matter of population characteristics has already been
considered; there will be some additional discussion of the
topic in later sections.
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It should be recognized that systems variables affect each
other as well as demand.
Me th od s o f Ana 1 u s i
s
Depending upon the problem and the situation, the
analysis of demand can involve the use of quantitative
models, qualitative studies, surveys, and subjective
judgment.
Quantitative models can take any of a variety of
approaches:
— they may deal primarily with systems variables,
primarily with environmental variables, or with both.
— they may be predictive, descriptive, or
prescrip t i ve.
— they may be comprehensive or deal with only part of
the problem, and
— they may use any one of a large number of
mathematical techniques.
In practice, two general types of model have been used in
the analysis of supply and demand: demand models and
resource models.
Demand models will be considered at this point. Other
methods of studying demand will be discussed later in the
chapter. Institutional variables and resource models will
be discussed in Chapter VI.
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Demand Models
The principal value of demand models has been in
furthering understanding of the forces that affect
enrollments. It will be seen that/ with few exceptions/
these models cannot be expected to replace traditional
enrollment planning models.
Demand models use multiple correlation and a variety of
other techniques to relate demand for places to: 1) the
attributes of the students/ 2) external economic factors and
other outside influences/ and/or 3) tuition and other
policies of the institutions. Four relatively recent review
articles summarize and evaluate different aspects of
research on demand models.
Jackson and Weathersby (1975) considered empirical
models that are based on the human capital approach to
demand analysis. Dresch's (1975) article evaluating
national planning models included discussions of demand
models. Both Wasik (1971) and Lyell and Tool (1974)
discussed demand models in review articles that were devoted
primarily to projection techniques.
In the discussion that follows/ an effort will be made
to include a broad representation of methods of analysis.
The review will not be comprehensive/ however. As should
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become clear< an immense variety of analytic tools is
applicable to enrollment forecasting. It is not possible in
this brief summary to describe all the approaches that are
reported in the literature.
Multiple Corr e la t i on and Regression Models
First among the demand, models in number and in their
value for planning are those using multiple correlation and
regression. Several more-or-less typical examples will be
men t i oned
.
Among the many studies of the relationship of
attendance to tuition and income are those of Campbell and
1 In a multiple correlation and regression model* enrollment
is estimated as a function of one or more independent
var iab les
;
y = bQ + b-^x^ + ^2 ^2 '
y = enr o 1 Imen t
*
x*| I X 2 * • • may be any real or
dummy variable associated
with enrollment/ (e. g.. time, personal income, age), and
the coefficients bQ, b-^, b2 ' • • • are estimated
by the least squares method.
In the basic equation given here, all the independent
variables appear in first order terms. Complex
relationships can be represented by substituting higher
order terms, exponentials, trigonometric functions, etc.
for the first order terms.
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Siegel (1967)/ Hoenack/ and Corazzini/ et al. (1972). The
model of Campbell and Siegel relates enrollment to tuition,
household income, and the number of nineteen to twenty-four
year olds with high school diplomas who are not in the
military. The study showed that for the period covered
(1919-1964), attendance among people from low income
families was highly sensitive to the level of subsidy.
Hoenack's model for higher education in California used
separate demand functions for each campus of the state
systems. Factors included were the cost to the student and
the median family income, number of high school graduates,
rate of unemployment, and wage rates in the district of the
school. Corazzini, Dugan, and Grabowski used Project
2Talent data in a study of students' choice of type of
institution (junior college, teacher's college, private
university, public university). The factors considered were
achievement, average state level of fathers' educations,
wages of production workers in the state, and tuitions.
1 Jackson and Wea'thersby describe this study and cite:
Hoenack, S. "Private Demand for Higher Education in
California." Berkeley, Office of Analytic Studies,
University of California, 1967.
2 Project Talent was a comprehensive national survey of high
school students. For more information about that project,
see Flanagan (1964).
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Handa and Skolnic (1975) examined the relationship
between unemployment/ expected returns/ and demand for a
university education in Ontario. The independent variables
were direct cost/ opportunity cost (including the
probability of being employed)/ income returns for
completing a degree/ and the eligible population. They
found that increases in unemployment affected enrollments
slightly and positively and the expected future wages had a
strong positive effect on enrollment.
Bishop and Van Dyk (1977) studied college enrollments
among married individuals aged twenty-five to thirty four.
They found that the proximity of a low tuition two-year
college was a prime determinant of attendance. No
characteristics of four-year colleges were significant.
Being a veteran increases the likelihood of going to college
significantly.
Several statistical models analyze various aspects of
competition between schools. Jewett's (1972) model was
developed to study the effects of financial aid on
enrollment. The model computes the probability of a
student's enrolling^ at Ohio Wesleyan University on the basis
of the individual's sex/ SAT scores/ and ability to pay/ and
the fee structures of Ohio Wesleyan and competing schools.
Kizinski and Moss (1974) conducted a detailed analysis of
the effects of competition between schools. They pointed
out that postsecondary systems operate in an environment of
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monopolistic competition (many sellers of a differentiated
product). Their preliminary model was based on a survey of
a random sample of students with SAT scores over 1100 and
their application to 442 seculari four~year colleges.
Applications to each college were used as an index of
demand. The following institutional variables were
included. 1) academic q ua 1 i t
u
“ median SAT scores of
entering freshmen# student/faculty ratios# percentage of
Ph. D. 's on the faculty# sponsored research# 2) social
aspects of the col lege experience - size of the freshman
class# sex ratio of the student body# ratio of residential
capacity to total enrollment# 3) characteristics of the
mar k e t i n which the school operates — the number of students
from the same state as the college and the number of
students from high income families# 4) cost . Among the
conclusions of the study were that the academic ability of
the students already enrolled had a strong influence on
demand and that increases in tuition were important only
when the tuition deviated significantly from those of
competing schools. v
Finally# multiple correlation and regression models
have been applied to the study of persistence among students
already enrolled. Trueswell (1973) analyzed persistence and
drop-out rates in Canadian manpower programs with respect to
economic conditions and the places of residence# employment
status# and personal characteristics students.
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Multiple correlation and regression models are valuable
tools for enrollment analysis. Although they are somewhat
more costly and complex than simple time-series models* they
are relatively easy to understand and interpret and have a
relatively good record for accuracy in business and
industrial applications. In studies of enrollment*
multiple correlation and regression models have been used
primarily for general analytic studies. As the examples
cited here indicate* they have been of value in helping
determine the relative importance of various factors that
affect enrollments. Their potential for direct application
in enrollment forecasting depends on whether or not models
can be devised that include all the major variables that are
relevant in a particular situation. In spite of the variety
and complexity of the forces that affect demand in
p ostsec ondar y education* there are probably situations where
multiple correlation and regression models are suitable for
forecasting enrollments over short and medium time periods
(Wheelwright and Ma kr ada k i s * 1973).
Ec onome tr i c Models '
Econometric models were discussed in the last chapter.
It was noted that Freeman's (1976) model relating demand for
1 There is inadequate evidence on the accuracy of multiple
correlation and regression models for enrollment
forecasting* as has been indicated* most such models have
been developed as research rather than planning tools.
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higher education to manpower needs has proved accurate (Wish
and Hamilton. 1980). In general, complex statistical models
have proved useful and accurate in market studies and
business forecasting (Wheelwright and Makradakis. 1973;
Parsons and Schulz. 1976). Although many individual
institutions do not have the time and talent to construct
their own econometric models, the results of national
econometric studies and those of special research projects
are likely to prove valuable at the institutional level.
This possibility will be discussed shortly.
Choice Th eor u Models
Choice theory models are based on the assumption that
students are utility maximizers. Decisions by the students
to apply for admission and to enroll are represented on the
basis of assumptions about their preferences.
In a model developed by Radner and Miller (1970).
students consider cost, the average ability of the students
attending each type of school, and their own abilities and
income levels. Kohn. et aT. (1974) developed a model in
which the student maximizes utility at each of three stages
in the selection process. The student must choose whether
or not to commute, what college to attend if he or she goes
at all. and whether or not to go to college. Students'
applications and college offers of admission are collapsed
into a single decision. Institutional variables are
tuition, room and board charges, average student ability.
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field breadthi and per student revenue. Variables
describing students' c harac t er s i t i c s are family income,
distance between home and college, ability, and parental
education.
1
Structural Flow Models
Models using differential equations, difference
equations, and systems dynamics are well suited to the
representation of complex flows of students, teachers, and
others to. through, and from educational systems. Feedback
elements can represent the relationships between flows.
Models of this type can be helpful for analyzing the
relationships between elements of a system and for
forecasting the directions and patterns of change. Resource
models that use systems dynamics will be discussed in
Chapter VI.
Uasik (1971) cites several examples of structural flow
models of postsecondary education, including two using
difference equations, one b^y Bolt, et al. and one by
1 Str uc t ura 1 flow models employ the calculus to compute
subsequent values of variables given their initial values
and rates of change. (For example, they may be used to
calculate enrollments at a future date from present
enrollments and rates of admission, dropping out. and
graduation. ) Su stems dunami c
s
is a methodology and system of
notation that facilitates the development and solution of
highly complex systems of differential equations (Kaplan.
1959; Forrester. 1961).
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Reisman and Taft and a systems dynamics model by Reisman.**
The Dolt model depicts the flow of doctoral degree
holders in science and engineering to and from higher
education. The Reisman and Taft model represents all four
sectors of traditional higher education (undergraduate#
masters# doctoral# and postdoctoral). It includes flows of
American and foreign nationals and considers the
psychological# social# and economic factors that influence
movements between the various academic sectors and to and
from higher education. The Reisman model is of intermediate
comp lexity.
The three structural flow models are of interest for
their contribution to the study of methods. There is no
evidence that models of this type have actually been used
to forecast demand or as practical planning tools.
One potential disadvantage of systems dynamics models
should be mentioned. Perhaps more than any other analytic
technique# systems dynamics^ is conducive to the development
1 The citations by Wasik are:
Bolt# R. H. # W. L. Koltan# and . H. Levine. "Doctoral
Feedback into Higher Education. " in Sc i enc e # 148 (1965).
918-928.
Reisman# A. and M. I. Taft. "The Generation of Doctorates
and Their Feedback into Higher Education." Soc i o-Ec Qnomi.c
P 1 ann i nq Sciences # 2 (1969)# 473-486.
Reisman# A. "Higher Education: A Population Feedback
Model. " Science # 153 (1966)# 89-91.
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of models of social systems in the absence of an adequate
understanding of the forces that affect them. While systems
dynamics has contributed to the understanding of social
phenomena/ it is also true that researchers have sometimes
been blinded to their own oversimplifications and erroneous
assumptions by the impressive charts and tables produced by
the models and by the appearance of accuracy that is only a
reflection of adjustments to agree with historical data
(C. Freeman/ 1973; Simmons/ 1973).
The Use of Ec onomi c Forecasts in Preparing Enrol Imen
t
Forecasts
Forecasts in business and industry are often based on
the relationship between general economic conditions and
sales in a particular industry or firm. The general
approach in this method of forecasting is to begin with some
indication of trends in the economy as a whole/ to use this
information as the basis for predictions about a particular
industry/ and finally to make a forecast for a particular
firm. Forecasts for the individual firm may be based on the
assumption that the firm will continue to obtain a constant
share of the market/ or this assumption may be modified as a
result of information from other sources (McCarthy/ 1960).
In principle, the general economic forecasts can be based on
models that use econometric methods, input-output analysis.
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or barometric indicators;'' in practice, input-output
analgsis is not widely used for this purpose in the United
States.
Although quantitative applications of this method to
enrollment forecasting are not discussed in the literature,
colleges and universities do use economic forecasts in less
formal ujays to adjust enrollment forecasts.
App 1 icat ions of Demand Analysis
Up to this point the discussion of demand analyses has
centered on the techniques used. Many forecasting problems
have also been mentioned. Two factors, namely competition
and persistence, require further discussion. Finally, the
special problems of part-time p os t sec ondar y education will
be mentioned.
1 Bar ome tr i c forecasting is based on series of indicators
published regularly by the U. S. government. Certain of the
indicators <e.g., the average work week in manufacturing,
changes in manufacturing inventories, changes in consumer
installment debt, and orders for plants and equipment) tend
to lead the general economy. There are also lagging
indicators. An analyst who understands the relationship
between the various indicators and sales in a particular
segment of the economy can adjust forecasts on the basis of
the indicators. Barometric forecasting is a valuable tool
for anticipating the direction of changes, but the
indicators give little clue as to the magnitude of the
changes or the duration of the trend in a particular
direction (Chisholm and Whitaker, 1971).
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Comp e t i t i on Among Educational Su stems
Depending upon the balance between supply and demand,
the enrollment in a particular program can be greatly
affected by actions of cpmpeting systems. Actions by other
institutions can be critical in systems serving part-time
students# where competition is usually intense (Nolfi and
Nelson# 1973). Several models that analyze factors
affecting competition have already been discussed. They
include the multiple correlation models of Jewett (1972) and
Kicinski and Moss (1974) and the choice theory model of
Kohn# et al. (1974). Other studies analyze various factors
that affect the choice of school. A statistical study by
Leister (1975) differentiates between the clientele of
different schools. A model by Leslie and Fife (1971)
examines the effects of financial aid on enrollments.
1
Studies have been made of the relationship between location
and demand (Schofer# 1975# Stewart# 1941). Some of the
models mentioned earlier included location (Bishop and Jan
Dyk# 1977; Kohn, et al. # 1974).
Studies in Persistence
The demand for education among those already enrolled
is a major determinant of enrollments. The analysis of
1 Clearly# both financial aid and the location of schools
affect total demand as well as the competitive position of
the individual schools.
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persistence is particularly important in part-time
education, where drop-out rates tend to be high (Doherty,
1974).
A study by Tr ueswe 1 1 - ( 1973 ) was mentioned earlier.
Tinker (1975) and Pascarella and Terenzini (1980) have
reviewed studies of college attrition. It has been found
that most factors that affect the initial decision to attend
also affect persistence. The most important of these are
tuition, employment opportunities, and the students'
financial resources. In addition, the students'
interactions with their peers and with the faculty are
important determinants of decisions to remain in school.
Lightfield (1974) examined the characteristics of
students who eventually returned to a New Jersey community
college after having dropped out. He used the college's
student records and the results of a survey of drop-outs for
his ana lysis.
Other I ssues i n Par t-T ime Postsecondaru Education
Although in general the factors affecting demand are
the same in full-time and part-time education, certain
variables are of special relevance in part-time education.
Two of these, competition and persistence, have just been
considered. There is also a need to analyze the demand for
part-time, career-oriented education including degree,
continuing education, and retraining programs. The demand
for career and degree-oriented education among those past
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the normal age of college attendance - especially those who
have begun but not completed college - is particularly
important. Finally# the demand for education that is
neither career-oriented nor degree-oriented needs further
ana lysis.
Although all of these topics have been the subjects of
many studies# the research has rarely used quantitative
techniques. The dearth of quantitative studies can be
attributed to the inadequacy of enrollment statistics for
part-time postsecondary education and to the relative
recency of interest in the topic (Lyell and Tool# 1974).
Limitations and Difficulties
The major limitations of demand forecasting are those
inherent in the application of quantitative techniques to
the study of complex social systems. First# the application
of demand analysis is limited by data problems that are much
more severe than those associated with conventional
enrollment forecasting - for in addition to information
about the educational systems and the population# these
models require data about underlying social and economic
factors. Such information is often difficult and costly to
obtain# sometimes essential information such as the details
of future federal student aid programs is unknowable
(Mangelson# 1974). Second# efforts at analysis are limited
by difficulties in isolating the effects of individual
variables. Attempts to measure price elasticities of
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demand* for example, have been frustrated by difficulties in
separating the effects of tuition from those of financial
aid (which depends, in turn, upon income and ability) and by
the more fundamental problem that both tuition and demand
are affected by the value placed on education by a
particular society at a particular time (Dresch, 1975a).
In short, the inherent complexity of educational
systems is a major obstacle to the development and
application of demand models. Not only are meaningful
planning models difficult to construct, but also serious
difficulties may be encountered when attempts are made to
use models or their results outside the context of the
original analysis.
Demand Models: Conclusion
A wide variety of approaches to demand forecasting has
been mentioned in this section. It has been stressed that
demand models rarely provide direct answers to practical
enrollment forecasting problems and that most demand models
have been constructed for research rather than for planning.
The value of these models has been first, that they have
provided frameworks for individual research projects and
second, that they have yielded information about the
relative importance of the various factors that affect
d emand
.
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5. JUDGMENTAL FORECASTING
It is common in enrollment forecasting that the data
required for quantitative forecasts are unobtainable. The
two most common strategies for planning under uncertainty
have already been discussed: most frequently decisions are
made on the basis of the best available information without
any effort at quantitative analysis; alternatively,
quantitative tools such as time~series analysis may be used
and the results adjusted subjectively.
A third approach is to use one of several formal
methods for decision-making under uncertainty. Three
approaches, decision trees, Delphi, and Bayesian analysis,
have potential value as tools of enrollment forecasting
(Wheelwright and Makradakis, 1973; Johnson and Hse, 1973;
Pratt, Raiffa, and Schaiffer, 1965; Johnson and Holzman,
1975).
Sub I ec t i ve Estimates of Expected Value Using Decision Trees
1
The use of decision trees and expected values is a
straightforward procedure for choosing a course of action
under conditions of uncertainty. The basic steps of the
1 Each branch of a decision tree represents the consequences
of a decision. Expected value is the pay-off of a
particular result adjusted for the probability that it will
occur.
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procedure are 1) drawing the tree showing all possible
courses of action# 2) determining the value of each end
result. 3) assigning probabilities to uncertain events# and
4) folding back the tree to determine the best solution
(Wheelwright and Makradakis# 1973).
A key determinant of the success of the procedure is
the ability to estimate values and probabilities. Business
analysts have devoted much effort to devising procedures for
this purpose.
Decision trees are used as aids to making such
decisions as bids on construction projects and whether or
not to embark on new ventures. Johnson and Holzman (1975)
developed a decision theory model for college admissions.
The technique appears to be suitable for analyzing
alternative plans in other areas of education.
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Delphi
Delphi is a specific method of systematically
soliciting and collating informed judgment on a particular
subject. Its basic features are feedback and anonymity.
The technique was originally developed by the RAND
Corporation as a forecasting tool.
2In a Delphi exercise, a panel of informed persons is
asked to react to a particular problem, preferably to a
series of specific statements that require brief, usually
numerical, answers (e.g.. estimates of dates, costs, and
enrollments). Individual responses, which may include
commentary, are collected, collated, and redistributed to
panel members. The process is then repeated. Usually, the
responses converge to a consensus in two or three rounds,
although there is no requirement or guaranteee that this
will occur.
Delphi can be conducted as a paper and pencil exercise
but is easily computerized.
The technique was designed for forecasting in
situations where no one individual is likely to possess more
1 Delphi can be used for purposes other than forecasting.
as noted in the last chapter, the technique is often used to
help define organizational goals.
2 The subjects of the inquiry (e.g.. students) may be
included among the informed persons on the panel.
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than a small part of the knouiledge required to solve the
problem. Experts from different fields (e. g., education,
market research, manpower analysis, and legislative affairs)
can be asked to make forecasts. In the course of several
rounds, a combined judgment may be reached. In general,
Delphi can be of value in the solution of complex problems
where meetings and conferences have one or more of the
following disadvantages: the number of people involved is
too large for an effective meeting; disagreement or
hostility among the participants is too great for effective
interaction; there is no history of communication between
the groups involved, and therefore, no model by which a
dialogue could be established quickly; or time, expense,
and distance make arrangements for a face-to-face meeting
impractical.
Although Delphi may appear to be at once rather
cumbersome and rather simple-minded, under the appropriate
circumstances it is an effective method of applying the
combined talents of experts in many fields to complex
problems. The principal weakness of the technique is the
ease with which it can be applied inappropriately -
particularly by those who are unduely impressed with
"computerized decision making". In many situations, Delphi
may produce little in the way of useful information, while
in others, similar or better results can be obtained more
cheaply or more quickly by other means. Alternatives to
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Delphi include library research* individual consultants*
conferences* seminars* and conference telephone calls
(Turoff* 1971).
In education* Delphi has enjoyed some popularity as a
tool for identifying goals* but has been used only rarely as
a forecasting tool (Skutsch and Hall* 1973). Among the few
published articles on the use of Delphi for enrollment
forecasting is a report by Coakwell (1975) of an attempt to
forecast enrollments for Muskingum Area Technical College in
Ohio using a modified Delphi approach. The results were
highly unsatisfactory* actual enrollment of part-time
students was almost double the number forecast.
Bau es ian Ana 1 u s i
s
^
Bayesian analysis is a statistical tool that can be
used as an aid in forecasting with surveys. Its primary
appeal in demand analysis is that it permits the
incorporation of subjective estimates into forecasts. When
the technique is applied properly* the final results are
often much more accurate than are those obtained using
either subjective estimates or statistical information
1 Bayesian analysis* like decision trees* is part of the
broader field of statistical decision theory. Other tools
tools of decision analyis are also used in program planning
and budgeting.
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alone. In Bayesian analysis, an initial estimate is
adjusted on the basis of additional information. Three
kinds of information are required:
~ an initial estimate. (In demand studies, this is
usually a subjective "best guess" of the final outcome. >
~ the results of a survey, test, or experiment. (In
demand studies, a survey is most often used.
)
- information about the past accuracy of the test or
survey
.
No applications to planning educational programs are
reported in the literature. The following purely imaginary
and highly simplified example illustrates the type of
application possible.
An administrator who is considering offering a series
of courses makes a subjective estimate of the chances of the
series breaking even during its first year on the basis of
what is known about such factors as the quality of the
program, local perceptions of need, and the success of
similar programs elsewhere. A survey is commissioned.
Finally, an estimate is computed using both the survey
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results and the subjective estimate.
Dagesian analysis can be used to help decide whether or
not it is worthwhile to seek additional information before
making a decision. The expected gain of obtaining the
additional information can be computed using estimates of
expected gains or losses of various outcomes and working
through the decision strategies that would be followed with
and without additional information (Hamburg# 1970).
Bayesian analysis is not difficult to carry out.
1 Bayesian analysis is based on Bayes' theorem;
P(A1/B) - P(A1)<P(B/A1))
2 (P(A (P(B/Ai ) )
i
where:
the probability of any event X is denoted by P(X)# and the
conditional probability of an event Y# given Z* is denoted
by P(Y/Z). Suppose the administrator in the example
estimates the chances of breaking even at 60/C# the survey
points to success# and past surveys have predicted the
success of successful programs 957. of the time and the
success of unsuccessful programs 307. of the time.
P(A1)# the initial probability of success# is .60# P(A2) is
.40# P(B/A1)# the probability of a positive survey# given
success# is
.95# P(B/A2)# the probability of a positive survey,
given failure# is .30.
P(A1/B) - ,6(.95) .83
. 6( . 95) + . 4( . 3)
An array of possible results shows:
favorable unfavorable
survey survey
chances of success: . 83 . 10
chances of failure; . 17 .*90
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Interactive computer programs can allow decision makers and
analysts to test various strategies. Unfortunately, data
about the quality of survey results are rarely available for
in-house studies. For this reason, Bayesian analysis is
usually infeasible unless a system makes large numbers of
surveys or has its survey work done by an agency who does
so.
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6. MARKET RESEARCH AND NEEDS ASSESSMENT
The emphas i s up to this point has been on quant i tat i ve
models that project enrollments or that analyze demand. But
mathematical analysis is not the only tool of research for
enrollment forecasting. Market research and needs analysis
play important roles# especially as aids in planning new
programs and as supplements to extrapolative models in
situations where programs or external circumstances are
changing rapidly.
The basic goals of market research are to uncover unmet
needs and to discover what product characteristics# places
of sale# prices# and promotional techniques will yield the
desired sales and profits. It must be stressed that the use
of market research does not involve any assumption that
education is primarily a consumer good. Although the
language of market research may imply otherwise# the
usefulness of the techniques is independent of the reasons
for offering the products or programs.
1 Market research includes the entire spectrum of tools for
the analysis of demand# this chapter could well have been
entitled# "Market Research in Pos tsec ondar y Education. " This
section of the chapter# however# deals only with techniques
for gathering information.
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Needs assessment is closely related to market research.
The technique ujas developed for use in the public and
not-for-profit sectors and is primarily a tool of problem
1definition. The basic question of needs assessmenti " Uh
o
needs u<ha
t
according to ujh om'?'* is applied systematically in
the analysis of opinions, previous research, records, and
other information. Emphasis is placed on the development of
operational definitions of problems by those who are
directly involved.
There is a large body of literature on market research
and needs assessment. Basic works on market research
include those of McCarthy (1960), Palda (1971), Kotler
(1967), and Smith et al. (1968). Norks oriented
specifically to market research in the not-foi
—
profit sector
and to needs assessment include those of Kotler and Zaltman
(1974), Lee and Gilmour (1977), Hertling and Greenberg
(1974), and Lucas (1979). Reports on the use of particular
methodologies and techniques have been made by Coffing and
Hutchinson (1974), Ferguson, et al. (1975), the New Jersey
Department of Education (1974), Nurnberger (1974), Kyle and
Sisson (1973), Gaither (1979), and Larkin (1979). The
1 The term "needs assessment" is sometimes used quite
broadly to cover a wide range of activities — including
problem definition, planning, and the evaluation of
outcomes. Here, the term is used more narrowly to refer to
the processes of defining problems and identifying unmet
needs.
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principal professional journal in the field is the Journa
1
o£ Marketing
. Studies specific to p os t sec ondary education
are frequently published in the Journal of Higher Education ,
Ad u 1 1 Leadership , and other educational journals.
Sources of Information and Tools of Research
Market research and needs assessment rely upon a
variety of sources of information and on a wide range of
research methods. Sources of information include:
— published research - including general qualitiative
studies, quantitative studies, published statistics, etc.
— institutional records,
— informed opinion, and
— direct measurement, i. e. , observation, surveys, and
experimentation.
The methods of research range from informal situation
analysis through formal, non-quan t i ta t i ve studies to highly
formal quantitative analysis. They can be divided into
three general categories: general exploratory research,
measurement, and quantitative analysis. The last subject
has already been discussed at length. The first two will
now be considered.
Genera 1 Ex p 1 oratory Res ear ch
In general, any study of demand must begin with the
identification of needs and the definition of the problem.
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Most research on enrollment is conducted at this level, and,
in fact, most problems are solved - or found to be
insoluble - without more formal analysis.
It should be noted that when decisions are made as a
result of non-q.uant i tative research, some sort of enrollment
estimate is actually implicit, that is to say, decision
makers base their actions on assumptions about the
probability of success and about the risks that are involved
in the undertaking.
General exploratory research involves two kinds of
activity: previous research and the records of past and
current activities of the organization may be reviewed, and
the problem may be discussed with colleagues, consultants,
and others who may be expected to have information and
insight about the situation (McCarthy, 1960; Palda, 1971).
Assessments by students, counselors, faculty members,
administrators, opinion leaders, representatives of civic
organizations, employers' groups, and employees'
associations are used extensively in planning programs for
part-time students. Institutions participating in an NUEA
(National University Extension Association) survey placed a
high value on information provided by all the groups
mentioned, but especially on that from specific target
1 The use of surveys will be discussed in the section on
measurement.
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audiences and from employer and employee groups (Hertling
and Greenberg, 1974). Lee and Gilmour (1977) note that the
opinions of the community leaders, staff, and students
are important for generating ideas for program changes,
while those of community leaders and students are valuable
in estimating demand. Buchanan and Barksdale (1977) point
out the importance of informal market research in
determining what the competition is doing and what the
clients are thinking.
The Use of Direct Measurement
The popular concept of market research is that of
surveys and opinion polls, but market researchers make three
kinds of direct measurement: systematic observation of
1
consumer behavior, surveys, and experimentation.
b serva t i on
The use of direct observation (as opposed to the
examination of institutional records) is relatively uncommon
in enrollment forecasting; the availability of
institutional records and the nature of the service tend to
make observation both unnecessary and unproductive.
However, the technique may occasionally be of value for
gathering certain kinds of data (class attendance, for
1 The use of these tools for evaluating outcomes was
mentioned in Chapter IV.
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example) quickly and efficiently.
Surveys
Intention surveys are widely used in business and
industry to aid in forecasting sales. Consumer's Union# the
Census Bureau# and other groups conduct annual surveys of
people s intentions to buy consumer durables# and many
market research organizations and individual producers
conduct more specialized surveys (Chisholm and Whitaker,
1971). The methodology of forecasting on the basis of
surveys is well advanced. At. the same time# a number of
basic weaknesses in the approach have been identified. One
of the most serious difficulties is the fact that many
consumers do not plan ahead for even major purchases
Chisholm and Whitaker (1971). Another obstacle is the time
and money that must be expended in developing and validating
each new type of survey. But despite these handicaps#
surveys are frequently the most reliable and least costly
method of acquiring information about people's intentions to
enroll in postsecondary programs. Market testing# which is
often the most economical and effective technique for
measuring the demand for inexpensive mass market items# is
rarely feasible in education# and the analysis of demand
based on causal interpretations of historical data# although
of value in providing general background information# can
rarely be used directly for making quantitative forecasts.
Thus under many circumstances# surveys are the best
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available tool for the estimation of demand.
In part-time postsecondary education# surveys of intent
are of particular value for estimating the demand for new
and developing programs and for detecting shifts in the
demand for ongoing programs. Hertling and Greenberg (1974)
investigated the use by university extension systems of
surveys and other tools of needs assessment. They found
that almost all extension systems conduct surveys of
students and potential students. Surveys are made of
present students# former students# particular groups# and
the general population. Those of currently enrolled
students and of particular target audiences were ranked as
the most valuable by the participating institutions.
Reports of surveys# survey methods# and survey results
abound in the literature. Only a few representative
examples can be mentioned. They should give some indication
of the potential value of the survey as a simple#
cost-effective method for improving enrollment forecasting
for part-time programs.
Extensive work in the development of surveys and
student information systems has been done by Macintosh
(1971) for the British Open University (BQU). During the
early development of BOU# information was gathered from
applicants and students in order to resolve such issues as
television broadcast hours and the student acceptance rates
required to insure the desired enrollment mix. Particular
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effort ufas made to design application and registration forms
that captured the information that was considered essential
for basic institutional research and to design surveys and
forms for ease of use and processing,
Larry Benedict and others have designed and implemented
a simple, efficient system for conducting telephone surveys
and analyzing and reporting the results. "Project Pulse"
was designed for use by the Student Affairs Office of the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst, but has also proved
to be an effective tool for academic program planning. The
success of the project has been aided by ready access to
nonconfident ial student records (name, student status,
etc. ). by the availability of low-cost student help
(work-study), and by the use of standard computer programs
for data analysis (Benedict and Luciano. 1975; Luciano and
Benedict. 1975).
Among other discussions of survey methods are two
general handbooks, one by the New Jersey State Department of
Education (1974) and one by Kyle and Sisson (1973).
Market surveys are conducted for a variety of purposes.
Recent studies have been conducted to measure potential
audiences for particular types of programs (Corporation for
Public Broadcasting. 1972). to determine what attracts
students to a particular school (Gorman. 1976). and to
discover alternatives students might prefer to existing
programs (Zelan and Gardner. 1975).
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Several nationojide surveys have been conducted. Among
the most recent is one by the Educational Testing Service.
It examines adults" present and anticipated participation in
educational programs (Crossi et al.« 1974)
Other nationwide surveys include those of Johnstone and
Rivera (1965) and Kay (1974).
A particularly important kind of survey is the
follow-up study. The studies are of value not only for
enrollment analysis but also for the analysis of outcomes.
They provide information about such factors as satisfaction,
employment, and earnings.
Although most follow-up surveys are tailored to
individual studies, standardized instruments for measuring
attitudes and other characteristics may be used. For
example. Dower and Myers (1976) of NCHEMS have developed a
model survey for studies of attrition.
Sullivan and Litten (1976) used a follow-up survey in
an analysis of the market position of a particular
institution. They surveyed students who had written for
materials about the school but failed to apply as well as
those who applied and were accepted at the school.
Several of the studies of persistence mentioned earlier
relied in part on follow-up surveys.
The information gathered in surveys may. of course, be
used directly in estimating enrollments. It may also be
used to modify estimates made from other sources and can be
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incorporated into mathematical models. It is possible to
use the results of surveys conducted by outside agencies or
at the national level for surrogate data. The use of survey
data in ratio models and statistical demand models was
discussed earlier in the chapter.
Experimentation
Finally* the market researcher can attempt to measure
demand by means of laboratory tests* field tests* or
tr ia 1—and—err or
.
Lab oratory 3n d field tests
. Businesses use market
tests extensively to study the demand for commercial
products. Prices* promotional programs* and places of sale
are controlled in order to test the price and income
elasticities of demand and the effects of promotional
strategies* location* etc. on sales (Palda* 1971). In
education* legislative policies* small volume* high unit
costs* and considerations of fairness all tend to restrict
the use of market testing. Large agencies like the
Cooperative Extension Service and major proprietary
institutions can occasionally operate test or pilot programs
and measure both market potential and program effectiveness
(Doherty* 1974)* but in general* educational systems must
rely on less formal kinds of experimentation.
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Tri^l and Error
. Most organ! zations (educational and
other) use a variety of experimental methods that come under
the general heading of tr ia l-and-err or (Palda, 1971). For
examplei a system that has varied its prices several times
in a short period of time can develop a rather crude measure
of price elasticity of demand.
Courses/ locations/ and promotional techniques can be
subjected to the tr ia 1-and-err or process. One particular
technique has become almost standard for systems of
continuing education; courses are routinely advertised with
the expectation that they will be given only if a certain
predetermined minimum enrollment is achieved.
Although all organizations make use of tr ial-and-err or
/
the success of such efforts in leading to improved forecasts
and in preventing the repetition of costly mistakes depends
on the skill and knowledge of the practitioners — and on
their ability to combine the information gained from
tr ia 1-and—err or with the results of other research.
Mar k e t Resear c h : Conclusion
In summary/ market research and needs assessment are
valuable for estimating enrollments where programs or
circumstances are new or changing. Because of the
commitment of many systems serving part-time students to
meeting the changing needs of adults/ these tools are
particularly important in this sector of postsec ondar
y
education.
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Among the tools of market research that are
particularly valuable for enrollment forecasting is the
survey. Probably of even greater value is the intelligent
use of informal approaches - library research/ reviewing
past experiences/ and consultations with knowledgeable
people. These traditional tools of analysis/ while they may
seem less scientific than surveys/ experiments/ and models/
remain among the most useful methods of applied research in
the social sciences.
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7. ENROLLMENT FORECASTING: CONCLUSION
In this chapter the literature on enrollment
forecasting has been reviewed, methods of analysis and
sources of information have been considered, and an attempt
has been made to discuss the major variables affecting
enrollment. Techniciues of analysis have been discussed in
relation to the types of problem for which they are
particularly well suited. It is hoped that this format has
not obscured the fact that most problems lend themselve to
more than one method of analysis and that conversely, most
methods can be applied to a variety of problems.
Of the many possible approaches to enrollment
forecasting, a few stand out for their present or potential
value as planning tools. These are informal investigation,
surveys, simple time-series analysis, and constant-ratio
models. Certain other methods of analysis, especially
multiple correlation and regression, have special value for
research directed towards understanding the forces
underlying the demand for p os tsec ondary education.
In conclusion, it must be emphasized again that
enrollment forecasting is not and never will be an exact
science. Except in the case of stable, ongoing programs,
the margin of error is usually large. In most cases,
research projects and models can do no more than help
decision makers understand the problems better.
CHAPTER V I
1. FINANCIAL ANALYSIS FOR PLANNING AND BUDGETING^
Having discussed most of the individual topics of
research for planning and budgeting^ lue now turn to the
budget itself. Three major topics will be considered:
1) budgeting, 2) cost analysis, and 3) budget models.
1. BUDGETING^
Budgets, as was said earlier, are plans stated in
financial terms. The primary focus of budget analysis is on
1 General discussions of budgeting and cost analysis in
higher education are to by found in works by Balderston
(1974) and Bowen and Douglass (1971). Reviews of the state
of the art have been published in a special issue of New
Directions for Institutional Research edited by Hopkins and
Schroeder (1977), in two ERIC/Higher Education Research
Reports, one by Lawrence and Service (1977) and one by
Caruthers and Orwig (1979), and in two brief ERIC/Higher
Education Research Currents, one by Richardson (1977) and
one by Linney (1980). Caruthers and Orwig include an
extensive bibliography.
The literature on budget models is extensive. General
overviews and reviews have been prepared by Casaco (1970),
Weathersby and Weinstein (1971), Schroeder (1973), Correa
(1975), and Mason (1976). Critical discussions of planning
models in general include those by Ackoff (1967) and Hoos
(1971). Naylor and Schauland (1976) surveyed users of
corporate planning models. Critical analyses of models in
higher education include those of Hopkins (1971), Bell
(1972), and a survey of users by Plourde (1976).
2 The information summarized in this section can be found in
most standard works on budgeting in the not-for-profit
sector. See, for example, Davis (1969) and Caruthers and
Or w i g ( 1 979 )
.
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program planning and the study of the financial consequences
of alternatives for mee t i ng . i ns t i t u t i ona 1 objectives.
However# the institutional analyst must recognize that
budgets are not simply planning tools; they are also
instruments for limiting and controlling expenditures and
for managing and controlling operations.
As tools of financial control# budgets help assure that
expenditures are limited to the amounts prescribed# that
they are legal# and that they are made for the objects and
activities specified by those in authority. While financial
control is the most basic function of the budget# it is
rarely of direct interest to planners.
The second control function of the budget is to help
assure that operations are efficient. It will be seen that
budget analysis for planning does include the study of
matters related to efficiency and that much recent research
has been devoted to this issue.
There are many formal methods of preparing budgets.
They differ in their approaches to planning and control and
in their emphasis on each of the major functions of the
budget. The methods used in recent years are:
1 Financial control is of indirect interest to planners
because the information needed for planning often differs
from that needed for control. Since financial control is
essential# cost data organized according to lines of
financial responsibility must be readily available. Any
compromise must be made at the expense of data for planning.
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1) incremental budgeting, 2) performance budgeting,
3) formula funding, 4) program budgeting, and 5) zero-base
budgeting. Each of these methods has many variations. In
actual practice, it is rare for an institution to rely
exclusively on a single formalized system. Rather,
organizations borrow tools from all the methods depending
upon their needs at the time.
r
The following brief account outlines the concepts
underlying each of the approaches.
-1
Incr ementa 1 Budoetino
The oldest and most widely used budgeting procedure is
the type described by Aaron UildaVsky as 'incremental'
budgeting. As was explained in an earlier chapter,
incremental decision making is based upon what Wildavsky and
others call 'political rationality' to contrast it with
'economic rationality' (the efficient allocation of scarce
resources). The fundamental assumption of incremental
budgeting is that the current allocation of resources is
based upon a long history of experimentation and bargaining
and, as a result, is a reasonably good compromise between
1 Wildavsky has discussed incremental budgeting in a number
of works (1964; 1969). His earlier work is based on his
studies of the U. S. Congress and budgeting in the federal
government. Crecine (1969) found a similar pattern in
municipal budgeting.
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conflicting values and interests. The traditional budgeting
procedure is to allocate to each unit the amount it received
the previous year plus or minus a proportionate share of the
change in total available funds; adjustments are made for
changes in programs or circumstances, but the 'fair share'
principle is paramount. The practical advantages of the
app^roach are great. Implementation is straightforward, the
time and energy required are minimized, and conflict across
department lines is kept to a low level. In addition,
because adjustments for changes in programs and
circumstances are made by negotiation, there is no need for
a comprehensive understanding of the system and the many
interactions among its various components and between them
and the outside world.
The primary danger of incremental budgeting is that
reliance on negotiation increases the likelihood that
resources will be allocated on the basis of power rather
than need. There is no doubt that the danger is real. A
study by Pfeffer and Salancik (1974). for example, indicated
that the budgets of academic departments are directly
related to the departments' political power.
Nonetheless, because incremental budgeting takes into
account limits on time, money, and human intellect and
because it relies on the idea of 'fair share' and on dis-
cussions of specific problems, it has appeal at all levels
of the decision making process. There is little doubt that
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incremental budgeting will continue to be the basic tool for
resource allocation in most educational systems.
Performance Budaetina
Performance budgeting is related closely to the goal of
^^^icient management. The budgets are based on 'standard'
or 'e^fficient' costs> which are determined by performance
criteria. For example* the efficient cost per page typed
is based on standards for typists' performance* for the
purchasing of supplies* and for the maintenance of equipment
as well as on current wages and prices. The emphasis in
performance budgeting is on the output of individual
activities rather than on objectives and program outcomes.^
Performance budgeting has had wide application in
business* where outputs and outcomes are often closely
1
The term performance budgeting is generally credited to
the 1949 Hoover Commission on efficiency in the federal
government. The concept goes back as least to the beginning
of the century and to the early era of 'efficiency experts'
The use and abuse of measurements of efficiency in education
is discussed at length by Callahan (1962).
2
Standard costs and other concepts of cost accounting will
be discussed in the next section of this chapter.
3
In recent years* however* the term performance budgeting
has been applied to variants of program budgeting that
stress the evaluation of outcomes (Folger* 1976).
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'I
related. This uould be true, for example, of a secretarial
service. Although formal performance budgeting is not used
in the analysis of educational programs, the concepts and
tools of the approach have been incorporated into systems of
formula funding and, to a lesser degree, into program
budgeting and zero-base budgeting.
Formula Funding ^
Formula funding is used by a majority of state
1
In business accounting, the term flexible budget is used
to describe budgets that set performance standards. See
Horngren (1970) and Anthony (1970) for examples of this kind
of analysis.
2
It can be assumed that flexible budgeting is used for
managerial control of certain kinds of support services and
auxilliary enterprises at some schools.
3
Meisinger (1976) and Moss and Gaither (1976) review
current practices in formula budgeting and the strengths and
weaknesses of the various methods and formulas. Allen and
Topping (1979) report on four case studies. There has been
considerable research on specific aspects of formula
budgeting and of topics related to the formulas. Carlson,
et al. (1974), Van Alstyn (1977), and Johnson (1979) all
discuss the use of formulas to determine tuition. Economies
of scale and the related issue of average versus marginal
costs are matters of concern in the present period of
declining enrollments. Studies by the Carnegie Commission
(1972a) and McLaughlin, et al. (1980) on economies of scale
reveal that they exist but that the effects of size are
small compared to those of the complexity of the systems and
their curricula. Several efforts to devise formulas that
use marginal rather than average costs are reported by
Caruthers and Orwig (1979). Monical and Schoenecker (1980)
have recently designed a system for using marginal costs
that they believe to be both understandable and fair.
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governments as an aid in budgeting for p os t sec ondar
y
education. The application of the technique varies
considerably among the states. The formulas may be used to
determine total appropriations, to allocate funds among
various insitutions, and to determine tuition levels.
Formula funding is not a tool for the development of
detailed budgets.
In formula funding, each institution receives its 'fair
share' of funds based upon enrollments and standardized unit
costs. The formulas may be based directly on costs per
full-time equivalent student, or staffing may be set
according to enrollment and then funds allocated on the
basis of staffing. The formulas may be used to determine
total institutional appropriations or to compute changes
from the previous year. Formulas vary greatly in complexity
and may take into account level and type of study and such
factors as location, type of school, compensation schedules,
and historical differences among schools. Nearly all the
formulas are based on average as opposed to marginal cost.
It is common for appropriations to be adjusted to include
factors not included in the formulas.
There has be considerable interest in formula funding
in the past few years. The formulas make institutional
budgets more understandable to legislators while permitting
institutions to plan ahead on the basis of expected
appropriations. Equally important in times of shrinking
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enrollments and reduced appropr iat ions, formula funding
reduces conflict among institutions. In short, formula
funding has many of the advantages of incremental budgeting
and has the additional benefit that it reduces the extent to
which political influence determines appropriations.
The disadvantages of formula budgeting are its rigidity
and its leveling effect. The formulas that have gained
acceptance with legislatures and institutions do not take
into account the start—up costs of new programs, economies
of scale, or changes in technology and relative prices.
Efforts to implement more complex formulas have failed
because, on the one hand, they too omit important factors
affecting needs, and on the other, they are harder to
understand and their effects more difficult to predict.
Because the formulas treat all institutions of a
similar kind alike, formula funding tends to reduce the
quality of the best institutions in a system. In contrast,
under traditional incremental budgeting, stronger schools
usually receive proportionally greater appropriations
(Feasley, 1980).
In spite of its disadvantages, formula funding, like
incremental budgeting is likely to remain popular. the
appeal of both methods is in their simplicity,
predictability, and tendency to minimize conflict.
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A
Program Budgeting
The methods of financial planning that have been
discussed so far have their roots either in the concept of
the budget as a tool of political accommodation or that of
budgeting for control. Program budgeting and zero-base
budgeting^ on the other hand> are both derived from the
economic concept of budgeting, that is, the efficient
allocation of scarce resources.
Program budgeting stresses the setting of objectives
and the evaluation of outcomes. The best known technique is
the Program, Performance, Budgeting System (PPBS) that was
developed for the Department of Defense under Secretary
Robert S. McNamara. Modifications of that system have been
used in other federal agencies, in state governments, and in
1 Two classic works were written by the originators of PPBSi
one is by Hitch and McKean (1960) and the other is by Novick
(1965). Haggart (1972) and Hartley (1968) present two
different positions on methods of program budgeting for
education. Balderston and Weathersby (1973) discuss methods
of program budgeting for higher education. Studies of
applications of program budgeting are reported by Wildavsky
(1969), Benacerra, et al. (1978), and Dressel and Simon
( 1976).
2 Performance in PPBS refers to effectiveness and the
evaluation of outcomes. In performance budgeting, on the
other hand, the term refers to the efficiency of individual
activities.
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education. Program budgeting systems have four elements in
common: 1) explicit consideration of objectives.
2) consideration of multi-year costs. 3) the analysis of
alternative means of achieving objectives, and 4) evaluation
of outcomes.
The first step in program budgeting is the development
of objectives stated in measurable terms and of alternative
programs to meet them. A program is a course of action
designed to accomplish certain objectives. For example, a
developmental reading program for adults may be designed to
bring students up to a certain minimum level of reading
achievement, and a series of vocational education courses
may be intended to provide students with marketable skills
of a particular type.
In the course of defining objectives and developing
alternative plans to meet them, programs may be divided into
subprograms and program elements according to the level and
type of student served. For example, an adult secondary
education program could be divided according to students'
current levels of performance and their abilities. The
detailed objectives and measures of achievement associated
with the program elements may differ according to the needs
of the specific groups of students served. The breakdown is
intended to assure that the program budgeting system can
provide the data necessary to eva luate the costs and
effectiveness of programs that serve a diversity of
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students.
As was pointed out in an earlier chapter, programs for
adults may focus on educational, vocational, or avocational
objectives, or they may be designed to serve a broad
spectrum of needs of a particular group. The structure of
the programs and program elements would, of course, differ
depending on whether the objectives focused on the
acquisition of specific knowledge and skills or more
generally on the needs of a special group like the elderly.
Dnce objectives have been stated and alternative
programs designed, the programs are analyzed and evaluated.
Analysis and evaluation form the heart of program budgeting.
Cost-effectiveness studies are a major aspect of this
procedure.
^
The program budget document displays the plan chosen
for implementation. The budget is organized to show costs
by program; the document includes specific details of
revenue and expenditure for one fiscal year and estimated
figures for the following five years. The program budget is
intended to be a complete statement of the system's
objectives, plans, and expectations.
1 See Chapter IV for a discussion of the evaluation of
outcomes.
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The planning> programming/ and budgeting procedure is
repeated each year; the process is a continuous one of
stating or restating objectives# defining and modifying
programs# analysis# and documentation.
For program budgeting to succeed# complex objectives
must be stated in measurable terms and be subjected to
1quantitative analysis# successful implementation also
requires an extensive data base# a sophisticated management
information system# and a major commitment to institutional
research. Because these requirements have not been met#
formal program budgeting has been a failure.
Although efforts to implement program budgeting systems
in education were based on unrealistic expectations about
the possibility for quantitative analysis of complex goals
and systems# the basic idea of analysis and evaluation of
outcomes continues to underlie efforts to develop models and
other tools for policy analysis (Caruthers and Orwig# 1979).
1 This problem was discussed in Chapter IV.
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Zero-Base Budgeting
Zero-base budgeting represents an effort to meet the
objectives of program budgeting while avoiding its
impractical aspects. The key feature of the technique is
the requirement for developing and ranking decision packets
representing sets of activities that meet groups of
objectives and that can be added or deleted from the budget '
as necessary.
Ideally in zero-base budgetingi as in program '
budgeting, all programs and expenses are analyzed and
'
justified anew each year. In practice, the basic decision I
I
(
packets for each organizational unit represent 1) the 1
I
I
minimum level at which it can operate and 2) the level '
I
required to fulfill the basic commitments of the agency.
The remaining packets represent the actual choices available 1
1
to decision makers. i
There have been very few efforts to implement zero-base '
budgeting in postsecondary institutions. Students of
budgeting believe that widespread adoption of the technique
by eductional institutions is unlikely; there are practical
1 Pyhrr (1973) is generally credited with the development of
zero^base budgeting. Surveys of the literature by Caruthers
and Orwig (1979) and Feasley (1980) reveal that little has
been published about the use of zero-base budgeting by
systems of postsecondary education.
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obstacles to breaking up educational activities into
decision packets and# even if this could be donei to
assigning a specific rank to each packet.
There is some evidence that the use of decision packets
can be helpful when major retrenchment is necessary.
Reports of the use of zero-base budgeting at MacMaster
University as well as of less formal approaches to planning
retrenchment tend to support this view (Caruthers and Orwig
1979).
Methods of Budoet ino - Conclusion
Five major approaches to budgeting have been developed
over the course of the twentieth century. Each represents a
different balance between the three major functions of
budgeting/ that is/ between financial control/ managerial
control/ and program planning. It is important to recognize
that each of the approaches was developed in response to
needs at a particular time - needs that were related to
growth/ consolidation/ or retrenchment. It is not
surprising that the program planning approach/ so dominant
in the period of growth in the 1950's and 1960's has been
displaced in the present period of retrenchment by the tools
of performance budgeting and formula funding.
When viewed in terms of their practical application/ it
is seen that two of the five approaches/ namely incremental
budgeting and formula funding/ have proved useful as tools
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for developing annual budgets. The other three approaches
have been of value for the techniques or ideas that they
have contributed to budget analysis; the evidence suggests
that the efficiency measures of performance budgeting and
the program packages of Tero—base budgeting may be useful as
tools for planning consolidation and retrenchment, and that,
although the practice of program budgeting has largely been
abandoned, its central concept of ou tc omes-or i en ted analysis
and evaluation continues to have uide application.
If this assessment is correct, it can be expected that
cost accounting will continue to play a central role in
budget analysis and that partisan analysis and other kinds
of ad hoc policy studies will also play important roles in
decision making. It will be seen later in the chapter that
contemporary approaches to financial modeling are consistent
with this view of institutional planning.
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2. COST ANALYSIS AND MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING
We nouj turn to 3 nufnber of tools of managerial
accounting and cost analysis. The techniques have been
designed as aids for program planning and for control of
performance. The former use is of primary interest in this
discussion.
Modern cost analysis was developed in the early 1950's
to aid in the development of weapons systems for the United
States Air Force. Throughout a period of several yearsi the
technique was modified and refined in the interest of clear
representation of cost information. Such problems as the
handling of ^sunk costs'# which represent resources on hand#
the distinction between investment and operating costs# and
the prorating of support costs were resolved by the
discovery of approaches that provide meaningful information
for the decision maker. The general methodology of cost
1 Massey et al. (1972) provide an excellent and thorough
explanation of cost analysis and its history. Among the
standard texts on mangerial accounting are those of Horngren
(1970) and Anthony and Welsch (1974). Various aspects of
the classifications and methodology of cost analysis and
cost accounting in postsecondary education are outlined in
works prepared by the National Association of College and
University Business Officers (NACUBO# 1973) and the National
Center for Higher Education Management Systems (NCHEMS#
1977; Gulko# 1972# Collier. 1975). For references to
details about the accounting and classification systems# see
the works listed above.
Meeth (1973) and Bowen and Douglass (1971) report on
practical applications of cost analysis in higher education.
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analysis has bean relatively u,ell standardized for some time
(Massey/ et al. , 1971 )
.
The application of cost analysis to postsecondary
education is a more recent phenomenon. In the past feu
years, the National Center for Higher Education Management
Systems (NCHEMS) and the National Association of College and
University Business Officers (NACUBO) have developed
standardized structures and definitions for this purpose.
i
Concepts and Tools of Cost Analusis
Benefits Foregone
Cost analysis has its base in economics rather than
financial accounting. Dollar costs are not seen as exact
sums to be reported on balance sheets, but as abstract
measures of resource requirements; they represent
opportunities lost, benefits foregone. Resources, such as
instructors' time and available materials, are inherently
limited; if one program is adopted, opportunity for another
is lost, or perhaps (if tax revenues rise) benefits in the
private sector are foregone. Cost analysis, if properly
used, can help clarify questions about the allocation of
limited public resources.
Investment versus Operating Cost
It is necessary in cost analysis to distinguish between
one-time investment costs on the one hand and recurring or
operating costs on the other. Usually investment costs are
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divided into two separate categories. 1) development costs,
and 2) initial investment costs. Since most educational
agencies have separate capital and operating budgets, the
breakdown is, in some respects, a natural one to educational
administrators. However, the parallel is by no means exact.
For example most development costs and such initial
investments as new audio-visual eq^uipment may appear in the
operating budget.
While investment costs are included in the analysis of
alternatives, sunk costs or funds already expended are not;
these costs remain unchanged regardless of the option chosen
and whether or not the resources they represent are used in
the future.
In order to assure that initial costs are properly
accounted for, program costs are always estimated for a
period of at least five years.
One of the earliest contributions of cost analysis was
the discovery that failure to separate investment from
operating costs and failure to consider long-range costs
were causing serious distortions in the interpretation of
1 As was noted in Chapter II, program development is an
important function in many systems serving part-time
students. Very often the personnel costs of research and
development are significant. Although these costs are
usually charged to general overhead in the annual budget,
for planning purposes they must be included in the costs of
alternative new programs.
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military procurement data (Massey, et al., 1972).'' Three
type of error may occur as a result of considering costs on
a year-by-year basis only. First, by looking only at
start-up costs, the decision maker may fail to recognize the
extent of the future commitment to operating costs. (This
phenomenon is known as 'nose-in-the-tent
' budgeting; it is
a widely practiced art. ) Second, in looking at initial
capital costs, the decision maker may fail to recognize the
eventual need for maintenance and replacement. (The current
crisis in maintenance of the college and university
buildings that were constructed in the 1960's is a striking
example of this problem. ) Third, errors can occur in the
opposite direction; a decision maker may be discouraged
from undertaking a desirable and basically economical
program because of its high inititial investment costs. (It
has already been noted that formula funding has been
1 The issue of including capital costs in the regular
accounting systems of postsecondary systems is a matter of
some debate. It is argued by some that the depreciation of
the existing capital inventory should be included in
financial statements as would be done in business
organizations, and that this approach would encourage better
planning and budgeting of capital and maintenance
expenditures. The prevailing opinion as reflected in actual
practices is that incorporating investment costs into annual
financial statements is not worth the effort because of the
way funds are raised for capital improvements (i.e.
,
by
special appropriation or fund raising) and the absence of
tax write-offs for nonprofit agencies. There is general
agreement that both operating and investment costs must be
included in analyses of major program changes (NCHEMS,
1977).
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criticized for its failure to allou for start— up costs;
much of the criticism of this aspect of formula funding
comes from those interested in non trad i t i ona 1 education. )
Where large investments are being considered#
discounting may be be necessary. As explained earlier in a
different context# discounting is a method of taking into
account the fact that future costs are usually preferable to
current ones. Future costs are discounted at the going
interest rate. (At a 10*/. discount rate# $100 spent this
year is equivalent to $110 spent next year). In business#
discounting is straightf orvuard# the discount represents the
interest that could be obtained if the amount were invested.
Although the principle of discounting is equally applicable
in the public sector# in practice choices are less likely to
be based on the results because of the way in which funds
are raised and because of limitations on borrowing and
investing.
Because discounting complicates analysis# it is used
only where substantial investments are involved and the
alternatives differ greatly in the time pattern of the
costs. For example# the procedure would be required if one
of the alternatives were a traditional program that required
the construction of new classrooms and the other a
television series using an existing broadcast station but
requiring the development of programs and materials.
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Fu 1 1 Costing
In analyzing the costs of alternative programs/ it is
usual to consider a base case and the incremental costs of
the various alternatives. The base case is most often" a
continuation of the present program with future costs
projected on the basis of historical data.
Economists agree that comparisons should be made on the
basis of full costs. To determine total operating costs it
is necessary to include both direct and indirect costs. In
the simplest case/ direct costs are those incurred solely
for the particular program while indirect costs are a
prorated share of expenditures for support services and
general overhead. Often/ however/ a single organizational
unit has responsibility for two or more programs. Academic
departments provide both instruction and research/ for
example. The joint costs of these activities must be
2
prorated in order to compute the direct costs of each.
Unfortunately/ even the best methods of allocating
costs are essentially arbitrary. Analysts avoid the
1 Nolfi and Nelson (1973) and Arenson (1979) point out that
the failure of some colleges and universities to account
properly for overhead costs has led them to assume that
continuing education programs were profitable when/ in fact/
they sustained significant losses.
2 The induced course load matrix (ICLM) may be regarded as a
tool for allocating joint instru ctional, costs.
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procedure where possible;
In many cases where alternative programs are being
consideredi support and overhead costs are unaffected by the
choice; the costs represent commitments that must be> met as
long as the system continues without major structural
change. In other cases, support costs are such a small part
of the total that they can be ignored.
Support costs and joint costs can be taken into account
without prorating by including the total expenditures for
these items in the calculations.
Where support costs and joint costs are a significant
part of total costs and the relationship between programs is
complex, prorating is usually necessary. The method of
allocation depends upon the nature of the individual
resources. Examples of resources that lend themselves to
different types of allocation are; janitors' wages - per
square foot, administrative costs - per student, registrar's
budget - per student credit hour, and typists' wages - time.
Some institutions use internal pricing to allocate
certain support costs. For example, secretarial services,
custodial services, and print shops can operate as if they
1 Internal pricing can be an effective method of managerial
control, both of the unit providing the support service and
of the unit using it. Harvard University, for example,
actually permits individual schools to choose between its
own custodial services and those offered by outside
c ontrac tor s.
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were small businesses and charge other departments for their
wor k
.
From the most general point of view the concept of full
cost includes nonmeasurab le and external costs as well as
those that appear in an organization's operating and capital
budgets. These include such items as students' time, staff
morale, and community good will. As was mentioned in an
earlier chapter, the cost of students' time is significant
both in the short-term (time wasted standing in line, for
example) and in the long-term (delay in beginning full-time
employment). Community good will, which may affect funding,
is of great importance. For example, because private
colleges in Massachusetts have expressed the fear that their
financial health may be threatened by the the expansion of
public evening programs, at least one public institution has
abandoned its efforts to bring its programs into certain
parts of the state.
Manager i a 1 Accounting : Cost-Volume-Revenue Ana 1 g s i
s
Cost-volume-revenue analysis, or variable budgeting, is
a simple tool for studying alternatives when volume
(enrollment in the case of education) is subject to
variation. The cost terms of the equations form the basis
of traditional financial planning models. Although the
income terms are less frequently used, there is no obstacle
so.
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to doing
The basic variable budget equation in its simplest form
i s
;
NET INCOME=( SALES VOLUME > X (PR ICE-UNIT COST) -FIXED COST.
Where there are multiple sources of income and multiple cost
categories< the equation becomes:
NET = X A^FIi - 2 B jFCj + VOL( X Cj^VI
^
“ 2 D^VC^ ),
^ J k 1
where NET = net income (cost)
FI
^
= fixed income of type i
FC
j
= fixed cost of type j
= variable income per unit of type k
VC = variable cost per unit of type 1
A^/ B j# Cj^, and D are constants for
allocating income and costs.
The equation can be put into more general form by leaving
the nature of the relationship between unit costs and total
costs unspecified. The most common nonlinear relationship
is the step function. (A step function could represent an
additional instructor for every fifteen students^ for
example. ) Some models use complex statistical relationships
1 C os t—VO 1 ume-r evenue analysis has its origins in business
accounting where both costs and income must be considered.
Cost analysis and the early cost models^ on the other hand/
began in the public sector where costs are of primary
concern.
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to estimate the costs of various items.
^
The application of cost-volume-revenue analysis
requires that costs be divided into fixed and variable
components. The division between the two usual ly , depends on
the time span and scale of the analysis. Costs that are
independent of volume in the short-run and over a narrow
range may well be variable in the longer term or if extreme
variations in enrollments occur.
^
Estimates of fixed an variable costs are usually based
on historical data. A1 t erna t i ve 1 y < standard costs can be
substituted for variable unit costs. Standard costs
represent what variable per unit costs would be under ideal
situations of maximum efficiency. In practice* as explained
standard costs have limited application in the
analysis of postsecondary education.
1 Such techniques are required for the analysis of programs
involving complex problems of procurement and timing (space
programs* for example). They can usually be avoided in
educational planning.
2 The matter of fixed versus variable costs is directly
.
related to the problem of average versus marginal costs in
formula funding. For this reason* the difference between
short- and long-term relationships is of great concern to
educational institutions.
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D_6al inq ui th Errors in Cost Analusis : Senst i vi tu Analusis
Because estifnates are liable to inac c urac i esi it is
almost essential in cost analysis to include means of
determining the importance of possible errors.
Sensitivity and contingency analysis are used for this
purpose. The two techniques are similar* but sensitivity
analysis deals with errors of estimation* while contingency
analysis deals with changes in external circumstances. The
analyses will answer such questions as; for what range of
values of input variables will the least costly alternative
remain in that position* and if certain assumptions are
changed* will the alternative remain the least costly. In
carrying out this type of inquiry* a f or t i or
i
analysis is
often helpful. In a f or t ior
i
analysis* all assumptions are
weighted against the the alternative preferred by the
decision maker* if this alternative remains the cheapest
one* then the case in its favor is greatly strengthened.
In making decisions on the basis of cost analysis*
small differences in costs are ignored. First* cost
projections are inherently imprecise and second* cost is
only one of many factors that must be taken into account in
reaching decision. Unless differences is costs are
significant* other considerations will usually determine the
course of action.
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Comparing Alternatives Using Cost Analysis
Comparisons Us_inq Equal Cost Cases and Equal Effectiveness
Cases
The value of cost analysis to decision makers is
usually greatest if estimates of cost can be held constant
for all the alternatives so that only the effects of the
programs need be compared. The use of equal cost studies
reduces the danger of undue stress on costs. Massey et al.
(1972) argue that for areas like instruction where goals are
complex and outcomes impossible to quantify, cost-effective-
ness analysis should always be presented in the form of
constant cost cases.
Equal effectiveness studies can be undertaken in the
analysis of certain support services and capital projects
where effectiveness can be clearly defined and measured. In
this case, the least costly alternative is selected.
Although it is often necessary to consider alternatives
that differ both in costs and outcomes, it must be
recognized that in such situations the alternatives cannot
1
be ranked on the basis of cost analysis.
1 It is not possible to say whether or not a ten million
dollar library with 200,000 books is more or less
cost-effective than a five million dollar library with
100,000 books without other information about goals and
resources. See Chapter IV for additional discussion of
cost-effectiveness analysis.
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C_ompar i sons Using Unit Costs
Unit costs are commonly used in comparing alternative
programs uithin an educational system and in comparing the
programs of different institutions. As has just been
indicated/ such measures have little value by themselves;
they can be used successfully only uihen they are combined
with value judgments and a thorough grasp of the educational
programs being studied.
Not only do unit cost comparisons suffer from the
difficulty in ranking just mentioned but in addition/ even
under the best of circumstances such units as full-time
equivalent students/ student cred i t-hours/ and degrees
granted are very poor proxies for the effectiveness of
educational programs. Even in traditional education/ class
hours/ degree requirements/ and the work demanded of the
students vary among institutions and departments. The
usefulness of unit costs in analyzing traditional college
and university programs is the result of the fundamental
similarity of the programs and the familiarity of educators
with the traditions and variations of the systems.
The interpretation of unit costs of part-time programs
is much more difficult and requires even more care
1 This is true of all cost studies/ but it should be clear
that equal cost and equal effectiveness studies rest on a
firm theoretical base/ while unit cost comparisons do not.
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and caution. Part-time postsecondary education is
characterized by a great diversity of services and
frequentlyi by the frac t i on i zat i on of the traditional
package of instructional services among more than one
organization. Consequently, in analyzing and comparing
nontraditional programs it is necessary to deal explicity
with the kinds and levels of services provided with each
alternative. It is not sufficient to record the number of
credit hours earned or some other measure of participation.
One must also give some indication of what services were
provided and who provided them: Do the credits represent
2the passing of a CLEP examination (certification of
learning)? Do they represent independent study (advising,
evaluation, and certification of learning)? Or do they
represent a traditional course (instruction, evaluation, and
certification)? The number of possible combinations is
large, and many of them are represented by actual systems.
1 Lyman Glenny (1974) has stated that unit costs can rarely
be used in comparing part-time programs. This is certainly
true unless supplementary information is also available. It
is argued here that such information can be provided and
that unit costs are valuable tools for allocating resources
2 CLEP is the College Level Examination Program of the
Educational Testing Service. CLEP and similar examinations
are used by some institutions as a basis for awarding credit
for prior learning.
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The need to define the levels and types of
instructional and other services and their relationship to
costs and fees applies to noncredit as well as credit
activities. Conferences, workshops, and short courses, for
example, are quite frequently jointly sponsored; certain
supporting services may be offered by the educational agency
while a business organization or some other agency may
provide the instructional services.
Many of the outcomes of education are indirect or
difficult of observe. For example, courses by television,
by correspondence, and in a classroom may have identical
objectives, but the first will reach a wide audience of
non—students, and the last provides an opportunity for
personal interaction. The existence of these secondary
effects increases the importance of qualitative assessment
1
and individual judgment in the evaluation of alternatives.
In short, if part-time programs are to be analyzed and
compared, clear answers must be available to three key
questions. Ulh a
t
services are provided? Nh
o
provides them?
For whom are they provided? Much of the information
required to supplement cost data can be provided through
narrative description. In addition, a taxonomy of
activities giving information about the scope and
1 The inclusion of unintended outcomes in evaluation was
discussed in chapter IV.
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sponsorship of the services provided might luell be of value
in preparing narrative descriptions and in supplementing
them. This possibility will be discussed in Chapter VII.
Cost Ana 1 u s i
s
— Conclusion
Cost analysis and managerial accounting form the base
for financial planning and for financial planning models.
Cost-volume-revenue analysis is likely to be particularly
useful for planning part-time programs* where both income
and costs are usually of concern.
It is important to recognize that although cost
analysis and managerial accounting are well developed tools*
they are by no means cook-book techniques. Deciding what
costs and income to include* how to account for startup
costs* joint costs* and overhead costs* which costs are
fixed and which are variable* and how to estimate costs when
data are unavailable requires ingenuity and judgment. Only
if this can be done well can cost analysis and managerial
accounting provide decision makers with simplified but
accurate representations of the financial consequences of
various possible courses of action.
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3. BUDGET MODELS
Develop ino and Using Budget Models
Although budget analysis can be performed on an ad hoc
basisi it is often most effective when based on a model.
Budget models can provide the means to examine the income
and costs of alternative plans and circumstances for new and
existing programs. With a general budget model an agency
can examine a wide range of alternatives in a consistent
manner . A budget modeli particularly if it is at least
partially computerized facilitates the performing of
sensitivity and contingency analysis.
Models are intended to represent the particular aspects
of a systems that are relevant to the analysis and to make
it possible the study them quickly and inexpensively.
Because the goals# organization# and financial structure of
a system affect its information needs# a budget model must
almost always be tailored to the individual agency under
study."'
The two major criteria for a model are simplicity and
validity. On the one hand# if a model does not simplify
calculations greatly# these will be cumbersome and time
consuming# the model may provide no advantage over
1 Efforts to construct general budget models will be
discussed later in this section.
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developing complete alternative budgets. On the other hand,
if the model is oversimplified or incorrectly designed, it
will not produce useful results. Unfortunately, the
criteria of simplicity and validity often conflict.
Spec i f u inq Var iab 1 es
A budget model is. of course, a mathematical model.
Variables represent such quantities as salaries, cost of
materials, fees, and numbers of students. For simplicity,
variables are aggregated; for example, average instructors'
salaries are used rather than those of individual
instructors, and costs of supplies are specified on a per
student basis rather than item by item.
While the criterion of simplicity dictates the use of
as few variable as possible, every aggregation reduces the
generality and flexibility of the model. For example, if
instructors' salaries are classified only by faculty rank,
the model may misrepresent the cost of a program that uses
teachers from professional schools where pay is high.
Similarly if enrollments are not broken down by such
categories as age. sex. past education, and socio-economic
status, then the model may not be able to predict the costs
of programs attracting a large number of a particular kind
of student. Devising aggregations that permit the analysis
of programs designed for specific groups of students is an
important aspect of model design
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Input and Output Var i ab 1 es
Models of educational systems include the following
types of variable:
1) Predetermined var iab 1 es - those over which the
system has no control. Price is a predetermined variable.
Enrollments may or may not be predetermined.
2) Pec i sion var iab les - those directly determined by
the policies of the agency. Fees< salaries/ courses
offered/ and rules for determining class size and staff
workloads are usually decision variables.
3) Interna 1 var i ab les - those determined indirectly
once policies have been set. The number of instructors and
support personnel and the budget are internal variables.
The program's budget is the target var iab le / or output of
the model.
It should be recognized that the division between
predetermined/ decision/ and internal variables is a
simplification necessary for modeling. For example/ in many
models/ enrollments are treated as predetermined variables
and charges and course offerings as decision variables/ but
in reality/ enrollments are usually dependent upon prices
and course offerings.
1 This particular categor i zat ion of variables is taken from
Hag gar t ( 1972 )
.
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Ac c urac u of Detail
In building a model it is essential to give specific
accounting of the rules for cost allocation so that double
counting and inconsistencies do not arise. Houiever. since
the purpose of the model is not -to satisfy the needs of
accountants and auditors, but to meet those of planners and
decision makers, financial data need not be exact. Care
should be taken to estimate personnel costs reasonably
accurately because these are the major component of
educational program expenses. But it is counterproductive
to make highly accurate estimates of costs that form only a
minor part of the total; doing so raises the cost of
developing and using the model and sacrifices simplicity
needlessly.
Computing Estimated Budgets
Once the variables have been specified, expressions
must be developed that permit the calculation of output
variables. As explained earlier, this usually means
specifying fixed and variable income and costs and the units
of variation. For example, the cost of instructors depends
upon the number of instructors and their average salary.
The number of instructors is an internal variable that is
computed from the number of students and information about
class size.
The actual methods of computing variables depends upon
the mathematical techniques used. Several approaches
have
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been used successfully in the construction of budget models
for postsecondary education.
F inane ia 1 Models in Postsecondaru Education
Many models have been built as aids to financial
analysis in postsecondary education. This discussion will
concentrate on general budget models. Models of space usej
capital construction* enrollment* faculty flow* and other
special aspects of instutional operation will not be
1
considered. Four types of model will be discussed;
1) general budget and cost estimation models. 2) optimizing
models* 3) systems of simultaneous equations* and 4)
structural flow models. Methods of modeling have been
considered in earlier chapters and will not be reviewed
here.
Cost Estimation Models
General resource models compute costs by making a
series of estimates much in the same fashion that a manager
would put together a budget. The core of this kind of model
is a sequence of calculations in which: 1) basic resources
(e. g. * number of instructors) are computed from enrollments
and such policy variables as class size* 2) costs of various
1 Enrollment models were discussed in Chapter V. See ^asaco
(1970); Weathersby and Weinstein (1970). Schroeder (1973)*
Correa (1975), and Richardson, et al. (1977) for
discussions of both general and specialized models.
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kinds are computed from the basic resource requirements and
unit variable costs - as well as any fixed costs* 3) total
costs and unit costs are computed from the individual cost
items and enrollments* and 5) program costs are computed by
allocating joint and overhead 'costs.
In most of the models* enrollments are specified by
program (e. g. * college major)* and course enrollments are
computed using an induced course load matrix (ICLM).^ The
ICLM's are also used to prorate department costs in
computing program costs.
During the late 1960^s and early 1970'’s there was a
major effort to construct general resource models for
traditional higher education. Several large models were
developed with the expectation that they would be useful for
a wide range of colleges and universities. Most of them
included enrollment forecasting elements and calculations of
space needs. Some had other special features* including*
for example* the calculation of estimated income. Among the
major models are HIP* a German model (Hussain* 1976). a
model by Koenig (1967)* CAMPUS (Mowbray and Levine* 1976;
1 In most of the models* course enrollments are aggregated
by level and academic department (e. g.* upper division
political science).
See Chapter V for a discussion of the ICLM.
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Hussain. 1976). RRPM (Clark, et al., 1973), and SEARCH.''
By far the most complex of the models is HIP, which
includes among other features, provisions for optimizing
enrollment under conditions of limited capacity. Neither
HIP nor Koenig's model has b«en implemented, largely because
of difficulties in assembling the necessary data. The
remaining four models have been tested and used.
The major cost estimation models have serious drawbacks
as planning tools: 1) They require vast amounts of data and
the maintenance of extensive information systems. 2) They
use historical data to estimate enrollments at low levels of
aggregation, but enrollments are not stable at these levels.
3) They produce vast amounts of computer printout that are
difficult to analyze and interpret. 4) Since the models are
nons ta t i c t i ca 1 , an nonoptimizing, repeated runs are required
for sensitivity and contingency analysis, thus adding to the
difficulty and expense of using the models and interpreting
the results^ (Hopkins, 1971; Dell, 1972).
1 Lawrence and Service (1977) give the following reference
for SEARCH:
Keane, G. F. and J. N. Daniel. Sustems for Exploring
Alternative Resource Commi tmen t s in Higher Education
(SEARCH). New York: Peat, Marwick and Mitchell, 1970.
2 At least one of the models, a version of CAMPUS, is
interactive. This reduces the difficulty of conducting
sensitivity and contingency analysis.
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Plourde (1975) surveyed users of the large cost
estimating models and found that they enjoy only limited use
as tools of policy analysis. The National Center for Higher
Education Management Systems continues to support efforts to
use its cost estimation model to compare the use of
resources among pos tsec ondar y institutions (NCHEMS. 1977).
Comparative data about historical costs are# of course#
useful aids for the development of state budgets and funding
formulas for postsecondary education. On the whole#
however# efforts to use the major cost estimations models as
tools for annual budgeting have been abandoned along with
the program budgeting systems that they were intended to
support.
n the other hand# smaller# more highly aggregated cost
estimation and budget models that are constructed for
individual institutions or for the analysis of specific
problems may be of considerable value for financial
planning. One of the few such models described in detail in
the literature was developed by RAND for the evaluation of a
non trad i t i ona 1 elementary school program (Rapp# 1971).
Because such models have received little attention in the
literature# it is not possible to estimate the extent of
their use. The potential value of this approach will be
discussed again later in the chapter and in Part III of this
paper
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Optimizing Models
The late 1960'5 and early 1970'5. when the major cost
estimation models were being developed^ was also a period of
experimentation with more sophisticated mathematical
techniques for planning in higher education. Among the
approaches that were tried were mathematical programming#
Markov analysis# systems of equations# and structural flow
models. The first of these techniques was particularly
popular for the construction of financial planning models.
Mathematical programming or optimizing models can be
used to find economical solutions to complicated problems
that can be stated in terms of a single goal and a series of
constraints. They have been used successfully in
educational institutions to plan menus that meet basic
nutritional requirements at minimum cost# to find
transportation routes the minimize distance travelled# and
2
to solve certain kinds of scheduling problems. Financial
planning models that use mathematical programming must take
multiple goals into account. Objectives may include# for
example# specific faculty-student ratios# levels of
1 The various techniques are discussed in Chapter V. Markov
analysis is not used for budget analysis.
2 McNamara (1971) provides an excellent general review of
the application of such models to educational systems.
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enrollment, and faculty salaries."* Multiple goals can be
included in mathematical programming models by weighting
objectives or setting priorities among them; a variety of
techniques can be used for this purpose. Among the attempts
to apply mathematical programming to problems of financial
planning are a goal programming model of Lee and Clayton
(1972), an interactive model in which the decision maker
specifies weights for pairs of objectives (Geoffrion, Dyer,
and Feinberg, 1972), a linear programming model for
determining appropriations for community colleges (Bruno,
1969), and a dynamic programming model that finds the
solution closest to the decision maker's weighted targets
(Wagner and Weathersby, 1972).
Although the mathematical programming models are of
some theoretical interest, it has not proved possible to
quantify and rank the complex goals of educational program
in ways that permit the practical application of this method
to program planning in p ost sec ondar y education.
Other Methods , The Stanford Model
Among other mathematical tools that have been applied
to budget analysis are systems of simultaneous equations and
1 If these various objectives do not conflict, the problem
can be restated in terms of a single objective (usually cost
minimization) and a series of constraints. However, such
situations rarely occur in the planning of educational
pro grams.
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structural flouj models. The netujork equilibrium model of
Oliver, Hopkins, and Armacost (1970) falls into the first
category. The model requires data about technological
requirements (e.g., teacher-student ratios) and about the
students in the various programs; the user must provide
information about the number of students in each program,
the length of study required, and what happens to students
when they leave, (i. e. , whether they continue at the
institution in some other capacity or leave the system
entirely). The model does not include time dependencies,
but simply computes the long-term consequences of the
policies and assumptions specified. Although it was
anticipated at one time that decision makers would find the
model attractive as a planning tool (Dell, 1972), there is
no evidence in the literature that it has been used.
1
Among the structural flow models constructed in the
last fifteen years are three using systems dynamics to
analyze institutional finances in very general terms. A
model by Thompson (1970) includes student and faculty flow
and capital construction. It is based on quite simple and
direct assumptions about the rates of growth of these three
elements and the relationships between them. Chew (1975)
1 Structural flow models are those that use differential
equations or the related techniques of difference equations
and systems dynamics. They are described in Chapter V.
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developed a model to explore the long-term relationships
betueen graduate education, undergraduate education, and
university finances. The third model (Fey and Knight, 1971)
is highly speculative. It includes, for example, a student
violence sector that forecasts campus disturbances on the
basis of complex causal relationships. While the Fey and
Knight model cannot be deemed a practical planning tool, the
others demonstrate the potential value of structural flow
methods for the analysis of long-range financial needs. The
techniciue lends itself well, for example, to the
representation of the relationship between capital
construction and long-term requirements for maintenance and
repairs.
The Stanford model deserves special attention because
it is one of the few that has been used successfully as a
practical planning tool. the model was developed over a
period of years by Hopkins and Massy (1977) specifically for
Stanford University. It makes use of both structural flow
techniques and simultaneous equations.
The Stanford model has three components: 1) a
long-range financial forecasting model, 2) a dynamic
equilibrium model, and 3) a transition to equilibrium
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1
model. The long-range financial forecasting model projects
the impact of current estimates of income and expenditures
(e. g./ tuition, return to endowment, faculty salaries, and
maintenance) on the future values of these variables. The
variables are interdependent. For example, price
elasticities of enrollment and the relationship between
tuition and financial aid must be specified.
The dynamic budget equilibrium model uses difference
equations to find long-range equilibrium values of levels
and growth rates of the variables. Since the model has
fewer equations that unknowns, it is necessary to specify
the values of some of the variables. Various trade-offs can
be examined depending on which of the variables are treated
as unknowns.
The transition to equilibrium model consists of a
series of simultaneous equations that can be solved to find
the adjustments in the initital estimates of the financial
variables needed to bring the system into equilibrium at the
end of a specified time period.
The Stanford model and various parts of it have been
used as aids for planning a capital fund drive and for
1 The model has gone through a number of revisions. The
1977 version is described here. That version, for example,
projected financial figures for a period of five years;
later versions provide projections for up to ten years
(Updegrove. 1978).
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developing long-term plans for expenditures from endowment
and tuition. The model has been adapted by several other
institutions for their own use. Although other schools have
found to model usef^ul/ each has had to make modifications in
order to represent its own decision making structure and
approach to planning (Updegrove# 1978). Parts of the model
have been used in the construction of EFPM# the EDUCOM
financial planning model. EFPM will be discussed shortly.
Recent Approaches to the Deve 1 opmen
t
of F i nanc ia 1 Planning Models
After several years of experimentation with a variety
of approaches! analysts have concluded that/ to be of
practical value/ a model must be tailored to the institution
and situation for which it is to be used: First/ financial
objectives must be taken into account/ these may include a
need to minimize risk/ maximize net revenue/ minimize cost/
or maximize enrollment. Second/ limitations and constraints
must be considered; it is possible that any of a number of
factors may limit capacity/ that demand may determine
enrollment/ or that both capacity and demand may be
important. Finally/ the organizational level at which the
particular issues are addressed must be taken into account.
In short/ the expectations of the early model builders have
proved incorrect; it has not been possible to build general
models that can accommodate the many differences among
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intitutions in financial goals and constraints and in
approaches to planning. Model builders have come to
appreciate the warnings of people like Lindbloom and
Wildavsky and to recognize that practical planning almost
always takes the form of finding particular solutions to
particular problems and particular times and places. The
term adaptive planning has come into fashion to describe
institutional analysts' efforts to help solve the specific
problems that are identified by decision makers (Wiseman/
1979/ Porter/ et al. / 1979; Updegrove/ 1978; Diran/
1978)
.
Computer Models as Tools of Adaptive Planning
There are several possible approaches to the design of
computer models for the analysis of specific problems:
1) Sasic programming languages like Fortran and APL can
be used to construct the models.
2) General models like RRPM or institutional models
like the ones developed by Stanford can be adapted for the
conditions at hand.
3) Model building systems can be used as aids to
1 This fact has long been recognized by practicing
consultants and institutional planners (Massey, et al.
1972). Many of the early model builders, however, were
graduate students or young professionals with technical
expertise, but without experience in administration and
planning. As Updegrove (1978) points out, although they
failed to devise practical planning tools, they did lay the
groundwork for the recent, successful planning models.
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constructing the models.
Many institutions construct new models from scratch as
the need arises. It is sometimes feasible and economical to
build a model to solve a specific problem* use it once or
twice* and set it aside (Porter* et al. * 1979). As the
Stanford models illustrate* it is also possible to build
q_uite elaborate models that can be applied to such recurring
problems as setting tuition and managing and endowment.
There are two major disadvantages to building new models
from the ground up. First* this approach requires analysts
who are highly talented both in terms of their understanding
of planning and management and in terms of their technical
skills; such talent is rare. Second* the approach is often
more expensive than working from an existing base.
Existing models can be adapted for new uses* but
extensive modifications may be required even where the
transfer is made between institutions with apparently
similar goals and financial needs (Updegrove* 1978 ) . It is
not possible to determine the extent to which this approach
is used or the frequency with which major modifications must
be made; adaptations of existing models are rarely
reported in the literature.
According to Updegrove (1978)* until recently
educational institutions have been deterred from using
financial planning languages because of their high cost. In
the last few years* however* a model building system called
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EFPM, or the EDUCOM Financial Planning Model, has been
widely adopted (EFPM Newsletters. 1979). EFPM. as was
f
indicated earlier, is based in part on the Stanford models;
it is intended for long-range financial planning, especially
-1
by institutions that are dependent on endowments.
The system permits the users to define their own
variables, the relationships between them, and constraints
on their values. Given the appropriate information, the
model can compute forecasts for up to ten years, the
feasible values of a single variable, and trade-offs between
two variables. The model building system is operated by
EDUNET and resides on the Cornell University computer.
Users maintain their own individual models on the Cornell
system. They can write Fortran subroutines and use their
EFPM model in conjunction with other models.
EFPM has been used to build student and faculty flow
models, financial planning models for student housing and
for building and grounds departments, and general
institutional financial models (Knodle. 1979). Although
there are no reported applications to divisions of
continuing education. EFPM appears to be well suited for
representing the wide variety of possibilities and
constraints that characterize these agencies.
1 Although most of the institutions using EFPM are private,
several state institutions are finding the model useful.
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It must be stressed that EFPM is not a completely
general model building system. It is intended to serve as a
tool for constructing highly aggregated models. Among its
limitations are that EFPM has no statistical functions and
is not intended to handle matrices such as the ICLM.
Financial P lann ing Mode 1 s in Postsec ondaru Education :
Conclusion
It has been seen that the period of active
experimentation with general cost models and with the
application of complex mathematical techniques to
educational planning was followed by a period of
reevaluation as it became apparent that the large models and
the complex mathematical schemes had failed to meet the
needs of institutional decision makers. Recent assessements
of the efforts of the late 1960's and the early 1970's as
well as of smaller scale planning efforts have led to the
conclusion that financial models can be of value in many
areas of institutional planning* but that the models must be
both easy to understand and compatible with the planning
methods of the individual institutions.
Three approaches are used for building models that
address specific problems. These are: 1) using basic
programming languages to build entirely new models*
2) adapting existing models or borrowing their components*
and 3) using financial planning languages or model building
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systems to construct new models. Although the first two
approaches have Ireen used for some time by educational
institutions/ the last has come into use only recently with
the adoption of EFPM by some colleges and universities.
It remains to be seen whether the current apparent
success of EFPM will be sustained/ whether that system will
be expanded to allow for the construction of additional
kinds of models/ and whether other model building systems
will be developed to supplement or to compete with EFPM.
In Part III we will discuss LEARN/ a model for
financial planning for adult and continuing education
systems that was constructed for a particular institution/
but that may also provide a starting point for a simple
model building system.
CHAPTER V I I
TAXONOMIES AND THE INSTITUTIONAL DATA BASE
Introduction
R®s©arch on institutional data systoins can be divided
into three areas: 1) the development of definitions and
classifications that permit comparisons and combinations of
records uiithin and among systems of p os t sec ondar y education<
2) the development of computerized storage and retrieval
systems^ and 3) the development of general management
information systems. Only the first topic will be
1
considered in this chapter.
1 Much of the work discussed in this chapter took place in
the late 1960's and early 1970's. For reviews and
discussions of this work/ see Johnson and Katzenmeyer
(1969)/ Schroeder (1971)/ and Mason (1973). For information
about the HEGIS taxonomy and the Program Classification
Structure (PCS) see Drews and Drews (1969) and Gulko (1972).
For descriptions of the Extension Management Information
System (EMIS)/ see reports by Wrisley and Turner (1974)/ and
Young (1973). Uniform annual reporting forms on university
general extension are prepared by the National University
Extension Association jointly with the Association for
Continuing Higher Education (University of Massachusetts
Division of Continuing Education# 1974). Much of the work
towards uniform accounting and reporting systems that has
been done since the early 1970's has been sponsored by the
National Center for Higher Education Managements Systems
(NCHEMS/ 1977/ Collier. 1975). Issues directly related to
cost analysis were discussed in Chapter VI.
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All schools keep records of enrollments, grades,
payrolls, departmental accounts, and many other items.
Historically the records have been developed in isolation
from each other in response to specific needs that were
directly related to operations. Because the many record
systems of different schools and departments have developed
independently, students, services, and budgetary accounts
are all classified in many different ways. And because the
records have been designed to meet specific operational
needs, they are often destroyed once they have served their
original purposes. As a result, data for planning are often
either unavailable or obtainable only at prohibitive cost,
and data from different administrative units and from
different schools cannot be combined or compared. For
example, definitions of part-time status may vary,
enrollments may be counted at different times during the
semester, and certain costs may be charged to instruction in
one system, research in a second, and administration in a
third. As a result, such statistics as the total number of
part-time students or comparative unit costs may have little
meaning (Mason. 1972).
Since the mid-1960's. the availability of computers for
data management and the demands of state and federal
agencies for accountability have worked together to
stimulate efforts to improve and standardize institutional
information systems. Two systems for reporting information
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about postsecondary education are of particular interest for
part-time programs. These are the Program Classification
Structure (PCS) of the National Center for Higher Education
Management Systems (NCHEMS) and the Extension Management
Information System (EMIS) of the United States Cooperative
Extension Service. Because the systems are the results of
federal efforts to encourage uniform reporting# it appears
likely that most educational institutions will find it
necessary to adopt taxonomies that are compatible with one
or both of them. While each has certain limitations# both
include most factors that are necessary for the description
of part-time programs. The most serious limitation of both
with respect to systems that serve part-time students is
that the taxonomies do not make adequate provision for
describing programs that involve independent study or shared
sponsorship and responsibilities.
The Program Classification Structure and the Extension
Management Information System will now be described as will
two systems for classifying programs by sponsorship and
scope of service.
The Program Classification Structure
The Program Classification Structure (PCS) is a
comprehensive taxonomy of the activities of traditional
p o s t s e c on d ar y education. An outline of the structure is
shown in Table 6. The primary purpose of the PCS is to
THE
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serve as a tool for planning and budgeting. It can also be
used as the basis for record systems for accounting^
r eg i s trat i on/ and other administrative activities. The
disadvantages of the PCS for systems that serve part-time
students stem from the fact that the structure is based on
conventional assumptions about college and university
students and about types of instruction. In addition to its
limitations for describing shared responsibilities/ the PCS
does not anticipate the need to classify programs by both
level (e. g. / lower division/ graduate) and type of client
served (e. g. , low income persons/ dairy farmers). Nor does
it anticipate the need for classification by both type of
instruction (e. g./ lecture/ tutorial/ correspondence) and
subject matter/ (see Table 6).
Although these characteristics of the PCS make its use
for descriptions of part-time programs somewhat awkward/
other than the problem of describing shared
responsibilities/ the difficulties can be solved by using
the unassigned elements in the code to provide any
additional information that may be required. Alternatively/
the code can be extended/ or a compatible/ but slightly
different code can be used to describe part-time programs.
Th e Extension Manao emen t Informat i on System .(ENIS ).
The Extension Management Information System (EMIS) is a
federally mandated system for the collection and reporting
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of information about Cooperative Extension programs. The
Cooperative Extension Service of each state develops its own
computerized information system (SEMIS) using the general
framework of EMIS but developing its own taxonomy of goals,
subjects, and other categories. A few state universities
have developed variants of SEMIS that can be used for their
general extension as well as cooperative extension programs
(Michigan State University, 1974). The system provides for
reporting the amount of time and type of activity rec^uired
to support the program goals of the agency. The basic
framework provides for reporting:
— goals and objectives as defined in an annual plan of
wor k
,
— characteristics of the learning experiences (subject
matter, level of instruction, and format (i. e. , credit or
noncredit),
— characteristics of the delivery system
(instructional technique and location),
— characteristics of the audience (type of group,
whether or not the program is intended for low income
1
persons, size, and racial composition).
EMIS was not designed as a tool for planning and budgeting.
1 The example here is based on the Missouri Extension
Information System. Details vary considerably among
sy 5 terns.
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It is intended for planning and reporting the expenditure of
time, rather than money. It is possible, however, to
develop budgeting and accounting systems that parallel the
EMIS system (Michigan State University, 1974). (See Table 7
for an outline of one particular SEMIS. )
Because the EMIS framework permits a detailed
description of activities by purpose, audience, learning
experience, and delivery system, it is well suited for the
classification of part-time programs. Other than the
problem of describing shared responsibility, the only
difficulty with the existing SEMIS classifications is that
they do not use the HEGIS taxonomy for course descriptions.
Where the framework is extended to programs for which the
HEGIS taxonomy is appropriate, however, there should be no
serious problem in substituting HEGIS for other taxonomies.
Taxonomies that Provide for Descr i p t i ons of Level s of Servi c
e
For evaluating and comparing the costs of programs that
are operated jointly by two or more sponsors and those in
which students must depend on outside resources, it is
necessary to know what services are the responsibility of
each agency or individual. Neither of the national ly—used
TABLE 8 SOME CESIS DESCRIPTORS.
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
74
MSU or non-MSU facility.
# of instructional personnel from MSU, other institutions,
e 1 seujh ere.
Instructional hours by personnel from MSU, other
institutions, elsewhere.
MSU or non-MSU sponsoring unit.
TABLE 9. CONFERENCE CLASSIFICATIONS,
DIVISION OF CONTINTUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
Type of Conference : (conference, short course, institute,
seminar, workshop, or clinic)"*
Sponsorsh ip : (University of Massachusetts, civic groups,
students, other approved groups, religious or service
agencies, unclassified)^
Servi c e Leve
1
. (1. booking services, 2. facilitation of
programs and physical arrangements, 3. specific extra
services, (eg., registration), with f ees-f or-servi c es )
.
1 Services for each type are described in a handbook
(University of Massachusetts, Division of Contining
Education, 1973).
2 According to the handbook, different prices and some
different services are associated with different categories
of sponsors.
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systems just described provides for such descriptions. Tujo
systems that make some provision for data about sponsorship
and scope of service are CESIS (Continuing Education Service
Information System) of Michigan State University (1974) and
a system developed for the University of Massachusetts
Division of Conference Services (University of Massachusetts
Division of Continuing Education, 1973). The systems
represent tuio different approaches to solving the problem.
As they are now designed, both have serious limitations. On
the one hand, the CESIS classification is part of a
computerized reporting system, but it provides for a very
limited amount of quantifiable information about sponsorship
and scope of service. On the other hand, the University of
Massachusetts system provides for greater detail but has not
been incorporated into a general information and reporting
system; it is an informal guide for pricing conference
programs. (See Tables 8 and 9).
1 Since 1973 the Conference Services office has undergone a
complete administrative and financial reorganization and is
no longer a part of the Division of Continuing Education.
This description refers to the system in effect from 1973 to
1975.
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Limitations and Difficulties in the
Development of Data Bases
Ideally, uniform and reliable reporting systems should
provide the information needed for planning, budgeting,
operations, and control by decision makers within
institutions and by those at the state and federal levels.
There are, however, major obstacles to designing information
systems that meet all these needs. In the words of
Frederick E. Balderston (1974):
"An ideal data system for a university would
contain, in accessible form, all the raw facts
necessary to supply the pertinant information - no
more and no less - to a decision-maker having a
valid need for it. The system would draw these
facts from all the scattered sources and combine
them in just the right way. It would translate
the information into terms convenient to the
decision-maker. It would deliver the information
instantly , and it would operate at zero cost!
Such a system in not of this world. " (Balderston,
1974).
The major obstacles to the development of a complete
data base for an institution are the following:
1) As a practical matter, subordinate agencies comply
only p er f unc tor i ty with demands for information unless they
perceive the benefits to themselves as at least equal to
their own costs. For example, versions of EMIS that require
weekly time sheets for each employee produce data that are
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considered suspect by many.
2) Large amounts of datai even if accurate/ are
difficult to interpret and therefore are not useful to most
decision makers (Ackoff, 1967; Hoos/ 1972).
3) Cost is always a major constraint on collecting#
storing# and retrieving information.
4) In designing a taxonomy for any one part of the
system# the needs and demands of other agencies must be
considered.
5) Systems of organizing and aggregating data must be
adaptable to changes in clientele# programs# services# and
finances.
The consequences of these difficulties and limitations
is that information systems are usually shaped by external
reporting requirements and by operational needs. Data that
are valuable only for planning are omitted unless they can
be incorporated into the system with little cost and
disruption. Planners# then# must usually rely upon
information that is available in an institutional data base
designed for other purposes supplemented by special reports#
investigations# and surveys (McIntosh# 1973). This last
1 Employees of the Cooperative Extension Service frequently
express skepticism about the value of EMIS and the quality
of the weekly reports.
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aspect of gathering and analyzing data is discussed in
Appendix A.
Taxonomies and the Institutional Data Base : Conclusion
It has been seen that there are two widely used systems
for classifying data about p os t sec ondar y education. The
Program Classification Structure is designed for traditional
systems while the Extension Management Information System
provides a framework for taxonomies describing state
cooperative extension services. Although both of these
systems can provide for most of the information needs of
educational programs for part-time students* neither
provides for the description of programs in which
responsib i 1 ites are shared. The CESIS system of the
University of Michigan and the system developed for the
University of Massachusetts Conference Services represent
two alternatives for filling this gap.
The CESIS system provides for the inclusion of a very
limited amount of easily quantified information in a
existing computerized data base.
The University of Massachusetts system provides for
detailed information about sponsors and scope of service,
but the information is based on a printed manual describing
and categorizing the offerings of the system. Although the
classifications have been used for determining fees, there
is no provision for recording permanently the classification
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assigned to the individual conferences.
In shorti neither CESIS nor the University of
Massachusetts system in its present form can provide data
about sponsorship and scope of service that are adequate for
evaluating and comparing programs. Nor is it known whether
or not either of the approaches they represent or some
combination of the two could form the basis of a practical/
inexpensive taxonomy for data to be stored on permanent
records. As will be seen in the discussion of LEARN/ the
possiblility of developing such a taxonomy may be worth
investigating.
PART III. LEARN: L-IFELONG L-EARNING FOR A-DULTS.
R-ESOURCES AND N-EEDS
CHAPTER VIII
AN OVERVIEW OF PART III:
THE PROJECT TO DEVELOP AND TEST A BUDGET MODEL
FOR ADULT AND PART-TIME EDUCATION
Part III and the appendices describe the development!
testing* and demonstration of LEARN and the conclusions
resulting from the study.
Description of the Model
LEARN is a planning tool for part-time adult education.
The model was designed to meet the needs of the Division of
Continuing Education of the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst. Although it is intended to represent one specific
system* many of its components are completely general.
LEARN can serve as the base for new models designed for
other systems of part-time adult education.
LEARN is a variable budget model* it permits analysis
of the relationship between cost* price* enrollment* and net
income. The model organizes and displays information in two
ways* computing both direct and program budgets. Programs
may be defined in terms of students' educational goals or of
such personal characteristics as age and sex. Among the key
features of the model are two induced load matrices* or
tables giving the ratios of service use to program
enrollments. There is one matrix for instructional services
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and one for support services.
is a smalli interactive model that is intended
tor use ujith highly aggregated data. Data requirements are
minimal and output is concise. Each run of the model
represents a single time period.
The data r equirements# components/ and output of the
model are described in chapter IX. Table 10 shows a
simplified flow chart. Tables 11 and 12 show the variables
and equations of the model. Program listings and
demonstration runs are shown in Appendices B and C.
Testing the Mode 1 and Demons trat inq Its Use
LEARN was subjected to a number of tests including
verification of the mathematics and programming/ testing for
accuracy in representing an existing system/ and evaluation
as a planning tool. Two sets of data were used/ dummy data
representing an imaginary system called Mini-Extension and
actual data representing the on-campus credit programs of
the University of Massachusetts Division of Continuing
Education. Gathering and preparing the data to represent
the University of Massachusetts programs constituted a major
test of LEARN as a planning tool.
Chapter X is devoted to a discussion of the testing of
LEARN. Included are descriptions of the on-campus credit
programs of the University of Massachusetts Division of
Continuing Education and of the preparation of the data to
3B3
TABLE 10, LEARN
SIMPLIFIED FLOW CHART
1 The primary resources report is actually part of an
extended enrollment report.
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represent this system. Appendix A describes the preparation
of the enrollment data and the induced load matrices in
greater detail. Demonstration runs are shown in Chapter X
and in Appendix C.
Discussion of Results
LEARN was found to be accurate and easy to use. The
variable budget proved to be a simple, flexible mechanism
for representing income and cost. The induced load matrices
promise to be helpful in analyzing the relationships between
student characteristics, on the one hand, and income, cost
and the use of services, on the other.
It was found that data can be prepared for the model
quickly and at low cost, provided that all institutional
records are in machine readable form. Where some or all of
the records are available only in hard copy, the time
required to prepare the data depends both on the records
system and on the purpose of the study. In some cases the
effort is too great to be justified by any results from an
analysis with LEARN.
Several problems were identified in the course of
testing LEARN. The most serious ones stem from a basic
difference between the planning approach implicit in the
model and that actually used by the Division of Continuing
Education.
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LEARN is demand driven; it represents an idealized
situation where instructional enrollment and the use of
support services depend only on the composition of the
student body and students' needs for services as portrayed
by the induced load matrices. The Division of Continuing
Education and systems like it» however/ respond
not only to the students' needs, but also to those of
potential instructors and of the institution itself. The
avoidance of financial risk is an important consideration.
Among the consequences of the Division's policies are that
enrollments are sometimes limited by capacity and that
instructional salaries may depend on class size.
To increase the model's value as a planning tool for
the Division of Continuing Education it should be modified
to permit the representation of capacity limits and the
interrelationship between enrollments and instructional
salaries. A module permitting direct specification of
instructional enrollments would solve the first problem,
while one that calculated instructional salaries from
enrollments would solve the second. It appears that these
changes will increase the flexibility of the model without
adding significantly to its complexity. Other minor changes
could facilitate the use of the model, but none is
essential.
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In addition to the changes already mentioned*
possibilities for further study include:
1) developing enrollment projection and student flow
modules for use with LEARN*
2) developing a taxonomy that is suitable for
describing jointly sponsored and independent study programs*
and
3) using the individual modules of LEARN as elements of
models for other systems of adult and part-time education.
Chapter XI is devoted to a discussion of the results of
the study. Some of the issues related to the enrollment
data and the induced load matrices are discussed in greater
detail in Appendix A.
CHAPTER I X
DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
Genera 1 Features of the Model
LEARN is a simple, variable budget"* model that
organizes and displays budget information in tuo different
ways, computing both direct and program budgets. In the
direct, or delivery system, budget, all activities - and the
enrollments, income and costs associated with them - are
grouped into services (e.g., classroom instruction,
counseling, and general administration); in the program
budget, the income and costs of the services are allocated
among the programs, each of which serves a particular group
of students classified either by personal characteristics or
by educational goals (e.g., by age or degree sought). The
model computes costs, income, unit costs, and surpluses or
deficits for both the direct and program budgets. Any
single run represents one time period.
The model is intended for use with highly aggregated
data, that is, for use with broad c la s s i f i ca t i ons of client
1 Variable budget or c os t-p r i c e-vo 1 ume- i nc ome analysis is
the study of the relationship of costs, prices, and volume
to net income. Costs and income are divided into fixed and
variable components The term variable budget is also
applied to the analysis of the differences between ideal and
actual performance. This latter type of study is a device
of management control and is not of interest here.
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gvoup'^ an.j sc-vvices. Dates req u i r Sir.en ts are minimal and
wueput IS concise. All data are entered at the computer
terminal and results are returned directly to the terminal
The small size and interactive nature of the model permit
the user to experiment with many alternatives and to assess
in very general terms the major effects of the changes in
plans or circumstances. LEARN does not produce detailed
budgets, but merely helps the user decide which alternatives
merit more detailed study.
The mathematics of the model are similar to those of
other algebraic budget models. There are some differences
to allow for the special attributes of part-time education.
It should be emphasized that the enrollment estimates are
independent (i.e.
.
input) variables in LEARN. Enrollment
policies and estimates of enrollment must be derived from
trend analyses, market studies, and other sources outside
the model. Appendix A describes enrollment studies for one
project that used LEARN.
LEARN, a Model for Continuing Education
LEARN is a planning tool for part-time education The
model is designed to meet the needs of a particular
organization at a particular level of decision making. It
is intended to represent the Division of Continuing
Education of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst and
the decisions made by the head of the agency and those made
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at higher levels of the institutional and state educational
hierarchies. These include decisions to request or to
distribute funds and to set fees* as u;ell as decisions to
initiate/ modify, or terminate various programs and
services.
LEARN permits the user to examine the financial
implications of:
— alternative goals for serving new and existing
client group Si
— alternative means of achieving the goals, and
— changes in the external environment (e.g.. market
conditions and levels of subsidy).
For example, it may help the user answer such questions
as
:
— What will be the cost of increasing the enrollments
in a special bachelor's degree program by 107.? Will the
change affect the level of fees required to support the
servi c e ?
— What will be the changes in cost of the program if
certain changes are made in the instructional and student
services offered?* Should fees be changed:’
— If changes in the age composition of the client pool
cause a shift in enrollments, what changes in services or
fees may be desirable?
Like many such agencies, the Division of Continuing
Education at the University of Massachusetts emphasizes the
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development of programs to serve the ever-changing needs of
adult learners. In order to meet the needs and demands of a
broad segment of the population; the Division has a wide
range of programs and offers learning experiences of several
kinds and in several formats. It is heavilg dependent on
fees.
LEARN was developed with these characteristics in mind.
It is designed 1) to facilitate the classification of
students by characteristics other than educational goals;
2 ) to permit the representation of a variety of
instructional services; and 3) to permit the use of variable
costs and income for support services. It is intended to
facilitate the rapid examination of a large number of
a 1 1 ernat i ves.
LEARN can be used to represent the decisions of any
educational system; but its usefulness will undoubtedly be
greatest for those with clientele and missions similar to
those of the University of Massachusetts Division of
Continuing Education.
In the remainder of this chapter; the data requirements
of the model; its major components; its output; and the
computer programs will be discussed. Tables 10 and 11 show
a simplified flow chart and a mathematical description of
the model. The computer programs; including documentation
and instructions for use; are listed in Appendix B. Sample
input and output are shown in Appendix C.
TABLE 11. LEARN VARIABLE AND EQUATIONS
SEE ALSO TABLE 12 FOR A FOLD-OUT SHEET GIVING AN ALPHABETICAL LIST OF VARIABLES
DIMENSIONS: P programs (studant groups) - index; i
C instructional services j
S support services k
CC relevant budget categories 1
(e. g.i CC for proram receipts)
U relevant budget units m
(e. g.> per credits per student)
I. INPUT VARIABLES
ENROLLMENT VARIABLES
sumbol dimension description equation
N total enrollment.
F (P)
PE (P)
FLM (PxC)
L (P)
ICLM (PxC)
DM (PxS)
fractional enrollment in each program,
program enrollment.
(user specifies either N 8« F or PE). PE*NxF
fractional course load matrix: for each
program or student group* the percent
load in each instructional service.
instructional load vector for a tgpical
student in each group.
induced course load matrix: for a typical ICLM*Lx I xFLM.
student in each group* the load in each where I is the
instrucional service (user specifies identity matrix
either L & FLM or ICLM).
induced service load matrix: the use of
each support service by a typical student
in each group.
NOTE : there is a basic difference in the
way the model treats the ICLM and DM* the
ICLM is based on a single measure of use
(e. g.* the credit hour), while the DM may
use a different measure for each service
(e. g.
*
visits for counseling* credit hours
for registration).
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TABLE 11 CONTINUED
I. INEyi VARIABLES , continued
sgmbol d imens i on
PDB (P)
PDR (P)
PDI .P,
CDB (C) >
CDR (C> '
CDI (C)
’
SDB (S)
'
SDR (S)
SOI (S)J
Smfl VARIABLES ^
description
constant base program rasourca. if ang.
basa ratio of program rasourcas to
program anrollmant.
incramant ratio of program rasourca to
program anrollmant.
ratio variablas for instructional sarvicas
(similar to program variablas abova).
ratio variablas for support sarvicas
(similar to program variablas abova).
DPROOINC (PxCCxU)
DPROCCOST (PxCCxU)
DCORSINC (CxCCxU)
DCORSCOST (CxCCxU)
DSERVINC (SxCCxU)
DSERVeOST (SxCCxU)
income ^ COST DATA ^
program incoma,
program cost.
instructional sarvica incoma,
instructional sarvica cost,
support sarvica incoma,
support sarvica cost.
1 In tha computer programs, ratio variables are contained in the vectors PRATB.
PRATI. CRATB. CRATI. SRATB. and SRATI. These vectors also include instructions
for the calculations (sea resource variables beloui).
2 Note that CC and U refer to the categories and units for the particular arrag.
for example, program income categories and units for DPROOINC.
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TABLE 11 CONTINUED
II. COMPUTED VARIABLES
ENROLLMENT VARIABLES
s_qmb o
^
d imens ion description
CWLM (PxC) instructional workload matrix. CWLM-PExIxICLM.
where I is the
identity matrix
CE (C) enrollment in each instructional
service.
CE-ICLMxPE
TCE total instructional enrollment. TCE-ZCE
j
CPEM (PxC) ^or each instructional group, percent
of total use attributable to each
program.
CPEMij-CWLMij^CEj
SWLM (PxS) support service workload matrix. SULM*PEx I xDM. wher<
I is the identity
matrix.
SE (S) use of each support service. SE>OMxPE
SPEM (PxS) for each support service, percent of
total use attributable to each program.
SPEMij£=SWLM ik-rSEij
TL (P) total instructional load for each
group of students.
TLi»PEixLi
PR IMARY RESOURCE VARIABLES^ (see detailed eouations below)
PR (P) resources used directly by each program. PR=f (PDB. PDR. PDI,
PE. PEB
)
TPR total resources attributable directly
to programs.
TPR-XpRi
1
CR (C) resources used by each instructional
service.
CR = f (CDB. CDR, CDI.
CE. CEB
)
TCR total instructional resources. TCR=2 CR i
d
SR=f (SDB. SDR. SDI.
SE. SEB
)
SR (S) resource use by each support service.
1 For each enrollment or use variable (e. g.. credits taken, counseling visits),
there mag be one primary resource variable (e. g.. courses given, counselors).
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Pri(T<ary Reaource Equations
The et^uations for computing primarg resources from enrollments mag be either
(a) linear or <b) step functions.
Program Equations - Tuoe (a)
PR^ - PDBj^+ (PDRjX PEBj^) + PDIj^(PE^ - PEB^), where PEB is the value of PE
in the base caset all other
variables are shown elsewhere
in these tables.
- Tuoe ( b )
PRj^ PDBj^ integer part of ((PDRj^x PEB^ ) + .5)
+ integer part of <(PDIi<PEi - PEBi)) .5).
The equations for CR and SR have the same form.
Ang of the variables mag equal zero.
PIRSCT ayPgST Vi^RI^BLES
The variable names used internallg in the budget calculations arc
shown here. Sec equations below.
qrouD dimension INCOME COST NET . UNIT
Programs bg categorg (PxCC) DPIC DPCC
bg program (P) PI PC NDP DPUC
total TP I TPC TNDP TDPUC
Inst, services bg categorg (CxCC) DCIC DCCC — —
bg inst. service (C) Cl CC NDC DCUC
total TCI TCC TNDC TDCUC
supt. services bg categorg (SxCC) DSIC DSCC — —
bg supt. service (S) SI SC NOS DSUC
total TSI TSC TNDS
Grand totals TOT INC TOTCOST GRANDNET GRANDUNIT
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TABLE 11 CONTINUED
II. £g.nPVTEP VARIABLES , continued
PROGRAM BUDGET VARIABLES
The variable names used internally in
All variables are vectors of length P.
OTOUP
Direct Program'^
Attributable to instructional services
Attributable to support services
Total
budget calculations are shown here.
equations
INCOME
be 1 ow.
COSTS NET UNIT
PI PC NDP DPUC
PCI PCC NPCB PCUC
PSI PSC NPSB PSUC
TPBI TPBC NETPB TPRUB
Budget Equations
Category Budgets
Equation for program income category budget : DPIC^* DPROGINC^x VECTOR,
where VECTOR is the vector of enrollments, resources, and constants corresponding
to program income units (e. g. , number of students for per student income)^
Equations for the remaining category budgets have the same form .
General Piaget Budget
Eouations for direct orooram budget:
PI - SoPICii PC * ZoPCCii
1
NPIi = Pli - PCi DPUCi » PC i/PE i
Eouations for the remaining general direct budget have the same form . Unit
costs for instructional services and support services are based on instructional
enrollment (CE> and support service use (SE).
1 same as for the direct budget.
2 In the LEARN computer programs, VECTOR is constructed using the
subroutine
RATID of the program DIRBD. RATID uses the unit index numbers
specified in
subroutine TISUBU to identify the enrollment or resource variable
corresponds to each income or cost unit in the financial input (see
CODELIST for the code). The value of VECTOR for each calculation
is stored in
VARL, a local variable of program DIRBD.
TABLE 11 CONTINUED
II. COMPUTED VARIABLES , continued
Budget Equations , continued
Total Direct Budget
Equations programs:
TPI - ZpI i TPC - ^PCi
TNDP « TPI - TPC TDPUC TPC/N
Equations for instructional services and support services are of the same
form .
TDUC > TCC/TCEi there is no variable representing total unit costs of services.
Grand Tota 1
s
TOT INC - TPI + TCI + TSI TOTCOST » TPC TCC + TSC
ORANDNET - TOT INC -TOTCOST GRANDUNIT « TOTCOST /N
Program Budget
Direct program budget : same as direct budget for programs.
Equations ffir. instructional ^erv^gg^:
PCI - CPEM X Cl PCC - CPEM x CC
NPCDi PCIi - PCCi PCUCi - PCCi/PEi
Equations for support services are q± the same f gjm.
Total Program Budget
TPBI » PIi + PCIi + PSI i TPBC i - PCi + PCCi i
NETPBi TPBIi - TPBCi TPRUB i - TPBCi /PE i
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TABLE 12. ALPHABETICAL LIST OF VARIABLES
cc COURSE COST VECTOR PC
CDD BASE COURSE RESOURCE PCC
CDI COURSE RESOURCE PCI
INCREMENT VECTOR PCUC
CDR COURSE RESOURCE BASE PDB
VECTOR PDI
CE COURSE ENROLLMNET PDR
Cl COURSE INCOME VECTOR PE
CPEM PERCENT OF COURSE ENROLL- PI
MENT FROM EACH PROGRAM PR
CR COURSE RESOURCES PRATB
CRATB COURSE RESOURCE BASE PRATI
EQUATION .
CRATI COURSE RESOURCE INCRE- PSC
MENT EQUATION PSI
CWLM COURSE WORKLOAD MATRIX PSUC
DCCC COURSE COSTS BY CATEGORY sc
DCIC COURSE INCOME BY CATEGORY SDB
DCORSCOST COURSE COST DATA SDI
DCORSINC COURSE INCOME DATA SDR
DCUC COURSE UNIT COST VECTOR SE
DM INDUCED SERVICE LOAD SI
MATRIX SPEM
DPCC DIRECT PROGRAM COST BY
CATEGORY SR
DPIC DIRECT PROGRAM INCOME SRATB
BY CATEGORY SRATI
DPROCCOST PROGRAM COST DATA
DPROCINC PROGRAM INCOME DATA SWLM
DPUC DIRECT PROGRAM UNIT TCC
COST VECTOR TCE
DSCC SERVICE COST BY TCI
CATEGORY TCR
DSERVCOST SERVICE COST DATA TDCUC
DSERVINC SERVICE INCOME DATA TDPUC
DSIC SERVICE INCOME BY TL
CATEGORY TNDC
DSUC SERVICE UNIT COST VECTOR TNDP
F FRACTIONAL ENROLLMENT IN TNDS
EACH PROGRAM TPBC
FLM FRACTIONAL COURSE LOAD TPBI
MATRIX TPC
ICLM INDUCED COURSE LOAD TP I
MATRIX TPR
L COURSE LOAD VECTOR TPRUB
N TOTAL NUMBER OF STUDENTS TSC
NDC NET COURSE COST VECTOR TSI
NDP NET DIRECT PROGRAM
INCOME VECTOR
MDS NET SERVICE INCOME
VECTOR
hJETPB NET PROGRAM INCOME
sjPCB NET COURSE INCOME BY
PROGRAM
gpSB NET SERVICE INCOME BY
PROGRAM
DIRECT PROGRAM COST VECTOR
COURSE COST BY PROGRAM
COURSE INCOME OY PROGRAM
COURSE UNIT COST BY PROGRAM
BASE PROGRAM RESOURCE
PROGRAM RESOURCE INCREMENT RATIO
PROGRAM RESOURCE BASE RATIO
PROGRAM ENROLLMENT VECTOR
DIRECT PROGRAM INCOME VECTOR
PROGRAM RESOURCES
PROGRAM RESOURCE BASE EQUATION
PROGRAM RESOURCE INCREMENT
EQUATION
SERVICE COST BY PROGRAM
SERVICE INCOME BY PROGRAM
SERVICE UNIT COST BY PROGRAM
SERVICE COST VECTOR
BASE SERVICE RESOURCE
SERVICE RESOURCE INCREMENT RATIO
SERVICE RESOURCE BASE RATIO
SERVICE ENROLLMENT VECTOR
SERVICE INCOME VECTOR
PERCENT OF SERVICE USE FROM
EACH PROGRAM
SERVICE RESOURCES
SERVICE RESOURCE BASE EQUATION
SERVICE RESOURCE INCREMENT
EQUATION
SERVICE WORKLOAD MATRIX
TOTAL COURSE COST
TOTAL COURSE ENROLLMENT
TOTAL COURSE INCOME
TOTAL COURSE RESOURCES
TOTAL COURSE UNIT COST
TOTAL DIRECT PROCAM UNIT COST
TOTAL INSTRUCTIONAL LOAD VECTOR
TOTAL NET COURSE INCOME
TOTAL NET DIRECT PROGRAM INCOME
TOTAL NET SERVICE INCOME
TOTAL PROGRAM COST
TOTAL PROGRAM INCOME
TOTAL DIRECT PROGRAM COST
TOTAL DIRECT PROGRAM INCOME
TOTAL PROGRAM RESOURCES
TOTAL PROGRAM UNIT COSTS
TOTAL SERVICE COST
TOTAL SERVICE INCOME
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, Data Requ irements
The following data are required for the model;
— program enrollments/
instructional and service load matrices (i. e. /
utilization rates of instructional and other services by the
students in the various programs)/
formulas and ratios for computing primary resource
requirements (e.g./ number of courses taught/ counseling
hours used ) /
— fixed and variable income by category and program or
service (e. g. / flat grant for evening coures/ course fees
per credit)/
— fixed and variable costs by category or service
(e.g./ registration mailing costs per student/ instructional
salaries per course).
The input variables are listed in Table 11. Appendix C
shows a terminal session with simplified data.
Although data on income/ costs/ and program enrollment
need no explanation beyond that provided in the variable
list and examples/ the induced load matrices and resource
formulas require some additional comment.
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Induced Load Ma tr ices
An induced load matrix is simply a table giving the
impact in a typical student in each category upon each
service. The elements of the matrix can be expressed either
in terms of the actual use or in fractional terms. For
example/ one element of the induced course load matrix of a
traditional university might be the number of credit hours
per semester taken in physics by a typical upper division
electrical engineering major; the same information might be
expressed as the fraction of the student's total load taken
in phys ics.
LEARN uses induced load matrices of two types:
— an induced instructional load matrixi the ICLM
— an induced support support service load matrix/
the DM.
The first of these matrices is similar to the induced
load matrix in the example above. However/ the matrix is
not limited to descriptions of programs of study and course
enrollments/ but may be used to describe students and
instruction in any way that suits the purpose of the
analysis (for example/ the preference of men versus those of
women for different types of hobby courses/ measured in
student class hours). In LEARN/ all elements of the
instructional load matrix must use the same unit of measure
(e.g./ student credit hours/ continuing education units/ or
number of classes). For this reason/ a series of runs is
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required to represent a system whose instructional services
must be measured using more than one kind of unit.
The induced service load matrix shows the impact of a
typical student of each type upon each support service (the
probability of using the counseling service, for example).
The matrix is used in the computation of the budgets of
those services whose income or costs vary with program
enrollment. A different unit of measure may be used for
each service (eg., credit hours for registration and
students for administration).
It is not always necessary to use the load matrices to
describe systems of adult and continuing education. Where
this feature of the model is not needed, the user may group
all students into a single category; the matrices are then
reduced to vectors that give a typical student's use of each
service. Examples of induced load matrices are shown in the
tables at the end of Chapter X and in Appendix C,
Section 2.
For mu las for Computing Pr imar u Resource Requirements
Primary resource requirements are usually defined in
terms related to staff requirements (for example, number of
courses taught or number of counseling hours). LEARN
provides a limited choice of formulas for computing these
requirements from enrollments and service use. The
equations may be either linear or step functions and may
include a fixed base amount, a base ratio, and an increment
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ratio.
The model provides for the definition of one primary
resource for programsj one for instructional services* and
one for each support service. It is not necessary to define
all the possible primary resources. Where the resources are
defined* a separate formula is specified for each individual
service. The formulas are shown in Table 11.
Where a service requires more than one resource*
secondary resources must be defined in the financial module
with the cost data. Secondary resources are measured
directly in dollars and may be constant or may vary with
program enrollments* instructional enrollments* service use*
or primary resource requirements.
Th e Ma I or Components of the Model* Output of the Model
LEARN is a modular model with four major parts These
compute 1) enrollments* 2) primary resource requirements*
3) the direct budget* and 4) the program budget. The
modules are used in succession* so that it is possible to
conduct a partial study without undertaking a complete
budget analysis. The modules will now be described briefly.
1 This simply means that* for example* class sizes may vary
2 Alternatively* dummy services may be defined.
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The best tuay to understand them is to follow through the
equations in Table 11 and the examples in Appendix C. These
tables also show the output of the model.
Enrollments In the first segment of the model, instructional
enrollments and the use of other services (e.g., the number
of visits to counselors) are computed directly from the
program enrollments and induced load matrices. If program
categories are not used, the calculations are based on total
enrollment and the load vectors.
Pr imar u Resource Requirements
The resource module computes the primary resource
requirement associated with each program and service from
the formulas specified by the user (Table 11). The
computations are, of course, omitted in all cases where
primary resources have not been defined.
The Budget Modules
The calculations of both the direct and program budgets
are simple and direct. The direct budget module is made up
of a series of linear equations. The computation of the
budget for each income and cost category is of the form:
ao + a-^u^ + 32^2 + • • • ' ii^here a^ is a unit of income or cost
and Ui is an enrollment, service use, or primary resource
requirement. The total budget for each service and the
grand total budget are computed from the category budgets.
The category and direct budgets include any direct income or
cost associated with programs; for this purpose only, each
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program is treated like a service.
In the program budget* income and costs are allocated
to each program on the basis of the fractional use of each
service by each group of students. The result is a table
giving the income* cost* net income* and unit cost for each
program and for each program's share of each service.
Using the Model
.
The normal method of using LEARN is first* to construct
a base case that represents the system as a whole or part of
it and that approximates current conditions or a particular
plan for the future* and then* to represent modifications of
the system using repeated runs of the model. Repeated runs
of LEARN may be used directly to analyze the effects of
various changes in plans or circumstances* values of any
variable can be changed* and programs may be added or
dropped. Repeated runs may also be used for sensitivity
analysis. This last topic requires further discussion.
Sensitivity analysis is the testing of the importance
of individual variables. Such analysis can be used to
help: 1) determine the suitability of the model for a
particular analysis* 2) uncover feasible solutions* and
3) choose among feasible solutions.
1 The term is sometimes applied more narrowly to the study
of errors of estimation.
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The model can be tested for its suitability in
representing a given situation by running a series of tests
and varying the values of the variables within the range of
uncertainty. If the results are overly sensitive to small
changes in estimates and better data cannot be obtainedi the
model may not be useful for the particular application.
If the model appears to be suitable, but repeated
trials do not uncover solutions to the problems at hand, a
systematic study of the effects of the individual variables
may help uncover improved solutions.
Sensitivity analysis may help the decision maker to
choose among alternatives that appear to be acceptable. By
learning which variables are important and which are
relatively unimportant the decision maker may be able to
reduce risks and to choose alternatives that satisfy goals
not represented in the model. For example, if net income is
extremely sensitive to enrollment changes, it may be
necessary to raise fees to guard against losses, and if net
income is not sensitive to the type of instruction, the type
thought to be best suited to the students' needs can be
c h osen.
The use of the model is discussed at length in Chapters
X and XI.
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The Comp uter Programs
LEARN has been programmed for the computer using the
APL programming language. APL was chosen because of the
convenience to the programmer* especially in designing
small# interactive models. Uh i 1 e LEARN is intended for use
by persons who do not know APL# a knowledge of the language
gives the user additional flexibility in entering and
modifying data.
The programs have been designed for ease in entering
and modifying data. Many prompts and error messages are
provided. Modifying data is especially easy. Subroutines
provide for adding and dropping items (e.g.# programs#
services# cost units)# changing the name of any item#
modifying the primary resource equations# and changing the
value of any variable. Percent changes can be specified for
income and cost variables and for total enrollment. Once a
change is specified# LEARN adjusts dimensions and values
internally# except that# for two types of change#
adjustments must be made by the user# the user must enter
the appropriate' new data if new items (such as programs or
types of cost units) have been added# and the user must
correct the fractional load matrix and fractional enrollment
vector if either has been affected by the deletior> of a
program or service.
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User documentation and program listings are to be found
in Append i x B.
J
The Model LEARN> A Summar
u
The major c harac ter i s t i c s of the model can be
summarized by saying that LEARN is a small variable budget
model that computes both direct and program budgetsi the
model represents one period of time in each run. it is
interactive, it is modular, and it is designed for use by
systems that depend on variable income and that offer a wide
and changing variety of educational programs for adults.
CHAPTER X
TESTING IH£ MODEL AND DEMONSTRATING ITS USE
The testing of LEARN will be described in this chapter
as will the preparation of data for the (nodel and two sets
of demonstration runs. Conclusions drawn from the tests
will be reported in the next chapter.
Th e Tests Required
LEARN was tested at three levels by:
1) verifying the models i.e.i checking the correctness
of the mathematics and computer programming;
2) checking the accuracy of the model's representation
of an actual system and the plausibility of its estimates of
the effects of changes in the input variables;
3) studying the practicality of the model by examining
its behavior when provided with the kind of data that is
likely to be available for institutional research.
The following tests were conducted:
1) simulated data were used to verify the model as it
was being built;
2) actual data representing the on-campus programs of
the Division of Continuing Education# University of
Massachusetts were used to test the accuracy of the model;
3) the same actual data were used to assess the
strengths and weaknesses of the model as a planning tool.
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In addition to their use in testing the model/ the
simulated and actual data were used to demonstrate the types
of analysis that can be undertaken with LEARN. Tables 13
through 22 illustrate possible applications of the model.
Ver i f u i no the Model and Testing Its Ac c ur ac u
Verifying the model and testing its accuracy were
essentially trivial tasks. Constructing a model that
computes budgets from estimates of enrollments and fixed and
variable income and costs is straightforward and presents
little possibility of error/ except for mistakes in algebra
and programming. Once such errors have been eliminated/ a
model like LEARN can be expected to compute budgets
correctly as long as correct data are provided.
To verify the model/ runs with the dummy data were
checked by hand to test the algebra and programming the
model. The final test runs were correct. A complete
demonstration run is shown in Appendix C.
The accuracy of the model and its sensitivity to
changes in the individual variables were tested using runs
representing the on-campus programs of the University of
Massachusetts Division of Continuing Education. The results
are shown in detail later in the chapter (Tables 19 through
22). Briefly/ it was not possible to check the model
against an actual budget of the Division because some of the
necessary information was unavailable. Nonetheless/ there
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is every indication that the model represents the system
reasonably well 'and that the output could be brought into
conformity with actual budgets with very little additional
information about non-salary expenditures and the allocation
of costs. The differences between the model budget and
actual budgets should not affect the application of the
model.
Evaluating the Model as a Planning Tool
The assessment of the model's strengths and weaknesses
as a planning tool is the most important test of LEARN. It
will be recalled that the fundamental thesis behind the
development of LEARN was that a small* simple* variable
budget model that uses highly aggregated data and that
produces both direct and program budgets could help decision
makers answer questions about possible alternative plans and
circumstances. It was postulated that such a model would
have the following advantages over a larger and more complex
one
.
1) The highly aggregated representations of enrollment
would be stable over time.
2) The data could be gathered relatively easily.
1 This is because the missing data represent relatively
fixed costs* although the absolute values of the budget
estimates may be in error* the relationship between the
various alternatives should be represented correctly.
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3) The model would be easy to understand and easy to
use.
Since the model has not been used by decision makers/ it is
not possible to reach definite conclusions about its
usefulness. However/ the processes of assembling the data
and making the demonstration runs did yield indications of
the strengths and weaknesses of LEARN.
j
1
Demonstration Runs of the Model <
I
I
The remainder of the chapter will be devoted to the two '
sets of demonstration runs of LEARN. Tables 13 through 18
summarize the input and output of the runs that used dummy
data/ and Tables 19 through 22 summarize the input and
output of the runs representing programs of the Division of
Continuing Education. The tables show the results of the
tests and also illustrate possible uses of the model. The
final section of the chapter describes the gathering and
i
j
preparation of the data to represent the on-campus Division
I
programs. The results of the tests will be discussed in
t
Chapter XI.
J
Mini-extension; A Demons tration of the Model LEARN
.»
^
I Using Dummy Data
I
I
The testing and demonstration of LEARN with dummy data
are based on an imaginary case study of a fictional
I institution called Min i -Ex t ens i on. Mini-Extension is
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described in this section, and the input and output of the
model for a base case and several alternatives are
summarized. Complete tables of input and output for the
base case are shown in Appendix C, Section II. Sample
terminal sessions for the base case and two alternatives are
shown in Appendix C, Sections I and III.
1Des c r i p t i on o f Mi n i—Ex tension
M i n i ~E X t en s i on is a division of Small University. Its
credit division serves four groups of students;
1) nurses seeking professional bachelors' degrees,
2) policemen and firemen seeking professional
bachelors' degrees;
3) other students seeking a variety of bachelors'
degrees, and
4) general students not currently enrolled in degree
programs.
The credit division offers three kinds of instruction:
regular university courses, correspondence classes, and
evening classes. Any student who registers through the
division may enroll in regular classes at Small University
on a space available basis. The correspondence courses and
evening classes are organized and operated by the extension
1 NOTE: ; THE "DATA" AND ANALYSES SHOWN HERE FOR
MINI-EXTENSION ARE ENTIRELY IMAGINARY AND ARE NOT INTENDED
TO ILLUSTRATE REALISTIC ENROLLMENTS, INCOME, OR COSTS FOR
ANY ADULT, PART-TIME EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM.
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division.
The credit program receives income from a number
of sources. There are program fees, registration fees, and
credit fees, program grants from outside agencies, and
in-kind grants from Small University. The credit fee is the
same for all instruction, but the division keeps only a
portion of the regular class fee; the remainder is passed
through to the university.
The division is expected to break even each semester.
As a matter of policy, both surpluses and deficits are
froa/ned upon; surpluses are considered inappropriate for
public agencies, and deficits are prohibited by state
statute.
In planning for the coming year, the director of the
credit division must consider the effects of several
possible changes, including increases or decreases in
enrollment caused by variations in demand, a reduction in
class size, the addition of classes in a nearby city, and
the elimination of the nursing program. Using LEARN, the
following cases are considered:
1) a base case assuming no changes in policy or
cond it ions;
2 and 3) an overall enrollment increase and decrease of
10 */.;
4) a decrease in class size of 5'/;
5) the addition of off-campus extension classes causing
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table 13. MINI-EUENSIDN, THE BASE CASE
For computvr printout showing sample terminal sessions and input tablesi
see Appendix C.
Sufliflidry of Input
Number of students> N * 200
Program enrollment! PE
nursing pol ice-fire
20 30
other dear general
50 100
ICLM ext. corres. reg.
Induced course load matrix Nursing 2. 4
. 6
enrollment (student-credit Police-fire 4. 2 . 6 1. 2
hours) in each instruct. Other degree 1. 8
. 9 6 . 3
group bg a typical student General 1. 5 1. 2 . 3
of each kind.
C£1 c ouns. rtg.
(visits) (cr. taken)
Induced »»rvice laal "'•trix Nursing . 5 3
relative use of •U>• by Pol ice-fire
. 6 6
typical students of each kind Other degree
. 7 9
General
, 1 3
gen admin.
( studts
)
1
1
1
1
SEE APPENDIX C FOR RATIO FORMULAS AND FINANCIAL INPUT.
Summary of Output
Enrollments £nl Resources
Instructional Services
enrol Iment resourc es
( cr. taken) ( cr. taught
)
extension 414 25
corresp. 183 183
reg. class. 393 393
BUDGETS
INCOME COST
Nursing 5674 3835
Pol ice-Fire 10947 10982
Other Degree 10131 9689
General 13060 15160
TOTAL 39811 39666
Support Serv^g^
enrollment resources
c ouns. 73 visits 1 counselor
reg is. 990 cr. tk. 32 man-hours
gen. adm. 200 students —
NET COST PER STUDENT
1839 192
-35 366
441 194
-2100 152
145 198
Comment
If policies and enrollment are constant, the division will
continue to break even.
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TABLE 14 MINI-EXTENSION. 107. ENROLLMENT INCREASE
Summary of Input
N > 220
gyjtinfl B.9UcC~f Irt other degree general
PE 22 33 55 110
ICLMt DM> ratio formulas, income and cost data same as base case.
Summary of Output
Enrol Iments and Resources
Instructional Services Support Services
resources
1 counselor
35 man-hrs.
Total Budget 42842 40988 1853 186
For Comment and Footnote, see Table 15.
enrollment resources enrollment
(cr. taken) (cr. taught)
extension 455 26 couns. 80 visits
corresp. 201 201 regis. 1089 cr. taken
reg. classes 432 432 gen. adm. 220 students
Total Budget
INCOME COST NET COST PER STUDENT
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15. MINI-EXTENSION. 107. ENROLLMENT DECREASE
Summary of Input''
N » 180
nury i nq p o
1
1 c e~f ire oth er dearec aeneral
PE 18 27 45 90
ICLM. DM. ratio formulas, income and cost data — same as base case.
Summary of Output
Enrol Iments and Resources
Instructional Services Support Services
extension
corresp.
reg. c lasses
enrollment
(cr. taken >
373
165
354
resources
( cr. taught
)
24
165
354
couns.
reg is.
gen. adm.
enrollment
65 visits 1
891 cr. taken 29
180 students
resources
counselor
man—hrs.
Total Budaet
INCOME COST NET COST PER STUDENT
Total Budget 36780 38344 -1564 213
Comment
A 107. increase in enrollment uill cause a substantial surplus, and a 10*4
decrease uill cause the opposite. This result is to be expected, since the
ratio formulas have been set to reflect the historical fact that changes in the
number of extension classes lag behind changes in enrollments. (See the base
and increment rates in the ratio formulas. Appendix C. )
1 User may specify the percent change in enrollment. LEARN uill compute the new
N and PE.
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TABLE 16. MINI-EXTENSION, 5X DECREASE IN THE SIZE OF EXTENSION CLASSES
Note: The 57, change affects onlg the base ratio. '
I
Summary of Input i
1
Enrol Imenti incomei and cost data — same as base case.
I
Ratio Formulas for Computing Numb er of Ex tens i on Credits ^
I
Type of formula - step base number of classes 0 |
base ratio - .063 increment ratio - . 03
Other Ratio Formulas -— same as base case.
i
I
Summary of Output •
I
Instructional Resources (compared to base case)
j
Number of extension cost of extension Net from exten- i
credits taught c lasses sion classes
base case 25 13236 1254
5X decrease in class size 26 13671 819
Tg^.al Budget
INCOME COST NET COST PER STUDENT
Total Budget 39911 40101 -290 201
COMMENT
Reducing class size by 5’A causes a small deficit/ but the
extension classes continue to break even.
TABLE 17. MINI-EXTENSION, ADDING OFF-CAMPUS CLASSES
Summary of Input
N « 220
BUT.?, in
q
,
DO 1—f ir e oth dear general of'f-camDus general
PE 20 35 50
ICLM ext. corres reg. off-c
nursing 2. 4
. 6
pol-f ire 3. 6 . 6 . 9
. 9
oth dcgr 1 . a
. 9 5. 85 . 45
general
off c gen
1. 5 1. 2 . 3 1
o
1
n
DM coons. reo. oen. adm.
nursing . 5 3 1
’ pol-fire . 6 6 1
oth degr . 7 9 1
g anera
1
. 1 3 1
off c gen . 01 3 1
Income and Cost Input (in addition to base case input)
off-campus income *35/credit
off—campus cost 4360/credit taught for instructional salaries
500 for administration* 100 for mailing* 50 for advertising.
Ratio formulas for of f-camous classes
Tgpe of Formula - step base number of classes - 0
base ratio - . 08 increment ratio - . 04
Oth er Ratio Formulas same as base case
Table 17 continued next page
TABLE 17 CONTINUED
Summari) of Output
Enrollmenta ajil Reaourcea
Instructional
.
Services SuDDort Services
enrollment resource enrol Iment r •lourc
•
( cr. taken
)
(cr. taught)
e X tens i on 414 2S
corres. 186 186 couns. 76 visits 1 counselor
reg. classes 366 366 reg i s. 1065 cr. taken 34 man-hr s.
off-campus 99 8 gen. ad. 220 students - —
INCOME COST NET COST PER STUDENT
Nursing 5615 3752 1863 188
Police-Fire 12910 12405 505 354
Other degree 10500 10249 251 205
General 12765 14722 -1957 147
Off-campus general 2018 2425 - 406 162
Total 43807 43552 255 198
Comment
Th« *400 dfficit attributable to the new off-catnpua general
students is more than offset bg the gains attributable to changes
is the police and fire enrollments.
TABLE 18. MINI-EXTENSION. DROPPING THE NURSING PROGRAM
Summary of Input
N - 100
PE. ICLM, DM, ratio formula*, financial data - sama as bass casa.
except that nursing is eliminated an all nursing students dropped.
Summary of Output
Enrol Iments and Resources
Instructional Services SuDoor
t
Servi c es
enrollment
(cr. taken)
extension 366
corres. 183
reg. classes 381
resources
( cr. taught
)
22
183
381
couns.
reg is.
gen. adm.
enrollment
63 visits
930 cr. taken
180 students
resources
1 counselor
30 man-hrs.
Budoet
INCOME COST NET COST PER STUDENT
pol ice-fire 11055 11290 - 235 376
other degree 10311 10109 201 202
general 13421 15835 -2414 158
Total 34787 37234 -2447 207
Comment
The combined effect of decreasing enrollment by
has a substantial income uould be a substantial
not be made unless a major shift in demand uere
mandated by a superior agency.
10/C and dropping a program that
deficit. Such a change luould
anticipated or the action were
1 The user instructs LEARN to delete the nursing program. the new ICLM (or FLM)
and new PE (or F) must be entered by the user. All other adjustments are made
automatical ly.
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twenty additional students to enroll in Mini-Extension. The
fifteen students who do not enter one of the degree programs
are grouped into a new program since they represent a new
population group.
6) the elimination of the nursing program and dropping
of all students enrolled.
Each case is analyzed separately. The results are
summarized in Tables 13 through 18.
As a result of the preliminary studies* the
administrator decides to explore the following possibility:
increasing fees to offset an expected 57. enrollment decline
while adding the off-campus classes. It is likely that
several additional runs of LEARN will be necessary before
the administrator will be ready to prepare a budget proposal
for the Dean of Continuing Education.
On-Campus Credit Programs of the
Division of Continuing Education: A Test and
Demonstration of the Mod e 1 LEARN Us ing Actual Data
The second set of tests for the model was basd on a study of
the on-campus credit programs of the University of
Massachusetts Division of Continuing Education. These
programs will now be described and the input and output of
the model for a base case and several alternatives
summar i zed.
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T i ion ttL® Un i ve r s i tu ojF Massachusetts Division of
1Continuing Education
The Division of Continuing Educationi University of
Massachusetts at Amherst offers a variety of credit and
noncredit learning experiences. Its largest and oldest
division/ the Evening College/ now provides students with
the opportunity to earn credit at Amherst in the fall and
spring semesters. The Evening College also offers
off-campus courses and operates summer and winter sessions;
the composition of the student body and the mix of courses
in the off-campus programs and in the summer and winter
sessions are quite different from those of the regular term/
on-campus sessions. Only the latter group is represented in
the test and demonstration of LEARN.
Th e Students . The composition of the Evening
2College student body has been about the same for a number
of years. The majority of the students are under
twenty-five/ are seeking bachelors' degrees/ and register
1 See Appendix A for more detailed information about the
students/ instructional services/ and support services and
for references to the sources of data.
2 From this point on/ all statistics refer to the on-campus/
regular semester offerings. The term Evening College is
used to refer to this group. Within the Division/ the term
sometimes refers to the on— campus/ D i vi s i on— sp onsor ed
courses only.
(u i t h the Division for a single semester.
- 80*/. of the students are under thirty years of age/
55*/ are under twenty-f i vei
- 50*/ or more are seeking a bachelor's degree;
- 60*/, register for only one semester.
As might be expected/ the students' behavior is
strongly correlated with their age. Younger students are
more likely than older students to take lower-division
courses/ to take day classes/ and to take courses in
mathematics and science. They are less likely to take
professional courses or to use the counseling service. The
students' choice of courses and use of counseling services
are also correlated with their educational goals and
enrollment history. The behavior of the various age groups
has been relatively stable over time. Statistics by age/
degree intentions/ and enrollment history are shown in
Appendix A.
The Division offers three kinds of opportunity for
on—campus instruction: 1) registration in regular day
classes of the University on a space-available basis/
2) independent study/ and 3) evening courses sponsored by
the Division. Most of the Continuing Education courses are
lower-division. By far the largest portion is in 5oc iaj.
Sciences and Humanities and Fine Arts. The Business ,, Schopj.
and The School of Natural Science an d Mathematics are the
only other schools represented by more than a handful of
courses.
The distribution of on-campus courses has been
relatively stable for a number of years. There have been
some chanycSi most notably shifts auiay from education and to
business. On occasion* the Division has offered a block of
upper-division courses in a particular discipline in an
effort to provide better opportunities for students who wish
to obtain a degree through part-time study* interest has
not been sufficient to sustain the programs past one or two
semesters. Statistics on course enrollments are shown in
Appendix A.
Enrollments and Class Si ze . The enrollment in the
Division's evening classes is subject to several kinds of
variation. There have been; 1) somewhat higher enrollments
in the fall than in the spring* 2) a long-term decline as
students have shifted to day classes* and 3) occasional
sharp drops or rises between one term and the next. Only
the sudden shifts have affected class size* and the effects
have been transitory; In the short run* the change in the
number of classes has been proportionally less than that in
registrations. However* the number of classes has usually
been adjusted the semester following the enrollment change*
so that class size has remained relatively constant over the
long term.
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Support Services."* The support services of the
Division of Continuing Education include registration,
counseling, evening college administration, other program
administration, program development, public relations,
publications (including preparation of the evening college
catalog), a secretarial pool, a business office, and general
administration. Much of the ujork of the support services is
directly or indirectly attributable to the Evening College,
if only because the Evening College is by far the largest
program of the Division.
The offices of evening college administration,
registration, and counseling serve the credit programs
almost exclusively. They work with the off-campus, summer,
and winter programs as well as those on campus in the
regular sessions. The staffing of the registrar's office
varies somewhat with enrollment; the office makes heavy use
of temporary help because its work load varies over the
course of the semester. The staffing of the other two
offices has not varied with enrollment in recent semesters.
Income of the Division . The income of the Evening
College comes primarily from student fees. The Division of
1 The organization of the Division, the services it
provides, and the importance of the various activities have
all changed over time. However, the basic core of
activities serving the on--campus credit programs has been
relatively constant.
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Continuing Education has received a number of grants# but
these have been for special purposes rather than for regular
on-campus programs. The University provides a number of
iri~kind services to the Division. These include rent-free
classroom and office space, the director's salary, and
other, lesser items. The in-kind services are not included
in the Division's budgeting and accounting systems.
The major source of income is the $35 credit fee. There
are also a $10 registration fee, such special charges as
late fees and c hang e-of-c our se fees, and a number of
optional fees passed through to the University for items
ranging from an identification card to health care.
Instruc t i ona 1 Salaries . The Division has a salary
schedule that depends on type of instructor (a lower rate
for graduate students than for others) and enrollment
(proportional to enrollment up to a class size of seventeen
and fixed above that number). If enrollment falls below the
cut-off point, the instructor has the option of accepting
the lower pay or declining to teach the course, in which
case it is cancelled.
Sudd lu and Demand for Courses . Although the Division
solicits offers to teach courses where demand is high and
discourages them where demand is low, it can provide
students with the opportunity to enroll in a course or an
independent study program only if it can be made available,
a factor that lies largely outside the control of the
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Division: enrollment in day classes is on a space-available
basis/ an independent study program can be arranged only if
the student can find an instructor willing to participate/
and an evening class is offered only if a qualified
instructor is willing to teach an approved course and if
enrollment is sufficient.
Course offerings are a function of outside factors in
another way. The Division lists courses in the catalog at
the request of instructors if the University's standards are
met/ regardless of whether demand warrants the offering. As
a result/ in areas of low demand there is often an excess of
courses/ the number of cancelled courses is high/ and the
enrollment in those actually taught is low.
Relationsh ip of Costs to Supply and Demand . The
combined effect of the Division's instructional salary
schedule and its dependence on others for course offerings
is that both enrollments and costs are functions of both the
supply and demand for courses. The following two examples
illustrate the situation.
At present/ the demand for business courses is high.
The Business School is operating at capacity and can offer
very limited help to the Division of Continuing Education.
There are almost no opportunities for part-time students to
1 In general/ all credit courses and instructors must be
approved by the appropriate faculty.
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enroll in day classes. Although the Business School does
make an effort ,to provide a range of business courses
through the Evening Collegei most are taught by graduate
students since the faculty have little time for this
activity. The result is that 1) enrollment in business
courses is limited by capacityi and 2) unit costs are loiu
because classes are large and instructional salaries low.
In contrast to the case of the Business School, the
demand for humanities courses is quite low, both in the day
!
I
and the evening. Part-time students have the opportunity to i
take a wide variety of humanities courses during the day
I
I
and, since many faculty members are eager to teach evening i
classes, more evening classes are offered than are needed.
i
As a result: 1) enrollment in humanities classes is i
I
determined by demand and 2) unit costs are high because '
classes are small and salaries high.
)
St ud u inq the On-Campus Credit Programs Using LEARN .
I
I
LEARN has been used to model a base case and several
alternatives representing the Division's on-campus credit
offerings for the Fall 1979 semester. The following cases
were e xamined :
^
1 NOTE : THESE EXAMPLES ARE MERELY EXERCISES TO TEST AND
DEMONSTRATE THE BEHAVIOR OF THE MODEL. THEY DO NOT
REPRESENT PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF LEARN IN TERMS OF THE
ACTUAL POLICIES THAT WERE IN EFFECT AT THE TIME OR IN TERMS
OF THE KIND OF DETAILED EXPLORATION OF INDIVIDUAL
ALTERNATIVES THAT WOULD BE NECESSARY FOR DECISION MAKING.
a
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TABLE 19. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS EVENING COLLEGE
FALL 1979
THE BASE CASE** INPUT
FINANCIAL INPUT
Services Income per student credit-hour
university day desses *23 (*35 fee minus *12 to University end stete)
ell other 33 ( 35 fee minus 2 to University)
Instructional Services Cost
Evening Classes^
Lower Divi s i on All upper
division
Independent
studuliberal arts science professional
per cr. taught
salaries:
^
$ 290
other: ^ 15
315
15
320
15
300
15
23
2. 3
f i xed:5 — a 500
Support Services Income - registretion fee
evening college edministretion % 2 («10 minus perking fee)
Support Service Cost
Counsel ino Reo i s tret i on Evening College Admin
salaries^ other^ salaries other salaries other
per
per
1/4 counselor
part-time hour
fixed
*1400 70
4
10000 1
O
1
1
-
1
1
lU
1
o
11000 10000
1 Approximetes ectuel conditions in 1977-78 and 1978-79.
2 Liberal Arts > humanities> fine erts> social sciencesi and rhetoric;
Science » science and methemetics; professional - all other.
3 Computed on the basis of the 1979-80 salary schedule^ typical class sizes* and
number of graduate student instructors; pay varies uith class size and is lower
for graduate students.
4 No data available; set at 10% of average instructional salary.
5 An arbitrary estimate of the base cost of maintaining the option.
6 Based on published salaries an on number of employees and estimated share of
total for fall semester on-campus activities. Total staff is 2 FTE counselors.
2 FTE regular registration employees (shown as fixed cost). 2 FTE part-time
registration employees (shown as variable cost), and 3 FTE evening college
administration employees.
7 No data available. Counseling and registration set at 57. of variable salary
costs. The amount for Evening College administration includes an arbitrary
estimate of the cost of such items an the catalog, advertising, and mailing.
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TABLE 19 CONTINUED
BASE CASE FOR tHE EVENING COLLEGE INPUT
ENROLLMENTS
Total anrollment. N - 1300
Enrol Iment IlsL PE under 26 26-30 over 30
715 338 247
ICLM (credit-hours taken bg a typical student in each ago group)
AGE CELD-LART CELD-SCI CELD-PROF CEUD-ALL INDEP REG UM DAY
under 26 . 65 . 55 . 48 . 41 . 40 . 62
26-30
. 19 . 32 . 33 . 36 . 37 . 24
over 30 . 16 . 12 . 19 . 23 . 23 . 15
DM (relative use of services by typical students in each
counseling (visits ) registration eve, admin.
age group)
(students
)
under 26 . 17
(student credit hrs)
6. 1 1
26-30 . 33 6. 0 1
over 30 1. 00 5. 2 1
RATIO FORMULAS PRIMARY RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS ^
Instruction - credits taught from student credit-hours
step (s) or
base amt. base ratio increment ratio linear (1)
CELD-LART 0 . 07 . 035 s
CELD-SC
I
0 . 06 . 030 s
CELD-PROF 0 . 056 . 028 s
CE-UD 0 . 067 . 067 s
INDEP 0 1 1 1
REG UM 0 1 1 1
1
1
Support Services
1
1
1
Counseling - 1/4 counselors from visits
0 .016 .016 s
Registration - part time registration hours from student credit hours
0 .25 .25 1
1 K£Y IQ ABBREVIATIONS :
LD 1 ouer division LART libera 1 arts (humanities#
UD upper division (rhetor i c and social sciences)
SCI sc i enc e and mathematics
PROF profess ional (all other schools)
CE continuing education
REG UM DAY regular university day
INDEP indeflendent study# practica# and other spec ial arrangments
2 See Table 11 for the general form of these equations.
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1)
a base tase, representing the Division as it wouldhave operated if the.policies and
1*977-78 and 1978-79 had continued
circumstances existing in
2)
short-term changes;
A* B) a 57C increase and decrease in enrollment.
C) dropping independent study and redistributing the'
students proportionally among the other instructional
options.
' El 3 2/C increase and 2/C decrease in average
instructional pay> representing a decrease and increase in
the proportion of graduate student teachers.
3)
long-term changes:
A) a 5% enrollment decrease caused by the loss of 65
students under twenty-six.
B) a shift in enrollment with a loss of 65 students
under twenty-six and a gain of 65 students distributed
proportionally between the older two groups.
C) a 57. enrollment increase with enrollment
distributed as in case 2B/ except for an additional increase
of 65 students over thirty years of age.
The results of the analyses are summarized in Tables 19
through 22.
As semb ling and Preparing Data for the Model LEARN:
A Pilot St ud u with Da ta Representing Programs of
the Division of Continuing Education
It has been seen that LEARN requires data about
1) enrollments and use of services/ 2) use of primary
resources/ and 3) rates of income and expenditure. The
gathering of these data - especially the enrollment data -
constituted a major part of the task of testing LEARN.
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Enr
Q
1 1 men t Da t a and the Induced Load Ma t r ices
Three sources of information can be used in estimating
program enrollments and induced load matrices. These are
transcripts/ registration records/ and surveys. All three
were used in the pilot study. The methods of preparing data
for the study of the Division of Continuing Education - and
alternatives to them - are discussed at length in Appendix
A. The discussion will be summarized here.
Fractional Program Enrol Imen t s and the ICLM
. The
primary source of information about fractional program
enrollments and the ICLM was a random sample of student
transcripts. Data from the transcripts were used to
estimate fractional program enrollments (F)/ total course
loads (L>/ and fractional course load matrices
(FLM). Instructional services were divided into six
groups: registration in university day classes/ independent
study/ and four categories of evening courses. The students
were classified in three ways; 1) by age/ 2) by number of
semesters enrolled/ and 3) by matriculation status. Several
sets of statistics were developed for the model/ using
1 It will be recalled from the discussions in the last
chapter that there are two alternatives for specifying each
of these variables. One can specify either the program
enrollment <PE) or both total enrollment (N) and fractional
enrollment (F)/ and one can specify either the instructional
load matrix (ICLM) or the total load of a typical student of
each type (L) and the fractional load matrix (FLM).
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different groupings of the above categories. The results of
the transcript studies are shown in Table 27. The
particular set of statistics used in the trial runs is shown
in Table 19.
Registration data provided a check of the estimates of
F/ L» and FLM that were derived from the transcripts and a
means of adjusting them for time trends. Adjusted results
are shown in Table 33.
Enrol Imen t . Total enrollment (N) was estimated
from registration statistics. This information could not*
of course* be obtained from a sample of the transcripts.
The analysis of total enrollment included adjustments for
time trends and for enrollment in off—campus classes.
The Induced Service Load Ma t r i
x
. To develop an induced
service load matrix (DM), it is necessary to decide which
services should be included and then to choose a variable to
represent the use of each one. For the study of Continuing
Education, discussions with the staff and a review of
published financial reports led to a decision to include the
three services whose activities are primarily devoted to
credit programming. These are counseling, registration, and
evening college administration. The following variables
were chosen: for counseling — number of students visiting
the counselors; for registration - student credit hours;
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1for evening college a dm i n i s tra t i on - enrollment. Since
program enrollments and student credit hours can be derived
from the enrollment data# only the number of students using
the counseling service remained to be estimated. The
estimates were derived from responses to questions on a
student survey (see Table 30, Appendix A).
Formu las for Comp ut ino Pr imar u Resource Requirements .^
The first step in developing formulas for the primary
resource requirements is to decide on the resource variables
and types of equations. Once this has been done, the base
amount and ratios for each service can be estimated from
historical data describing the use of the service and
resource. The total use of each service is normally
computed when the induced service load matrix is
constructed. In any event, it can be computed from this
matrix and the enrollment data. The initial primary
resource requirement (number of staff, for example) is
easily obtained from institutional records.
LEARN can compute one primary resource for programs,
1 Note that it is not necessary to use these variables to
compute resource requirements or costs. For example, in the
model of the Evening College, the cost of evening college
administrat ion is assumed to be constant. The enrollments
were used, however, to compute income from the registration
fee.
2 See Table 11 for general descriptions of the primary
resource variables and equations.
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one for instructional services, and one for each support
service. The user need not define all possible primary
resources, however.
Three resources were named in the model of the Division
of Continuing Education. They are;
1for instructional services - credits taught,
for counseling - number of 1/4 counselors,
for registration — number of hours expended above a
base of two full-time equivalent employees.
j
No primary resources were defined for programs or for
evening college administration. There are no costs or
income associated directly with the programs, and the cost
of evening college administration was assumed to be constant
over the range of this particular analysis.
Instructi ona 1 Servi c es . Two types of formula were used
to compute credits taught from student credit hours, one for
evening college courses and another for day classes and
independent study.
The equations for the four groups of evening classes
are all of the form; CREDITS TAUGHT =
integer part of ((base enrollment x base ratio) + . 5) +
integer part of ((enrollment incr x incr ratio) + .5).
1 The number of credit hours taught is directly proportional
to the number of courses offered credits taught = (number
of classes) x (average credits per class).
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The bsse nurnber classes ujas assumed to be zero in every
case.
Evening college class sizes were estimated from
registration statistics* which include the number of
students enrolled in each individual class. The base ratio
was computed directly from average class size:
base ratio = 1/average class size.
The increment ratio was set equal to the base ratio* except
that for short-term analyses (i. e.
*
one future semester)*
j
the increment ratio for lower division courses was set at
one-half the base ratio. This factor is a very crude
average representing the lag between changes in enrollments
and changes in the number of lower division classes given.
The actual variation was very wide.
The formula used for number of credits taught in
independent study and day classes was simply:
CREDITS TAUGHT = STUDENT CREDIT HOURS.
The formula is reasonable for independent study* since there
is one teacher for each registration. Although the formula
is artificial for day classes* it is used because the
individual enrollment in a day class is the only item of
interest to the Division; the Division provides no
instruction* so class size is irrelevant.
a
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^.lyices - counseling and registration staff.
The formula used for counseling staff was:
1/4 COUNSELORS = integer part of (((number of students
using the services) x (base ratio)) + .5).
The formula for registration staff was;
VARIABLE HOURS OF REGISTRATION STAFF TIME = (student
credit hours) x (base ratio).
Although the choices are somewhat arbitrary/ there was
little difficulty in the case of either service in deciding
upon reasonable formulas. The base ratios were computed
from available statistics about staffing and the use of
services.
F inane ial Data
To develop estimates of fixed and variable income and
costs for LEARN/ it is necessary to decide how to represent
the variations. For example/ the director's salary is
usually a fixed cost/ credit fees vary with credits/ but
certain clerical costs may be treated as fixed or may be
allowed to vary with enrollments/ number of instructors/ or
some other quantity. Once the units have been determined/
the rates can be estimated if financial records by cost
center are available — as they would be in any actual
application of the model. However/ even with access to
these data, certain problems can occur. These will be
discussed in the next chapter.
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Because internal financial records were not available
for this study, some problems occurred that would not be
expected in the normal use of the model. These will be
mentioned briefly in the course of this discussion.
For this study, financial data were obtained almost
entirely from public records; some information was obtained
through discussions with the Continuing Education staff.
Data not available from these two sources were estimated
using various rules of thumb. (See Table 19 for the
estimates used in the Continuing Education runs. )
Inc ome . Fee schedules are published in the catalog of
the Division. Staff members provided information about the
portion of the fees forwarded to the University or the
State. Only the portions of the credit fee and the regular
registration fee that are kept by the Division are included
in the model; the parts of these fees that go to the
University or the State and all incidental charges are
considered to be wash items and are ignored. It is assumed
that the credit and registration fees are paid by all
students; the source of the funds (i. e. , whether from
financial aid, the students themselves, or other payers) is
not taken into account.
1 i. e. , money collected for other agencies that has no
effect on the Division's finances.
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Co_5_^. The basic cost data req^uired for representing
the Division of Continuing Education were;
1) instructional salaries
2) direct salary costs of the three support services
3) other direct costs of instructional and support
services
4) indirect costs allocated to evening college
operations.
The instructional salaries per class were computed from
published pay rates/ estimates of class size/ and estimates
of the proportion of graduate students teaching each type of
class. The pay rates/ which vary with class size and type
of instructor/ were obtained from a schedule published by
the Division. As explained earlier/ class size was
estimated from the registration data. The proportion of
graduate students teaching each type of class was estimated
from rather sketchy information published in the Division's
annual reports.
All of the data required to estimate instructional
salaries for each type of class should be readily available
to anyone with access to internal documents. However, even
in this case, estimating instructional salaries for
alternative plans and circumstances is often cumbersome.
Since each salary depends on class enrollment and on type of
instructor, salaries for the alternative cases must be
estimated outside the model. This difficulty will O'®
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discussed in the next chapter.
The direct salary costs for each support service can be
computed from personnel costs and the appropriate
enrollments! service demands or resource requirements:
cost per unit = (1/ER) x ( Z base salary^),
where ER is the appropriate enrollment, service use, or
resource requirement.
For this study, the costs were computed from public
information on salaries, job descriptions provided by the
staff, and the enrollments, service demand, and resource
requirements that had already been estimated.
Direct non-salary costs can be derived from the budgets
of the individual cost centers. Since the information was
not available for this study, the data were estimated using
rules of thumb for the relationship between salary and
non-salary costs.
The indirect costs of each service depend on rules for
allocating the expenditures of other cost centers. The
Division of Continuing Education allocates part of the costs
of such services as typing, mailing, public relations, and
publications to the Evening College and other producing
units on the basis of actual use. The remainder of the
costs of these services and the costs of such services as
business administration and the director's office are
considered to be general overhead and are not allocated.
Since the internal budgets were not available for this
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study/ an arbitrary/ fixed amount was specified to represent
the allocated costs. Possible difficulties related to cost
allocation will be discussed in the next chapter.
Data for the Model - Conclusion
The preparation of data for LEARN has been described in
detail. It is now possible to discuss the results of the
tests of the model/ including several issues related to the
data. The availability of data and the question of
stability versus detail are among the major topics
considered in the next chapter.
CHAPTER XI
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Three general questions formed the basis of the
evaluation of LEARN as a tool for the analysis of resources
and budgets for part-time adult education:
- Is the model accurate?
— Are the questions that can be ansiuered using the
model relevant to the decision making process of the Univer-
sity of Massac h uset ts Evening College and systems like it?
- Can the model provide information that could not be
obtained more easily by some other means?
To study these issues# it was necessary to examine the major
features of the model and its data requirements. Several
characteristics of the model required particular scrutiny.
These were the induced instructional load matrix# the
induced service load matrix# the ratio formulas# the static
(single term) character of the model# and the way in which
the model treats income and cost. Two aspects of the
problem of gathering and preparing data also required
particular attention. These were 1) the problem of
collecting the necessary information at reasonable cost and
2) that of finding groupings and approximations that fit the
model and suited the user's needs for information.
The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to
discussions of the strengths and weaknesses of the model#
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possible improvement Si and directions for further study.
The last of these topics involves another question about the
model; Is LEARN - or any part of it - likely to be useful
to systems other than the University of Massachusetts
Evening College? The question of transferability will be
addressed at several points in the course of the chapter.
Strengths of the Model
In general/ the expectations for LEARN have proved
correct. The model is accurate/ it is easy to use/ the
variable budget has proved to be a simple/ flexible
mechanism for representing income and costs/ and the induced
load matrices have proved useful for representing the
relationship between program enrollments and the use of
services.
Ac c ur ac u
The model was accurate in representing the on-campus
programs of the Division of Continuing Education as it
operated in 1977-78 and 1978-79; the representation of
alternatives was also realistic. As with any variable
budget model/ accuracy depends on the relevant range of the
approximations used (for example/ the range in which fixed
costs remain fixed). There was no evidence that the
relevant range was exceeded in the pilot test of the model.
The question of relevant range will be discussed later in
the chapter.
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Ea s e 0 f Use
Operating the model was simple and took relatively
little time. The most time-consuming operation was the
entering and checking of the base data. Once this was done,
each additional run of the model, whether for calculations,
displays, or modifications of the input, took only a few
minutes.
Representing Budgets and Resources
To prepare financial data for the model, the user must
decide on the income and cost categories and units and then
compute estimates of fixed and per unit income and costs.
The process was described in detail in the last chapter. No
serious difficulties were encountered in preparing financial
data for LEARN. A true test of the variable budget would
require that others try to use the model. However, because
the approach used in the model is completely conventional,
it is hard to imagine that difficulties would be
encountered.
Similarly, the primary resource module, which can be
regarded as an intermediate step in the variable budget
computation, appears to provide for realistic
representations of conditions encountered in part-time
education. Tests by other users might lead to some
modifications of the ratio formulas and to the provision of
more alternatives for representing the relationship between
enrollments and resource requirements.
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Finally, the static character of the model seems to be
consistent with its purpose. It would not be difficult to
construct an additional module that permitted the model to
perform calculations for several terms, but there is no
apparent advantage in doing so.
The ICLM
Several issues related to the induced instructional
load matrix require discussion. These are; 1) the use of
fixed ratios to represent the relationship, of program
enrollments to instructional enrollments, 2) the use of
highly aggregated data, and 3) the use of fractional load
matrices.
In many situations, the fixed ratios of the ICLM give a
realistic portrayal of the relationship between program
enrollments and budgets. It appears, for example, that the
number of humanities and social science courses given by the
Division of Continuing Education varies quite closely with
demand. In fact, this kind of relationship is probably more
common in part-time and adult programs than it is in
traditional colleges and universities, where the size of the
faculty is relatively fixed.
It IS important to note that the ICLM cannot represent
situations where the capacity of some ins tr uc t i ona 1 services
is fixed but the expenditure of resources in other areas
fluctuates with demand. This problem will be discussed
later in the chapter.
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The use of a small number of highly aggregated
c lassif ications of students and instructional services has
proved to have several benefits; 1) the matrices are stable
over time/ 2) little computer time is required to run the
model/ and 3) the computer terminal can be used for all
input and output. There are/ however/ potential problems
caused by the loss of detail; these will be discussed in
the next section.
Fractional load matrices proved helpful in the study of
Evening College because they facilitated the analysis of
course load distribution. In order to allow for the option
of specifying the ICLM in fractional terms/ LEARN requires
the user to specify all course loads in the same units (for
example/ student credit hours). The theoretical
disadvantage of this restriction is that highly diverse
educational systems cannot be represented in their entirety
at one time. For example/ subsystems that offer conferences
and those that offer credit courses cannot be analyzed
together. Experience with the model indicates/ however/
that this is not a real disadvantage because subsystems
serving different client groups are best studied separately.
If the need should develop/ it would be easy to modify LEARN
so that each instructional service could have its own unit
of measure; the ICLM would then have the same properties as
the induced service load matrix.
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The Model " s Strengths - Conclusions
In summary, it appears that LEARN is easy to use and
that it can represent accurately a wide variety of
situations commonly experienced in adult and part~time
education.
Some Pr ob 1 ems and Some Possible So 1 ut ions
Four major potential and actual sources of difficulty
were identified in the course of testing LEARN. All involve
enrollments and three are directly or indirectly related to
enrollment data. The problems are;
1) the inability of the model to represent limitations
in capac i ty
,
2) problems in estimating average instructional salary
and the values of other variables that are treated as
independent, but are sometimes dependent variables,
3) difficulties in grouping instructional services in
ways that produce results that are stable over time and that
also provide the detail needed for policy analysis,
4) difficulties in gathering data at reasonable cost
and in a reasonable length of time.
These difficulties are serious ones. Any of them can
prevent the representation of situations commonly
encountered in adult and part-time educational systems.
Furthermore, there is a fundamental incompatibility between
the planning approach implicit in the model and that of the
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Division of Continuing Education and systems like it. The
model is demand driven; it represents an idealized system
that responds directly to student' needs without regard to
cost. Such an ideal system does not» of course# have
capacity limits or minimum class size. In contrast# as was
pointed out in the last chapter# the Division of Continuing
Education responds to the needs of providers of instruction
and of the University as well as to those of the students.
The Evening College offers only those courses that someone
wishes to teach and minimizes financial risk by reducing
instructional salaries or cancelling courses if enrollments
drop below a cut-off point. Thus# neither program
enrollment nor average instructional salary is really an
independent variable.
Fortunately# solutions can be found to the capacity and
salary problems and to the difficulties in gathering and
grouping the data as well. It seems likely that the
solutions will increase the model's flexibility without
adding unduly to its complexity.
Th e Caoac i tu Problem
Capacity limits are common in p os t sec ondar y education.
They were encountered in the Evening College where the
number of business courses given# rather than demand#
determines enrollment. Because LEARN calculates course
enrollments from program enrollments and fixed ratios
and instructional enrollment# the latterbetween program
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cannot be held constant while the former varies. The model
does permit the resource requirements (for example, number
of courses and total cost) to be fixed, but this is not
equivalent to limiting capacity.
There are several possible solutions to the problem of
representing limited capacities. All involve modifying the
model.
1) It isi^possible to build a second enrollment module
in which instructional enrollments are specified directly
rather than as a function of program enrollments; student
c harac ter i s t i c s would be ignored in this module and, when it
was used, the model would not compute program budgets. The
user could choose between the two modules and could even
start with the present, program enrollment module and switch
over to the capacity module when necessary.
2) The existing enrollment and resource modules could
be modified to provide error messages when enrollments
exceeded specified amounts. The user could then try other
configurations and could switch to the capacity module if it
had been added to the model. The advantage of adding both
the erroT' messages and the capacity module is that the
combination facilitates analysis in situations where the
user does not know it advance whether demand or capacity
controls enrollment.
3) One might construct a more elaborate enrollment
module that allows users to provide instructions for
treating excess demand. The user would be required to
specify rules for adjusting the number of students, the
distribution of their loads, and their total loads.
A capacity module must be added to the model if LEARN
is to have more than the narrowest application. Providing
warnings of over-enrollments is also desirable, but is less
important than adding a capacity module because users can
detect overloads without the aid of error messages. The
last option, a program to adjust for oyer-enrollments, would
appear to complicate the model without providing any
substantial improvement. Users can probably make more
realistic adjustments to enrollments after seeing
preliminary results than they could by setting decision
rules in advance.
Interdependence Among Var iab 1 es Treated as Independent
LEARN is basically a series of linear equations that
are solved sequentially. The independent variables are
enrollment and a sequence of ratios that relate the
enrollments to resource requirements and budgets. Setting
the initial conditions for the model is straightforward.
Problems can occur, however, when alternatives are
represented because, when the value of one variable is
modified, the change may affect the values of other,
supposedly independent, variables. For example, an
enrollment change may be great enough to alter the values of
costs treated as fixed, or the rules adopted for allocating
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overhead costs in one situation may be inappropriate in
another. It may be necessary to regroup the information if,
for example, the change affects different services within a
group differently. These problems of approximation,
allocation, and aggregation are common to all models.
Although they may be minimal in a model that is well
designed for the system it represents, only the user's
understanding of both the system and the model can insure
that the model will not be misused.
As indicated earlier, no problems of range or
allocation of overhead were encountered in the limited trial
of LEARN, but one problem of interrelationship between two
input variables did occur.
As explained earlier. The Division of Continuing
Education has a salary schedule that depends on the type of
instructor and on enrollment in the course; there is a
lower rate of pay for graduate students than for others, and
salaries are fixed above a cut-off point but proportional to
student credit hours below that point. Therefore, because
enrollment changes may affect both the composition of the
teaching staff and the distribution of class sizes, average
instructional pay varies in a rather complex way with
enrollment. LEARN makes no provision for this situation.
The solution to the problem appears to be the
construction of a special module that uses enrollment data
and other information provided by the user to compute 1) the
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number of classes above the cut-off point, 2) the number and
average size of classes below that point, 3) the proportion
of graduate student instructors, and finally 4) the average
instructional salary for each instructional group. A
program to display the input and output of the module would
also be added to the model.
The relationship between enrollments and salaries
described here is peculiar to the Division of Continuing
Education; the special module is. intended to represent this
system only. The situation illustrates the dictum that,
because policies and processes differ substantially even
among systems with similar goals, models are rarely
transf erab le.
Stab i 1 i tu versus Detail
The third problem - that of describing the system in a
way that yields results that are stable over time and that
also provides the detail required for analysis - is one that
plagues most efforts to model complex systems. The ICLM's
developed for the Division of Continuing Education do
1
reflect statistically significant relationships. However,
the instructional categories are broader than one would
wish. It will be recalled that four categories were used,
one for upper division courses and three for lower division
1 See Appendix A.
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courses. The three groups of lower division courses were
liberal g.llt.s / sc i enc e< and all other
. Since the problems
encountered in the analysis of each of the four groups of
division courses were somewhat different/ the categories
will be discussed separately.
The liberal arts group includes rhetoric and all
courses in the social sciences/ humanities/ and fine arts.
In general/ the clientele served by these courses is
similar/ and capacity is not a significant limitation on
enrollments. Because of these similarities/ placing the
courses in a single group did not cause difficulties in
anal y s i s.
The second category/ which includes all courses in
mathematics and the natural sciences/ is also relatively
homogeneous. There would be some advantage to dividing the
category into two smaller groups/ one that included review
courses in mathematics and the basic courses in computer
programming and the other that included all other science
and mathematics courses. Although the two groups of courses
serve similar clienteles/ the average enrollment in the
mathematics review and computer programming courses is much
higher than that in the remaining courses. As a result/ net
costs are much lower in the first group.
More serious problems were encountered with the group
classified as "professional and other". This category is
diverse in terms of the clients served/ class sizes/ the
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capacities of the courses, and enrollment trends with time.
The only reason for grouping the courses together is that
statistically significant results were difficult to obtain
at lower levels of aggregation. Included in the category
are business courses whose enrollments are limited by
capacity, courses in agriculture and home economics that
meet distribution requirements for a bachelor's degree and
whose students are often young and seeking a college degree,
and a mixture of other courses, some of which serve special
c 1 i ent groups.
There is also considerable diversity in the clientele
and class size of upper division courses. The differences
in this group are not as great as those in the one just
discussed. In particular, enrollments are rarely limited by
I
capacity.
There are no general solutions to the problem of
aggregation. Each situation must be examined individually.
In some cases, there may be no satisfactory solution, and
the model will not prove useful. In the case of the
Division of Continuing Education, separate, more detailed
studies of some of the larger groups might prove helpful.
For example, the category of professional and other courses
could be divided into two or three subgroups. Because
enrollment in business courses is limited by capacity, it
would be necessary to use the capacity enrollment module to
analyze that part of the system. It should be noted that.
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because of the limitations of the historical data* any
detailed study would be more speculative than was the more
general one done in the pilot study.
Pr o b 1 ems i n Gather ino and Pr epar inq Data
It will be recalled that LEARN requires three kinds of
data — enrollments/ resource ratios# and per unit income and
costs. It was seen in the last chapter that gathering data
about income# cost# and the use of resources presents no
serious problems# but that one of the major factors
determining the usefulness of the model is the ability to
collect the necessary enrollment data in a reasonable length
of time and at a reasonable cost. Whether or not this can
be done depends on a number of factors.
The process of gathering and preparing enrollment data
for the pilot study of the Division of Continuing Education
was outlined in the last chapter and is discussed at greater
length in Appendix A. In brief# data were collected from a
random sample of active transcripts for Fall 1977 through
Spring 1979# from registration records for Fall 1976 through
Fall 1978# from three separate surveys# and from interviews
with the staff. With the exception of the results of one
survey# none of the information was originally available in
mac h i n e— r ea d a b 1 e form. The transcript data were coded for
computer analysis for the pilot study. The remaining data
were analyzed by hand.
Even subtracting the time required to plan the project#
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preparing data for LEARN was extremely time-consuming. It
is doubtful that any results for the model could justify
such an expenditure of effort. However/ as is pointed out
in Appendix A/ studies using LEARN may be worthwhile if the
time required to collect the data can be reduced
substantially or if the data collected prove valuable for
other purposes. The preparation of data for LEARN will now
be considered with these possibilities in mind.
Reg i strat i on Records . Estimates of enrollment by
course type and of total enrollment can be derived from
records of class size. Much of this information# which is
essential for LEARN# can be obtained only from this source.
Statistics from registration records are actually sufficient
for conducting limited studies with LEARN# such studies
cannot include the analysis of student characteristics.
Regardless of whether registration statistics are in
machine-readable form# their use for analyzing enrollments
is straightforward. Because the amount of data is small#
the task of preparing machine-readable files is not
b ur d ensome.
Transcripts . Information from transcripts is usually
necessary for the development of the induced instructional
load matrices. The information about student
characteristics and course loads obtained from the
transcripts should be useful to decision makers regardless
of whether it is used for budget analysis.
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If the transcripts are in machine-readable form, the
cost of analyzing them is very low once the necessary
statistical programs are developed. Even the initial cost
of developing the required procedures is not high if
statistical packages such as SPSS are used (Nie, et al.
1975). (Appendix A includes an outline of the basic SPSS
procedures for such analysis.
)
If transcripts are not machine-readable, but other
registration and student records are. it may be possible to
analyze some aspects of the relationship between student
characteristics and course loads at a relatively low cost.
It appears that this may be the case for many systems,
including the University of Massachusetts Division of
Continuing Education.
Questionnaires . Questionnaires can provide information
about students' goals and their use of support services that
cannot be obtained from institutional records. The pilot
test of LEARN used survey results to develop estimates of
the use of counseling services.
Had the survey results used in LEARN been unavailable,
the estimates could have been developed from information
supplied by the counselors, or been based on the number of
students or their course loads. Alternatively, counseling
could have been treated as a fixed cost. Since the cost of
the service is a small part of the total budget and the
number of counselors has been constant for some time, the
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differences between the various approaches is not likely to
be significant.
It can be concluded that although surveys may be useful
in providing data for LEARN/ they are essential only for
certain kinds of studies of students' goals.
'Pot* t
h
o Pilot S t u d
u
~ Cone lusion . In summary/
whether or not historical data can be gathered in a
reasonable length of time and at reasonable cost depends on
the record system of the institution. In a system with
mac h ine—r eadab 1 e transcripts and registration records/ the
basic enrollment and course load data can be gathered and
processed quickly and at low cost. Where transcripts are
not mac h ine-r eadab 1 e/ but other student and registration
records are/ it may be possible to develop a useful data
base for LEARN at reasonable cost. Where no student records
are mac h i ne-r eadab 1 e/ or where the researcher does not have
access to such records/ it is doubtful that the cost of
preparing instructional load matrices can be justified;
however/ in some such cases/ it may be worthwhile to use
LEARN for more limited studies that require only
registration data. In any event/ the projects are more
likely to be cost-effective if the data can also be used for
other purposes.
The development of a survey solely for a budget study
rarely/ if ever/ can be justified. However/ a survey that
meets a variety of needs for information might well be
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cost-effective.
t^ Represent Neuj Programs or Neuj 5u stems . LEARN
has been tested only for situations where historical data
are used to represent existing programs and services.
Developing data to represent new programs# new services# or
entirely new systems is a very different problem. LEARN has
not been tested for this kind of use. The issue is
discussed in Chapter V.
'I
Pr ob 1 ems and Solutions - Summar
u
The pilot test Tevealed the need for two additional
components of the model: 1) an enrollment module that could
represent fixed capacity and 2) a speciali 2 ed module for the
Evening College that would compute instructional salaries as
a function of enrollment. It seems reasonable to assume
that with these two additions# LEARN could represent the
Division as it now operates and as it might operate under
alternatives that are likely to be of interest to decision
makers.
Of the three questions raised at the beginning of the
chapter# one remains to be considered: assuming that data
can be obtained and that the model can represent accurately
the alternatives of interest to planners# will LEARN provide
information that could not be obtained more easily and less
expensively by some other means':'
The pilot test revealed no new insights about the
Division of Continuing Education. It is not possible to say
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whether it would have been helpful if decision makers within
the Division had provided questions of interest to them.
The evidence tends to point to the conclusion that, for
decision makers who find the model's approach compatible
with their own way of thinking, LEARN could be useful as a
tool for working through alternative plans, that is, it
could help the decision makers to think about the effects of
various actions under .different assumptions about the many
forces that affect students' decisions and affect the system
in other ways. To discover whether there are decision
makers who would find the model attractive and whether they
would actually find it helpful, it would be necessary to
find institutions willing to test the model.
Minor Mod if ications and Technical Improvements
During the testing of LEARN, it became apparent that
two additional statistics would be useful for comparing
alternatives. These are 1) the ratio of net income to total
income — for the direct, program, and total budgets, and
2) the cost per instructional unit (e. g. , per student credit
hour) - for the program and total budgets.
Calculations of the ratio of net income to total income
should be added to both the direct and program budget
modules. The cost per instructional unit should be provided
as an alternative to the cost per student, the statistic now
provided in the program, and total budgets; this option
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should be available only for these budgets. The unit costs
o T direct services should continue to be computed on the
basis of the units used to measure each service (e. g.,
counseling visits for counseling).
Although LEARN in its present form is easy and
inexpensive to use/ there are many possibilities for
improving its convenience to the user and for reducing
costs. These include simplifying the dialog and displays/
•“V
editing the programs for greater efficiency# improving the
file system for storing and retrieving the base data#
protecting the basic copy of LEARN# and providing additional
options for modifying the financial data. Most of these
changes uiould require substantial programming time; only
the last u/ould improve the convenience of the model to the
user significantly. The program for modifying financial
data now requires the user to reenter substantial blocks of
data in order to make minor changes in the input. The model
should provide the option of changing individual elements of
the financial arrays.
Conclusions - Directions for Further Study
It has been seen that a number of changes could be made
to LEARN that would improve its ability to analyze
enrollments and budgets of the Division of Continuing
I
I
Education. In addition to the pursuit of these
possibilities# three directions for further study merit
l_
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consideration:
1) developing one or more enrollment forecasting
modules for LEARN*
2) developing a taxonomy that describes the scope of
each service*
3) using the basic modules of LEARN as elements of
individual models for other systems.
Enr 0 1 Iment Forecasting Modules
A statistical enrollment projection module could be
used to develop estimates of enrollments and course load
distributions from transcripts and registration records.
The results would provide input for the existing programs.
A statistical package such as SPSS would no doubt be used to
perform the basic computations for an enrollment projection
module. The enrollment study described in Appendix A
represents a starting point for the development of such a
model.
Consideration might also be given to developing a
student flow module to estimate enrollments in certain
programs or instructional services from information about
the population pool. For example* one question of special
interest to the Division of Continuing Education is the flow
of students back and forth between part-time (Continuing
Education) and full-time (regular University) status.
Either a Markov or structural flow model could be used to
represent this situation.
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Enrollment projection and student flow models are
discussed at length in Chapter V.
A Tax onomu for LEARN
One possible difficulty in interpreting the output of
LEARN is that the scope of the services provided under
different alternatives may be different. In the case of the
Evening College; the unit costs of regular university
courses cannot be compared to those of Evening College
classes because the services provided by the Division are
not comparable. Such situations are common in educational
systems that serve part-time students. A formal taxonomy
might help decision makers - particularly those remote from
the immediate scene - to interpret the results of the model.
This issue was discussed in Chapters II and VII.
LEARN as a Genera 1 Model
It has been stated repeatedly that planning models must
almost always be designed specifically for the systems they
represent. Certainly; the experience with LEARN; especially
the difficulties encountered in representing capacity and in
estimating instructional salaries; tend to support this
assertion. Nonetheless; while it is true that complete
models are rarely transferable; certain modules of LEARN are
q^uite general and may well be applicable to other adult;
part-time educational systems.
First; the variable budget is a device used by many
organizations that depend on sales for income. A model that
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represents budgets as a combination of fixed and variable
costs and incomes should be widely applicable. The proposed
instructional enrollment module, which would allow the
direct specification of instructional and service use.
together with the existing financial input and direct
'Ibudget modules, represents a conventional approach to
variable budgeting. It should be possible to design a
variety of p^lanning and budgeting models starting with this
base.
Second, the induced instructional load matrix and the
related program budget module have sufficiently broad
application in part-time and adult education that they too
should be transferable. Their value is. of course, that
they add to the basic variable budget model the ability to
analyze the relationships between student characteristics
and budgets.
The potential value to other systems of the two other
basic features of LEARN is less clear. Because costs and
income can be estimated directly from the variables
associated with programs and instructional services, the
induced service load matrix and the resource ratios are not
absolutely essential to the analysis of programs and
1 The direct service module must be rewritten if the model
is to be used without the primary resource module. This is
not a major task.
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budgets.
The service load matrix is useful if the resource
requirements of at least one support service are a function
of program enrollment, LEARN ujas designed with this
possibility in mindi it was assumedi for example; that the
need for counselors might vary with the composition of the
student body. In the case of the Division of Continuing
Education; although there was a significant correlation
between student character istics and the use of some support
services; the resource requirements of the services were
relatively fixed. If this pattern is a common one; the need
for induced service load matrices may not be as great as was
believed when LEARN was designed.
The primary resource module provides for the
computation of physical; as opposed to dollar; resources.
While it is never necessary to use this intermediate step to
develop budget estimates; it seems quite likely
that decision makers would prefer a model that
provides estimates of such quantities as the number of
classes to one that provided only the estimated costs of the
servi c es.
Discussion of Results - Summary
To summarize; LEARN provides realistic analyses of
enrollments and budgets in many situations encountered in
part-time postsecondary education. The model is easy and
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inexpensive to use, but the preparation of the necessary
data may be burdensome if institutional records are not
machine-readable. Tu»o rather serious limitations of the
model, its inability to represent limits in capacity and to
compute instructional salaries as a function of enrollment,
can almost certainly be corrected without unduly
complicating the model. A variety of other, relatively
minor changes could facilitate the use of the model. In
addition, the value of the model might be enhanced if an
enrollment projection or student flow module were added or
if a taxonomy describing the scope of individual services
were developed.
Finally, although LEARN has been designed for use by a
specific educational system, its basic features could
provide the core for similar models of other systems of
adult and part-time education.
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APPENDICES
appendix a
estimating course enrollments and use of student services
1. introduction
The model, LEARN, requires estimates of students'
course loads and use of institutional services. Values of
the following variables must be specified:"'
N = total number of students enrolled during the
s erne s ter
,
F = percent of the student population represented by
each category of student,
L = total course load of typical students in each
category
FLM = percent of course load in each type of course
taken by a typical student in each group (the fractional
load matrix),
DM = for typical students in each group, the relative
use of each non ins true t i ona 1 service (the induced service
load matrix).
Appendix A describes methods of estimating values of these
variables using data from transcripts, class lists, surveys.
1 Alternatively, the program enrollments, PE, and the
induced course load matrix, ICLM, could have been estimated.
PE = N X F
ICLM = L X I X FLM, where I is the identity matrix.
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and interviews. Emphasis is on the procedures used in the
pilot study of the Evening College at the University of
Massachusetts# Amherst; alternative approaches are
considered only briefly. The appendix includes the results
of the pilot study, i.e. # the estimates of N, F, L# FLM, and
DM used in the initial runs of LEARN (Tables 30 and 33).
2. THE USE OF STUDENT TRANSCRIPTS TO DEVELOP ICLM'S
Obtaining the Samp 1
e
Like most adult education programs# the Division of
Continuing Education of the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst is small enough that the entire population of the
past few years could have been studied had the transcripts
been available in machine-readable form. Alternatively# a
random sample could have been selected by the computer.
Unfortunately# because the Continuing Education transcripts
are kept on typed cards only# these options were not
ava i lab 1 e.
The sampling procedure used in this study is described
in Table 23. The procedure was chosen in preference to
random sampling because of its lower cost in clerical time.
The chances of statistical bias appear to be slight (see
Table 23 for further discussion).
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TABLE 23. SAMPLE SELECTION
GROUP I. MATRICULATED STUDENTS (SPSS fil« MATSTU)^
Popvl^tign - a) all students uho had received bachelor's degrees
through the Division in the period from Fall 1977 through Spring 1979(about 60 students).
b) all students who had taken at least one course
through the Division in the period Fall 1977 through Spring 1979
and who had matriculated, but NOT graduated (about 30 students).
Sample - ALL students in (a) plus ang students in (b) selected
in the course of choosing Group II (see below).
Sample size - 66 students
392 semester records
68 semester records to compute ICLM's (onlg those
of students living within fifteen miles of campus
and only semesters Fall 1979 through Spring 1979.
NOTE — The file MATSTU included all the semester records of each
student selected, but of course, none of the semester records of
students who matriculated after Julg 1979. the date the sample was
selected.
GROUP II. OTHER STUDENTS (SPSS file OTHSTU)
Population - All students who had taken at least one course
though the Division in the period from Fall 1977 through Spring 1979
and had neither matriculated nor graduated (about 4000 students).
Samo 1
e
- about 1000 transcripts were chosen from the "active
student file", the file of all students who had taken at least one
course in the past four semesters, but had not graduated. The
records were selected in the following manner: a sequence of 290
consecutive alphabetized records was chosen from each of four
sections of the alphabet; the first record in each sequence was
chosen randomly with the restriction that it be at least 290 records
from the end of the section. Records of matriculated students were
removed from the file and placed in the MATSTU file.
Samp 1 e size - 973 student records
1986 semester records
698 semester records to compute the final ICLM's
(only those students living within fifteen miles
of campus and semesters Fall 1977 - Spring 1979).
note - The method of sampling may have introduced biases of two
kinds - 1) several members of single family might have been chosen
and 2) certain ethnic groups might be either over- or under-represented.
1 SPSS is a statistical programming package (Nie. et al. . 1975).
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Organ! z ino the Da ta
An induced course Load Matrix, or ICLM, shows the
average percent of course load in each type of course taken
by each kind of student. Before an ICLM can be constructed
from transcript data, the raw data must be manipulated and
aggregated. (For example, ages must be computed from birth
dates and then grouped). An important preliminary step is
the calculation of the percent of course load in each type
of course for each semester record .
Tables 24 - 26 outline the approach used to organize
the data for the study of the University of Massachusetts
Evening College.
Table 24 shows a typical transcript. Table 25 shows the
initital variables coded from the transcripts. Table 26
2gives a general SPSS program for computing percents of
course loads from the individual semester records.
1 See Tables 24 through 26.
2 Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (Nie. et al..
1975).
Table
2^.
A
Typical
Transcript
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TABLE 25. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS FOR TRANSCIPTS - VARIABLES
A. INPUT VARIABLES CODED FROM STUDENT' TRANSCRIPTS
Each r®coT*d coded for SPSS ^ represented a single semester for an
individual student; the student data listed beloui appeared in identical form in
all records of each individual.
1. STUDENT DATA - FOR ALL SEMESTERS ENROLLED
a. INFORMATION APPLICABLE JO ALL STUDENTS
STUD ID
ZIPCODE
BIRTHYR
CPA
TOTALSEM
SEMSKIP
student ID for the project (not University ID)
grade point average for entire period recorded on transcript
semseters attended in entire period recorded on transcript
number of semesters skipped betueen first and last semester
recorded on transcript
b. INFORMATION APPLICABLE TO MATRICULATED STUDENTS ONLY (i.e. , to students
who were matriculated ai anu time during the period recorded on the transcript).
MATRDATE
GRADATE
MAJOR
NONCECR
UMREG
UMSUMWTR
JUNIORCL
OTHERCOL
EXPER
EXAM
SECONDBA'
TIMEUM
semester and year matriculated
semester and year graduated
were credits earned
from sources at
right (yes or no
for each source)
total number of non-evening credits recorded on transcript
UMass^ regular session
UMass summer or winter session
a two year college
a four year college other than UMass
military of other experience
credit by exmination
did student seek a second bachelor's degree? (yes or no)
sequence of attendance as a regular and evening student
at the University (never attended regular sessioni attended
prior to evening, attended after beginning evening, or
attended before and after first evening enrollment).
1 Nie. et al. (1975).
2 University of Massachusetts
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TABLE 25 CONTINUED
AND COURSE DATA - FOR EACH SEMESTER ENROLLED
SEMNUM
NOFCREDl
N0FCRED6
LEVEL 1 -
LEVELS
TYPEl -
TYPE6
DEPTl -
DEPT6
LEVTYl -
LEVTY6
SORTl -
S0RT6
numboT of sonosbors obb#nd#d to dotoi including cumont somofttor
numbor of credits for each course
level of each course (i.e. . lOOi 200. 300. ...)
tyb* of course <i.e. . regular UMass course. Evening College
course, practicum. independent study)
department category (i.e.. school, except that Arts and
Sciences courses were initially categorized by department and
Rhetoric and Bachelor of General Studies courses were coded
separately from other special programs)
combined categories indicating level and type of course
combined categories indicating department, level, and type
B. FINAL VARIABLES USED FOR THE ICLM'S
AGECROUP
SEMNO
TOTCRED
PCCR 2
students' ages
Croups: 25 and under . 26-30 . over 30 '
number of semesters attended to date, including current semester
Groups: 1. 2. 3-4. 5 or more semesters ^
total number of credits earned by the student for the semester
percent of student's credit load in category ii eight categories
were used:
Upper Division . Lower Division (course level)
Evening . Regular . Special (course type)
Humanities - Social - Sciences - Rhetoric . Natural - Science
Mathematics. Professional and Other (department category)
1 Higher levels of aggregation were also used.
2 See Table 26.
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TABLE 26. GENERAL PROGRAM FOR DEVELOPING ICLM'S FROM STUDENTS' TRANSCRIPTS
(SPSS - Statistical Packag* for the Social Sciences)^
RUN NAME
CET FILE
COMPUTE
DO REPEAT
COMPUTE
END REPEAT
DO REPEAT
IF
PERCENT OF INDIVIDUAL CREDIT LOAD IN EACH COURSE TYPE
PANAL (aggregated data)
T0TCRED»N0FCREDl+N0NCRED2+N0FCRED3+N0FCRED5-*-N0NFCRED6
XNC“NC1 TO NC45 (or total number of categories defined)
XNC-0
XDEPT-DEPTl. DEPT2. DEPT3. DEPT4. DEPT5. DEPT6
XLEVEL»LEVEL1. LEVEL2. LEVEL3. LEVEL4. LEVELS. LEVEL6
XTYPE-TYPEl, TYPE2, TYPE3. TYPE4, TYPES. TYPE6
XLEVTY-LEVTYl. LEVTY2. LEVTY3. LEVTY4. LEVTYS. LEVTY6
XSORT-SORTl. S0RT2. S0RT3. S0RT4. SORTS. S0RT6
XNOFCRED-NOFCREDl. N0FCRED2. N0FCRED3. N0FCRED4. NOFCREDS. N0FCRED6
(XDEPT EQ 1) NCI »NC1 + XNOFCRED
(repeat to maximum number of department categories defined. 7 in this example)
IF (XLEVEL EQ 1) NC8 -NCS -t- XNOFCRED
(repeat for all levels. 2 in this example)
IF (XTYPE EQ 1) NCIO » NCIO XNOFCRED
(repeat as above)
IF (XLEVTY EQ 11) NC13 - NC13 + XNOFCRED
(repeat as above)
IF (XSORT EQ 111) NC18 - NC18 + XNOFCRED
(repeat as
END REPEAT
DO REPEAT
COMPUTE
END REPEAT
VAR LABELS
SAVE FILE
FINISH
above
)
XPCCR - PCCRl TO PCCR4S
XNC NCI TO NC4S
XPCCR = XNC/TOTCRED
(label for each PCCR)
COMPRESSED
NOTE : PCCRl - PCCR4S are the percentages of total credit load in each type of
course for each semester record . The elements of the ICLM's. i. e. . the average
percentages for each type of student, are computed using the SPSS program
BREAKDOWN.
1 Nie et al. (1975).
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Exp 1 oratoru Ana 1 u s i
s
Choosing Student and Course Charac ter i s t i c s and Level s of
Aggregation
The choice of student and course characteristics to be
studied in the model depends on the potential value of the
resulting ICLM's for decision making. Three factors must be
considered:
- the availability of adequate data#
- the existence of significant relationships for the
variables chosen, first between student and course
characteristics and second between the course
characteristics and the budget,
- the likelihood of future changes in the distribution
of either the students or their course selections.
The following variables were available from the
transcr i p t s
;
1
student var i ab 1 es : age, sex, matriculation status,
semester enrolled, grades, goal (degree and
major), ^ educational history.
c purse var iab 1 e s : department, level, relationship to core
requirements, whether Evening College or a regular
university course, titTe. (Transcripts do not indicate
whether the course was held in Amherst or elsewhere. )
1 not available for this study as confidential data were
blocked out.
2 Available for matriculated students only
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Similar data would be found on the transcripts of most
college and university extension programs. Depending on the
method of research and the charac ter istics of the
institution* any of the statistics may meet the criteria
listed above.
In the study of the evening college* the major part of
the exploratory analysis consisted of trying out possiole
ICLM's by selecting variables and testing for significance
with various levels of aggregation. Once a set of variables
and groupings is chosen* computing the elements of the ICLM
is simply a matter of averaging the data from individual
semester records. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) can give a
rough idea of the significance of the differences between
the groups selected. The SPSS program BREAKDOWN provides a
convenient means of testing a large number of possible
ICLM's in a short time.
As expected* it was found that a high level of
aggregation is required to produce results that are
statistically significant. The results of the analysis are
reported in the next section.
1 The conditions for ANOVA are violated because the sample
is not random and more importantly because percentages are
not normally distributed. However* since the levels of
significance given by the ANOVA for the final groupings are
all less than 05* it is safe to assume that these ICLM s
represent stat ist ical ly significant differences in student
behavior (Steger* 1971; Boneau, 1960; Cochran* 194/;
Glass and Stanley* 1970).
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Look inq for Trends uji th Time
Analyses of transcript data might be expected to reveal
both secular and seasonal variations in course
distributions. Because in this project* only transcripts of
students who were enrolled in 1977-78 and 1978-79 were
selected* secular trends could not be studied from the
transcript data. Seasonal differences were found. Time
trends are discussed in Section 3 of this appendix.
Selecting the Samp 1
e
for the Final Ana 1 u s i
s
Before constructing the final ICLM's it is necessary to
decide which parts of the sample best represent the
population under study. The sample described below was used
in the ICLM's for LEARN.
A. ICLM's representing all students enrolled on the Amherst
campus.
1) The OTHSTU file (see Table 23) was used. 2) students
not living within fifteen miles of Amherst were excluded,
and 3) all semesters before Fall 1977 were excluded.
B. ICLM's representing students who matriculated through
the Division and their enrollments in courses at Amherst.
1) The MATSTU file (see Table 23) was used* 2) all
students not living within fifteen miles of Amherst were
excluded, and 3) all semesters before Fall 1975 were
excluded.
The reasons for these choices are as follows:
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1. Th^ OTHSTU file: Even though this file includes no
records for students who matriculated prior to July/ 1979,
it is reasonably representative of the entire student
population. This is because the proportion of matriculated
students is very small and because students who matriculated
after July, 1979 are represented in the OTHSTU file.
(Students who matriculate typically attend several semestei's
before doing so. )
2. The MATSTU file : Although this file does not
contain the records of students who matriculated after July,
1979, it is representative of students who matriculate
through the Division.
3. Residence within fifteen miles of Amherst : Sy
eliminating records of students living outside the Amherst
area, the number of off-campus courses represented could be
expected to be reduced to an insignificant portion of the
total.
4. Recent semesters : the population sampled included
only those students who took courses during the period Fall
1977 though Spring 1979. Using records of courses from
earlier semesters could introduce biases, especially in the
analysis of the OTHSTU group; these students typically
attend only one semester. Because of the small number of
matriculated students and the stablity of their behavior,
earlier records were used in the analysis of this group.
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^ ^ ^ ^ ^ C LM s 3 n d Qt h gr Variablgs Cofnoutgd f r oni Transcripts
(See Table 27. >
The ICLh ' s ( Var iab 1 e FLM
)
Several ICLM's a/ere computed. The differences among
them lie in the student and course attributes analyzed:
Students are described in terms of aq
e
semesters
enr o lied , and in h e t h e r t h e u seek a degree through the
Division . Age and semesters enrolled are analyzed
separate 1 y
.
Courses are described in terms of 1 eve 1 (upper or lower
division)/ type (Evening College/ regular university/ or
independent-special)/ and d epar tment group
( sc i enc e-math emat i c S/ other arts and sciences/ all other)
ICLM's were developed for each individual classification.
The distribution of the total student enrollment among
combined course categories (e. g. / level and type) was also
computed. In most cases there were not enough data to
compute ICLM's for combined course classifications directly
from the transcript data.
2
Since each description of the students can be combined
with each description of the courses/ the total number of
ICLM's is large. The final choice for use in LEARN and
budget analysis depends upon the problems to be studied (see
Chapter X for the samples actually used).
' 1 It is not possible to isolate the records of students who
, will not seek a degree through the Division. It is only
' possible to develop ICLM's that compare course loads of
’ students who have matriculated with those of students who
I have not done so.
I
2 They were computed by combining the variables computed
directly.
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Other Var lab 1 es
Tujo other enrollment variables uere computed from the
ti'anscript data: F the fraction of students of each type»
L the total number of credits taken each semester by
typical students in each group. The remaining enrollment
variables* namely N* the total semester enrollment* and DM*
the induced service load matrix* were computed from other
data. These are discussed in Section 2 of this appendix.
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TABLE 27. FRACTIONAL LOAD MATRICES AND STUDENT PROFILES FROM TRANSCRIPT DATA
^
PART A. ALL STUDENTS
computed from 1977-1978 and
milas of campus); basad on
"Other". 2
1978-1979
about 700
records of students in the Amherst area (15semester records for students classed as
I. Fractional Load Matrices for Age (Jroups
a. DEPARTMENT GROUPS (RLM^)
25 and under
26-30
over 26
HUM-RHET
SOC SCI
. 53
. 35
. 47
SC I-MATH
. 19
. 23
. 13
BOS, EDUC.5
BUS, OTHER
. 28
. 42
. 40
ALL AGES
. 47
. 19
. 34
b. LOWER OR UPPER DIVISION (FLMi) c. CE, DAY, OR,LD UD CE REG
25 or under
. 74 26 42
over 25
. 60 40
. 51
. 42
ALL AGES
. 68 32
. 46
. 49
d. TOTAL CREDITS (L) e. FRACTION OF ALL STUDENTS (F)
25 and under 6. 12
. 5526-30 5. 99
. 26
over 30 5. 19
. 19
ALL AGES 5. 92 1. 00
f. LEVEL AND TYPE COMBINED - PERCENT OF TOTAL COURSE LOAD
CE UP DAY LD DAY UD SPEC
ALL STUDENTS
. 35
. 11 .32 .16
. 06
SPEC
. 04
. 07
. 05
DEPARTMENT CATEGORY AND TYPE COMBINED - PERCENT OF TOTAL COURSE LOAD
hum rhet 8,
»oc »ci *ci math
bus, educ
BGS, other
reo spec cfi_ reo spec £±. reo spec
. 20 25 .02 . 08 11 -- 18 13 . 03ALL STUDENTS
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TABLE 27 CONTINUED
PART A. ALL STUDENTS, continued
n. FLM'S AND OTHER VARIABLES FOR NUMBER OF SEMESTERS ENROLLED TO DATe'*
a. DEPARTMENT CROUPS (NO VARIATION BY SEMESTER) (FLM^)
HUM-RHET
SOC SCI
SCI-MATH OTHER
ALL STUDENTS
. 48
. 19
. 33
b. LOUER OR UPPER DIVISION c. CE. DAY. OR SPECIAL d. TOTAL e. FRACTION
(FLM
CREDITS OF ALL
STUDENTS
(FLMt) (L) (F)
SEMESTERS LD UD CE REG SPEC
1 71 . 29
. 51 . 44
. 05 5. 44
. 60
2 69 . 31
. 42
. 54
. 04 6. 51
. 213-4 60 . 40
. 25
. 64 . 11 7. 00
. 12
5 or more 47
. 53
. 49
. 44
. 07 6. 15
. 07
ALL 68 . 32
. 46
. 49 . 05 5. 91 1. 00
Se« Part A1 of this tabla for the distribution of the total student enrollment
across combined course categories.
1 Variables computed directlg from transcripts. See Table 33 for corrections for
time trends and other factors.
2 The number of students mho will eventually matriculate through the Division in
the "other" student sample is approximately the same as that expected from a
random sample of the entire population. This is because a typical student who
receives a degree through the Division attends for more that five semesters< but
does not matriculate until the final semester. The error introduced by the
approximation is very small because the total number of matriculated students is
very small.
3
K£Y Ifl ABBREVIATIONS :
LD * lower division UD upper division
CE - division of continuing education DAY • regular university day
SPECIAL “ all learning experiences other than regular courses,
the Division or directly by the departments, almost all fall
category. Included are independent study, practice teaching,
other less common kinds of learning experience.
whether given by
in the latter
other practice, and
HUM-RHET SOC SCI * humanities, rhetoric, and social sciences
SCI-MATH » natural sciences and mathematics
BUS, EDUC, BCS, OTHER « business, education, bachelor of general
other
studies and
4
Including current semester.
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TABLE 27 CONTINUED
PART B. MATRICULATED STUDENTS
Computed from records of students in the Amherst area (15 miles of campus) using
data from fall 1975 through Spring 1979i based on about 90 semester records for
students categorized as "matriculated". i. e. , those who had matriculated before
the end of the Spring 1979 semester.
I. FLM'S FOR ACE GROUPS
a. DEPARTMENT CROUPS (FLM^)
HUM-RHET
SOC SCI
SC I-MATH OTHER
30 and under
. 53
. 16
. 31
o<a (Jo . 51
. 05 . 44
ALL
. 52 . 10 . 38
b. LOWER OF UPPER DIVISION c. CE, DAY, OR d. TOTAL e. FRACTION
(FLMi) SPECIAL (FLMt
)
CREDITS OF ALL
STUDENTS
(L) (F)
LD UD CE DAY SPEC
(No
30 and under significant . 48 . 38 . 14 significant . 52
over 30 d if f erence
)
'. 76
. 13 . 11 difference) . 48
ALL .67 .33 . 63 . 25 . 12 8. 79 1. 00
f. LEVEL AND TYPE COMBINED - PERCENT OF TOTAL COURSE LOAD
CE LD CE UP DAY LD DAY UP SPEC
ALL students .49 .14 .18 .07 .12
DEPARTMENT CATEGORY AND TYPE COMBINED - PERCENT OF TOTAL COURSE LOAD
hum rhet & bus. educ
soc sc i sci math BGS. other
ce reg spec c e reg spec ce reg spec
35 . 11 . 06 . 05 . 05 . 23 . 09 . 06ALL students
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TABLE 27 CONTINUED
PART B. MATRICULATED STUDENTS, continued
II. FLM'S FOR NUMBER OF SEMESTERS ENROLLED TO DATE
a DEPARTMENT GROUPS (FLM^)
SEMESTERS HUM-RHET
SOC SCI
SC I -MATH OTHER
under 5 . 58
. 14 . 28
5 or more . 44
. 06 . 50
ALL
. 52 . 10 . 38
b . LOUIER c. CE, DAY, OR SPECIAL d . TOTAL
DIVISION (FLM t> CREDITS
(FLMj^) (L)
SEMESTERS LD UD CE DAY SPEC
1-2 .78 .22 .49 .39 . 12 8. 79
3-4 .64 .31 . 05 10. 44
5 or more .52 .48 .71 .13 . 16 7. 64
ALL .67 .33 .63 .25 . 12 a. 79
See Pert B1 for the dirtribution of the total matriculated student
across combined course categories.
e. FRACTION
OF ALL
STUDENTS
(F)
. 66
. 21
. 13
1 . 00
enrollment
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TABLE 27 CONTINUED
PART C. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MATRICULATED STUDENTS AND ALL STUDENTS
summariied from Parts A and B.
a. DEPARTMENT CROUPS (FLM^)
HUM-RHET
SOC SCI
SCI MATH OTHER
matriculated 52 10
. 38
all students
. 47 19
. 34
b. LOWER AND UPPER DIVISION c. CE,
(FLM;;^ >
^
LD UD CE
matr. stdnts \
. 60 .32 ( .63
all students
)
no difference! .46
DAY. OR SPEC d. TOTAL e. FRACTION
(FLM^.) CREDITS OF ALL
STUDENTS
(L) (F)
DAY SPEC
. 25
. 12 8. 79 appro*.
. 15
. 49
. 05 5. 91 1. 00
f. LEVEL AND TYPE (FLM^^
)
CE.UP CE UD DAY LD DAY UD SPEC
matr. students . 49 . 14
. 18 . 07 . 12
all students
. 36 . 11
. 31
. 16 . 06
9 DEPARTMENT CATEGORY AND TYPE COMBINED (FLM dt>
hum rhet & bus. educ
SOC sc
i
sci math BGS, other
c e reg spec c e reg spec ce reg spec
matr students . 35 .11 .06 . 05 . 05 — . 23 09 . 06
all students . 19 .26 .03 . 08 . 10 — . 18 13 . 03
3. USING DATA FROM OTHER SOURCES FOR ESTIMATING
COURSE ENROLLMENTS AND USE OF STUDENT SERVICES
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In addition to transcriptsi there are two important
sources of information about an i ns t i tut i ons ' s students and
1
courses;
- registration data (i. e.
#
data about courses and
c lasses ) <
- surveys and interviews of students and staff members.
2Reg i s tra t i on Data
Course registrations and information derived from these
data can be used to estimate the values of certain variables
used in budget analysis^ to help decide what variables and
aggregations to study/ and to help check results derived
from the analysis of transcripts and surveys. The following
information about enrollments can be derived from class
lists: registrations by type of course; total registrations
1 Only institutional data are considered here. For
discussions of other sources of information (e.g./ census
data); see Chapter 5.
2 Student and class files both originate with the student's
course registration# but are maintained separately in most
records systems.
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and number of students, trends uiith time, and preferences by
sex.
In this project, registration data for the period. Fall
1976 through Fall 1978 were used for four purposes: 1) to
estimate the value of N (total number of students), 2) to
help determine what variables and aggregations would be most
useful for describing courses, 3) to check the results of
the transcript analysis, and 4) to analyze changes over
time. The results of these studies are shown in the tables
and graphs that follow:
Table 28 summarizes the registration and enrollment
statistics.
Figures 1-6 represent the preliminary study of
variables and aggregations as well as the preliminary
analysis of time trends; the same set of graphs served both
purposes.
Table 29 shows comparisons of the results for the
transcript analysis and those of the registration study.
The comparisons are discussed on page 430.
Time trends will be discussed in Section 3 of this
appendix.
Survey s and Interviews
Surveys and interviews must be used to obtain
information about students' goals, their past education, and
their use of support services, such as counseling. Methods
TABLE 28. TOTAL ENROLLMENT AND COURSE ENROLLMENTS FROM REGISITRATION DATA
FALL
76
NUMBER
OF STUDENTS (N) 1275
TOTAL LOAD PER
STUDENT (L) 6.04
7. OF TOTAL LOAD ^
dag total
. 45
c» total
. 55
CE: hum-rhet. soc sci .25
sc i-(T»ath
. 09
other
. 21
X of CE LOAD
lower division .93
upper division .07
SPRING FALL SPRING fall
77 77 78 78
1 190 1350 1135 1300
5. 82 5. 96 6. 07 5, 80
. 53
. 56
. 63
. 59
. 47
. 44
. 37
. 41
. 22 . 19
. 15
. 16
. 05
. 07
. 05
. 07
. 20
. 18
. 17
. 18
91
. 76
. 76
. 75
09
. 24
.
24
. 25
1 This table and Table 27 have been adjusted for special librarg science
courses that were included in the original analgsis of registration data
(Figures l-7)i but do not appear on the transcripts.
2 See Table 27 for keg to abbreviations.
University of Massachusetts, Division of
Continuing Education - Amherst campus
I976-I978 Registration Data
SPRING ONLY
SPRING AND
FALL
1976-1978 Registration Data
^^9:®^Sr9-duate Credits per Student
Day and Evening
6
total credits/
all students
2 -
day credits/
all students
eve. credits/
all students
i > -i J—
Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall
76 77 77 78 78
0
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?i5 . 3 1975-1973 Registration Data
Undergraduate Credits by School - Day and Evening
credits
LC'.ifZR Dr/ISION UPPER DIVISION
_
social sciences
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1976-197S Registration Data
Undergraduate Credits by School
Day and Evening Classes
GROUP I
Humanities
,
Dine Arts, 3:
Rhetoric
Social and
— Behavioral
Sciences
Natural
Sciences 3i
Mathematics
GROUP II
School of
Business
Adminis.
School of
Education
All other
75 77 77 78 78
0
?iS. 5 Percent of Course Load by Departaent Types
and for Day versus Evening Classes
total
1976-1978 Hesistration Data
Percent of Course Load
Lower and Upper Division Evening Classes
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TABLE 29. TRANSCRIPT AND REGISTRATION STUDIES: COMPARISON OF RESULTS'*
PERCENT OF COURSE LOAD from from 77-78
(all studonts) transcripts ragistration
data
from 78
registration
data
DEPARTMENT CROUPS
CE: hum-rhet* soc sci
. 19
. 18
. 16
sci math
. 08
. 06
. 06
other
. 18
. 18
. 17
CONTINUING EDUCATION VERSUS REGULAR DAY CLASSES
CE TOTAL
. 45
. 42
. 39
DAY TOTAL
. 55
. 58
. 61
LOWER DIVISION VERSUS UPPER DIVISION
CE: LD
. 77
. 79
. 76
UD
. 23
. 21
. 24
TOTAL CREDITS PER STUDENT 5. 93 5. 94 5. 92
CONCLUSIONS
1. The two studies yield results that are consistent with each other. The
greatest discrepancy is in the continuing education versus regular day
percentages of course load. It appears that the bias stems from the difficulty
in determining whether certain courses listed on the transcripts are continuing
education or regular courses.^ The solution to the difficulty is to adjust the
ICLM's to fit the registration data (see Table 33).
2 . The data may need adjustment for time trends (see part 3 of this appendix).
1 See Table 27 for key to abbreviations.
2 On the transcriptsi the field for course number contains four spaces. An
asterisk in the fourth space designates continuing education sponsored courses.
However* if the course number has four symbols* there is no indication of
sponsorship. These cases were treated as missing values in the analysis of
sponsorship.
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include! 1) steff interviews and q.ues t i onnar i es»
c.
)
anonymous student surveys# and 3) student surveys where
students are identified and their responses combined with
information from their transcripts. These approaches are
compared in Table 34.
Both staff interviews and anonymous questionnaires were
used to acquire information for LEARN. Although no attempt
was made to combine transcript and survey data# the analysis
of the anonymous questionnaires suggests that this approach
would be productive and economical.
Discussions with the staff provided suggestions for
categorizing students and for developing scenarios to be
tested using LEARN. In addition# staff interviews provided
a qualitiative check on information from other sources.
Staff estimates of the impact of different groups of
students on counseling and other support services were
particularly important. No quantitative results were
obtained from this source.
Three anonymous surveys of Continuing Education
students were studied: a questionnaire distributed at
registration in 1974 (University of Massachusetts Division
of Continuing Education, 1974), 2) a telephone survey
conducted in 1977 (Davis and Ueglowski, 1977), and 3) a
comprehensive survey designed for use with LEARN and pilot
tested in October 1979 Although the two earlier surveys
were of value to this project only for background
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inf ormat i on* had either included a question about the use of
student services (eg., 5a, Table 32), it would have yielded
satisfactory estimates that might have been used in the
induced service load matrix, DM.
The survey designed for this project is shown in
Table 32. The results of the pilot test of the
questionnaire are shown in Tables 30 and 31. Part of the
induced service load matrix, DM, was constructed from these
data (see Table 30 for estimates of the use of the
counseling serivice and comments on these results).
The pilot test of the questionnaire demonstrated the
feasibility of the approach and pointed up certain
advantages and disadvantages. On the positive side, the
survey provided a straightforward method of estimating
certain values for the induced service load matix (that is,
of analyzing the use of the counseling service by various
kinds of students classified by age, semesters of study, and
goals); a less detailed survey could have achieved this
purpose, however. On the negative side, a comprehensive
survey is expensive and time consuming. Furthermore, for
constructing ICLM's, the use of transcripts alone or in
combination with a signed questionnaire is cheaper and
yields better results. In short, a comprehensive survey
should be conducted only if decision makers have a strong
interest in a wide range of results. Since this was not the
case in the Division of Continuing Education, the project
TABLE 30. USE OF COUNSELING SERVICES
A. PROBABILTY OF USE DURING SEMESTER
AGE SEMESTERS DEGREE intent”*
ENROLLED
under 29 . 17 under 25
. 17 1st semester
. 19 do not seek degree26-30
. 33 29 or more . 90 2nd or more
. 50 seek degree
. 35
over 30 1. 00 all students
. 29
B. RELATIVE USE
AGE SEMESTERS DEGREE INTENT
ENROLLED
under 25 1 under 25 1 1 do not seek degree —
26-30 2 25 or more 3 2nd or more 3 seek degree 1. 2
ov»T 30 6 all student* 1.0
COMMENTS
Although data from tha pilot tost provide only very crude estimates of
the use of counseling services by various groups of students> using these
results appears to be justified because« in all three casesi the estimates
are consistent uith the impressions of the counseling staff.
Because the survey uas conducted early in the semester> the estimates
may well be low. This is not necessarily a problem because only the relative
use of the services is important in LEARN. It seems reasonable to assume that
the relative values remain constant over the semester.
1 The classification "degree-seeking" vs. "all students" is used in LEARN
because students not seeking a degree could not be identified as a separate
group in the analysis of the transcripts.
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TABLE 31. SURVEY RESULTS
RESULTS OF
THE COURSE
TWENTY-ONE
A PILOT TEST CONDUCTED IN A MATHEMATICS 104 (REVIEW AL(JEBRA) CLASS.
IS OFFERED FOR ONE CREDIT AND IS PART OF A THREE CREDIT SEQUENCE.
STUDENTS FILLED OUT THE QUESTIONNARE SHOWN IN TABLE 32.
1. COURSE LOAD
Math 104: lOOX
Avaraga total craditt: 9
Dapartmant catagoriat: hum-rhat. toe tci^
. 23
tci math
. 60
prof, othar
. 17
Courta typa: Evaning
. 68
Day
Spacial
. 32
Courta laval: lowar divition .90
uppar divition . 10
Location: Amhartt 1. 00
2.3 DESIRED COURSES (s«« alto pago 236)
69% datirad othar courtat in Fall 1979
43% would hava takan additional craditt in Fall 1979 if thay
had baan abla to anroll in tha courtat of thair choica.
avaraoe additional load ^
ttudantt who would taka mora craditt 5 craditt
all ttudantt 2 craditt
dapartmant catagoriat of courtat datirad hum-rhat. toe tci .36
tci. math
,
. 40
prof, othar^ . 24
4. TIME AND LOCATION PREFERRED
ttrong prafaranca for day courtat 10%
a prafaranca for locationt othar than Amhartt 30%
(othar ratpontat wara tcattarad)
—
9. USE OF STUDENT SERVICES
Continuing Education Sarvicat: Any uta 30%
trantf ar mattart 15%^) Addt to mora
c ountal ing 10 I than 30%
vatarant ' affairt 5
1[
Studantt may
othar 9 _) uta mora than
ona tervxca. )
1 In addition to othar courtat in tha mathamatict reviaw
2 Saa Tabla 27 for kay to abbraviationt.
3 Attutnat an avaraga of ona cradit for ramaining
courtat
raviaw ta^uanca.
te(iuanca.
in tha nathamatict
4
Mottly butinatt courtat.
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TABLE 31 CONTINUED
SURVEY QUESTION 5, continuad
additional fees: no additional fvas paid - 487.
Idontif ication card
(19% paid this onlg) — 48
at loast on* haalth faa - 14
at laast ona othar faa — 19
Adda up to mora than
lOOXt soma studants
paid mora than ona
typa of faa.
6. (Saa paga 437.
)
7. HIGHEST DEGREE: high school 627.
two-year college 24
four-year college 14
othar —
8. NUMBER OF SEMESTERS ENROLLED THROUGH DIVISION; 1ST SEMESTER 62X
2-4 28
mora than four 10
9. NUMBER OF SEMESTERS FULL-TIME AT THE UNIVERSITY; nona 75%
1-3 25
ovar 3 —
10. REASONS FOR TAKING COURSES - items listed as vary important or important;
collage degree 72%
qualify for graduate school (have college degree) 10
advance in present occupation 33
change occupations 30
increase skills and knowledge 85
other
11. PLANS FOR A BACHELOR'S DEGREE
All degree-seeking
students students
a & b. major:
c. where:
d when:
hum. soc sci 57. T/.
science 28 37
bus> other 42 56
not seeking degree 25
through evening college 247. 31
reg. Univ. of Mass. 38 51
other 5 7
undecided 8 11
not seeking degree 25
withtin 1 year —
—
1-2 years 157. 207.
3-5 gears 48 64
over 5 or undecided 12 16
not seeking degree 25
12. AREA
Amherst
within IS miles
outside 15 miles
13. AGE 14. SEX 17. PRIMARY SOURCE
OF FUNDS
507.
25
25
under 26
26-30
over 30
607.
30
10
F
M
387.
62
self of family
other
857.
15
c
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TABLE 31 CONTINUED
SURVEY QUESTION 2. OTHER COURSES DESIRED
(and for uhich student is q,ualifiedi
lower division unless indicated otherwise)
S(; i gnc
^
an(^ Hath ema tics: 1 each — phgsicsi chemistrgi computer
science; 3 different math courses
iriys; : 3 accounting (1 upper division); 1 computers
for business; 1 business law (upper division?)
Lang uao e s : 1 each ~ Frenchi Spanish* Russian
Social Sciences : 3 economics* 1 sociologg
Two reasons were g i ven for not enrol lino :
inconvenient time (conflict with work or other courses) 15 students
dag courses overenrolled 9
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TABLE 31 CONTINUED
SURVEY QUESTION 6. "What do gou lik* mo»t about Continuing
Education? What do gou likt th# l#att?
SUnril^RY QE RESPONSES
NO RESPONSE — 3 ttudanta
LIKE BEST - 22 COMMENT BY 17 STUDENTS
Flaxibilitu and Convtnitnct
Flaxibilitg (no tpacifici) 1 commant
Ability to go part-titna — 5
Opan admisaion* 4
Evaning hours convaniant 5
Location convaniant fo job — 1
Atmqmhfr* and Qmiitu ai. instruction
Paopla halp^ul and intarastad 1
Ralaxad atmosphara in class 1
Small siza of avanign classas — 1
Halpful instructors
Quality of Instruction 2
LIKE LEAST - 16 COMMENTS BY 11 STUDENTS
Schtdul ino Problems. Lac k a£ Available Classes
DAY COURSES; Difficulty of getting into classas 3 comments
EVENING COURSES; limited choice 3
course conflicts 2
inconvanianca. prefer weakly
meetings 1
Other Difficulties Inconveniences
Expanse 1
Inconvenient Bookstore Hours 1
Location of registration 1
Inconvanianca of getting identification card 1
Qualitu Service. Attitudes
Courses not designed for needs of part-time students — 1
Teachers consider evening students as second class 1
Not enough explanation of services available to part-
time students 1
QUESTIONS 13 AND 16 WERE NOT TABULATED) THE RESULTS WERE SCATTERED.
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TABLE 32. PILOT SURVEY: QUESTIONNAIRE
- 1 -
Divisio:; OF coii?ir;ji;;G £di;ca:ic!: - c.^it
1C2 j liasbrouclt Laboratory
'.'nivarsitv of Massacr.uaetts
Atir.arst, ^;aasachJ8etts 01003
STL•D^T SURVEY
The Olviaion of Continuinj; Education Is conducting this survey to help us
.-ain a better u.nderatandini; of our students' needs.
The survey is STRICTLY OONFIDDITIAL. You are not asked to siren your name.
Results will be circulated only in the form of overall impersonal statistics.
Please return the questionnaire to your instructor when you have completed it.
Thank you very much for your help.
Charles £. Heller, Director, Credit Prorrans
PART I. COU.RSE REGISTRATIONS AND PREFSRETiCES; STUDSHT SERVICES
1. Please list all courses in which you are now enrolled through the Division of Continuing
Education. Check the apnropriate boxes to indicate the type and location of your courses.
2. Please describe any courses that you PARTICULARLY WISHED TO TAKE THIS FALL but in which you
are NOT enrolled. Include courses desired, whether or not they are currently offered.
Chock appropriate boxes to indicate why you are not enrolled.
Indicate course number and type only if applicable.
I had hoped to take THIS FALL
but have NOT ENROLLED in the
following:
DEPARTMENT & COURSE NUMBER
OR COURSE DESCRIPTION /
COURSE TYPE
if applicable
REASON NOT ENROLLED
A /
v.?
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TABLE 32 CONTINUED
»ouj.d you '.ave tauter, a ’reater course loal
cr.is seciester if all the courses ••ou «is'.ec
io ta.<e cad been available to you?
/es, I would 'nave taken uo to credits
in ?all ?n.
no. I would not '•ave increased mv course load
W'.'HT TIKES AND LOCATIONS ARE CONVOUENT for
you for colIe5e level courses?
Tor Onestion 4, please circle numbers usinj;
tne following code:
"
= very desirable = undesirable
2 = desirable 5 = unacceptable
3 = acceptable
" icr. :'oos did vou cav tnis Fall?
FEE PAID THROUGH
CONTEIUEG EDUCATION FALL d'U
fine arts
nealth services
health insurance
.general recreation
picture ID
student activities
6
. v/hat do you like
Education? rf'nat
best about Cor.tinuir.r
do vou like the least?
I
I
‘na. LOCATIONS
n 2 J 4 5 Amherst
1 ? 3 4 5 (list other cities
^ 2 T
where you would
' ' like courses )
12545
12345 own nome (TV etc.)
' 2 ^ 4 = at work (TV, etc.)
ub. TIKES
'Use spaces below 1
to suggest
specific times)
..•EEKDAYS BEFORE 2 PH
12345 Mon-rri AM
12345 Mon-Fri 12-2PK
WEEKDAYS - LATE AFTERNOONS
AND EVENINGS
'2345 Hon-Thurs 2-4FM
12345 Hon-Thurs even.
12345 Friday 2-4 PM
SAr.’.RDAYS
12347 Saturday AM
1 2 5 u 5 Sat 12-4 PM
SPECIAL CONCENTRATED COURSES*
12345 Special courses
• longer hours and fewer meeti.ngs; ONE example
might be 4 Saturdays from 9AM to 5PM for 3 credits
PART II. EDUCATIONAL nISTO.RY AND FLANS
/fnat IS the highest degree or diploma
you nave received?
hi.gh school or equivalent
associate degree (or two years college)
uacnelor's degree
master's degree
other
:
i. History of Enrollment at UKass/Amnerst
through the DIVISION Or CONTIiiUEG EDUCATION
-. STUDHiT SERVICES (for .Question 5. check all
appropriate boxes)
'.^hich of the following CONTINUING EDUCATION
services nave vou used this year?
(Use Spring Tq column only if you were a
Continuing Education student last Spring)
SERVICE
Fall 79
to date
Spring 79
financial aid
transfer matters
arrange degree urogram
other course matters
ceireer counseling
other:
I
I
tiever a Continuing Education student before
rail 71; I am skipping to question 9.
3a • Number of
Education
Semesters as a Cont
Student, INCLUDING
inuinpj
FALL 79
2 3 4 5 6
-
8 0 or more
Ob. Semester first enrolled in credit courses
throumn the Division of Continuing Education
FALL, 11 O.R SPRING, 1”
Sc. Total credits earned prior to Fall 7°
as a Continui.nr Education student:
credits earned through Continuing Education
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TABLE 32 CONTINUED
2. ir.roll-encs a- j’rass/Aarierst
OTHi?. ?.-A’s Cor.tinuin- Education
•’a.
None (Contir.uin.T Education only)
underrraduate
,
full-time
Craduate student (regular or special)
9b-d . PaiOR SEKSST£:?S
No prior semesters outside Continuing
Education; I am skipping to Question 10.
'ih. Total NUMBER of semesters enrolled
prior to Fall 79
_semesters undergraduate (full time)
_semesters grad student ( regular or special)
9c. Host recent semester prior to rail 79
Fall, 10 OR Spring, 19
9d. Any degrees from '.'Kass/Amherst?
derree year school or department
10. Please indicate the importance to you of each
reason for taking college level courses.
For Question 10, circle the appropriate
numbers using the following code:
1 = very important ^ = of minor importance
2 = important 5 = not a factor
3 = a factor
123^5 Yoo are seeking a college degree.
1 2 3 “I 3 (ou wish to qualify for admission to
a graduate school.
123^5 You are seeking advancement in your
present occupation.
1 2 3 ** 5 You are seeking to change occupations.
123 ^' You are seeking to increase your
skills and knowledge.
1 2 5 ether:
11
. PLANS TO EARI'; A BACI-ELOR'S DEGREE
I I
Not seeking a bac-elor's degree J
undecided \J-!est. 12
11a.
11'f.
11c.
WHAT degree do you expect to earn?
.3A s3A 3GS other:
_.:ndecidei
VAJOR, if decided:
WHERE do you expect to earn your degree?
^
If through CE, have vou
_UMass/Amherst through / been formally accepted
Continuing Education V as a degree candidate?
'es no
lid.
_UKa8s/Amherst as a regular full-time student.
_other college or university.
jjndecided.
Wh'Di do you expect to earn your decree?
_within 1 year 1-2 years 3-5 years
_over 3 years don't know
PART III. PERSONAL DATA
12. LOCAL RESIDHJCE:
city or town zip
13 . YEAR OF aiRTIi:
14. SEX: F H
15 . ANNUAL nJCOKE of self and soouse to
nearest i5,000: S
16
.
OCCUPATIONS
( check all ap-
propriate boxes)
full
time
10-35
hrs/
week
under
10 hrs
a wk
seek-
ing
work
student
homemaker
clerical
general labor
skilled labor
education
professional
managerial
other:
17 . SOURCES OF FUNDS FOR FALL 79
CONTINUING EDUCATION FEES
(check all appropriate boxes)
over
1/2
1/4 -1
1/2
under
1/2
personal earnings ( self+spouse
)
your family
contribution from employer
veterans' benefits
personal bank loan
Social Security
financial aid arranged
through Continuing Education
otner:
Portion of Fee
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was discontinued at the conclusion of the pilot test.
Surveys in which the students' identities are known
appear to be the best tools for developing comprehensive
de.scr ip t ions of an institution's clientele. Because the
survey information can be combined with transcript data/ the
questionnaires can be relatively short. A limited survey of
this nature for the Division of Continuing Education would
seek the following information:
- name/ permission to use transcripts
~ history as a full-time student at the university^
- use of student services ( 5a
>
- educational level (7)
- goals (10)
- plans to obtain a bachelor's degree (11).
1 the numbers in parentheses refer to questions on the
comprehensive survey shown on Table 32.
2 The following can be substituted for question 9:
Have your ever been enrolled at UMass# Amherst as a:
a) regular full-time undergraduate?
y e s ; dates
no
b) regular or special grad student?
y e 5 / dates
no
.
Data from the students' regular University of Massachusetts
transcripts can then be incorporated into the study.
Alternatively/ Question 9 can be asked.
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CHANGES IN ENROLLMENT WITH TIME
In the study of changes in Evening College enrollment
with time, transcript and registration data were examined
for evidence of seasonal variations, secular trends, and
sudden shifts. There were indications that all three kinds
of change have occured.
There appeared to be seasonal variations in three
variables; the total number of students enrolled, the
proportion of science registrations, and the proportion of
evening class registrations. All are higher in the Fall
than in the Spring.
Registration statistics show that the total number of
students enrolled varies markedly between Fall and Spring
semesters (see Table 28 and Figure 1). The transcripts
provide no information about total enrollment. Separate
runs of LEARN for Fall and Spring semesters can be used to
take the seasonal variations into account.
The registration statistics indicate that there may be
small seasonal variations in the relative enrollment in day
and evening classes and in those in science and non-science
classes (see Figure 5). The transcript data show the same
fluctuations. No adjustments were made for the variations.
Adjustments to the ICLM's would be advisable if the
differences were larger and if the variation for individual
categories of students were statistically significant.
;i
i
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Secular trends and sudden shifts were also evident in
the graphs of the registration data. For example* Figures
1~2 indicate a slow growth in registrations for day classes
an.d a decline in lower division evening registrations in the
humanities and social sciences* while Figure 6 shows a
rather sudden change between the 1976-77 and 1977-78
academic years in the relative number of day and evening
registrations. Discussions with the Continuing Education
staff led to the conclusion that these trends and shifts are
the result of past changes in policies and students"
preferences. As a result* it was decided to weight the
recent data more heavily* but not to project the trends
forward
.
The variations representing total enrollment and all
those that include relative enrollment in evening and day
classes were adjusted for differences between the 1977—79
average and the 1978-79 academic year.
Table 33 summarizes the the basic corrections for
changes with time.
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TABLE 33. FINAL ESTIMATES
corrtct.d for svasonal variablts. shifts over time, and thein th# ^TAnscTip^s d^y coursvs.
Part A. Basic Corrections
Total student
enrollment: N Fall estimate; IISO Spring estimates:
Total credits for
each type of student:
L(age)i L(semno)< L(mat) (no corrections)
1300
Fraction of students
of each type;
F(age)> F(semno)< F(mat) (no corrections)
Induced course load
vectors for all
students'^
cv( level
)
cv( dep tgroup
)
cv( type
)
cv( level-type ) ££
. 30
(no corrections)
(no corrections)
evening regular day
.40 .54
QE UD R£G LD REO UD
.10 .36 .18
spec ial
.06
SEie.
. 06
cv( department-type
)
hum. rhet
»oc »ci
CE DAY SPEC
.17 .27 .03
sc i . math other
CE DAY SPEC CE DAY SPEC
06 . 13 .17 .14 .03
1 The corrected FLM's are computed from the corrected vectors and the initial
FLM's that had been computed directly from the transcript data (see Table 27);
it is assumed for the purpose of constructing the corrected FLM's that the
difference in each element of the FLM is proportional to the difference in the
corresponding element in the appropriate course vector.
FLMij^new “ * ij' *ij ~ ^*-*^ij,old ^ ^ i,new old ^
The same procedure is used to compute the combined FLM's from separate FLfl's for
individual course characteristics. In this case, a tentative combined matrix is
first computed from the separate FLM's. In the case of level and type, for
examp 1 e
:
kj ^ * i j * ^^^^^ij,teiit ^ i,tent^
•
See Part B of this Table for the corrected ICLM's.
2 See Table 27 for abbreviations.
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TABLE 33 CONTINUED
Part B. Final Estimates for All Enrollment Variables
Th» tnrollmant analysit ijitldad savvral tati of input variabl*« for LEARN,
sot roprosonts a diffaront dascription of Evaning Collage for tha 1978-79
acadamic gaari aach raprasants a possibla basa casa for LEARN.
OROOP I. ALL STUDENTS CLASSIFIED BY AOE
nunibar of studants< N
N(fall> - 1150
fraction of studants
aga undar 25
F(aga ) .55
total cradit load< L
L(aga) 6. 12
N( spring
)
in aach aga group<
25-30 ovar 30
.26 .19
5. 99 5. 19
F
1300
avaraga load 5. 92 credits
CASE 1: department groups PLM
HUM-RHET SC I -MATH BOS, EDUC
5QC SCI BUS, OTHER
undar 25 53 . 19 . 28
26-30 35 . 23 . 42
ovar 30 47 . 13 . 40
all ages 47 . 19 . 34
CASE 2: 1 ava 1 FLM 1 CASE 3: tgpa
FLM^
LD UD EVENING DAY SPECIAL
25 or las s . 74 . 26 . 36 . 59 . 05
ovar 25 . 60 . 40 . 45 . 47 . 08
all ages . 68 . 32 . 40 . 54 . 06
Each
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TABLE 33. PART B CONTINUED
CASE 4: Isvcl and type combined FLM^^
E.V.SN IN9 REGULAR SPECIAL
CE UD LD UD
25 or under . 29 . 07 . 43
over 25 . 31 . 14 . 27
all ages . 30 . 10 . 36
CASE 5; department and type
HUM . RHET
SQC SCI
CE DAY SPEC
25 or less . 17 33 . 03
26-30
. 14 18 . 03
over 30 . 19 . 24 . 04
all ages . 17 . 27 . 04
16 . 05
20 . 08
18 . 06
combined FLM
SCI. MATH ALL OTHER
CE DAY SPEC CE DAY SPEC
. 05 . 14 . 13 . 13 . 02
. 08 . 15 . 23 . 14 . 05
. 05 . 08 . 22 . 14 . 04
4
. 05 . 08 . 17 . 14 . 03
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TABLE 33. PART B CONTINUED
CROUP II. ALL STUDENTS CLASSIFIED BY NUMBER OF SEMESTERS ATTENDING
number of students. N
N(fall)Bll50 N(spring) 1300
fraction of students in each group. F
semester groups
(including current semester) 1 2 3-4 S or more
F(semno)
. 60 . 21 . 12 07
total credit 1 oad . L
L(semno) « 5. 44 6. 51 7. 00 5. 92
CASE 6: department groups FLM^
HUM-RHET
SOC SCI
SCI. MATH OTHER
all . 47 19 . 34 (no variation uith
number of semesters)
CASE 7: level FLM CASE 8. type FLM
^
LD UD EVENING DAY SPECIAL
1 semester . 71 . 29 . 45 . 49 . 06
2 . 69 . 31 . 36 . 60 . 04
3 or more . 55 . 45 . 29 . 63 . 08
all . 68 . 32 . 40 . 54 . 06
CASE 9: level and type comb ined FLM It
CE DAY SPECIAL
LD UD LD UD
1 semester . 35 . 10 . 34 15 . 06
2 . 27 09 . 41 19 . 04
3 or more . 19 10 . 33 . 30 . 08
all students . 30 10 . 36 18 . 06
CASE 10: department and type comb ined FLM dt
HUM. RHET
sac SC I SCI , MATH OTHER
CE DAY SPEC CE DAY SPEC CE DAY SPEC
1 semester . 19 . 25 . 03 . 07 . 12 . 19 . 12 . 03
2 . 15 . 30 . 02 . 05 . 14 . 16 . 16 .
02
3 or more . 12 . 31 . 04 . 04 . 15 . 13 . 17 .
04
all students . 17 . 27 . 03 . 06 . 13 . 17 . 14 .
03
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TABLE 33, PART B CONTINUED
CROUP III. ALL STUDENTS CLASSIFIED BY MATRICULATION
number of studcnts< N
N(fall) » 1150 NIspring) 1300
fraction of students in each group< F
students who eventually all students
matriculate
F(mat) .15 1.0
total credit load L
L(mat) - a. 79 5.92
CASE 11: department groups PLM
HUM, RHET SCI. MATH OTHER
SOC SCI
matr i culate . 52 10 36
all . 47 19 34
CASE 12: level FLMj^ CASE 13: type
LD UD CE DAY SPECIAL
matr iiculate . 66 32 . 57 . 29 . 14
all ( no d i iFf erer)ce
)
. 40 . 54 . 06
CASE 14: level and type comb in ed FLM It
CE DAY SPECIAL
LD UD LD UD
matr:iculate 43 . 14 . 19 10 . 14
all 30 . 10 . 36 . 18 . 06
CASE 15: department and type
HUM, RHET
SOC SCI
CE DAY SPEC
matriculate . 28 . 16 . 08
all . 17 . 27 . 03
combined FLM
SCI. MATH OTHER
CE DAY SPEC CE DAY SPEC
. 05 . 05 . 24 . 08 . 06
. 06 . 13 . 17 . 14 . 03
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4. ENROLLMENT ANALYSIS USING INSTITUTIONAL DATA:
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Three sources of information about students have been
considered; these are transcripts, registration records,
<and surveys. It has been seen that, for any particular
enrollment study, the value of each source depends upon the
i n s t i t u t i on s ' s record system and the resources available for
the analysis.
In general, transcripts, surveys, or a combination of
the two can be used to analyze the characteristics and
behavior of an institution's clientele, to develop the
induced course load and service load matrices, and to
determine, with the exception of total enrollment and total
registrations, the values of all other enrollment variables
required for budget studies. Registration statistics
provide estimates of total enrollment and registrations. In
addition, all three sources provide information that can be
used indirectly in budget studies. Registration statistics
are especially useful for this purpose.
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A
Transcr i p ts
Transcript studias* ujhsn ussd alonei provide statistics
about the relationship between demand for courses and
students' ages* majors, abilities, and periods of
enrollment. Studies combining transcript and survey data
provide additional statistics about students' goals,
educational history, and use of services. (The choice among
types of survey is discussed below.
)
Transcripts may or may not be machine-readable.
Institutions with machine-readable transcripts can analyze
students' course selections quickly and cheaply. The use of
transcripts that are not machine-readable, however, is
usually limited by the cost of coding the data. In this
case useful results can be obtained at moderate cost by
combining the appropriate transcript data with the results
of a survey of a small sample of students who are
identified.
1 Many adult education programs award no degrees or
certificates and keep no transcripts. In studying such
programs, registration forms can be substituted for
transcripts. However, registration forms have the double
disadvantage that they exist only in written form and
provide no historical information. A signed questionnaire
or a few extra questions on the registration form itself
could help overcome these disadvantages.
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Registration Statistics
Although in general# registration studies cannot be
used to construct ICLM's# they are invaluable for the study
of enrollments. Information about course and class
registrations is available in many forms. Class rosters#
lists of enrollments by course and class# reports of
enrollments by type of course# and reports of total
enrollments and registrations are assembled by educational
institutions# and any of them can prove useful for budget
studies. The possibilities can be grouped into three levels
of aggregation: general reports of enrollment and
registrations# lists of individual course enrollments# and
class lists.
1 Class lists can be used to construct ICLM's based
on
or surname.
sex
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Bgports of. Enrol Iments and Reg i strat i ons
Although general statistics of the sort compiled for
annual reports cannot be used directly to construct ICLM's,
they are an inexpensive and easy—to—use source of
information about total enrollmenti enrollment in major
programs# and changes over time. General statistics may be
used in LEARN: 1) directly for specifying total enrollment*
and 2) indirectly to to determine levels of aggregation for
course descriptions# to compute adjustments for time trends,
and to check results of transcript and survey analyses.
Enrol Iments bu Courses and Classes
Statistics about courses serve the same purposes as
general reports# but have the advantage that the data may be
grouped to suit the specific needs of the particular study.
The disadvantage# of course# is that the additional analysis
is time-consuming. Coding the lists of courses for the
computer and using the appropriate statistical packages for
analysis can save time and increase flexibility in using the
information. Registration statistics were used extensively
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in the pilot study of LEARN< the data were never coded for
computer analysisi however.
Class Lists
All of the more general registration statistics can, of
course, be derived from class rosters. The lists may prove
useful for budget analysis if the statistics for the budget
study and those for general reporting can be prepared
simultaneously. Otherwise, the additional information
obtained may not be worth the work required to code and
manipulate these data.
Surveu s
Surveys are valuable tools for enrollment analysis.
Reports of past surveys provide background information and
may provide data for analyzing time trends and the use of
certain services. Anonymous surveys developed specifically
for the purpose can be used to develop all the necessary
data for a budget planning model. The cost of such studies
is often prohibitive, however. Finally, surveys where the
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TABLE 34. SOURCES OF INFORMATION ABOUT STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS AND BEHAVIOR
C
-a lA
lA o 4* lA •*» E
4* 4» U
a
IQ
m
a
3 a.
••4
3 O 3
01 1. INFORMATION AVAILABLE FROM THIS SOURCE
u O lA lA
u E 3. 9 U 9 . >
« 9 91 9t (A Of lA
c IQ C > > c > ••• 01
tn o (- (- IQ U Ol IQ 4*
u IQ c a a fi. a » •P c4« U 'O IQ lA lA 4* (A U lA
X X X X G agt
A 0 X X X 0
X X X X G zip code, local residence
X X X X X G course enrollments, current year
X X X G course enrollments, prior years
3 X X X G educational history
• B X X 0 educational goals
X X X G vocational, avocational goals
X X G grade average
2. VARIABLES AVAILABLE FROM THIS SOURCE
a. FLM. F. L using:
X E X X age
A D E X X sex
X E X X enrollment history
X E X matriculation status
B E X educational goals
E X X other goals
b. DM using:
X X X G age. sex. enrollment history, and noneducational goals
X X G matriculation status and educational goals
C X c X G c. N =» total number of students
C X c H d. Time Trends
3. ADVANTAGES OF USING THIS SOURCE
c c X louf cost* louf tifne demand
C X X I I X available regardless of "need-to-know"
c X X X accurate
X X X published or oral reports may be o^ general value
A only of records are machine readable or researcher has "need to know'
3 limited information (e. g.. only for some students)
C only if records are machine readable
D directly from class lists only
E available, but significant results difficult to obtain
G Qualitative information only
H qualitative information only, valuable for future direction
I only if student signs agreement on survey form
1 Students' identities knouin.
2 Students' identities known. This option is evaluated
only for
situations where transcripts are not available.
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respondants ' identities are knouin and the data are combined
ujith information from the students^ transcripts have proved
economical and valuable for a wide range of institutional
studies (McIntosh# 1971).
Table 34 provides a summary of sources of information
for enrollment studies.
APPENDIX B
LEARN DOCUMENTATION AND LISTINGS OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS
1. DOCUMENTATION FOR LEARN
PROGRAM
LEARNHOW
DEMONSTRATION
LEARNVARS
LEARNFNS
DESCINP
FINP
ENRINP
OUPUT
DISP
SERV
TOSTOREDATA
overview
instructions for demonstration run
var iab les
programs - summary
- descriptive input
- financial input
~ enrollment and ratio input
- calculations
“ display routines
- service and label programs
- instructions for storing
base data
PAGE
457
460
461
565
467
469
470
472
473
575
476
No t
e
: All programs are written in the APL programming
language for the CYBER system at the University of
Massachusetts! Amherst.
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*** LEARN L'QCyMENTATION ERQGRAM LgARNHOW unt
L-IFELONG E-t<UCATION FOR A-HULTS R-ESOURCES AND N-EEDS
A VARIABLE BUDGET MODEL FOR EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
THAT SERVE PART-TIME ADULT STUDENTS
»
SEE PROGRAM, ElEMOWSTRAT I ON
,
FOR A DEMONSTRATION RUN*
features
LEARN IS A MODULAR PROGRAM THAT PROVIDES FOR THE
ANALYSIS OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ENROLLMENTS,
RESOURCES, AND BUDGETS*
INPUT INCLUDES
J
13 ENROLLMENTS BY TYPE OF STUDENT (CLASSIFIED BY
PEF::S0NAL CHARACTERISTICS OR BY PROGRAM OF STUDY)*
NOTE THAT IF NO ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS OF STUDENT
CHARACTERISTICS IS DESIRED, STUDENTS MAY BE GROUPED
INTO A SINGLE CATEGORY*
23 RATES OF USE OF A) INSTRUCTIONAL AND B) SUPPORT
SERVICES BY EACH GROUP OF STUDENTS (THE ICLM AND DM)*
NOTE THAT THERE IS A FUNDAMENTAL DIFFERENCE IN
THE STRUCTURES OF THESE TWO MATRICES* THE ICLM
IS BASED ON A SINGLE MEASURE OF USE (E*G*, THE
CREDIT HOUR), WHILE THE DM MAY USE A
DIFFERENT MEASURE FOR EACH TYPE OF SERVICE (E*G*,
NUMBER OF STUDENTS FOR COUNSELING AND NUMBER OF
CREDIT-HOURS FOR REGISTRATION)*
33 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE USE OF EACH SERVICE AND
RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS (E*G*, E<ETWEEN CREDIT HOURS TAKEN
AND CREDIT HOURS TAUGHT)*
43 FEES SCHEDULES, PRICES AND OTHER RATES OF INCOME
AND EXPENDITURE*
OUTPUT INCLUDES*
13 ENHfcOLLMENTS — VARIAE«LES COMPUTED DIRECTLY FROM THE
ENROLLMENT DATA*
23 RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS (E*G*, NUMBER OF COURSES TAUGHT,
NUME<ER OF COUNSELORS)*
33 THE DIRECT BUDGET, INCLUDING INCOME, COSTS, NET INCOME,
AND UNIT COSTS FOR MAJOR BUDGET CATEGORIES*
43 THE PROGRAM BUDGET, INCLUDING INCOME, COSTS, NET
INCOME, AND UNIT COSTS FOR EACH PROGRAM OR STUDENT GROUP*
gPIIONS
BECAUSE LEARN IS A MODULAR PROGRAM, IT IS F-OSSlE'LEu TO
STUDY PARTICULAR RELATIONSHIPS WITHOUT UNDERTAKING A FULL
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BUDGET STUDY, THE MODEL CAN BE USED TO STUDY THE
RELATIOHSHIF OF
A3 PROGRAM ENROLLMENTS TO THE USE OF INSTRUCTIONAL
AND OTHER SERVICES,
B3 THE USE OF SERVICES TO RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS,
C3 ENROLLMENTS AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS TO THE DIRECT
BUDGET
,
D3 ALL OF THE ABOVE TO THE PROGRAM BUDGET,
WARNING* IN GENEP:AL, IT IS UNNECESSARY TO ENTER DATA
THAT ARE NOT NEEDED IN A PARTICULAR STUDY (E,G,,
FINANCIAL DATA FOR A STUDY OF ENROLLMENTS), HOWEVEF;
,
ANY
REQUEST FOR AN ANALYSIS OR DISPLAY, THAT USES DATA THAT
HAVE NOT BEEN ENTERED WILL CAUSE A 'FATAL ERROR', PRO-
CESSING WILL CEASE AND THE USER WILL RECEIVE A MESSAGE
THAT MAY SUGGEST A PROGRAMMING ERROR, THE USER SHOULD
IMMEDIATELY TYPE A RIGHT ARROW (
-» ) (TO AVOID FILLING THE
WORKSPACE WITH INFORMATION FROM INCOMPLETE RUNS), AND
THEN BEGIN A NEW RUN, TAKING CARE TO AVOID REQUESTING IN-
APPROPRIATE CALCULATIONS OR DISPLAYS,
TO INITIATE A RUN, THE USER TYPES 'LEARN Q'
PROGRAM HAS NEVER BEEN RUN BEFORE AND LEARN 1, OTHERWISE,
A USER WHO IS UNFAMILIAR WITH THE PROGRAMS MAY WISH
TO UNDERTAKE A TRIAL, 'NULL' RUN,
FOR A NULL RUN*
TYPE 'LEARN Q' 'LEARN 1' AS APPROPRIATE,
INDICATE A DESIRE TO ENTER NEW DATA, BUT
ANSWER QUERIES ABOUT THE PAPIICULAR INPUT, CALCULATION,
OR DISPLAY ROUTINES DESIRED WITH Q'S OR THE CODE
SPECIFIED FOR REQUESTING FURTHER INFORMATION,
iyiiBiyy £'£!I6 -• PROGRAM LEARNVARS AND OTHERS
LISTED BELOW FOR INFORMATION,
MQSIEIiyy £'616
LEARN PROVIDES FOR THE MODIFICATION OF ALL INPUT, INCLUD-
ING NAMES, THE DIMENSIONS OF VECTORS AND MATRICES,
(I,E,,THE NUME«ERS OF PROGRAMS, COST CATEGORIES, ETC,), AND
THE RATE FORMULAS AS WELL AS THE E<ASIC ENROLLMEN7,
COST, AND INCOME DATA, THIS FEATURE PERMITS THE USER
TO TEST ALTERNATIVE SCENARIOS AND PLANS AND IS ALSO
USEFUL FOR CORP:ECTING ERRORS, SEE THE PROGRAMS LISTED
BELOW FOP: MOP:E DETAILEE' I NFOP'.MAT I ON ,
P'EQUESTING BISPLAYS — SEE FP;OGP:AMS LISTEE' BELOW,
note"that"is usually desirable to request displays
OF INPUT DATA PRIOR TO REQUESTING CALCULATIONS,
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riEMONSTRATlOW - INSTRUCTIONS FOR A DEMONSTRATION RUN
LEARNVARS - DESCRIPTION OF INPUT AND OUTPUT VARIABLES
LEARNFNS - LIST OP" PROGRAMS WITH REFERENCES TO
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
DESCINP - NAME AND LABEL PROGRAMS
ENRINP - ENROLLMENT INPUT PROGRAMS
FINP - INCOME AND COST INPUT
OUPUT - CALCULATION AND DISPLAY ROUTINES
DISP - DISPLAY ROUTINES
SERV - SERVICE ROUTINES
TOSTOREDATA - INSTRUCTIONS FOR STORING AND
P’-ETRIEVING BASE DATA FOR THE MODEL
TO RUN THE LEARN PR0GF::AMS TYPE ) CLEAR, THEN
TYPE )LOAD ^98^000 LRNPROG* PROGRAMS WILL BE READY TO GO
»
***************
460
AAA !=ii0E;t! SOCumehtation frogram L'Emohstratioh aaa
FOR A DEMONSTRATION OF LEARN WITH DATA STORED IN THIS
WORKSPACE, TYPE THE FOLLOWING COMMANDS*
13 ) CLEAR
23 )copY A9gM000 lrnprog
33 )COPY ^98^000 LRNDOC *GRPENRV » GRPVNAV ,GRPFRV
4: P:<-1
53 ENCALC (NORMALLY ENCALC IS RUN AS A SUBROUTINE OF
LEARN
)
YOU ARE NOW READY TO RUN LEARN WITH THE DEMONSTRATION DATA
»
13 TYPE LEARN Q*
23 RESPOND TO EACH QUERY AS FOLLOWS*
Q-ID 3 ('T’O RUN THE PROGRAMS),
0-211 1 COMPUTE BASES FOR INCREMENT FORMULAS),
0-3D 1 (TO REQUEST DISPLAYS),
0-4D 11111 (TO REQUEST ALL DISPLAYS),
ALL OTHER QUERIES 3 1 (FOR GREATEST POSSIBLE DETAIL)
»
33 TYPE CV TO SEE VALUE OF THAT VARIABLE*
AFTER SEEING THE DATA AND RESULTS, YOU MAY EXPERIMENT WITH
MODEL BY RUNNING LEARN (TYPE LEARN 1) AND MODIFYING
THE DATA OR CHANGING THE DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM, THEN
REQUESTING CALCULATIONS AND DISPLAYS,
r-4
M
^
in
>0
rs
CD
O'
461
*** LEARN E!9£y!!j§y TAT I ON LEARNVAR5 AAA
INPUT AND OUTPUT VARIABLES FOR BUDGET MODEL LEARN
I^Eyi 05 L:iS
NAMES (FOR PROGRAMS TIL IN AND TICH)
(NOTE* LISTS ARE MAIFICES OF 1-0 NAMES?
ALL NAMES HAVE 9 OR FEWER CHARACTERS),
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
CV A VECTOR GIVING THE LENGTH
OF EACH VARIABLE LIST SHOWN BELOW
1 PROGLIST
PICATLST
PIULST
PROGRAMS (STUDENT TYPES)
PROGRAM INCOME CATEGORIES
PROGRAM INCOME UNITS
PCCATLST
PCULST
COURLIST
CICATLST
CIULST
CCCATLST
10 CCULST
11 SERVLIST
12 SICATLST
13 SIULST
14 SCCATLST
15 SCULST
PROGRAM COST CATEGORIES
PROGRAM COST UNITS
INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES
COURSE INCOME CATEGORIES
COURSE INCOME UNITS
COURSE COST CATEGORIES
COURSE
SUPPORT
SERVICE
SERVICE
SERVICE
SERVICE
COST UNITS
SERVICES
INCOME CATEGORIES
INCOME UNITS
COST CATEGORIES
COST UNITS
B, UNIT CODES (FOR TILIN, SUBROUTINE TISUBU)
THESE CODES PROVIDES KEYS TO THE
CORRESPONDANCE BETWEEN UNITS (E,G,, PER
CREDIT) AND ENROLLMENTS (E,G,, NUMBER OF
CREDITS, EACH VARIABLE IS A VECTOR GIVING
THE CODE FOR EACH UNIT IN THE CORRESPONDING
LIST
,
THE CODE IS EXPLAINED IN PROGRAM CODELIST,
(IN WS LRNPROG),
INCOME CODE
PROGRAMS/STUDENT TYPES IPUI
INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES ICUI
SUPPORT SERVICES ISUI
COST CODE
IPUC
ICUC
ISUC
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ENP:OL.L.MENT VARIABLES (FOR ENRIN)
DIMENSIONS* PasNUMBER OF PROGRAMS/STUDENT TYPES
CasNUMBER OF COURSE TYPES
SaaNUMBER OF SUPPORT SERVICE TYPES
CCaaNUMBER OF RELEVANT CATEGORIES
(E»G«, COURSE COST CATEGORIES)
UUaaNUMBER OF RELEVANT UNIT TYPES
DESCRIPTION
TOTAL ENROLLMENT
FRACTIONAL ENROLLMENT IN EACH PROGRAM
PROGRAM ENROLLMENTaaFxN
(USER SPECIFIES EITHER PE OR N AND F*)
FRACTIONAL COURSE LOAD MATRIN* FOR EACH
PROGRAM/STUDENT GROUP, THE PERCENT COURSE
LOAD IN EACH INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICE
COURSE LOAD VECTOR FOR A TYPICAL
STUDENT OF EACH TYPE
INDUCED COURSE LOAD MATR I NaaL X FLM
FOR EACH PROGRAM/STUDENT GROUP, THE
COURSE LOAD IN EACH INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICE
(USER SPECIFIES EITHER ICLM OR FLM AND L,)
INDUCED SERVICE LOAD MATRIX* THE IMPACT ON
EACH SUPPORT SERVICE OF A TYPICAL STUDENT
OF EACH TYPE
VECTOR OF KEYS TO EACH SUPPORT SERVICE
IDIaaO THE DM VECTOR FOR THE SERVICE IS
DEFINED BY THE USEP:
1 THE DM VECTOR IS A UNIT VECTOR
2 THE DM VECTOR IS L*
D, ENROLLMENT AND RESOURCE VARIABLE NAMES (FOR
ENRVNAMES
)
FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING 2X9 LITERAL
MATRICES, THE FIRST ROW GIVES THE NAME
OF THE ENROLLMENT VARIADLE AND THE SECOND
THE NAME OF THE RESOURCE VARIABLE*
P VARLAEt FOR PROGRAMS
CVARLAB FOR INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES
SVARLAB FOR SUPP-OPlT SERVICES
E* COST AND INCOME VARIABLES (FOR INCOMIN AND INCH)
SIX ARRAYS MUST BE SPECIFIED*
VARIABLES +
N
F (P)
PE (P)
FLM (PXC)
L (
F
)
.
ICLM (PxC)
DM (PXS)
I D I ( S )
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PP:OG/STUDT TYPE (PxCC
INSTR^ SERVICES (CxCC
SUPPORT SERVICES (SxCC
XUU
XUU
XUU
)
)
)
INCOME
I'PROGINC
DCORSINC
DSERVINC
cgsi
DPROGCOST
DCORSCOST
riSERVCOST
r
,
RATE VARIABLES (POR RATIN)
NOTE THAT IP A PARTICULAR ENROLLMENT VARIABLE
HAS NO ASSOCIATED RESOURCE, THE PORMULA
MUST BE SET TO ZERO, SEE ENRINP POR A
DESCRIPTION OP THE RATE PORMULAS
,
INDIVIDUAL BASE PORMULAS HAVE 4 ELEMENTS
J
INCREMENT PORMULAS HAVE 2* THERE IS A
SEPARATE PORMULA POR EACH INDIVIDUAL
PROGRAM, COURSE GROUP OR SUPPORT SERVICE,
(POR EXAMPLE, CRATB HAS THE DIMENSIONS, Cx4,)
PROG
,
/STUDT , TYPE PRATB
INSTR, SERVICE CRATB
SUPPORT SERVICE SRATB
INCR formula
PRATI
CRATI
SRATI
yyiEyi variables
A, ENROLLMENTS (POR ENCALC
)
SEE ENCALC F‘OR MATHEMATICAL DEPINITIONS
VARIABLE +
DIMENSION
CE (C)
SE (S)
CWLM (PXC)
SWLM (PXS)
CPEM (PxC)
SPEM (PXS)
TCE
TL (P)
ENROLLMENT IN EACH INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICE
( E , G ,, CREDITS TAKEN)
USE OF EACH SUPPORT SERVICE
(E,G,, NUMBER OF REG I STRAT I Ot<S )
INSTRUCTIONAL WORK LOAD MATRIX
THE ENROLLMENT IN EACH INSTRUCTIONAL
GROUP ATTRIBUABLE TO EACH PROGRAM
SERVICE WORK LOAD MATRIX - USE OF EACH
SERVICE ATTRIBUTABLE TO EACH PROGRAM
POR EACH INSTRUCTIONAL GROUP, PERCENT OP
TOTAL USE ATTRIBUTABLE TO EACH PROGRAM
POR EACH SUPPORT SERVICE, PERCENT OP USE
ATTRIBUTABLE TO EACH PROGRAM
TOTAL INSTRUCTIONAL ENROLLMENT
TOTAL PROGRAM LOAD POR EACH GROUP OP STUDENTS
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PR
CR
SR
TPR
TCP:
RESOURCES (SEE RESOURCES FOR MftTHEMATICftL
DESCRIPTIONS
)
(P) RESOUFrCES USED DIFiECTLY DT EACH PROGRAM
(C) RESOURCES USED BY EACH INSTR^ SERVICE
(S) RESOURCES USED BY EACH SUPPORT SERVICE
TOTAL RESOURCES DIRECTLY ATTRIBUTED TO PROGRAMS
TOTAL INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES
C» DIRECT BUDGET VARIABLES (FOR DIRBDJ SEE ALSO LABUG)
SEE DIRBD FOR MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTIONS,
GROUP AND DIMENSION INCOME COST NET UNIT
PROGRAMS BY CATEGORY PxCC DPIC DPCC _—« — —
BY PROGRAM P PI PC NDP DPUC
TOTAL TP I TPC TNDP TDPUC
INSI SERV BY CATEGORY CxCC DCIC DCCC „ ^ ^ mm.
BY INST, SERV C Cl CC NDC DCUC
TOTAL TCI TCC TNDC TDCUC
SyPI SERV BY CATEGORY SxCC DSIC DSCC
BY SUPT,SERV C SI SC NDS DSUC
TOTAL TSI TSC TNDS —
GRAND TOTAL TOT INC TOTCOST GRANDNET GRAND
UNIT
D, PROGRAM BUDGET VARIABLES (FOR 1frbd; see also LABUG
)
SEE PRBD FOR MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTIONS
INC COST NET UNII
rj i R
.
f rog A PI PC NDP DPUC
ATTRIB.TO INST. SERV PCI PCC NPCB PCUC
ATTR IB , TO SUPT.SERV PSI PSC NPSB PSUC
TOTALS TPBI TPBC NETPB TPRUB
A SAME AS FOR DIRECT BUDGET,
AAA*******
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AAA tgesy EesgEeM ysaeyEys aaa
ft LIST OF" FROGFiiftMS F"OF: THE LIHjftRH BUr'GET MOBEL
KEt' to REF"EF::i:iNCE:S TO PROGRAMS GIVING A BD I T 1 OJ/AL
INFORMATION
l=LEARNHOW 2=r'ESCINR 3;s:ENRINR 4:=:FINF 5=:OUFUT
6=BISP 7=SERV
PROGRAMS BESCRIF TION REF, NO,
MAIN PROGRAM
LEARN
lyeyi ebqgrams
T I L I N
TICH
INCOMIN
INCH
ENRIN
ENTERS NAMES
•2y£!ii;yyiiy!iiiS
CHANGES NAMES
SUIvcROUTINES
ANB LABELS
~ TISUBU
CVO l<
ANB LABELS
PINT, FIN IN, FI
F I NEN
ANB COST BATA
MONBAT IN
ANB COST BATA
ENTERS ANB CHANGES ENROLLMENT-
BAT A ANB NAME:S of ENROLLMENT-
VARIABLES
XU
ENTERS INCOME
§ysip;Qyiiyi -
CHANGES INCOME
RAT IN ENTERS ANB CHANGES RATE FORMULAS 3
III* CALCULATIONS 5
RESOURCE RESOURCES
BIRBB DIRECT BUDGET
SUBROUTINE - RAT IB
PRBB PROGRAM BUDGET
IV* DISPLAYS 6
BISFINP INCOME ANB COST BATA
BISENR ENROLLMENTS ANB RESOURCES
B I SRAT RATE FORMULAS
DISSBB DIRECT BUDGET
BSPEtB PROGRAM BUDGET-
si§E!=ai sysEyyiiiJES -
~BISPLAri”( VECTORS)
bispla-t-2
BISPLA-Y-3
FOFtMAT
( MATRICIES
)
(3B AF^F:A-tS)
W
-£>
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GENERAL
CHECK ON
CHECK
YNS
ADJ
CHECKS NUMERICAL INPUT
CHECKS LITERAL INPUT POR <.9 CHARS,
CHECKS 0 1 ANSWERS TO (QUESTIONS
TRANSFORMS VECTORS TO 1 LINE
MATRICES
RTUUST RIGHT vJUSTIFIES COLUMN HEADINGS
LABELS, LABELS2ji LABELS 3 , LAI^<UG, LABB
THESE PROGRAMS PROVIDE LISTS OF VARIABLES
AND HEADINGS FOR DO LOOPS AND DISPLAYS
LABELS - PRIMARILY FOR TIL IN AND TICH
LABELS2 - PRIMARILY FOR. INCOMIN, INCH,
LABELS3 - FOR MOST INPUT PROGRAMS
LAE<UG - BUDGET VARIABLES FOR DIRBD AND PRBD
LABD - A SUBROUTINE OF DISE?<R
7
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*** L.EARW £.'Q£yj^EtiI0IiQN J Ei!E9yE0M E!E2 £i><F’
ysyiyy ibe ib^i L'Esceiee the system
PROGRAMS TIL IN AND TICH AND THEIR SUE<ROUTINES
IIUIN
ALLOWS USER TO SPECIFY NAMES FOR
13 PROGRAMS (STUDENTS TYPES)
23 INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES
33 SUPPORT SERVICES
43 INCOME AND COST CATEGORIES FOR EACH OF THE ABOVE
CV IS A VECTOR (LENGTH 15) OF THE NUMBER OF NAMES
ON EACH LIST^
SEE PROGRAM. L.EARNVARS FOR DEFINITIONS OF VARIABLES^
IISUBU
A SUBROUTINE OF TILIN FOR DESIGNATING UNIT INDICES
(SEE LEARJjVARS ) »
CVOK
PROGRAM CHECKS CV TO MAKE SURE THAT IF ANY CATEGORY
OR UNIT LIST HAS NO ELEMENTS, THE CORRESPONDING UNIT
OR CATEGORY LIST ALSO HAS NO ELEMENTS^
IICH
CHANGES ELEMENTS IN INPUT TITLES ONE AT A TIME*
yyMBER OF ITEMS IN ANY LIST MAY BE CHANGED,
OP' items on any list may be changed,
ygyyiu qe !=i§i
13 USER INDICATES INTENTION IN RESPONSE TO QUERY,
23 USER GIVES NUMBER OF THE LIST (I,E, ELEMENT OF CV
- SEE LEARtlVARS
,
lA)*
33 USER GIVES NEW LIST LENGTH,
IF A LIST IS LENGTHENED, USER MAY ADD NEW NAMES ONE
AT A TIME (SEE E< BELOW),
LISTS MAY BE SHORTENED ONE ITEM AT A TIME ONLYJ
USER WILL BE ASKED FOR NUMBER OF ELEMENT TO BE ELIMINATED,
NEW VALUES, IF ANY, OF INCOME, COST, RATE, AND
ENROLLMENT VARIABLES ARE SPECIFIED BY USING PROGRAMS
INCH, ENRIN, AND RATIN,
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CbQtfGIIJG elements within lists
13 USER SPECIFIES INDEX OF LIST ON CV (E,G*, 1 FOR THEPROGRAM LIST) IN RESPONSE: TO QUERY,
23 USER GIVES NUMEtER OF ELEME-:NT ON LIST (E,G,, 2 EOP,THE SECOND NAME ON THE PROGRAM LIST),
CHANGES IN NUMERICAL DATA ARE MADE AS DESCRIBED ABOVE,
FIXI
A SUBROUTINE OF TICH CALLED IF ANY ELEMENTS OF CV
ARE CHANGED, PrOUTINE ADJUSTS LENGTHS OF TITLE LISTS,
FIKIN
A SUE<ROUTINE OF TICH THAT AE'JUSTS LENGTHS OF
INCOME AND COST MATRICES WHEN APPROPRIATE,
^ = ly2»3 PROGRAMS, I NSTR
,
SEP:V I CES
,
SUPPORT SERVICES,
'J=ly2 F-'OP: INCOME, COSTS,
K = ly2 f-'OR CATEGORIES, UNITS,
Fixy
A SUBROUTINE OF TICH TO CHANGE LENGTH OF UNIT INDEX LISTS
TO EQUAL NEW NUMBER OF UNIT TYPES,
FIXEN
A SUBROUTINE OF TICH CALLED IF ENROLLMENTS OR RATES
HAVE BEEN ENTERED, PROGRAM CHANGES MATRIX AND VO^CTOR
DIMENSIONS TO CONFORM TO NEW NUMBER OF PROGRAMS,
INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES, OR SUPPORT SERVICES,
I INDEXES ENP:OLLMENT VARIAE<LES (ENV, IN LAE<ELS3
,
GIVES LIST
,
)
'J=lr2y3 P'OP: PROGRAMS, INST, SERVICES, SUPPORT SERVICES,
K INDICATES WHICH DIMENSION IS TO BE CHANGED (FOP:
MATRICES ONLY),
A***************)"!*****
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*)lt*L.EA!2y
t IfiSOGRftW tinf- aaa
EyiEsiyy EiysyeiE!!:: L'eie
PROGRAMS INCOMIN AND INCH AND THE SUBROUTINE MONDATIN
INCOMIN
PROGFtAM FOR ENTERING COST AND INCOME DATA,
'-J-ls'S F'OP: INCOME, COSTS,
'~l»2r3 F'or programs, instructional services,
SUPPORT SERVICES,
SEE LAE<ELS AND LABELS2 FOR LABELS AND HEADINGS USED
IN THIS PROGRAM,
MONDAIIN
A SUBROUTINE OF INCOMIN THAT ALLOWS DATA TO BE ENTERED,
IN INDEXES INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM OR SERVICE,
JN INDEXES ITEMS ON THE CATEGORY LISTS,
INCH
PFrOGRAM FOR CHANGING VALUES OF INCOME AND COST DATA,
EITHER PERCENT CHANGES OR NEW AMOUNTS CAN BE ENTERED,
I = lf2r3 PROGRAMS, INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES,
SUPPORT SERVICES,
'J=lr2 income cost,
K INDEXES ITEMS ON CATEGORY LISTS,
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*** tEQELi SQcyMitiieilQt! J
iyiEEiyy Et!E9!=!=MEyi £'610 0Li£'
PROGRAMS EWRIN AND RAT IN AND
EE99E0M E^EIUE ***
E0IE E9EMy!=09
THEIR SUBROUTINES
ENRIN
A ROUTINE TO ENTER OR CHANGE ENROLLMENT DATA,
y0Et!iy9t FAILURE TO ANSWER QUESTIONS ABOUT BASE DATA COR-
RECTLY CAN CAUSE FATAL ERRORS, IF USER INDICATES A DESIRE
TO STORE NEW BASE DATA OR TO IGNORE EXISTING BASE DATA, THE
EXISTING BASE DATA WILL X^<E LOST? IF USER INCORRECTLY INDI-
CATES THAT BASE DATA ALREADY EXIST, PROGRAM PESOURCE WILL
FAIL TO EXECUTE IF INCREMENT FORMULAS ARE NEEDED IN THE RUN,
I INDEXES THE ENROLLMENT VARIABLES, ICLM,FLM,F,L
PE , N , DM
,
(NOTE THAT THE ORDER PRESENTED TO THE USER IS NOT
THE SAME AS THAT USED INTERNALLY BY THE PROGRAM,)
U INDEXES INDIVIDUAL PROGRAMS FOR ICLM AND FLM AND
INDIVIDUAL SERVICES FOR DM,
N=TOTAL ENROLLMENT CAN BE CHANGED BY A PERCENTAGE;
ALL OTHER VARIABLES REQUIRE SPECIFIC VALUES,
ENVNAMES
A SUBROUTINE OF ENRIN THAT ALLOWS USER TO NAME ENROLLMENT
VARIABLES AND THEIR ASSOCIATED RESOURCES (E,G,, CREDITS
TAKEN AND CREDITS TAUGHT FOR THE ICLM),
jssi,2 for enrollment, resource,
K=1 FOR PROGRAMS, 2 FOR INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES,
3 FOR FIRST SUPPORT SERVICE, ETC,
E NC A LC
A SUBROUTINE OF ENRIN THAT CALCULATES THE VALUES OF ALL
VARIABLES THAT DEPEND ONLY ON ENROLLMENTS,
SEE LEARNVARS IIA FOP. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION,
THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES ARE CALULATEDJ
CWLM , SWLM , CE , SE , CPEM , SPEM , TCE , TL
,
IN ADDITION, THE RESOURCE VECTORS, PR , SR , AND CR,
ARE DEFINED AND SET EQUAL TO 0*
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RATIN
PROGRAM FOR ENTERING AND CHANGING RATES,
THE USER HAS SEVERAL CHOICES IN DEFINING THE RELATIONSHIPS
BETWEEN ENROLLMENTS OR LEVELS OF USE IN PROGP:AMS,
INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES, AND
THE CORP:ESPONDING RESOURCES
Y- A l< EN A Y YD C RED I T S TAUGHT ) ,
THE RELATIONSHIPS MAT BE OF
A) RESOURCE =r. CONSTANT +
B) RESOURCE rj: CONSTANT +
SUPPORT SERVICES AND
(FOR EXAMPLE, BETWEEN CREDITS
THE form;
VAR I ABLE X PATE
,
STEP FUNCTION ( VARIABLE , RATE
)
A) SAME AS BASE F::ELAT I ONSH I P (I,E,, NO SEPARATE FORMULA)
B) F;:ELSOUFi:CE =: BASE + VAR I ABLE X I NCFtEMENT RATE
C) RESOURCE =: BASE + STEP FUNCT I ON ( VAR I ABLE , I NCR , RATE )
NOTE THAT TOTAL ICLM Fi-.ESOURCF-iS (TCP:) ARE COMPUTED BY LEARN}
NO FORMULA CAN BE SPECIFIED,
)icA**)iC#tAAA*A
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il A A £!Q£y!ljO:IJZ0IiC)NJ PROGRAM OUF'UT AAA
ee!=Ey!=eij.o»js for learn
PROGRAMS RESOURCE, DIRE<D, PRE<D
,
AND SUBP.OUTINE RATID,
RESOURCE
PROGRAM CALCULATES RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS (E»G,, NUMBER
OF COURSES TAUGHT) FROM ENROLLMENTS OR USE RATES(E^G», NUMBER OF CREDITS TAKEN)
»
POP PROGRAMS, INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES,
SUPPORT SERVICES
»
U INDEXES INDIVIDUAL PROGRAMS OP: SERVICES
«IN, UN, AND DUM|:J43 DETERMINE AD AND BD p
AD=1 FOR BASE FORMULAS, Q FOR INCREMENT FORMULA;
BD=:1 IF CALCULATED BASE VALUE IS TO BE STORED
AS NEW BASE, () OTHERWISE,
DIRBD
FF:OGP;AM COMF'UTES DIF:ECT F’F:OGF:AM AND SEFrVICE BUDGETS,
SEE LABUG AND LgARNVARS IIC FOP: LIST OF VARIABLES,
I=l»2r3 POP PROGRAMS, INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES,
SUPPORT SERVICES,
'J=lr2 POP INCOME, COST,
UN INDEXES UNIT TYPES,
K INDEXES INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM OR SERVICE,
CO, CT, CT+1 IDENTFY CV NUMBER OF APPROPRIATE
GROUP LIST, CATEGORY LIST, AND UNIT LIST,
RATID
A SUBROUTINE OF DIRBD THAT IDENTIFIES THE APPROPRIATE
ENROLLMENT OR RESOURCE VARIABLE FOP: CALCULATING EACH OF
THE CATEGORY BUDGETS, THE IDENTIFICATION CODES ARE
SPECIFIED IN SUBROUTINE TISUBU OF PROGRAMS TILIN AND TICH,
SEE PROGRAM CODELIST (IN WS LRNPROG ) FOP: THE CODE,
PRBD
THE PP:OGRAM COMPUTES THE PROGRAM BUDGETS FROM THE
DIRECT BUDGETS AND PROGRAM ENROLLMENTS,
AAA AAA A A AAA A
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*** LEARN E!QQy E!i§.E a* a
5I§E!=01 EEQGRams
PROGRAMS DISFINP
,
DISENR
,
D I SRAT, r'SSE<Ii
,
AND DSPE<D J
SUBROUTINES EiISPLAt'I, DISPLAr2r AND r<ISPLAr3^
DISFINP
PROGRAM DISPLAYS FINANCIAL INPUT;
SETS VALUES FOR DISPLAY3 AND CALLS THAT ROUTINE*
(STEPS 6 8 the row length of the DISPLAY)*
DISENR
PROGRAM DISPLAYS ENROLLMENT AND RESOURCE TABLES*
NOTE THAT USER HAS A CHOICE OF DISPLAYING INPUT
VARIABLES ONLY OR D I SI==LAY I NG BOTH INPUT AND OUTPUT
VARIAE<LES; USER MAY ALSO CHOOSE TO DISPLAY
EITHER A SHORT LIST OR A COMPLETE LIST OF
VARIABLES
*
SEE LABD OR LEARNVARS IC AND IIA,B FOR VARIABLES*
I-l»2»35'4y5 INSTRUCTIONAL SEf-RVICE MATRICES,
SUPPORT SERVICE MATRICES, PROGRAM VECTORS,
I NST*SERV* VECTORS, SUPPORT SEP.V * VECTORS *
J INDEXES VARIABLES LIST*
K INDEXES VARIABLES WITHIN EACH I*
DISRAT
PROGRAM DISPLAYS RATE FORMULAS*
NOTE THAT THE BASE FOR EACH INCREMENT FORMULA
IS CALCULATED FROM THE CORRESPONDING BASE FORMULA*
IT IS DISPLAYED AT THE USER. ' S REOUEST *
I = l>2>3 P-'OP: PROGRAMS, INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES,
SUPPORT SERVICES*
'J=l»2 •"Of*: BASE, INCREMENT*
K I HDEXE S I r <D I V I D UAL SE I-:;VICE FO Fi; I 3 O f < L. Y *
DSSBD
DISPLAYS DIRECT BUDGET*
SEE LEARNV0ES FOFi; VAFtlABLES*
DSPBD
PROGRAM DISPLAYS PROGRAM BUDGET*
SEE LEARNVARS I ID FOR VARIABLES*
H*
TITLES
*
D3[SPLAT._
SUX^tFJlOUT I NE DISPLAYS FIEADING AND ANi VLCTOh;
F ROM J T I T L- 1 , A T' J. 2 0 O l=i: F" EWE Fi: C H A
AC 7 I::. I -: S
,
E («x9)f « LITERAL MATRIX OF COLUMN
G (9), THE ROW TITLE, AND
H (G)» THE VECTOR TO BE D I SPLA YHiiD *
Ml
in
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ISEL-AY2
UBROUTINE til SPLAYS HEABIHGS AND A DxPOWL TABLE,
F"ROMJ TITLl, ANY ROWL OR FEWER CHARACTERS,
^ (QX9)f LITERAL MATRIK OF COLUMN HEAX;iINGS,
G (E‘X9)r <=> LITERAL MATRIX OF ROW TITLES,
H (BxO), THE NUMERICAL MATIX, AND
ROWL, THE ROW LENGTH (1120 MULTIPLE OF IQ)*
ROWS OF ZEROS ARE NOT SUPF=RESSED
,
(THE PROGRAMS CALLING
THIS ROUTINE MAY SUPPRESS TABLES OR ROWS OF ZEROS),
D1SPLAY3
SUBROUTINE DISPLAYS HEADING AND A (lxE<XP:OWL) ARRAY,
FROM ROWL, E, G, AND TITLl AS DESCRIBED FOR DISPLAY2»
P" (<==‘X9)r ^ LITERAL MATRIX OF SUBTABLE TITLES,
H (AxBxO)y THE NUMERICAL ARRAY,
SUPPRESSES ROWS THAT ARE ALL ZEROS,
FORMAI
SUBROUTINE OF DISPLAYl, DISPLAY2> AND DISPLAY 3 ,
THE subroutine: formats any numerical vector to a
WIDTH IT FOR EUACH ELEMENT - IN EXPONENTIAL OR DECIMAL
NOTATION DEPENDING ON THE VALUES OF THE ELEMENTS,
**********
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A** !=i0!2y £.'Q£yyEUI0IiC)LJ J ESQGRam serv aaa
^iEVlCE AND LABEL SUBROUTINES
GENERAL ROUTINES CHECKON, CHECK, YNS, ADJ, AND RTJUST
;
LABEL SUBROUTINES LABELS, LABELS2 , LABELS3, LABUG , LABD,
CHECKON
CHECKS NUMERICAL INRUT TO MAKE SURE THAT IT IS ALL-
NUMBERS AND IN THE FORM OF A VECTOR OF LENGTH P,
CHECK
CHECKS LITERAL INPUT TO MAKE SURE THAT NO NAME HAS
MORE THAN 9 CHARACTERS,
OUTPUT IS A L^ITERAL VECTOR OF 9 CHARACTERS,
INCLUDING BLANKS,
lU^r 0 E.'yr ELiyyST are explained in LEARNFNS,
!=0£‘E!=§r !=0l!i!=§2i' !=QE!i!=:§3r !=:0§£ explained in
LEARNFNS
,
LAByG
PROVIDES LABELS FOR BUDGET PROGRAMS,
DRBD LABELS*
TDR *
DUC *
TDUC
><ETDR *
TNETDR *
DBUC J
DIRECT BUDGET VECTORS
TOTAL DIP:ECT BUDGETS
UNIT COST VECTORS
UNIT COSTS OF PROGRAMS, INSTRUCTIONAL
SERVICES, SUPPORT SERVICE
NET INCOME (COST) VEICTORS
NET TOTAL INCOME (COST) OF PROGRAMS,
INSTRUCT , SERVS
, ,
SUPPORT SERVICES
CATEGORY BUDGET
,
PRBG LABELS*
NPRG J
PUC J
F-RO GR AM I f < C OME , CO ST S F F:OM PRO CvRAMS,
I S TR
,
S ERVS,, U F F' O F.; T SERV I CES
NET FROM EACH GROUP
UNIT COSTS FOR EACH GROUP,
**********
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AAA i-E«RN H'QEyMEHTATigH PROGRAM igSTOREriATA AAA
TO STORE E<ASE DATA FOR LATER USE, TYPEJ
1) )COPY LRNDOC GRPENRV GRPFRV GRPVNAV
the above command causes the variable
NAMES, BUT NOT THEIR VALUES, TO BE COPIED
,
2) )SAVE LRNWK (OR NAME OF YOUR CHOICE),
3) ) CLEAR
4) )COPY LRNWK , GRPENRV , GRPFRV , GRPVNAV
NQIEJ THIS COMMAND CAUSES VARIABLE NAMES AND
VALUES TO E<E COPIED,
5) )SAVE LRNBASE (OR NAME OF YOUR CHOICE),
TO E<EGIN A NEW SET OF RUNS STARTING WITH YOUR BASE CASE,
USE THE PROCOHDURES OUTLINED IN tl “ EJ^OEPT
THAT YOU MUST COPY THE DATA FROM WORKSPACE LRNBASE,
RATHER THAN FROM WORKSPACE LRNDOC,
AAAAAAAAAAAA
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2. PROGRAM LISTINGS FOR LEARN
Main Program
LE-ARN 479
Input
TILIN variable names 481
TISUBU, CODELIST 482
CVOK 483
TICH change variable names 484
FIXT, FIXIN 487
FIXU, FIXEN 488
INCOMIN income and costs 489
MONDATIN 489
INCH change income and costs 490
ENRIN enrollment data 491
ENCALC 494
ENRVNAMES 495
RATIN rates 496
Calculations
RESOURCE resources
DIRBD direct budget
RATIO
PROD program budget
470
Displaus
DISFINP financial input 501
DISENR enrollment input and outputi resources 503
DISRAT ratio formulas 505
DSSBD direct budget 506
DSPBD program budget 507
DISPLAYl, DISPLAY2 (subroutines for 508
DISPLAYS* FORMAT display programs) 509
General Subroutines and Label Routines
CHECK* CHECKON 510
YNS* ADJ* RTJUST 511
LABELS 512
LABELS2 514
LABELS3 516
LABUG 518
LABD 520
479
1113
C23
C33
C43
[:53
C63
[:73
C83
C93
C103
C113
C12D
11133
C143
[;i53
C;i63
C173
C183
C193
C203
C213
11223
C233
11243
C253
C263
C273
C283
L’29 3
11303
C313
C323
C333
C343
C353
C363
C373
C383
C393
C40 3
C413
[:423
C:433
11443
i:4S3
C463
C473
C483
C493
VLEHARH ST
n L.-irEL.OHG E-nUCATIOH FOR A-DUL.TS
fl R-ESOURCES ANn N-EEDS
n
ft A E<UDGET MOr'EL
f\ FOR FART-TIME AnULT EIiUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
n
fl MAIM PROGRAM - LEARN
R
n LEARNHOW AND OTHER PROGRAMS IN WS LRNEiOC FOR
n A COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
^
R
n ST=1 UNLESS PROGRAM HAS NEVER BEEN RUN* (NO HARM IS
f\ DONE, HOWEVER, IF ST= 0 A LATER RUN*)
.->L1X \ST^0
LABELS
LABELS2
LABELS3
LABUG
LIJ'RUN NAME'?'
• RNMf.d
'CHOOSE 1:=:NEW SYSTEM
,
2-CHANGE SYSTEM
, 3=RUN , '
•OR 4=DI SPLAY*'
NOTE* IF USERS CHOOSE 1 OR 2r THEY WILL HAVE A
n CHANCE TO RUN AND DISPLAY J IF THEY CHOOSE 3, THEY
WILL HAVE A CHANCE TO DISPLAY; 4 YIELDS DISPLAYS
n ONLY*
L2: CHECK ON 1
->I-3X \ v/( 1 ,2T3y4)=*^<-«
'ANSWER 1, 2r 3r 4 CNLY* TRY AGAIN*'
->•-2
1-3 : - ( <''= 3 r 4 ) / ( L.RUN , LDIS )
'WHAT TYPES OF INPUTS (TYPE 4 2 ' ' '
' EXPLANATION
* )
'
L4JCHECKON 4
->i-5x\^3e(0 1)\«
'TYPES* 1 )LABELS/NAMES, 2 ) ^ ^ INPUT,'
'
3)ENRaLLMENT INPUT, 4)RATIO INPUT* TYPE 0 ^R 1 FOR '
'EACH (E*G*, '*1 0 0 0'' MEA>-<S LAE<ELS/f-<AMELS Of-^LT)* '
' TYPES'? '
->1-4
L5 If-1
CO<-A
-L3AX
CN<-1
L-6:
->‘-.7X \COi:i3n:;0
tLABCH[; I ; 2
L.7:->1-6X \41I<-I + 1
->LRUN
L3A:CNf.O
400
11503 I- 4a:^L 5Ax
\
coci 3=:0
C 513 jtiwFUTCij]
[:523 '-5'=^J->i-4ftx + l
C 533 LRUN ' RUN'? 0= RUN, l=:RESOURCE ONLY, 2=P-'^SOURCE AND'
C 543 'DIRECT BUDGET, 3= AL.I_ CALCULATIONS,'
C 553 CHECKON 1
C 563 -^LRUNX \ ^v/( 0 » 1 r 2 » 3 )=»<-<^'‘
1:573 ->L9X\B =0
c:583 RESOURCE
c:59 3 ->L9X\B=:1
i:603 r'iRBD
1611 ->0X\ERr.l
1: 62:1 ->i..9 x\B -=2
C 633
C 643 L 9 ' DISPLAYS?
'
C 653 •»•><&
C 66 3 ^ENDxrTX :=0
c;673 LDISJ'WHAT DISPLAYS? TYPE 5 2 ''^ F'OP: EXPLANATION,'
L' 68 :i l-ib; CHECKON '5
C 693 -^I-IAX 1 ^ 3 € (0 1 )\A
C 703 'DISPLAYS* 1 ) FINANCIAL INPUT, 2 ) E:NR0LLMENT/RES0URCES '
C 713 '(EITHER INPUT OR INPUT AND OUTPUT), 3 )RATIO INPUT,'
C 723 ' 4 )DIRECT BUDGET, 5 )PROGRAM BUDGET, ANSWER Q 1 '
C 733 'FOR EACH (E,G,, ''Q 0 1 0 1 '' WILL YIELD DISPLAYS'
£742 'OF” T’WE ratio input and ,THE program BUDGET), TYPES?'
C 753 ->L..|B
C 763 l.ia:i<-i
1:773 CO<-A
i:783 '
1:793 RNM
r803 '
i:813 L 2 ft J 4 L. 6«X \coci 3=0
r:82:i j^labdisci? 3
C 83 :i «- 6 a:->L-2Ax
+
l
C 043 ENDJ'LEARf-4 P:UN COMPLETE,'
V
461
V7 TIL. IN ; CN ; TH J I
cm ft PROGRAM TO ENTER NAMES*
C2II ft C^V GIVES LENGTH OF EACH LIST, SEE PROGRAM
C33 ft '"op: explanation*
C4!] ' y^Mgs anii I-abels*
C53 CN^-o
£62 ct'cv?'
17 } CHECK ON 15
C8;;i ••Lox \^i2€ (Of \ 10) \«
1: 9 ] 'ALL ELEMENTS OF CV ARE INTEGERS J 01*^V [] I ] ^ 1 Q . '
CIOII 'TRY AGAIN*'
C 1 1 : -40
C123 i-o:4LOTx lA/ACl , 6 f li:3?J0
C13II 'THE NUMBER OF PROGRAMS, COURSE TYPES, SERVICE '
C14I1 . 'TYPES CANNOT EQUAL ZERO* (CV[;i, 6 yim CANNOT EQUAL'
[;i'5 ;;i 'zero*) try again*'
C16D -40
C17II LOTJCVOK A
C183 -»L.OBx \OK:=:l
C19II 'TRY AGAIN*'
C20D -40
C21D LOB* ' CV= ' 5 A J ' OK? ANSWER Q !'
C22:]
C23:i 4Cx\T >(=0
C24 3 cv<-A
C253
C26D i-h:->zrx
\
cv[;i3“0
C273 HEADicim
C283 i<i.-ABiciy:if 'P(c^vci3,9)f ( ' ' ')')
C293 '•»<-l
C30:J ljjj
C 3m CHECK
C323 jt(i-«»lCi:mr ' )
C333 -H- 4 X \ A/ipd^ySySf lOf 13y 15
1:343 LB:TNf.I,J
C35D TisuBU
C363 L.4:-»L.JX \cvci:i>.'J4-'-Hl
C373 4 I-HX \ 151i<-i4 l
C383 -40
C393 2P::±(L.ABl|:iJ3f '<-(lr9)f ( ' '
C403 4i-Bx\v/3;— 3f5)'8)'10fl3)'15
C413 ->i-Hx \ 15ii<-i + l
V
482
C13
Z21
C33
ZAl
V7T .T SiUBU
; I N J UN J T l< J CY
R A laUBROUTINE OF T 1 L. I N AND TICHANGE FOR
R INDICES OF UNITS,
DESIGNATING
n
CY^-l
[. 5:1 + lOy 13 > 15 ) + (TNciDe 13 , 15 )
Z61i '•^f<<-l+(TNCi:ic5rl0rl5>
L’7II ->LOx \ (CN=:1 )
C 8 D “»‘-.ox\ (TNC 23 ;^l)A(cvcTN|:i: 3 prfO)
C93 -»2:p:x
\
cvcTNc 1:3=0
Cion jt < u I ND [; I >•< ; jn j 3 , ' <“Cv c tn [; 1 3 3 q ' )
Cl 13 LO 'UNIT INDEX NUME<ER'? ( TYF'E: ' 'O' ' P'OR CODE LIST ) '
C 12 n CHECK ON 1
~
C 133 • i(A~0)/ 'C-'ODEUIST '
C14II ->LOx\A=:0
C153 ->l.2x\ ( (in=i)aA€ (10x\4) ) v ( iN:r2 ) aa^ iqx \ 3
C16n -41-2 X \ ( IN=:3 ) aAc 30 y < 10+ \ cv[; 1 1 3 ) , 20+ \ C'vc 1 1 3
C 17 II 'ERROR, ' JAJ ' IS NOT A PERMITTED VALUE, TRY AGAIN '
ClSn +L.O
C 193 >-2:1 (UINDCIN j JNJ 3 , ' Ctnc 233 ^a ' )
C20n +L1
C 2 in SR:jt(uiNDCiwj JNJ 3 , '<-lf 0 ' )
C 22 n <-1 :+ox\ (CN.-=i)v(cvi:TNci 3 n=-j)v(cvi:TNci 3 n=o)
C 23 n 'NEXT UNIT NAME'
V
cm
C2:
C3n
C4n
csn
C 6 n
C7n
C 8 n
C9n
cion
VCODELIST
'A 2 digit code expressed as a single NUMBER'
'30 INDICATES A CONSTANT, OTHERWISEJ'
'1ST DIGIT* 1 FOR APPROPRIATE ENROLLMENT VECTOR,'
(PE,CE,SE,
)
2 FOR APPROPRIATE RESOURCE VECTOR,'
( PR , CR , SR ) ,
'
3 FOR PROGRAM INST, LOAD (PExL.) XCIg*'
3 6E:E;!=IES_TO_PROGRAMS_gNLY , '
2Hr' DIGIT* 0 P'OP: PROGRAMS AND COURSES,'
K (INDEX OF SERVICE) FOR SERVICES,'
V
483
Cl]
C 2 :
i:zi
LAI
C53
L62
L72
ceil
C 9 :
C103
cii:
C123
C133
LiA2
C153
L162
VCVOK DUMJIT
n SUBROUTINE OF TILIN AND ALSO TICH
OK<-l
CT<-(2,6)f*:'UM|:2»4f7»9rl2,14r3»5f8f lOf 13f 153
IT<-1
Ll t-»CORx \ ^( (CTCl ; ITn=CT|:2» IT3) V( A/CTC J IT^j^Q) )
4L1X \61IT<-it + 1
->o
CORJ'IF ANY PROGRAM, COURSE GROUP, OR SERVICE GROUP '
'HAS NO INCOME CATEGORIES, IT CAN HAVE NO INCOME '
' UNITS
^
THE REVERSE IS ALSO TRUE, AND THE SAME RULE '
•APPLIES TO COSTS* FOR EXAMPLE, IF CV[;23=0t CV[;33 '
' MUST E<E 0 '
•
' CV NOW ISJ 13 PROGRAMS - ';r'UM[;\53
' 23 COURSE GROUPS - ';dum[;5+\53
' 33 SERVICE GROUPS - ' r *^'UM c 1 0+ \ 5 3
OK<-0
V
vtichjk jtn; rjDDjr.UM
111 ' AND LABELS '
Z2Ji TN<-0 0
C3.T CN<-1
1: 4.1 HAVE BATA FOP: 1] INCOME/COST OF: 21 ENROLLMEN
C51 ' OF: RATES E«EEN ENTERED? '
C61 RRRJ' ANSWER ' ' Q 0 ' ' F'OF: NONE, 1 Q II 1
C71 •FOR COST/INCOME •
CSl CHECK ON 2
C91 ^RF:F:x\3e(0 1 )\M<-A
C103 RESJ 'CHANGE LIST LENGTH? ANSWER Q OF: 1 'cm YNS
C121
C131 •NUMBER OF TITLE LIST?'
C141 COTJCHECKON 1
C153 -+INCOF:x \ \ 15
C163 T-WCll<-«
C171 -^wx \ r=o
[;i81 •SPECIFY NEW LENGTH =CV ; TN [] 1 ] ; ' 1 ? '
C191 F:J CHECK ON ]
C201 -»nnx (Oj- \ 8 )
C211 •NO LIST CAN EXCEED 3 ITEMSJ TRY AGAIN,
'
C221 -»P:
c;23i NN : 4NN1 X \ ^ ( V/TNC 1 1 = 1 ,
6
» 1 1 ) A ( A=:0 )
C241 •NUMBERS OF PROGRAMS, SERVICES, ^AND COURSE T'
C251 •CANNOT BE SET TO EERO,'
C261 '(C^V[;i, 6 , AND 113 CANNOT = ZERO) 1*
C271 •TRY AGAIN,'
C281 4RES
C291 NNl :4NN2X \ AyiCVCTNnill
C301 •LIST IS ALREADY OF LENGTH 'JAJ' TRY AGAIN,'
C311 4F:ES
C323 NN2 t X«-A
C331 4L.1AX \ (cv|:tnciii-a )11
C341 LISTS CAN BE SHORTENED ONLY 1 ELEMENT AT A
C353 •NEW LIST LENGTH HAS BEEN SET TO • ;cvcTN[;i33
C361 K^-CVCTNClll-l
C373 L1A:4C05x \CVCTN[;ill?^0
C381 CVCTNClllf-l
C391 4MF:x \ 5<=1
[;401 COSJLSf.(2r34)f ' '
1: 4 .1.
1
LStl J If- • ( (CV|:TN[;i3 3f 1 ) , ( (X-CVCTNClll )f 0) ) \ '
C421 LSCfl
C431 4L2AX ICV|:TN|:13 3 <x
C441 •WHAT ELEMENT IS TO BE ELIMINATED?'
C451 DDf-l
C463 4NX
C471 L3A:DUM<-CV[;TNi:illf 1
C481 dumctni:211<-0
C493 L-SC2; \ (f •ri:'lJM)+13f-(yDUM) , ' / •
C501 LSCf-2
YPES
TIME
-1
485
1.5111 ft LSC=:J_ IF CURRENT ELEMENT OF CV IS LESS THftN
1-523 ft IF LISTS ARE TO E<E LENGTHENEIi
,
LSC = 2 IF LISTS
C533 ft TO BE SHORTENED^
*"
C543 ‘-2A J-»LKX \-v(TN[; 13 = 11 )a(M[;23=:1 )
C553 svARLABf.jt ( ls|;;lsc 5 3 , ' 1 3SVARLAB ' )
C563 LKJFIXT
C573 •^'~'TxiA/TN[;i3iXJ3»5y8y 10»13» 15
11583
L:593 L- T t-^i-lx imc;i3=:0
C;603 finin
E:613 L-i ->l-2x \ (M|:23"0)va.tn[;i3€ 1 6 11
C623 FIKEN
C633 cv[;TNi:i3 3f-x
C643 N<-4/FF
c;653 Ff.RE4.N
c;663 ENCALC
i::673 ">mr
11683 '-2:cv[;tnc13 3<->‘
C693 MRJ'MORE CHANGES IN ' y HEAB 1 [; TN [; 1 ] J J J ' '? Q OR 1,'
C703
C713 •4WX\TX=:l
C723 'NEW LIST7'
C 733 fHS
C743 •4(t;{=0 1 )/(ENEiyRES)
C753 w:^W2x ICVCTNC133?'!0
1176 3 'THIS LIST HAS NO ELEMENTS* C V [; ' J TN [; 1 3 J ' ] =0 '
1:773 'TRY AGAIN*'
C783 -RES
C793 w2J'what element?'
C803 E't'f-O
C813 NX* CHECK ON 1
11823 -IWCOR2X \^A€ \cv|:tnc 133
C833 TN[;23f-«
I:843 -L3AX \r'i'=l
C853 -LSXI^A/' '=::Af-±(LABli:TN|:i:my ' CTH[;23y3 )
1186 3 Af.'NONE'
C873 '-5:HEAt.iCTN|:i3y3y ' item ';tnc23
II883 ' CURFi-.ENT NAME* 'JAJ' * NEW NAME?'
C893 CHECK
[:903 -ONEX icvi:tn[;133 = 1
C913 ±(LABlCTN|:i:ii;3y ' C;TNi:23y3<-H' )
C923 -CHU
1:933 ONEtiCLABICTNCIJny '<-9 H')
1:943 CHUJ.4MRX \ -^'TN|:i3g3,5,ay 10 y 13 y 15
C953 TisuE<u
i:;96 3
[;973 INCOR* ' PLEASE GIVE THE INDEKyl, OF THE TITLE LIST?
C983 try again*'
1:993 4COT
C1003 IWCOR2J'OIVE THE INDEX OP" AN ITEM ON THE
'
486
lliom HEAD! nTNC 1 3 J 3 J • LIST , THAT LIST HAS ' J CV C TN [; 1 ] 3
II1023 'ITEMS* TRY AGAIN*'
C1033
C 10411 EHEiJCVOK CV
C1053 ->L.ASTX \OK = l
Cl 06 3 'BEFORE ENTERING DATA OR ATTEMPTING A RUN, YOU MUST '
C1073 'CHANGE THE INCORRECT ELEMENTS OF CV AND THE CORRES-
'
C1083 'PONDING TITLES*'
C1093 last;' this round of title changes has been completed*
V
487
VF"IKT J DUM ; DM
C13 DMf-O
C23 4ADJ2X \x=o
[.•33 4Chx\cv[;tni:i3 3^1
C4 3 i(EABi|:TN[;i3;3, <. ( 2y9)f ( ( ylLABl[;TN|:i3 y 3 ) y 9f
C53 +0x \2=''
r:6 3 CVCTNC133+2
C73 DM 4-1
C83 CHJDUMf.;# (LSCLSCJ 3 y ' C13(jtLftBi[;TN[;i3y3) ' )
C93 •t (I-abictni:i3 J 3 , . <..9 ADU DUM
'
)
C103 40x \ DM=:0
C113 CVCTNC133+1
1:123 40
C133 At'J2I.t («-ftBlLTNi:i3 y 3 y ' + ( 1 y 9 ) f ( ' ' ' ' ) ' )
VF I K I N J EX J I ; J J K 5 DUM
Cl 3 3)f ( ( \ 3) » 1 y (3+\5) r6y (8+15) » 11 » 14» 15)
1:23 EDf-CVQEK]
C33 +COxiA.TNC13€EJ<Cylyl3
C43 i + 1+(TN|:i 3€ (6yll ) ) + <tnc13 = 11)
C53 Kf-i
C63 'J+l
C73 +SF=-
|;;83 cq : EXf- ( q y 1 y 1 ) /ex
1:93 I + 1 + (TN|:13€ (EXC2y y 3 yEX[;3y y 3 ) ) + ( irHC13t: (EXC3y y 3 ) )
C103 ‘J+l+(TN|:i3£EX|:J2y3)
C113 Kf.2+(TN|;i3€EXC? 523)
1:123 ->SFx\X/0
C133 Jt('-AB2E'CI y'Jy 3 y ' 5 1 5 13 y 1 y 1 ) fO ')
C143 +0
C153 SF :DUMf.;|t (L-SCLSCJ 3 , ' C'<3jtL.AB2r.'CI y'Jy 3 ' )
C163 .t(L.AB2rT.i5U5 3y '+i:.UM' )
C173 +^SFx \ ( K = 1 ) a(21->+-M1 )
V
vr 1 Ku j 1
N
;
JN ; dum
1113 + 10» 13y 15) + (TH[;i3g 13, 15)
C23 'Jf<<-l +TWC13€5TlOrl5
C33 ->( (K=o) rCV[;THi:i33~o)/(L.2,L.l
)
C 4 3 riUMf.i(LS[;LSc; 3 , « C 1
3
aUIndc in ; jh p 3 )
C53
.t (uiNt-ciNj jn; 3 , • )
C63 ->0
[.’73 L.1 : jtCUINDCIN; JN J 3 , ' f.Xf'0 ' )
r:83 -40
C93 ‘-2 :.t(uiND[;iNj JNJ 3 , '^-ifO' )
VFIKEN J I ; J J K ; DUM
1:13 'RATES ENTERED?'
C23 TWS
1:33 4L.1x\YX:=0
ZAl 'J<-1 + <tnci3>i)+tn|:13=:11
C53 DUMf.;t(LS[;i-sc; 3 , • C 1 3it'-AE<RATcu ; 3 ' )
C63 4 ( LAE<RAT[; J J 3 , ' fDUM ' )
Z72 DUMf.jt(i.s|:LSCj 3» ' C13±l.ae:<rat|:(u+3) ; 3 ' )
C83 .t (LABRATi: ( J+ 3) » 3 » <-'C'UM ' )
C93 L.i:if.i+2XJ=3
ZlOl Kf-i+J)!
C:il 3 L2:BUMf.i(L.s[;i-SC5 3 y ' C •< 3 ae:nv[; i j 3 ' )
C123 i(ENV[;i J 3 ^ '^-riUM'
)
C133 i<-i + l
C14 3 (^J=3) f ( ('J'=2)A( I >2) ) )/(‘-4»0)
C153 4 i-2 x\i <3
C163 L 3 JDUMf.jt(l-S|:LSC 5 3 , ' jtENVCI ; 3 ' )
1:173 jtCEMVcin?
)
C183 •4 L.3 X I 6 >.i<-i + l
C193 ->0
C203 1- 4 : IDI<- 3t(L.Si:i-SC j 3 , ' IDI ' )
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Cl 3
C2D
C33
C43
C53
C63
C73
C83
C93
C103
C113
C123
C133
C143
C153
C163
C17.1
viNCOMiN j AD j)E<r.;cr. J I } j
' £Q5I QtlE; IHCOME data '
2 3f (Er.,cv[;ii,i4,j^53)
NEKTJAD<-9 i D 1 [; I J ]
TH
->F)<x \ o=e:i:'C 3: J 'J ? 23
E<r.f.9 ADJ3tLA»12LIJv.Jn
CD<-9 ADUj^LA»13r I J U i 1
DDf.(EDCIJ JJ 3)f6
MONDATIN
£(lab2i:'Ci j'Jy 3 T '<-dd' )
coj-^thx \2.>'-^<-'-H1
-»NEKTX \ 313:<"I + 1
40
FK'
: ^ ( LAE<2JC'C :i; J 'J J 3 y ' <- ( EDC I ri ? 1 3 r 1 y 1 ) f 0 ' )
-»co
V
'v'MONDATlN J IN J JN
C13 INf-l
C 2 3 heAD2 r: I ? 3 y ' ' y HEAD 3 C J J ]
C33 y ( (9f 1 ) yO)\CE.
C43 fl "^HE AEtOVE LINE PFtlNTS UNIT LABELS
C53
1163 Ai:'C3;Ny3
C73 P:2:»i:'C'JHy 3
C83 ft ’T'HE AE<0VE lines print AD=:: PP:OG/COURSE/SERV I ce name,
C93 ft ^HD E<D = CATEGORY NAME,
C103 CHECI<ON(fDD)|:33
j
Cl 13 DDi;; IN J UN
;
C 1 2 3 4P:2 X \ ( f DD ) [; 2 3 2.UNf.UN+
1
C133 4P:lx \ (fDD) 1: 132. 3:n<-ih+i
V
490
VINCH J I J K JDEI JEtiJ IH
cm 'SyeyGES in cost and IHCOME data*
C2D ^-^'^-(.3 2 3)f c?v|: ( y 1 , (3+^5) (8+^5) y 153
C33 LIJ'WHAT MATRIX? 0 0 0 P'OP: INFO,'
C4Ii L2J CHECK ON 3
C53 ->L3x
A
ci^g ^3) AAC2:e \2
£61 4L.3AX \ED|: ( ifAcm ) ; (-J<-«C23 )r 219^0
Z71 •^e:ad2C I m ? ' ' r j ; 3 ; ' no categories,'
ce;] -+1-9
C9: l.3«:->i-4x \AC 3ac ^EJC'CI ?^J23
C103 L3J 'VECTOR OF 3 IS REQUIRED, A C lH = 1 » 2 f 3 P'OP: PROGRAM/'
CllD ' COUP:SE/SERVICE GROUP; «C2D = ly2 income/cost;'
C123 ''^L33 INDEXES THE APPROPPiIATE COST OR INCOME '
C133 'CATEGORY,'
C143 -4^2
C153 '-4:Kf.AC33
C16I1 'pe!;rcent (i) or new values (O)?'
C173 YHS
C18 3 4L7x\t)<.-.o
C19II 'WHAT PERCENT? (IN DECIMAL NOTATION)'
C203 L5J CHECK ON 1
C213 ->L-6X\0»1> l«
C223 'CHANGE IN ONE ROUND CANNOT EXCEED IQ PERCENT;'
C233 '(ANSWER “0* 11«10« 1 )
'
C243 ->l.5
C253 L6:t'i:'<-(l+«)xi(LAE<2i:'Ci;'Jm» ' C r •< ; ] ' )
C26II -4AGAIN
C273 L 7 :iN<-i
C28:i 3C.d<-(ed[;i ; 13 ?'Jy33 )f
0
C293 HEAD2Cim?' ' y HEAD 31: j ; 3 ; ' ' ; i ( '-‘=^’^12C ^ y y 3 y ' C •< m ' )
C303 y ( (9f 1 > yOyO)\.t.‘-AE‘13C3: } Jy 3
C313 L.8:jt(L.AE<llCiy3y ' C-T:f<y3 )
C323 CHECKON ED[;i;j;33
C333 DDCiHm<-«
C343 •4I..8x\e:dci J Jy + l
C353 again: jt(i-A»2’C'Ci y'Jy 3 y ' C y •< 5 3<-i:'JC' ’ )
C363 •“9* ' ANOTHP.P: CHANGE IN INCOME OP; COST ESTIMATES?'
C373
C383 4Lix>r«=l
C393 'INCOME AND COST CHANGEilS COMPLECTED,
'
V
9
491
veinrih
; in j jh ; i j j j dum ; i< j env ; r
C13 ' ENROLLMEilNT VARIAE<L.E NAMES ANI* VALUES'
C;2D ENVf.(7 4)f'lCLMFLM F L RE N DM
C3II 'STORE NEW PROGRAM AND SERVICE ENROLLMENTS'
11411 ' <=>S BASE CASE?'
1'51 TNS
C 6 D -^Cx \ l=Rf YN
L".73 ' APrE THEP:E EXISTING BASE VALUES h“OR CE
,
PE, AND SE THAT
USD 'YOU WISH TO KEEPT'
C 93 fNS
L102 -^cxM-r'A
Cl 13 fee‘<-cvi:i3po
C123 CEBf.cv[;63fO
C133 SEBf.cv[;ii3f 0
C143 c:in<.. 7pi
C153 -^L-lxil^CN
C16:i FLMf.ICLMf.CV|:i ,63f0
C17:i E'M^-cvciyii^fO
C183 'CHOOSE TO SPEHCIFY N AND F (1) OR PE ONLY (0)*'
C193 TNS
C203 in|:6,3»5.1<-(tNx 1 Dy^YX
C213 'CHOOSE TO SPECIFY FLM AND L (1) OF; ICLM ONLY (O)J'
C223 TNS
C233 iN|:2r4» 13<-(TNxl 1 ),^yx
_
C243 ->l.2
C253 LIJ 'CHANGE PROGRAM/COUF:SE/SERVICE ENROLLMENT OR'
C263 'RESOURCE NAMEirSV '
C273 TNS
C283 4L3x\yx=o
C293 L2 J enrvnames
C303 ^L 8 X\CN =:0
C313 L3 ' VARIABLES TO BE CHANGED^ TYPE 7 8 ''^ P’OP: INFO^'
C323 L4J CHECK ON 7
C333 iN<-Af.A|:6»5»3f4y2»l»73
C343 ->L5x\(^3€(0 1 \ «C ( \ 5 ) » 73 ) ) a ( a|: 63 e 0 1 2)
C35 3 'ENTER VECTOR OF LENGTH 7 ; 0= NO CHANGEE , 1= SPECIFIC'
C363 'VALUE, 2= FEF:CENT CHANGE (2 N ONLY)*'
C373 ' 1 *N 2*^^ 3«F^ 4 »'- 7 *bm'
C383 •4L 4
C393 i~5:-»L.6x \ ( l€ A[;6y33 ) Al=A|:53
C403 4 I- 8 X l€AC4r23 )A( l=:Ai:i:i)
C413 L-^J'YOU may not change N or F if you change PE, LIKE-'
C423 'WISE FLM OR L, IF ICLM* IN BOTH CASES ONE DETER-'
C433 'MINES THE OTHER* TRY AGAIN*'
C443 ->l.4
C453 l.8:i4-1
C463 I-9M'-5«x \ iN[;i3=0
C473 'J^-l
1:483 ENVCij];' ' j HEAD2C (2+( 1=^7) ) y 3 ? ' vectors**'
C 49 3 ( ( c
V
1
1
3 X I < 3 ) +C-’ V C 1 1 3 X I -7 ) f 1
C503 -»L 2AX \CN =::0
492
II51II L-IA ' WHICH 'J((2 7 ) f ' PROGRAMSERVICE ' ) [; ( 1 + 1=7 ) j ] ; I T> >
C52II '0 OR 1 FOR EACH OF 'JfJH
C53I1 CHECKONf JN
C54: ->l.iaxx3€(0 1\A)
Z551 JN<-A
C56:i •-2«J-K~4«x \ONC'-^D=0
[:573 ->L7x\i=:7
C 58 3 PROGL I ST r J 5
1
i:59:.l L3AJ CHECK OH cv|:63
C603 ->L5E<X ll:=:2
C613 L-Ot^CENVCIJ], 'CJJJ+A. )
C623 «-4a:+l2Ax \CV[;1 + 10XI-7 31-J<-'J+1
C63D L5A:if.i + i
C643 ->(:t=2»8)/(«-.9,EHi.)
11653 L6A:->CONTx \ 1H|:I3:=:0
r.663 'NEW •jEHVci;;^
C673 L7AJCHECKOH CV^l]
C683 •4I-5Bx\i:=3
C693 l.8a;^(ehvi:i;], •+«• )
C703 coht:+L6Ax
+
l
C713 •4(3;n[:63=^0)/'
C723 'HEW H'
C733 -»'-6bx\ih[;63'=:2
Z742 CHECKOH 1
C753
C763 i-iBt + c (1HC53:=1) y (a/ih[; 3,5,63 = 0) )/(‘-2E<yi-3B)
C773 PEf-HxP
C783 ->i-3E‘
C793 L2BJH++/PE
1:803 Ff-PE+H
C813 '-3E':-»( ( INC 13 = 1 ) y (A/IHCl ,2y4 3 =0 ) )/('-4E‘yl-.0)
C823 i'OM<-isjcvc6y 13f L-
C833 iclm+dumxfi-M
C843 ->L.o
I:853 L4E<:i_++/iclm
C863 r'UMf.i5CVC6y 13f L.
C873 FL.M<-ICLM~DUM
C883 Lo:->L9x \7=ip3: + l
C893 L7:SERVLISTCJy
3
C903 ->(ID1C'J3 = 1 0)/(OO,cot)
C913 «<-L.
C923 -^L-lo
C933 ooj Af.cvci3f 1
[;94;] licj((2 3)f'l''^‘” ')C^'^-‘^C'J3y3y' ehtered * '
C953 ->'-.20
C963 COT* CHECKOH CVC13
C973 L.2o:r.MC ? J3<-A
1198 3 ->'-4«
i;;99;;i l5E«J + ( ( ( ( 4-/A ) iQ * 98 > a ( (+/A)li * 02 ) ) a ( i=2 y 3 ) ) / C-Oy'-SA)
C1003 'VECTOR MUST ABE' TO 1 + OR - 02. «GAIH,'
C1013 -»(i=2y3)/(L-3fty'-7'^)
493
II102D L-6*‘ t ' CHANGE IN N EXPRESSED AS A DECIMAL'
C1033 'FRACTION, (E«G», ~ « 05 5 PERCENT REDUCTION),'
C104D LyBJCHECKON 1
Ciosn -^L-S^xi (A2-o»1)aaio.1
C1063 'CHANGE IN ONE ROUND MAT NOT EXCEED IQ PERCENT,'
CIO?] 'THAT IS, YOUR ANSWER A MUST BE '
C1083 'TRY AGAIN,'
Z1091 ->I-7B
Cl 103 L-SE'tNf-Nx ( 1+A)
C1113 ->L„ir:'
Cl 123 ENDJENCALC
C1133 L.OT ' ENROLLMENT NAMES/VAR I ABLES ENTERED,'
V
VENCALC
[!1II ^^<-+ /ClIlCrWLMf.ICLMxJ5CV[;6,l]/>FE
C23 SEf.+/[;ijswi...Mf.EiMx (Steven
, 13f pe
C33 CFEMf-CWEM^-CVC
;L
C4II 1 y 1 ]/?SE
L53 ‘==P:<-C^V|:13P0
\:63 c.'P:<-c:v[;6:ifO
1: 7:1 SP:<-C-V|:il3fO
L&l TCE<- + /CE
119^ TLf-FExL.
C103 ••>0X\P:=:0
Cli: PECf-FE
L121 CEBf.CE
LlZl SE»f.SE
V
495
C2;]
1:33
LAI
c:5 3
L6I
L71
L81
L91
1:103
C113
C123
C133
C143
C153
C163
C173
C183
L193
C203
C213
C223
C233
L2A1
C253
1:26 3
C273
C283
C293
C303
C313
C323
C333
[;343
[:353
1:36:1
C37:i
C383
C393
1:403
C413
C423
C433
C443
C453
C463
[:47:i
vewrvnamihts } NC J I ; o J |< J xiEn
•NAMES TOP: ENROLLMENT AND RESOURCE VARIABLES'
-»L1AX \CN=0
•FIRST CHANGE'
->L4A
LIA JSVARLAB<-(CV 1:113
,
2 » 9 )f ' '
PVARLAKf-CVARLAKcf. ( O , 9 ) f ' '
ir.i<-cvnii3f0
K<-1
->•-.6X1 ( (k =3)acN"0)v(k>.3)acn=:1
L3*TEr.<-HEAi:iii: ( l+'3x < ( K > 1 ) + K >2) ) ; 3
VARLABCUJ 3 J ' 'JTEDJ' ';(\K>2)/K-2
CHECK
-»( ('<=2 ) » (K> 2 ) )/(L-0 »S)
RVARLABi: J J 3<-H
->I-3A
LQ
: CVARLABC J J 3f.H
L 3^
SJSVARLABi: ( K.-2) JU} 3f.H
L.3«:-4L.3x \ 2 >.'J<-'-^ + l
->AGAINx \CN =:1
•4I-2X I (2+ cv|:il3 ) > KRK + l
->END
AGAIN J ' ANOTHER ROUND?'
YNS
~>ENDx \ t
L4AJ 'WHICH VARIABLE? 1 1 K ^ ' J ( 2 +C V [] 1 1 3 )
L4* CHECK 0»v! 1
-^I-SX \ A(i \ (2 +c^v[;ii3 )
' ERROR
»
SPECIFY 1 p-OR PROGRAM VARIABLE, 2 P'°P‘
•VARIABLE, 3 FOR FIRST DM VARIABLE, ETC ^ TRY
4L 4
LS: Kf-A
->L2
‘Jf
-
1
L6 t 'SERVICE VARIABLE CODE'
4L7X \CN=:1
•VECTOR FOR SERVICES'
L7 : CHEC K ON ( 1 p ( CN=:0 )XCV|:il3-l)
->( ("A^ (Or \ 2) \A) A(CN=:0, 1 ) )/(C)Nl ,ON2)
•code: proportional to enrollment* only (I)?'
• AND L (2)» USER DEFINED VARIABLE (Q)*'
•4E 7
ONI ->L3x icvnil3'--=f
ON 2 : ii;'i[;'<~23<-<^
->L3
END ' VAP:I ABLE AND P:ESOURCE NAMES ENTERED*'
ICLM '
AGAIN
*
'
V
496
VRATIN J 1 J vJ
cm
'
S
0 i!i ECjeMyt-es
[;23 ->L4 x\ 0~CN
C3II 'WHAT VAR :c AEfLE? TYPE '
' 0 0 ' ' ROR HELP '
C4II L-2: CHECK ON 2
*
C5.1 ->'-3x \^v/(
\
3 )=:ipA[;i 3
C6II "»'-6x \ v/ ( \ cvc ( I f^x ( x-i
)
) j ) :=jf.A[;23
€73 L_3J 'VECTOR OP 2y FIRST ELEMENT = 1,2 y 3 FOR'
C 8 II ' frogs/courses/services J ELEMENT INEiEXES '
C9I1 'INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM, COURSE GROUP, OP: SEPrVICE
CIOD -41-2
C11.1 L. 4 :if.l
C123 l.5 :u<.i
C13 3 *(LAE<RAT[;i ; 3 , • p(cv[; ( i+sx (i-l))3,4)fO')
C14D ±('~ADRAT[;(i+3) J3 , '<-(0 0 1 1 ) / ( ±l.adrati: 1 ; 3 ) ' )
€153 L 6 : 'FORMULA FOR ' J Jt ( L AB 1 1 C I n y ' C ‘J y 3 ’ >
C163 -^L-iax \ (CN=0) ) AIp^3
C173 -><i = 2y3)/(i-8yi-9)
C18D PVARLAB|:2J 3 ; ' FROM ' J P VARLAB C 1 J 3
C193 -lia
C203 L8:CVARLAB|:2J 3 y ' FROM ' J CVARLAB C 1 J 3
C21D -^L-ia
C22I1 L.9 SVARLABCU J 2 y 3 y ' FROM ' J SVARLAB n J J 1 J 3
C23II LIAJCHECKON 4
C243 •4L2AX\ (AC33€ (
0
y 1 > ) a ( a[; 43 e < 0 y 1 ) )
C25II 'BASE FORMULA IS A VECTOR OF LENGTH 4J '
C26I1 '£9^510^1 y!20Igy iliEy ItfS* stehp = i for step form-'
C27I1 'ULA, 0 OTHERWISE » INC = 1 IF INCREMENT FORMULA IS •
C28 3 'TO BE USED, 0 OTHERWISE » ENTER ' ' 0 0 0 0'' 3: F NO'
C29I! 'RESOURCES ARE USED* IF INC sr. 1, YOU WILL BE ASKED'
C303 'FOR A TWO ELEMENT FORMULA, INCRATE, IHCSTEP *
'
C31II 'ENTER FORMULA'
C323 -^lia
C333 L2ft: jtCi-ABRATi:! ; 3 , ' C'Jm<-A' )
C343 •4i-3ftxiAC4a = l
C353 -»L5AX\CN=:0
C36: *(l.abrati:(i+3 ) my ' C'jm<-o o')
1:373 ->AGAIN
C38!] L 3A ' INCREMENT '
C39II CHECK ON 2
1:403 -4L4AX \AL23e0y 1
r.413 'ANSWER WITH INCRATE, INCSTEP J INCSTEP = Q OP: 1*'
C42;i 4L-3«
1:433 l4a:£(labrati: ( 1 + 3 ) m y ' com^A '
)
1:443 ->AGAINX ll CN:::!
11453 I-5A j->L.6x \cv|: ( 1+5X ( 1-1 ) ) ] > j<-j+i
i:46;i -^L-Sx \31i<-if 1
1: 47:1 ^ENfi
C48:i AGAIM ' ANOTHER: CHA><GE IN RATE FORMULAS'?'
C49:1 tns
C503 ->'~lx \ t n=i
1:513 END* 'RATE FORMULAS ENTERED,'
V
VRESOURCE $ I $ vJ y IH J JN J AEi * E<ri f E'UM ^ E'Ei J R J RR J RRR i TED
Cl 3 vJWf-l
1^23 ' E!ii§Qy!2£E_REQUI REMEHTS IS THIS A BASF TASE? '
C33 YNS
~
~
•
C4 3 41-1 X \ 1=:1N<-YX
C53 'RUN WITH CURRENT BASE
^
IF ANY
^ (1) UR INDEREN—
C63 'DENT RUN (0)'?'
C73 THS
C S 3 u T K
C93 i-itif-i
C103 i-2:'J<-l
Cl 13 DUM<~^f.LABRAT|:i J 3
C123 DDf.jt«.-AE‘R«T|: (1+3)53
C133 R+^CENCCI 5 1 5 3
C143 RR+iCENCCi 52?
3
Cl S3 RRR + :tCENB[;i 5 3
C163 L3: AD+v/( :i:n:=i ) , (un=o) , dumcu 5 43=0
C173 BD+( iN=i ) ADUM[;j543pdo
C183 TED+( ( AD=1 ) adumc
J
5 33 = 1 ) , ( ( ADnnO) A(DD|:J5 23=0» 1 ) )
C193 4TED/(L4,L5,l6)
C203 p:P:C'J3<-+/E'UM|:u5 1»23x( 1 rRC'-n)
C213 -»(E'r'=0» 1 )/(‘-8f 1-7)
C 223 '~ 4 :rrcu 3 +dumi:j 5 13 + L ( 0 » 5+( 5C'UM|:j 523 xRCU 3 ) )
C233 4(Br'=0» 1)/(I-8 tI-7)
C243 L.5:RRCU3«-r'UM[;u543+DD|:u5i3x(RC'-'3-RP:P:C'J3)
C253 -‘-B
C263 l.6:rrC'J3<-i:'Umcu 5434L( 5+ ( r-r-cu 5 1 3 x ( RC-n~p-p:P:C‘J3 ) ) )
C273 -»«-8
C283 I-7:E'UMCU5 43<-p:P:C-»3
C293 L.8:-»'~3x \cv|:i
+
5 x 1-1 31'-^<-'J+l
C30 3 £(L_ABRAT|:I 5 3 , ' +DUM ' )
C313 :l(CENCCI52?3r <-0rP:F=:' )
C323 ->l.2x\3> + 1
C333 TFR++/FR
1:343 TCR + +/CR
499
VE'IP:E<E'
^
I $ xJ ; K ; CT y DUM ^ VftR ; VftRL y AA y JN J P; J CO
Lll R DIRECT DUDGETS
C 2 : If-1
C33
[:43 ‘-4:c^T‘f.( ( 2 xo)-i )+cof.i4.5xi-l
USD -^l^x.xcvcct^siO
C6D VARL<- ( cv[;ct4-i 3 , 5 ) f ' '
C7D JW<-i
caa l.3: AA<-i(uiNDci j j; 3 , • c-jf-n • >
C93 RATID
CIOD -»Ox\EP:=l
CUD VARUCJN J 3f.VAR
C12D ->i-3x \cv[;cT+i3iJNf.uN+i
Cl 3D :Jt(DDUC[;i J D y ' <-(CV|:co,CT3 )f 0 ' )
C14D K <-1
C15D P:<-rCV[;CT+ 13f 0
C16D i-iAjjN<-j
C17D I-2 :p:C'JN 3 ^aVARL[;-Jn; 3
C18D ->i- 2 x \cv[;cT+i 3 > jN<-jN+i
Z192 DUM<-.t(LAD2D|:ij vj;3y ' CK ; ; 3+* XS|P: ' )
C20D ^(fE'UCCIJ j; 3 y ' CKJ 3 <-r'UM' )
C21D 4LIAX \cv[:co3 >.K<-K + 1
C 22 D itCr'P-E'DCi ; J J 3 f ' <-+/i.DDuc|:i ; 3 • )
C23D .t (tdr|;i j j; 3 , • <-+/iDRDDC 1 5 J r D ' ) .
C24D l7:^L-4x\22.'J<-'J+1
C25D si(E'UC[;iJ3y ' <- ( ±r.RDDC i ; 2 ? D ) 4- ( ±cehc|: i ; i ; 3 ) )
C26D -»L5x\i=:3
C27D ±(TDUC|:i;3r '<-(±TDR|:i;2;D)-r.t< (2 3)f ' >< tce'')Ci;3')
C28D 1-5:4 (NETDR[;i;3y '^-Ctr-RDDCIJ IJ 3)-(i:i:'P:E‘r.|:i?2yD) ' )
C29D 1 ( THETDRC I ; 3 , ' f.+ / 4 NETDR[; I 5 3')
C30D -»«-ix\3>i<-i + l
C31D totinc«-+/( 4 Tdr|:i 5 153 ) , ( 4 TDri: 2 ? 1 ? D ) r ( JtTDRi; 3 ; 1 ; 3 )
C32D TOTCOSTf.4/(4TDR|:i 52? D ) r (±TDR|:2y2? D ) y ( i^^.R [; 3 5 2 y 3 )
C33D GRAWDNETf-TOTINC-TOTCOST
C34D GRANDUNI Tf-TOTCOST^-N
C35D TDSuCf-o
C36D ->0
C37D l-6:s; (DBUCCI 5-'y D y ' <- ( CV|:C03 , 1 ) f O ' )
C38D ±(r'P:)E<D[;i 5 J 5 3 , ' f.cv|:co3/>o ' )
C39D .t(T-DRCi5 J5 3, 'f-O' )
C40D ->l.7
500
VP:ATl i:>
;
B
[; 1 3 EKf-o
C23 ->L. J. X \ ( ( l:::! ) AAAg 1 0 X \ ) v ( I =2 ) AAAg IQX \ 3
C 33 -»L.4 x \ ( 3:^3 ) v( i ”3 ) a-vAA^ 30 , ( 10+ \ cv[; 1 1 3 ) , 20-f \ cv[; 1 1 ]
C43 1-1 : + ( ( AA=40) jF ('^««e30y40) )/('-2»'-.3)
1:53 VAR<-'1
C63 +0
C:73 VARf. • tl.|:k3 '
C83 +0
C93 1- 3 : EM-1 (1 0 l)\i«fi
L103 VARf.' c 3 .
1:113 VARC x23+( ( E=::\3)/ • PCS ' ) , ( B C 1 3 = ^ 2 ) / ' EP: '
C123 VAR[;43f.(i=:^3)/' kk • ,^b[;23
C133 +0
11143 L4J 'FATAL ERRORJ UNIT INEiEN NUME<ER NOT SPECIFIED'
C153 'CORRECTLY* SEE CODELIST*'
C163 ER+l
V
VPPBD
Cl 3 PROGRAM BUDGET CALCULATION; SEE LABUG FOR VARIABLES
1:23 E +2
1:33 t-lt'J+l
[:43 ‘•.2 :i(pp:bgi:i ; j; 3 , ' ( iPclbc ( i-l ) 5 3 ) + x ( Subrbdc; i ; J J 3 ) ' )
C53 +L.2X \2>.'J+'-'+l
C63 l('MPP:r.|:T5 3y + (lPP:E‘GCIyly3)-(±PP:E‘«CIr2y3) ' )
C73 i(fuci:i; 3, 'f.(iPRBGCiJ2y3)+p-E:'
)
C83 ->i~lx 131 E + i + 1
[;93 TPBif.pi+PCifPSi
II 103 TPBCf.PC +PCC.fPSC
|;;113 NETPBf-TPBI-TPE<C
[; 1 2 3 "E P' P: E< f. r F- E< C.' l=- E
V
501
vDisriNP
; F j G ; E j H 5 iH j jN ; r. ; A ; CD ; I
Ci: JC'<-'^vc3r5,8rl0.13,153
C2II 'FINANCIAL, data; DlSFLAf UNIT AND RESOURCE CODES'?'
C33 TNS
LA2 ' .
C5ZI ' COST AND INCOME DATA'
161
171 IN<-1
C83 NENT;jNf.l
C9I1 titl
I
f. (,( HEAD2I: IN ; D ) T ' ' ) r ( head3[;un ; 3 )
Cl 03 <=*<-( (iox( (Di:<t>D 3 )[;j 3 ) )+20)r( (r((fTiTL. 1)4-10) )xio)
C113 Hf.*LAD2i:'CiNr'JN? 3
ni23 -»cox \//a/,o=h
C133 TITLl,': NONE'
C143 -^lr
[;i53 co;Ef.iLADi3[;iNj jn; 3
C163 f-<-£|-«»11CIn;3
r:i73 Gf.3ti-ABi2C3;N5UNj 3
C183 DISFEAY3 A
C193 I-f:' '
C203 ->NKX •i21'JNf-JN4.1
C213 ' '
C223 .^NENTx \3>.INf.IN+l
C23 3 -»Ox\TN=o
C243 i<-l
C253 ' yyil codes; see program '• codelist'' for key*
C263 '
C27 3 CD<-(2 9)f' INCOME cost '
11283 L-i ;titli<-head2CI ? 3
C293
C303
C313
C323
C333
C343
C353
C363
C373
C383
C393
C403
C413
C423
C433
r:443
i::453
C463
Uf. 1
L2:E;f-.ti-ABi3[;i J'Jy 3
Gf.CD|: J J 3
H<-jtUIND[;i 3
4L.3X \0=:=+/yH
DI SPLAY
1
I I
L 3 ;-> L 2 x \ 21 'J <-''+
1
I I
->Lix \3>.3:<-i + l
•ipi; CODES FOR RELATIONSHIP DETWEEN SUPPORT SERVICE'
•ENROLLMENTS AND RESOURCES*'
• HAVE THESE DATA DEEN ENTERED'? '
YNS
->0X \ T NnsO
I I
'key; PR0P0P:T I ONAL to enrollment and; 0:r:LJSER DEFINED'
' V A P: I A D LE y 1 •= 1 » 2 — v AVE P: AGE ST LJ I!'E 1 I S I P: * L
OA I'
*
502
11473 TITL-lf.' '
i:483 Ef.SEF::VL.IST
C493 Gf. ' ID I
11503 HflDI
L’513 D I SPLAY
1
V
503
C13
C23
L31
ZAl
CSJ
i::6:i
Z71
LSI
C93
C103
Zlll
Z121
C133
C143
C153
C16:
Z173
11183
i:i93
C203
1:213
1:223
C23 3
C243
C253
1:26 3
1:273
C283
1:293
C303
C313
1:323
c;33:i
1:343
\7tiISENR J 1 J vJ } K J IN J JN J KN } IT J T J P:OWL J F:P: ; P: ; P:P:F: J ftD ; VARLftB
I<-(2 INPUT ANn OUTPUT'
VAF:L.ABf.(2 1 1 ) f ' ENF:0UL.MIH:NT5F:ES0URCES '
'JNf-lSf 1
iNf.4 3-422
I I
' ^yEQttWENT AND RESOURCE ElISRLAYS '
' SHORT ~( 0) OR L.ONG~7lT~i^I^T ? '
~
YNS
ON|: 1 ,3rAf6y7f8f 9 3 f»<-TX
•INPUT (0) OF: INPUT AND OUTPUT (1) VARIABLES'?'
YNS
'•<Ni:3r4»6»73<-»<-»XT>;
ONC10+\53<-Of-rx
F:owL<-3or 10+10xcv[;i3rcvi:63rcv[;ii3
I I
I I
' Ey£9!=!=Mibyi§ 0N5 Bi^ouRCESj ' J i C ( o + 1 ) ? 3
I I
'n; total enrollment • ;n
I I
LABD
F:f.9f •
F:RRf.(2 8 ) f '
'
If. J +J<-T<-0
L-O: Tf-T-H
g<-*rrrctj 3
LI AD^Ef-atLABlli: ( 2+ ( v/ X -2 y 5 ) ” ^ “3 ) J 3
Kf-l
L2:'Jf.J+l
->L4x \^.H•<l:'J:l=o
•4L.3X \ J>9
TITLJ <-IT|: Jy 3 y ' : 'yXHCOn
(V/J=l,4y7) y ('J^G) y ( v/0=2 y 3 y 9 > ) / ( L2<=' y L-S A , L3A )
C353
C363
C373
1:383
C393
1:403
C413
C423
1:433
C44 3
1:453
C463
C473
[483
C493
TITLl
•4L 7A
L. 3A TITLlf-TITL-l , ' ( ' y CVARLABC 1 y 3 y ' )
'
( ( V/ J=:2 y 3 ) y ( '•'= 9 ) ) / ( •-2A y L-8A )
LlAtEf-SVARLABC Jm
L2A : DISPLAY2 ROWL
-^L4
L.3:TITLlf.ITCU;3y ' t ' y RR C ( 1 + ( > 1 1 ) 5 3 y
TITLlf-TITI-ly VARLABt ( 1 + v/O-. 1 1 y 1 3 y 1 5 ) y 3
->( I=:4y5)/(L5AyL6A)
TITL-lf-TITLl y ' ( ' y P VARLABC ( l<-2 ) y 3 y ' )
'
-^l8a
L^AtTITLlf-TITLl y ' ( ' y CVARL AB[; K J 3 y ' )
'
->L8A
l6a:titli
I
504
11503 '
C513 ( (f Ai:') C13 r ;L0)f (Or (9f 1 ) )
C523 RTJUST AD
C533 TlTLlf-dOf ')y2:\,OUT
C543 Ef.SVAP:LAE«|: ; K J ]
C553 4I-1AXII=2
C563 LOAirnspLATi
C573 •4‘-4xiA/jy<;ii,i2»13
C583 '
[;59:;i 'total., t • ? itcj? 3 ? •
:
C603 «-4:' '
C613 ->L.2x\iN|:i3i»<<-i< + l
C623 i<-5: + l
11633 -K ( 1=3) y ( v/l =2y4y5) )/(L0y‘-l )
C643 ->0x\B=:0
C653 TITLlf-'TL* TOTAI- L..OAX:i VECTOR
i:663 Gf.9f •
C673 Ef.FROGI_lST
C683 H<-TL
C693 flSPL.AYl
V
ITCJy 3 )
( • ,CVARUABC1 ; 3 y ' ) '
505
VEHSPiAT J I J J J l< ; KH J IT J AD ; E<D J CD J DD ; RR
cm AD<-(4 9)f'BASE RATE STEPT IHCRMHTT '
C2ZI E<Df-(3 9)f'iric e<ase inc rate inc step? •
C3I1 CDf.(2 2 ) f ' i=*t'E<D '
C4II P:P:<- ( 2' 9 ) f ' E<ASE INCREMENT'
C53 ' '
C6I1 'P;eii EQEMyLQS* HAVE BASES FOR INCREMENT FORMULAS '
C7J 'BEEN COMPUTED (1) OR SHOULD ZEROS BE DISPLAYED ( Q ) '? '
C83 THS
C9II ' P:eii FORMULAS'
C103
Cim TITL1<-'
C123 I<-1
ci3:j L.it'jf-i
[;i43 HEAD2Cim
C15: ->L2X\I=:3
L161 IT<-( ' PC ' Cl] ) , ' VARLAB '
C17: .t( IT, ' 1: 2 m ) T ' p-'ROM ‘ ;±(iT, ' cim '
)
C 1 8 II * *
C19D g<-:iLAB11|:i}3
C203 L2 :Hf.KNf-jtLABRAT[: ( I f3X‘J=2) T 3
C213 ->L2AX\J =:1
C223 Hf.KNf.(0 1 1 >\H
C233 H|:513f-l<NCrl3<-TJ<Xj:<UABRAT|:im» ' C?43 ' )
C243 L2a:-»l.3x iA/A/o=rH
C253 '^<0 'JRRCJJ3;' formulas'
C263 ->i-7
C273 L.3:E<-tCDCvJm
C283 P:P:C'JmJ' P'ORMULAS '
C293 ->L3AX\J=2
C30:i HC ;43<-'<><C 5 43<-^Hi: J43=0
C3i:i l3a:->L4x\i=3
1:32:1 display2(40+10+'J~1 )
C333 -»i-7
1:343 '-4JKf.l
C353 L.4 ft:->'- 5 x \^A/o=, knck j ]
C363 SERVLISTC K
J
3 J ' NO FORMULA'
C373 -»L-6
C383 «-5:hpi<ni:k j 3
C393 T I TL j f-SVARLAB|: K J 2 r 3 r ' ' , SVARLAB [; l< J 1 J ]]
C403 Gf-SERVLISTCK J 3
C413 DI SPLAY
1
C423 '-6:'
C433 ->L..4Ax \cvcil31'<f.i< + i
C443 1-7:'
i:4S3 ->i-.2x \ 21'-'<-'-H ;I.
[:463 -L-ix 131I<“I + 1
V
VE'SSBEi
;
AA J 1 J AD
C13 AAf.(4 9 ) f ' I ncomih: cost he:t unit •
C23 «!'<- ( 3 , 9 ) f ' F-ftOG/STDSIWST SERVSUPT SERV
C3II ' L'lESSI gyElGETj incl-ude: budgets dy categories'?'
LAI VNCi
CSIl • •
C6II ' DIRECT BUDGET'
L71 ' •
1183 ^L5AxrTK=0
C9I1 ' liyEiyil® INDIVIDUAL categories'
Lion ' '
i::iiD i<-i
1122 L1AJU<-1
i;:i3n HEAD2cin
i: 1 4 n ' '
\:i52 t3<-iLAB;|.l|:iJ 3
L162 L.2A:TITLlf.HEAD3C-^n
L171 ->L3AX \ 0?«+ /?Hf..«.DBUC[;i jun
L1B2 'WO 'JTITLl
11193
1: 20:1 i- 3AjE>jti-«B 12 i::«:j JJ 3
[;213 E'ISRL.AY2 lo+iox (fH) C13
C223 ' '
C233 '-4ft:-4L.2Ax\21'J<-'J+l
C243 ' '
C253 ->L.1AX\31I<-I + 1
L262 ‘ '
1:273
i:283 ' OENEE^k- Syk'ogis '
C293 ' '
C303 Ef-AA
11313 L.i:G<-.tLABiii:i J3
C323 Hf. ( ,DRBD[; I n. ? 3 ) » ( ? 2 y 3 ) y ( jtNETDRC i y 3 ) y ( ±i:'OC[; I i 3 )
C333 Hf.(si(4, (fG) |;;;i.3 )f H
C343 TiTLj.f.HEAD2L y 3
C353 DISFLAY2 50
C363 ' '
C373 ->L.ix \3> 3:<"i + l
C383 o<-AD
1:393 TITL-lf- ' TOTALS '
1:403 I<-1
C413 Hf.(3 4>f0
C 423 '- 2 :h|;ij \ 33 f- < ±tdr|: i Jm ) y ( s:TI'F:L ^ y 2 y 3 ) y ( jt^'WE^TDRC i n )
C 433 HCi J 43 f-±TDUCCI ? 3
1:443 •4 L2 X 13 > 3:<-^ + l
507
I:453 E.isFLAr2 50
IA61 ' '
C473 Hf-TOTINC , TOTCOST , GRANDHET , GRANEiUNIT
\:A82 Gf.9f'-'
1: 49:1 flTL-lf. ' GRAND IQTALS '
C503 D I SRI-A Y 1
'7
-
-:!
VDSFDDJAD J I JTED
Cl] n RROGRAM EtUDGET DISPLAY
C23 E:f.(4 9)f' INCOME cost net unit
C3II AD<-HEAD2
1:43 ADC 1 5 3<- ' DIRECT program ' y 8 f ' '
C53
C6I1 ' RRQGRAM BUDGET'
C73 Gf-PROGLIST
£81 I <-1
C93 Ll :TITLlf.ADCI ; 3
CIOD TEDf.(^PRBGCT. J3) r <iFP:BGCI J2y:) » ( i^PRG C I ^ 3 ) r ( UC C I J 3 )
£111 Hf.|Sl(4yCVC13)fTED
£121 •4L.2X\0i'<! +/,H
C13II TITLi;' NO INCOME, NO EXPENSES'
£1A1
[;;i.5:i 1-2 : • •
c;i 6 :i DISPLAY2 50
£171 ' '
C 1 8 3 ' '
C193 i-3:-4‘~ix\31i<-i + l
C203 TITL-lf- ' TOTAL PROGRAM BUDGET'
11213 H4-6)(4,CVC13 ) f TPBI ,TPBC,NETPB,TPRUB
C223 E'ISPLAY2 50
<7
I
508
Vl'ISF LAYl ; Z
C13 e<-9 adj e;
123 ^~i~r{ir^^)ll3 9lO)F<.Ori9Fl))
[33 F::T.UJSt ET.
IA3 titlj.
C5;:i (dOf ' ) » (2:\rOUT) )
C6: ((yG),' ')»(10 format h)
VtiISF LAY2 FOWL. ; HEAD $ ARR J Z J O
cm ^<-9
C2D ( (rE:)[i3,io)f (Or (9f 1) )
[33 RTJUST E
[43 HEAD<-(2»FOWI„)f '
[53 HEAD[1J XfTITL13<.TITL.l
[63 HEAD[2;iO+\r2:3<“2:\,ouT
[73 HEAD
LB3 'J<-1
[93 LI ARRf-ROWLf ' '
C10 3 Gf.9 ADJ G
[113 AF:R[ x93f G[Jn
C123 AP:F:C10+\f3'-3<-10 format h[j;3
[133 ARR
[143 ->L.ix\ (fG)[i3iJ<-J+l
509
VDISF LAY3 ROWL. J HEAD J ARR J I J J ; K J Z
C13 E^<-9
Z23 ( <f et.) L13 , 10)f (Of (9f 1 ) )
C3II RTOUST E
c 4 :i HE ADf. ( 2 , ROWL. ) /' ' •
1153 headi;; 1 ; X f titli 3f.TiTL.i
161 HEAD|:2f (20+\f::) 3<- 2:\yOUT
C73 HEAD
LSI i<-l
C9: L.i:of.i
LlOl ' '
i:ii::i k<-o
C;12II L2 : «RR«-ROWLf ' '
Llil •4L-4x\l=A/0=HCi;on
c:i.4:i 4i-3x\k=:i
i:::i.5:;i '=•<-9 adj f
11163 «P-P:C\9 3<"'=='CIv:
ci7:i Kf.j,
C183 G<-9 G
c:i93 i-3:ARRi:io+\93f-GC'Jf 3
C203 «P:P:C20+ U'2:3<"10 format h[;i;jj3
C213 '^fr
I.: 223 l.4:.4I-2x I (fG)i:i3.>‘-<FJ+l
C233 -^L-lxi (fF)r.l3>.iFi + l
<7
VDDf-IT FORMAT DUMJOUT
1:13 4L-0X \ //A/(0=y5t;.UM) v(0» 1.1 r I
C2 3 \ (A/- 1000000 < yr.UM)A( A/ 10000000) yt-uM)
1:33 I-0:'C'I^'F( it,-3)^dum
[;43 RTJUST ( ( f DUM ) , IT ) f DD
CS] DDf.yOUT
r:63 -»o
[;73 Ll DDf.( IT, 2 )tE'UM
<7
VCHECK
Cl 3 fl CHECKS USERS LITERAL INPUT,
C23 L-otHf-n
C33
-'-lx \ ( (f ,H)19)
C43 'MORE THAN 9 CHARACTERS J TRY AGAIN '
C53 4L0
C63 L-l JUf-H, (9_(;‘ ,H) )f ' •
V
VCHECKON RJBJBB
C13 fl CHECKS USER'S NUMERICAL INPUT,
C23 L.O:'=‘«-D
C33 -^L^x \ le ( “0 ' )
C43 '-1:-»I-3x\ 23€ ( ( '” » ' r ( r ( 0 » \ 9 ) ) ) l « )
C53 ')\','
C63 l.ia:4L2x \B>f , A
C73 ->( (E< = 1 ) A( v/a|:23= ' ' ) » ( a/ac23?« ’ ' ) ) / ( l3 » i-2a )
C8: •4I-3x\a/a|:(b-i) , (£.+ 1)]=:' •
C93 '-2A:E<B<-( (B^A) \ ' , ' )+B
C103 -»L2X\BB>fA
C113 ' €A|;b+i (BB-B) 3
C123 4L1AX \B:=B^BB
C133 '-2:Af.,jt«
C143 ->0x\(fA)=p-
C15II L3*'ONLY NUMBEP:S ARE PERMITTED J VECTOR OF LENGTH
C163 'IS REQUIRED, USE “ FOR MINUS, TRY AGAIN,'
C173 •+L.0
C183 L4; 'NEGATIVE NUME<ER OK? 0 1'
C193 TNS
C203 ->L1+\TX=1
C213 'TRY AGAIN'
C223 ->«~o
511
V'T'NS
Zll RBirxira
C 2 3 r '.<ir ( // ( 0:=~ 1 + ( ' 1 ' \ YK ) ) ) /YK
C3 3 ->EP:P:OP; X \ ( f YX ) yi? 1
C4 3 -ENE.x \+/Y5C= • 01
C53 ERPiORJ • SFECII- Y 1 OP: Q ONLY » TP:Y AGAIN,'
C63
Zy-Ji END YKf.i. YK
VP:P:f-E« ADJ P:
C13 n CHANGES A VECTOR OF LENGTH B INTO A 1 ROW MATP:IK,
C23 -»ox \E<^f ,RR<-P:
C33 P:P:<-(l,B)fP:
y
VRTJUST KNJI
C13 ^Lix \//9=f r •<>•<
C23 KN<-9 ADJ KN
[;33 L.i:i<-i
i;;4:i n:->enx\((' ’>?<!( knci ; (^kn) |;233 ) )
e; 53 KNi:in<-("i(U'<f<i:in)
C63 -»»•<
C73 en:-»nx \ (f kn) ci^iK-i + l
[IQ] OUT<-KN
y
512
VLABEL.S
; L.AE<10
cm L-AEilf. FP:OGL.IS>TF IC«TLSTF IUL.ST FCCATLSTFCULST COUF.UI'
C23 ••-AE<l<-LAEtl
,
' STCICATLSTCIUL.ST CCCftTLSTCCULST 5EF;Vl_IS'
C33 L.AE<1<.LAE«1 , • TSICATLSTSIULST SCCATl.STSCUL.ST '
C43 l-AEflf-lS afLAE<l
C5D L.AE<10f-3 5 8f»l-.AE<l
C63 ‘•.AE<ii<-( 1 0)/C23 I-Ae.10
\:71 L.AB1;|>3 8fL.AE<ll
can i-ABi2f(0 10 1 0)/C2Dt-A»10
C93 l.abi3<-(0 0 10 1)/C2Dlabio
C103 fl
C 113 HEAB 1 <- ' PROGRAMS ( 12 f ' ' ) , ' PROG INCOME CATS PROG '
C 123 HEABK-HEABl , ' INC UNITS ' ) , PROG COST CATEGORIE'
C 13 I1 HEABlf-HEABl , SPROG COST UNITS COURSE GROUP'
[;143 HEABlf-HEABl , ' S ' , ( 7f ' COURSE INCOME CATS COURSE '
C15I1 HEADlf-HEABl INCOME UNITS COURSE COST CATS COURSE'
C16II HEABlf-HEABl , ' COST UNITS SERV I CES ' , ( 1 2f ' '),'SERVI'
C17!] HEABlf-HEABl , ' CE INC CATS SERVICE INC UNITS SERV '
C18II HEAB1<-HEAD1 , ' ICE COST CATS SERVICE COST UNITS '
1191 HEABlf.15 20fHEABl
V
L.AB;[
P'ROGLIST
P-ICATLST
PIULST
PCCATL.ST
PCULST
COURL-IST
CICATI-ST
CIULST
CCCATLST
CCULST
SERVL. 1ST
SICATL.ST
SIUI..ST
SCCATLST
5CULST
I-AB;L1
|:>ROGLIST
COURL-IST
SERVL. I ST
513
LAB 12
PICATLST
PCCATLST
CICATLST
CCCATLST
S:i:CATLST
SCCATLST
LAB 13
PIULST
FCULST
CIULST
CCULST
SIULST
SCULST
HEABl
|:>ROGF:AMS
PROG INCOME CATS
PROG INC UNITS
PFiOG COST CATECvORIES
PROG COST UNITS
COURSE GROUPS
COURSE INCOME CATS
COURSE INCOME UNITS
COURSE COST CATS
COURSE COST UNITS
SERVICES
SERVICE INC CATS
SERVICE INC UNITS
SERVICE COST CATS
SERVICE COST UNITS
514
Vl...AE<ELS2
Cl] L.A)E<2X:'<- ' FROG INC FPiOGCOSTCORS 1 NC CORSCOSTSERV I NC SERVC
r.211 y ' ost •
1:33 ‘~-A»2=t:'^(0y ( 8rl ) )\(6 8fTL.«E<2E')
C43 L.Ax:<2»C:yl3<-6f' E"
CS] laei 2’C'<-3 2 9f'L.AB2i:'
[;63 HEAD2<~ ' RROGRAMS/GTUBENT TYRES I NSTRUCT I ONftU SERVICES'
£72 HEAEi2f-HEAD2 y ' SUF RORT SFIRVICES '
[; B 3 HEAD2 f-3 22 f •'^^'^'^2
[;9 3 HEAX:<3f. ( 2 y 6 ) f ' ^^•<X^C)MECOST '
C103 LABCHf.(4 5)f'TICH INCH ENRINRATIN'
C113 EAE<DISf-(5 7 ) f ' DISFINF-niSENR HISRAT DSSBB E'SFBD
C123 INFUTf.(4 7)f'TIL.IN INCOMINENRIN RATIN '
V
LAB2X:'
DFROGINC
EiRROGCOST
DCORSINC
E'CORSCOST
DSERVINC
X:iSERVCOST
HEAE<2
PROGRAMS/STUDENT TYPES
INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES
SUPPORT SERVICES
HEAD3
:CNCOME
COST
T ICH
I NCH
ENR I N
RATIN
LABCH
LABDIS
X) I I WP
niSENR
XiaSRAT
xjss»r'
INPUT
T I L. I >•<
INCOMIN
EHNRIN
RAT IN
516
vl-ai:<e:ls3
n 3 v«p::i...Ar:<f. ( 2 T 8 ) f ' iH:Hn:OL.LM , resource •
C23 LAK(RAT<-(<^ 5)^' ' RRATE<CRATE<SRATE<RRATICRATISRATI '
C3 3 CENCf. (3 2 2 ) f ' F^nURRCECRSESR '
C43 ui»<Ei«- ( 3 » 2
»
4 ) f ' iF ui iRucicui icuc isui isuc '
C5D EWVf.(7 4)f'ICL.MrLM dm f l. re H '
1:63 CENE<f.(3 3 ) f ' REE<CEE<SEE< '
V
VARLAE<
l-iNROL-LM
»
RESOURCE
l_AE<RAT
PRATE<
CRATE<
SRATE<
RRATI
CRATI
SR A T I
CENC
PE
RR
CE
CR
SE"
SR
517
UIND
:tpui
IPUC
ICUl
xcuc
TSUX
ISiUC
ENV
:nci_M
HM
F"
I..
pe;
>•<
CENEc
PEB
CEB
SEB
518
Zll
121
L31
ZAl
C53
VL-ABUG 1
)
n l-ABIHiLS FOR E<Ui:iGET PP:OGRAMS
tiRBDf-(3 2 2 ) f ' '
TEiR<-(3 2 3 ) f ' TRITF CTCITCCTSITSC '
E>UC<-(3 4 ) f ' EiPUCDCUCnSUC '
TDUCf. (3 5 ) f ' TDPUCTDCUCTDSUC
L61
Z71
IQl
L91
ZlOl
NETKRf. (3 3 ) f ' NDPNDCNriS '
TNETDRf. (3 4 ) f ' TNDPTNEiCTNDS '
riE<UCf-(3 2 4 ) F ' X:'FICE>F=CCDCICEiCCCE<SICEiSCC '
PRBGf.<3 2 3)F'''’^ PCIPCCPSIPSC '
NPRGf. (3 4 ) f ' NEiP WPCE<NPSE< '
C113
11123
pucf.(3 4 ) f ' npucpcucpsuc '
PCLB<-(2 4 ) f ' CPEMSPEM '
V
JOPIC
I'PCC
Xtcic
occe
x:isic
xusvcc
OBUC
PI
PC
Cl
cc
i;>rbd
SI
sc
TP I
TPC
TDR
TCI
TCC
T «> :i:
rise
K'UC
519
»PUC
t'CUC
csuc
TIiUC
TDFUC
TDCUC
TI'iSUC
NETDR
NIiR
NIiC
NDS
l=RBG
PI
PC
PCI
PCC
PSI
PSC
WPRG
NIip
NPCB
HPSB
PUC
DPUC
PCUC
PSUC
PCLB
CPEM
SPEM
520
Zll
121
L31
CAl
1153
Z61
Z71
L81
Z91
LlOl
VLABri
IT<-'FLM ICLMCWLMCFE-MfM SWLMSFEMF L FE FR CFlTf.IT
,
' CR SE SF: '
ITf-(15 4)fIT
KWf. ' FR
KNf-KN f
KNf-KH f
KNf-KN f
KNf-KN f
.COURSE LOAD MATR I K I N , COURSE LOAD MATR I NCOURSE
•
WK.LOAD MATRIKRERCENT COURSE ENRLMT X N , SERV , L
'
'OAD MATRIX SERV^WORK LOAD MATR I XF ERCENT SERV
' .ENRLMT FRACTIONL LOAD VECTORSTUDENT LOAD VE
' CTOR '
KNf.(9 21)fKN
P:P:f-(3 7 > f ' FP:0GRAMC0URSE SERVICE'
V
IT
l"LM
ICLM
CWLM
CREM
DM
SWLM
SREM
F
L
RE
RR
CE
CR
SE
SR
K N
FR* COURSE LOAD MATRIX
IN* COURSE LOAD MATRIX
COURSE WK*LOAD MATRIX
PERCENT COURSE ENRLMT
IN* SERV* LOAD MATRIX
SERV* WORK LOAD MATRIX
RERCENT SERV
*
EnNRLMT
FRACTIONL LOAD VECTOR
STUDENT LOAD VECTOR
RR
PROGRAM
COURSE
SERVICE
APPENDIX C
LEARN COMPUTER RUNS
1. SAMPLE INPUT AND OUTPUT WITH DUMMY DATA AND
SAMPLE TERMINAL SESSION TO INPUT NEW BASE CASE
The printouts that follouj show the terminal session in
which the dummy data for LEARN were entered. See Section 2
for displays of the input and output using these same data.
Note that the data could have been entered in a single
run if that had been the user's preference.
Enter names and labels
Correct errors in labels
Enter financial data
Enter enrollment data
Enter ratio formulas
Correct error in ratio formulas and perform
calculations
522
525
527
530
532
533
521
522
)LOAD L.P;NFP:OG
i..P:NFP:aG 80/08/09 17:20:30
LETARN 0RUN name:?
bTART SAMPLE TERMINAL SESSION TO INPUT NEW DATACHOOSE 1=:NEW SYSTEM
, 2 =C^HANGE SYSTEM , Tt-RUN ,OR 4=:DISPLAY^ • j
1
WHAT TYPES OP INPUTT (TYPE 4 O'S POP ANEXPLANATION
» )
10 0 0
yiiy and labels
CV?
42 3 113 1 15331114
cv=:4 23113115331114 ok? answer q or
PROGRAMS
1
NURSE BGS
')
Ao
POL/P BGS
3
OTHER DGR
4
GENERAL
l-'ROG INCOME CATS
1
PEES
2
GRANTS
PROG INC UNITS
1
PEP: STUD
UNIT INDEX NUMBPZR? (TYPE 'Q' FOP: CODE LIST,)
10
NEXT UNIT NAME
n
PEP: CRED
UNIT INDEX NUMBER? (TYPE 'O' FOP: CODE LIST,)
40
NEXT UNIT NAME
3
PIXED
UNIT INDEX NUMBER? (TYPE 'O' FOP: CODE LIST,)
30
PROG COST CATEGORIES
1
PIXED
|:>ROG COST UNITS
1
PIXED
UNIT INDEK HUMBERT (TYPE 'Q' TOR CODE LIST \
30
COURSE GROUPS
1
E-NT j C LAS S
2
CORRESP
3
rih:g class
COURSE INCOME CATS
1
CRED
«
FEE
COURSE INCOME UNITS
1
PER CRED
UNIT INDEK HUMBERT (TYPE 'Q' FOR CODE LIST^)
10
COURSEH COST CATS
1
INST ^ SAL
2
ADMIN
*
3
INST
^
MAT
A
MAILING
3
ADV
^
COURSE COST UNITS
1
PER CR*
UNIT INDEX HUMBERT (TYPE 'Q' F'OR CODE LIST»)
10
NEXT UNIT NAME
*:)
P
*
CR
^
TGHT
UNIT INDEX HUMBERT (TYPE 'O' F'OP: CODE LIST^)
20
NEXT UNIT NAME
3
FIXED
UNIT INDEX HUMBERT (TYPE 'Q' P'OP: CODE LIST*)
30
SERVICES
1
COUNSEL
n
A*
PrEGISTR
3
GEN* ADM
524
SVEPiVICE: INC CATS
1
ADM
*
STAF F
ISERVICE INC UNITS
1
R
AEiEL*
FINED
UNIT INDEX NUMDEF:? ( TYFE 'O' FOP. CODE LIST»)
30
SERVICE COST CATS
1
ADM
»
STAFF
SERVICE COST UNITS
1
REP: COUNS
UNIT INDEX NUME<ERT (TYRE 'Q' '"OP: CODE LIST*)
21
NEXT UNIT NAME
O
RR RG STF
UNIT INDEX NUMBER? (TYRE 'Q' F'OP: CODE LIST*)
22
NEXT UNIT NAME
3
RER STUD
UNIT INDEX NUMBER? (TYRE 'Q' FOR CODE LIST*)
13
NEXT UNIT NAME
4
FIXED
UNIT INDEX NUMBER? (TYRE 'O' FOR CODE LIST*)
0
A 2 I'IGIT code expressed as a single number
30 INDICATES A CONSTANT* OTHERWISE*
1ST digit; 1 FOP: ARRRORRIATE ENROLLMENT VECTOR,(RE,CE,SE, )
*
2 FOR ARRRORRIATE RESOURCE VECTOR,
( RR , CP: r SR ) *
3 FOR PROGRAM INST* LOAD (RExL. ) *N0TE;
3 QFRLIES_TO_RRgGF:AMS_ONLY *
2X1' digit; 0 for programs and courses*
K (INDEX OF SERVICE) FOR SEP:VICES*
UNIT INDEX NUMBER? (TYRE 'O' FOP: CODE LIST*)
30
PiUN? 0= RUN, l^RESOURCE ONLY, 2=FESOURCE AND
DIRECT BUDGET, 3=:ALL CALCULATIONS*
0
DISPLAYS?
0
LEARN RUN COMPLETE*
LEARN 1
RUN NAMEI*
CORRECT EiRRORS IN TITLE INRUT
CHOOSE 1:=:NEW SYSTEM
, 2= C:*"IANGE SYSTEM , 3=RUN ,
OR 4=HISRLAY,
n
WHAT TYRES OR INRUTT (TYRE 4 2'^ P'OR AN
EXRLANATION
» )
10 0 0
CtliByGli 6^5 !=0£E!=§
HAVE HATA FOR 1] INCOME/COST OR 21 ETNROLLMENTS
OR RATES BEEN ENTERED^
ANSWER '00' F'OR NONE, '10'
F-OR COST/INCOME
*
0 0
CHANGE LIST LENGTH? ANSWER Q OP: 1
0
NUMBER OF TITLE LIST?
4
WHAT ELEMENT?
1
RROG COST CATEGORIES ITEM 1
CURF;:ENT NAMEJ fixed * NEW NAME?
COORD
*
MORE CHANGES IN RROG COST CATEGORIES ? Q OR
0
NEW LIST?
1
CHANGE LIST LENGTH? ANSWER 0 OR 1
0
NUMBER OF TITLE LIST?
13
WHAT ELEMENT?
1
SERVICE INC UNITS ITEM 1
CURRENT NAMEJ FIXED , NEW NAME?
FIXED
UNIT INDEX NUMBER? (TYRE 'O' P'OP: CODE LIST,)
30
MORE CHANGES IN SERVICE INC UNITS ? 0 OR 1*
0
NEW LIST?
1
CHANGE LIST LENGTH? ANSWER 0 OR 1
0
NUMBER OF TITLE LIST?
12
WHAT ELEMENT?
1
SERVICE INC CATS ITEM 1
CURRENT NAMEJ ADM, STAFF" , NEW NAME?
? 0 OP: 1
GRANTS
MOREl changes i:n service inc cats
0
NEW LIST?
0
THIS ROUND OF TITLE CHANGES HAS E<EEN COMFLETED
RUN? Qr; NO RUN, ^ssRESOURCE ONLY, 2~P:^'®OURCE AND
DIRECT BUDGET, 3=:ALL CALCULATIONS.
0
X> I SPLAYS?
0
LEARN RUN COMPLETE
527
LEARN 1
RUN NAME?
CONTINUE SAMPLE TERMINAL SESSION TO INPUT NEW DATA
CHOOSE 1=:NEW SYSTEM
,
2~<^HANGE SYSTEM
, 3=RUN ,
OR 4=:DISPLAY»
1
WHAT TYPES OP INPUT? (TYPE 4 2'® F’OP:
EXPLANATION
^ )
0 10 0
£Q§I SfJE! t'ATA
PROGRAMS/STUDENT TYPES INCOME
PER STUD PER CRED PIXED
NURSE BGS
PEES
0 10 0
GRANTS
0 3000
ONLY NUMBERS ARE PERMITTED? VECTOR OP LENGTH 3
IS P:EGUIRED» USE ” POR MINUS
»
TRY AGAIN
^
0 0 3000
POL/P BGS
PEES
0 0 0
GRANTS
150 0 0
OTHER DGR
PEES
0 0 0
GRANTS
0 0 0
GENERAL
FEES
0 0 0
GRANTS
0 0 0
M>ROGRAMS/STUDENT TYPES COST
PIXED
NURSE BGS
COORD
*
1000
POL/P BGS
COORD
*
4000
OTHER DGR
COORD
»
0
GENERAL
COORD
,
0
INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES INCOME
PER CRED
1 I
'
I '
I
528
tEIXT
*
CLASS
cpi:E::r.i
^
' 35
CORRESF-
CREI*
»
FEE
35
REG CLASS
CRED
*
FEE
12
INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES COST
PER CR» P*CR*TGHT FIXED
EXT
»
CLASS
INST
*
SAL
0 350 0
lADMIN
,
0 0 3000
INST » MAT
3 0 0
MAILING
0 0 100
ADV
*
0 0 200
CORRESP
INST
*
SAL
0 10 300
ADMIN
,
0 0 1500
INST
»
MAT
5 0 500
MAILING
5 0 0
ADV
»
0 0 500
REG CLASS
INST
^
SAL
0 0 500
ADMIN
*
0 0 0
INST
»
MAT
0 0 0
MAILING
0 0 0
ADV
»
0 0 800
SUPPORT SERVICES INCOME
FIXED
COUNSEL
GRANTS
0
REGISTR
GRANTS
0
GE:N
»
ADM
GRANTS
6500
SUPPORT SERVICES
P ER CO LiNS PR RG ST I-
COLJNSEL
ADM , STAFF
500 000
REGISTR
ADM , STAFF
0 100 0 0
GEN
*
ADM
ADM
*
STAFF
005 9000
RUN? 0= RUNy l=RESOLiRCE ONL.Y , 2”f':E:SOURCE
DIRECT BUDGET, 3=:AI_L. CALCULAT I ONS
»
0
D ISFLAYS?
0
I..EARN RUN COMPLETE
»
COST
PER STUD FINED
AND
530
LEARN 1
RUN NAME?
CONTINUE SAMPLE TERMINAL SESSION TO INPUT NEW
CHOOSE 1=NEW SYSTEM
, 2= C.'HANGE SYSTEM , 3=:RUN ,
OP: 4 = 11 1 SPLAY »
1
WHAT TYPES Ol-
EKPLANATION
» )
0 0 10
ENROLLMENT VARIAE<LE
INPUT? (TYPE 4 2'S F'OP:
NAMES AND VALUES
STORE NEW PROGRAM
AS E<ASE CASE?
AND SEP;VICE ENROLLMENTS
;l
CHOOSE
0
CHOOSE
0
TO SPECIFY N AND F (1) OP: PE ONLY ( 0 )»
TO SPECIFY FLM AND L (1) OR ICLM ONLY
NAMES FOR ENROLLMENT Af-
ENROLLM
*
PROGRAMS
STUDENTS
RESOURCE PROGRAMS
NONE
ENROLLM
*
COURSE GROUPS
CP:
*
TAKEN
RESOURCE COURSE GROUPS
CP:
*
TAUGHT
SERVICE VARIABLE CODE
VECTOR FOP: SERVICES
0 2 1
ENROLLM
*
SERVICES
VISITS
RESOURCE SERVICES
COUNS
*
ENROLLM
*
SERVICES
CP:
*
TAKE?<
RESOURCE SERVICES
REG *STF
ENROLLM
*
SERVICES
RESOURCE VARIABLES
STUDENTS
RESOURCE
NONE
VARIABLE
SERVICES
3
3
AND RESOURCE NAMES ENTERED*
ICLM INSTP:UCTIONAL SERVICES VECTORS*
NURSE BGS
2*4 0 *6
POL/F BGS
4*2 .6 1*2
OTHER DGR
8 *9 6*3
GENERAL
1*5 :l *2 *3
data ?
( 0 )
:
NEW PE
20 30 50 100
DM SUPPORT SERVICES VECTORS*
COUWSEL.
5 *6 *7 *1
REGISTR
L ENTEtRED,
GEN
»
ADM
I'S ENTERED,
ENROLLMENT NAMES/VAR I ABLES ENTERED,
RUN? 0= RUN, l=:RESOURCEi; ONLY, 2=P:^®OURCE
DIRECT BUDGET, 3=ALL CALCULATIONS,
0
DISPLAYS?
0
LEARN RUN COMPLETE,
AND
LEARN 1
|:«UN NAME7
CONTINUE SAMPLE TERMINAL SESSION TO INPUT NEW PATACHOOSE 1 =:NEW SYSTEM
, 2 =CHANGE SYSTEM
,
TssRUN
,OR 4=:riISPLAY» '
'
1
WHAT T tFES OI- IfiPUTT (TYPE 4 9 'S FOR ANEXPLANATION,)
0 0 0 1
!S0I!i formulas
FORMULA FOR NURSE BGS
NONE FROM STUDENTS
0 0 0 0
FORMULA
0 0 0 0
FOR POL/F BGS
FORMULA
0 0 0 0
FOR OTHER DGR
FORMULA FOR GENERAL
0 0 0 0
FORMULA FOR EXT, CLASS
CR, TAUGHT FROM CR, TAKEN
0 *06 0 1
INCREMENT
.03 0
FORMULA
0 10 0
FOR CORRESP
FORMULA FOR REG CLASS
0 10 0
FORMULA FOR COUNSEL
COUNS
,
FROM VISITS
0 110
FORMULA FOR REGISTR
REG , STF FROM CR, TAKEN
2 .03 0
FORMULA
0
FOR GEN, ADM
NONE
0 0 0 0
FROM STUDENTS
RATE FORMULAS ENTERED,
RUNT 0= PUN, l=RESOURCE ONLY, 2-P:'^SOURCE AND
DIRECT BUDGET, 3=ALL CALCULATIONS,
0
DISPLAYS'?
0
LEARN RUN COMPLETE,
I-EARH X
RON NAME?
riEMONSTRATION ~ CORRECT ERROR IN RATIO FORMULA
CHOOSE 1=:NEW SYSTEM
, 2=t^HANGE SYSTEM , 3=:RUN ,OR 4=DISRLAY^
2
WHAT TYRES OF INPUT? (TYPE 4 2'^ F'OP:
EXPLANATION,)
0 0
ONLY NUMBERS ARE PERMITTED} VECTOR OF LENGTH 4
IS REQUIRED, USE ~ FOR MINUS, TRY AGAIN,
2 2 2 2
TYPES* 1 ) LABELS/NAMES , 2 ) ^ ^ INPUT,
3 ) ENROLLMENT INPUT, 4 ) RATIO INPUT, TYPE Q 1 '^OP-
EACH (E,G,, '1 0 0 O' means labels/names ONLY),
TYPES?
0 0 0 1
E9!2My!=!5§
WHAT VARIABLE? TYPE '00' HELP,
0 0
VECTOR OF 2? F'IRST ELEMENT = 1,2 f 3 F’OP:
PROGS/COURSES/SERVICES} 2^0 ELEMENT INDEXES
INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM, COURSE GROUP, OR SERVICE,
3 1
FORMULA FOR COUNSEL
COUNS, FROM VISITS
0 *01 1 0
ANOTHER CHANGE IN RATE FORMULAS?
0
RATE FORMULAS ENTERED,
RUN? 0= P:UN, IrrRESOURCE ONLY, AND
DIRECT BUDGET, 3=:ALL CALCULATIONS,
3
this a base case?
1
""
DISPLAYS?
0
LEARN RUN COMPLETE,
534
2
. COMPLETE DISPLAY OF INPUT AND OUTPUT FROM BASE CASE
USING DUMMY DATA
INPUT
Financial Data 535
Enrollment Data 530
Ratio Data 54q
INTERMEDIATE VARIABLES AND OUTPUT
Ratio Formulas Showing Base Amount for
Increment Formulas^ 541
Enrollments and Resources^ 542
Direct Budget 544
Program Budget 546
1 Only the base amount for the increment formulas is
computed; the remainder of this display is identical to
input display listed above.
2 This display also includes the enrollment data.
LEARN 1
RUN NAME?
DEMONSTRATION RUN WITH DUMMY DATA* FINANCIAL INPUT
CHOOSE 1=:NEW SYSTEM
,
2=:C^HANGE SYSTEM
, 3=RUN ,
OR 4.=:DISPLAY»
4
WHAT DISPLAYS? TYPE 5 2 ' F’^R EXPLANATION,
1 0 0 0 0
DEMONSTRATION RUN WITH DUMMY DATA* FINANCIAL INPUT
FINA?4CIAL DATA* DISPLAY UNIT AND RESOURCE CODES?
1
COST AND INCOME DATA
PROGRAMS/STUDENT TYPES INCOME
PER STUD PER CRED
,
FIXED
NURSE DGS FEES
GRANTS
0.00
0.00
10.00
0.00
0.00
3000.00
POL/F BGS GRANTS 150.00 0.00 0.00
PROGRAMS/STUDENT TYPES COST
FIXED
NURSE BGS COORD
,
1000.00
POL/F BGS COORD 4000.00
INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES INCOME
PER CRED,
EXT , CLASS CRED , FEE 35.00
CORRESP CRED ,FEE 35.00
REG , CLASS CRED , FEE 12.00
536
INS>TP:UCTIOWAL SERVICES COST
P ER CR
*
R
*
CR
*
TGHT FINED
EKT* CLASS INST* SAL, 0*00 350*00 0.00
AIiMIN
* 0*00 0*00 3000.00INST
*
MAT
* 3*00 0*00 0.00
MAILING
ADV
*
OO OO OO
0.00
0.00
100.00
200.00
CORRESR INST
*
SAL
*
ADMIN
*
INST
*
MAT
*
MAILING
ADV
*
0.00
0.00
5.00
5.00
0.00
10.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
300.00
1500.00
500.00
0.00
500.00
REG* CLASS INST* SAL*
ADV
*
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
500.00
800.00
SUPPORT SERVICES INCOME '
FINED
•
GEN
*
ADM
*
GRANTS 6500.00
SUPPORT SERVICES COST
PER COUNS PR RG srr PER STUD* FINED
COUNSEL
*
ADM* STAFF 500.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
REGISTR
*
ADM* STAFF 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00
GEN
*
ADM
*
ADM* STAFF 0.00 0.00 5.00 9000.00
yyil eODES: see F-P:0GP:«M CODEL.IST ' FOP: KEY
FROGRAMS/STUDENT TYRES
REP: STUD REP:
INCOME 10.00
CREEi
,
40.00
RROGRAMS/STUDENT TYRES
FINE El
COST 30.00
FINED
30.00
I NS T P: UC T I ONA l_ SE P:V I C E S
RER CP:ED,
INCOME 10.00
INSTRUCTIONAL. SERVICES
COST
REP: CR,
10.00
R,CP:,TGHT
20.00
FINED
30.00
SUPPORT
INCOME
SUPPORT
SERVICES
FINED
30.00
SERVICES
PER COUNS RP: P:G STF RER STUD
,
FINED
COST 21.00 22.00 13.00 Ooo
IDIJ CODES FOP: RELATIONSHIP- DETWEEN SUPPORT SERVICE
ENROLLMENTS AND RESOURCES,
HAVE THESE DATA BEEN ENTERED?
1
KEY* PROPORTIONAL TO ENROLLMENT AND* 0"U^E:P: DEFINED
VARIABLE, 1 = 1 r 2==*-? AVERAGE STUDENT INSTR, LOAD,
COUNSEL
,
0.00
COMPLETE
,
IDI
LEARN RUN
REGISTR
,
2.00
GEN , ADM
,
1.00
53B
l-EARN 1
FiUN NAME?
DEMONSTRATION RUN WITH DUMMY DATA* ENROLLMENT DATA
CHOOSE 1=NEW SYSTEM
, 2=C:HANGE SYSTEM
,
3=:RUN
,OR 4=DISFLAY*
4
WHAT DISPLAYS? TYPE 5 2'^ FOR EKPLANATION^
0 10 0 0
DEMONSTRATION RUN WITH DUMMY DATA* ENROLLMENT DATA
ENROLLMENT AND RESOURCE DISPLAYS
SHORT ( 0 ) OR LONG ( 1
)
LIST?
1
INPUT ( 0 ) OR INPUT AND OUTPUT (1) VARIABLES?
0
ENROLLMENTS AND RESOURCES* INPUT
NJ TOTAL 1ENROLLMENT 200
FLM FR,iCOURSE LOAD MATRIX
EKT , CLASS CORRESP REG ^ CLASS
NURSE BGS 0*80 0.00 0.20
POL/F BGS 0*70 0.10 0.20
OTHER DGR 0*20 0.10 0.70
GENERAL 0,50 0.40 0.10
ICLM I
*
COURSE LOAD MATRIX (CR » TAKEN )
EKT
^
CLASS CORRESP REG
^
CLASS
NURSE BGS 2*40 0.00 0.60
POL/F BGS 4*20 0.60 1.20
OTHER DGR 1 *80 0.90 6.30
GEJ^ERAL 1*50 1.20 0.30
DM IN
,
SERV^LOAD MATRIX
COUNSEL
*
REGISTR
»
GEN
»
ADM
»
VISITS CR
»
TAKEN STUDENTS
NURSE E‘GS 0.50 3.00 1.00
POL/F BGS 0.60 6.00 1.00
OTHER DGR 0.70 9.00 1.00
GENERAL 0.10 3.00 1.00
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i
F FRACTIONL LOAD VECTOR
JRJRSE BGS ROL/F BGS OTHER DGR
0*10 0*15 0*25
L STUBENT LOAD VECTOR (CR» TAKEN )
NURSE BGS POL./F E<GS OTHER DGR
3*00 6*00 9.00
RE PROGRAM ENROLLMENTS (STUDENTS )
NURSE BGS ROL/F BGS OTHER DGR
20.00 30.00 50.00
GENERAL
0.50
®^Neral
3.00
GENERAL
100.00
LEARN RUN COMPLETE
L.EAP;N 1
RUN NAME?
I.IEMONSTRAT ION RUN WITH DUMMY DATA* RATIO DATA
CHOOSE JnsNEW SYSTEM
, 2=f^HANGE SYSTEM
,
3=:RUN
,
OR 4:s:DISRLAY^
4
WHAT i:tISRL.AYS? TYRE 5 2 ' FOR EXPLANATION.
0 0 10 0
DEMONSTRATION RUN WITH DUMMY DATA* F:A7IO DATA
EQEMytOit HAVE DASES FOR INCREMENT FORMULAS
BEEN COMPUTED (1) OR SHOULD ZEROS BE DISPLAYED ( 0 ) '?
0
PROGRAMS/STUDENT TYPES
COORD, STF FROM STUDENTS
NO BASE FORMULAS
NO INCF:EMENT F0F::MULAS
I NS TR UC T I O AL S ERV I CES
CP;
,
TAUGHT FROM CRETAKEN
BASE FORMULAS
BASE P:ATE STEP? INCRMNT?
EXT , CLASS O.OOEO 6 * 00 n"“2 0 * 00^0 1 . 00^0
CORRESP
REG , CLASS
0*00
0*00
1 *00
1*00
0*00
0*00
0*00
0*00
INCREMENT FORMULAS
INC BASE INC RATE INC STEP?
EXT , CLASS
CORRESP
0*00e:0
0*00
3*00'h:”2
0*00
0 * 00^0
0*00
REG , CLASS 0*00 000 0*00
SUPPORT SERVICES
BASE FORMULAS
COUNS
,
FROM VISITS
BASE RATE STEP? INCRMNT?
COUNSEL
,
0 . 00^0 1 00E“2 1 * 00^0 O^OOf^-O
J'-- "
REG , STF
REGISTR
,
FROM CR, TAKEN
BASE RATE
2 * 00^0 3 * 00 E-“2
STEP?
0 * 00 'n:0
INCRMNT?
0 * 00^0
GEN
.
NO rORMULA
NO INCREMENT FORMULAS
LEARN RUJ-^ COMPLETE,
LEARN 1
RUN NAMEV
DEMONSTRATION RUN WITH DUMMY DATA RATIOS WITH BASE
CHOOSE IssNEW SYSTEM
, 2= C.'HANGE SYSTEM , ImRUN ,
OR 4saDISPLAY,
4
WHAT DISPLAYS? TYPE 5 2'® EXPLANATION,
0 0 10 0
DEMONSTRATION RUN WITH DUMMY DATA* RATIOS WITH BASE
EBIg EQEMytBSt have bases for increment formulas
BEEN COMPUTED (1) OR SHOULD ZEROS BE DISPLAYED (Q)?
1
eeig !i:QBHy!=B2
PROGRAMS/STUDENT TYPES
COORD, STF FROM STUDENTS
NO BASE FORMULAS
NO INCREMENT FORMULAS
INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES
CR, TAUGHT FROM CR, TAKEN
E<ASE FORMULAS
EXT , CLASS
CORRESP
REG , CLASS
BASE
0.00ii::0
0.00
0.00
RATE
6.00e:-2
1.00
1.00
STEP?
0.00^0
0.00
0.00
INCRMNT?
1 . 00^:0
0.00
0.00
INCREMENT FORMULAS
EXT , CLASS
CORRESP
REG , CLASS
INC BASE
2.48'=;i
0.00
0.00
INC RATE
3.00I^“2
0.00
0.00
INC STEP?
O.OOEO
0.00
0.00
542
SUPPORT SE
BASE
COUNS
»
RVICES
FORMULAS
FROM VISITS
DASE RATE STEF? INCRMNT?
COUNSEL
» 0»00i^0 1»00e:-2 1 .001^0 O^OOEO
REG
»
STF FROM CR, TAKEN
DASE RATE STEP? INCRMNT?
REGISTR
^ 2 *001^:0 3*00e:“2 O^OOEO 0.00e:0
GEN » ADM
»
NO FORMULA
NO INCREMENT FORMULAS
LEARN RUN COMPLETE
»
.'Is.-'
l_EAP:N 1
P:UW NAME?
DEMONSTRATION RUN WITH DUMMY DATA; RESOURCES
CHOOSE 1=:NEW SYSTEM y 2~C^HANGE SYSTEM , 3==P:UN y
OR 4=:DISRL.AY
»
4
WHAT DISPLAYS? TYPE 5 2'^ FOP: EXPLANATION^
0 10 0 0
DEMONSTRATION RUN WITH DUMMY DATA* RESOURCES
ENROLLMENT AND RESOURCE DISPLAYS
SHORT
0
INPUT
(0) OR LONG (1) 1ST?
(0) OR INPUT AND OUTPUT (1) VARIABLES?
1
iy!?Q!=!=ySt!I§ 6y£ liiESQyESiS J INP UT AND OUTPUT
n; total enrollment 200
I CLM
;
IN , COURSE LOAD MATRIX (CR* TAKEN )
EXT
»
CLASS CORRESF R EG » CLASS
NURSE £<GS 2*40 0.00 0.60
F OL/F E«GS 4,20 0.60 1.20
OTHER DGR 1.80 0.90 6.30
GENERAL 1.50 1.20 0.30
DM IN* SERVJ_OAD MATRIX
COUNSEL
*
REGISTR
,
GEN
»
ADM
,
VISITS CR
*
TAKEN STUDENTS
NURSE BGS 0*50 3*00 1*00POL/P BGS 0*60 6*00 1*00
OTHER DGR 0*70 9*00 1*00
GENERAL 0*10 3*00 1*00
PE PROGRAM ENROLLMENTS (STUDENTS )
NURSE DGS POL/P BGS OTHER DGR
20*00 30*00 50*00
PR PROGRAM RESOURCES ( COORD *STF)
NUP:SE BGS POL/P BGS OTHER DGR
0*00 0*00 0*00
TOTAL, TPR * 0
CE COURSE ENROLLMENTS (CR» TAKEN )
ENT
»
CLASS
414*00
CORRESP REG » CLASS
183*00 393*00
TOTAL, TCE 990
CR COURSE RESOURCES (CR» TAUGHT)
ENT
*
CLASS COP:RESP REG^CLASS
24*84 183*00 393*00
TOTAL, TCR 600*84
SE SERVICE ENROLLMENTS
COUNSEL
*
VISITS
73*00
REGISTR
»
CR
»
TAKEN
990*00
GEN
»
ADM
»
STUDENTS
200*00
SR SERVICE RESOURCES
COUNSEL
*
COUNS
»
1*00
REGISTR
*
REG
*
STP
31*70
GEN » ADM
,
ADM
*
STP
»
0*00
GENERAL
100*00
GENERAL
0*00
LEARN RUN COMPLETE
544
LEARN 1
RUN NAME?
DEMONSTRATION RUN WITH DUMMY DATA* DIRECT BUDGET
CHOOSE 1=.-NEW SYSTEM, 2~CHANGE SYSTEM
,
3=:RUN
,
OR 4=:DISRLAY,
4
WHAT DISPLAYS? TYPE 5 2'S FOR EXPLANATION*
0 0 0 1 0
DEMONSTRATION RUN WITH DUMMY DATA* DIRECT BUDGET
Syt'SSi: include budgets by categories?
1
Sy^GET
ByDGEJS BY individual CATEGORIES
PROGRAMS/STUDENT TYPES
FEES GRANTS
NURSE BGS 200*00 3000*00
POL/F E<GS 0*00 4500*00
OTHER DGR 0*00 0 * 00 "
GENERAL 0*00 0*00
COST
COORD
*
NURSE BGS 1000*00
POL/F BGS 4000*00
OTHER DGP: 0*00
GENERAL 0*00
INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES
INCOME
CRED
*
FEE
EXT
*
CLASS 14490*00
CORRESP 6405*00
REG
*
CLASS 4716*00
COST
INST
*
SAL
*
ADMIN
*
EXT
*
CLASS 8694*00 3000*00
CORRESP 2130*00 1500*00
REG
*
CLASS 500*00 0*00
INST* MAT* MAILING ADV
*
1242*00 100*00 200*00
1415*00 915*00 500*00
0*00 0*00 800*00
SUFP-ORT SERVICES
INCOME
COUNSEL
REGISTR
GEN . AE<M
GRANTS
0.00
0.00
6500.00
COST
ADM
»
STAFF
COUNSEL
^ 500.00
REGISTR
,
3170.00
GEN
»
AEiM
, 10000.00
GENERAL BUDGETS
RROGRAMS/STUDENT TYRES
INCOME COST NET UNIT
NURSE BGS 3200.00 1000.00 2200.00 50.00
ROL/F BGS 4500.00 4000.00 500.00 133.33OTHER DGR 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
GENERAL 0.00 o oo 0.00 0.00
INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES
INCOME COST NET UNIT
EXT
^
CLASS 14490.00 13236.00 1254.00 31.97
CORRESR 6405.00 6460.00 "55.00 35.30
REG
»
CLASS 4716.00 1300.00 3416.00 3.31
SURRORT SERVICES
INCOME COST NET UNIT
COUNSEL
» 0.00 500.00 "500.00 6.85
REGISTR 0.00 3170.00 "3170.00 3.20
GEN , ADM
^ 6500.00 10000.00 "3500.00 50.00
TOTALS
INCOME COST NET UNIT
RROG/STDS 7700.00 5000.00 2700.00 25.00
INST SERV 25611.00 20996.00 4615.00 21.21
SURT SERV 6500.00 13670.00 "7170.00 0.00
GRAND TOTALS
INCOME COST NET UNIT
39811.00 39666.00 145.00 198.33
LEARN RUN COMRLETE »
546
L.EARN I
RUN NAME?
DEMONSTP:AT I ON RUN WITH DUMMY DATA* PROGRAM BUDGET
CHOOSE 1=NEW SYSTEM
, 2 =C:HANGE SYSTEM
,
3=:RUN
,OR 4=:DISPI_AY^
4
WHAT DISPLAYS? TYPE 5 2'^ POR EXPLANATION^
0 0 0 0 1
DEMONSTRATION RUN WITH DUMMY DATA* PROGRAM BUDGET
PROGRAM
DIRECT PROGRAM
NURSE BGS
POL/F BGS
OTHER: DGR
GENERAL
INCOME
3200*00
4500*00
0*00
0*00
INSTRUCTIONAL
NURSE BGS
POL/F BGS
OTHER DGR
GENERAL
SERVICES
INCOME
1824*00
5472*00
8505*00
9810*00
SUPPORT SERVICES
I
NURSE BGS
POL/F BGS
I
j
OTHER DGR
I
GENERAL
I
INCOME
650*00
975*00
1625*00
3250*00
TOTAL PROGRAM BUDGET
INCOME
NURSE BGS
POL/F BGS
OTHER DGR
GENERAL
LEARN RUN
5674*00
10947*00
10130*00
13060*00
COMPLETE
*
COST
1000*00
4000*00
0*00
0*00
COST
1574*30
4782*84
5507*90
9130*95
COST
1260*61
2199*65
4180*64
6029*10
COST
3834*92
10982*49
9688*54
15160*05
BUDGEI
NET
2200*00
500*00
0*00
0*00
NET
249*70
689*16
2997*10
679*05
NET
“610*61
“ 1224*65
“2555*64
“2779*10
NET
1839*08
“35*49
441*46
“2100*05
UNIT
50*00
133*33
0*00
0*00
UNIT
78*72
159*43
110*16
91*31
UNIT
63*03
73*32
83*61
60*29
UNIT
191*75
366*08
193*77
151*60
3. SAMPLE TERMINAL SESSIONS TO MODFY EXISTING DATA
Eliminate nursing program ujith display of enrolimentsi
resources/ direct budget/ and program budget 54B
107. enrollment increase with display of enrollments/
resources/ direct budget/ and program budget 553
•tc
l.k;:arn i
RUN NAMEV
DEMONSTRATION WITH DUMMY DATA* DHiOR NURSING
CHOOSE
J =NEW SYSTEM , SYSTEM
,
3s;RUN
,
OR 4s=X:<ISRLA t
*
2
WHAT TYPES OF INPUT'P (TYPE 4 2'^
ENPL.ANATION
» )
2 2 2 2^
TYPES* I ) EADEL-S/NAMES , 2 ) P' J- > ^ INPUT,
"5 ) E f •<R
O
L. L. M E: f < T I f <P U T , 4 ) R.A T I O I f J P' U V * T Y F'E Q OR 1 FOR
EiACH (E*G^, '
;| 0 0 O' MEANS L. AX^ EL.S/NAMES ONLY),
TYPES'?
10 10
HAVE XUAT A FOR
^
INCOME/COST OR '2;] ENROLLMENTS
OR RATERS be;e:n ente:rex:i?
ANSWER '00' NONE, '10'
FOR COST/INCOME,
, , ,
*
1 1
change: list length? answer q 1
1
NUMDER of title LIST'?
1
s p E c I F r »< e:w l eng rh =t:c v [; j 2 ?
3
WHAT ELEMENT IS TO BE ELIMINATED?
1
A T IE S E N T IE P.E Ti '?
1
MORIE CHANGES IE N PROGRAMS ? () OR J.,
0
NEW LIST'?
0
THIS R OUN X:i O F' TIT I... El C: HA 11 G ES HA S XX IEE i J C: O M I" I... El T’ El D
EN Ft O I... L.. M IE N T VA F: I A B I... IE N AM Ei;S AN X!' V A I... LI E-: S
store: new PFtOGRAM ANT' S IE FtVICE ENItOI...LMIEfm:i
AS BASE! CASE'i»
are: THIEFtE EXISTING X-XASE: VAI..UIES FOFt CIE , FFE , ANIi SIl. IHA T
YOU WISH TO KEEP'?
C'HAN GE F- R OG F; A M / C OU F: S IE / S IE F: V I C: E! E:N F: O I... 1... M k. N \ O F:
F: IE S O LJ Ft C E: N AM IE ?:> ?
8 8 8 8 8 8 8
SPECIFY 1 OR 0 ONLY, T Ft v' A G A 1 1
1
0
V' A R T A x'f I... lii: s T'o x-f i;::
8 B B 8 8 8 8
3 ' "> I" OR :i:f<ra
G^f-rriirR vector of LEfion
VALUE
y 2"" RERCENT CHAf
2 *Re;: 3^::- 4
SPEC IF ic
1 0 0 0 c 0 0
.NEW iN
;i.80
li-: f < R o 1.. 1... M in: .'•< t n i:;. .v i=;s / v .a f: :i: .a b i... 11;; <:> e n te f: in; i:.
^
F:U,N? Q::- NO RUN, | RE GOU R C E ONLY, 2 R ^ O UR C E .A NX,.
x:. I Fi; E c: r x:< u .t.g e::t
, 3 a i... i... c a l.. c 1..1 l.. .a t 1 on ej ^
3
R Ei §9y R 9 !in ...R9 9 u i r e m in: .n t ?•> j :i: s r i- i x n> a b a in in: c a lii e 'i>
0
F:U .'•< W X T U c: U F: F: Ei; .'•< T B A S En
,
I E" A .'•< x
, ( J ) O F: A Ei X N X;.E F F:N -
BENT RUN ( 0 )T
0
X:'IE>RLAYir>'P
;l.
w i"i A T x:. I G I"' L. A s 7 r r r e 5 2 ' -> R R ^ ^ >
?
<« f ^ ? '*
2 2 2 2 2
x:. 1 S !"• I... lA YG I ) !" .1: NA NCIA L. I N F' U T' , 2 ) R I"'- R f R R ^ •=" ->
( E I T' HE F: I N F' l.J V O F: I f J F' LJ T A N B O l.i T l“- l.J T ) , 3 ) Ei; A T :i: O X N P U 7 ,
4 ) i:. I R in:c r xx i.i x;.ge X' , 3 ) r r d c-i e:-. .a .m b l.i x;.g En 7' , .a n gw En f: 0 o f; 1
F OF: linACH (E^G*, '() Q j. Q 1' w.iLL y;i:elx;. b;i:gf layg
OF 7 ' E l En. F: A T X O I N E^' U 7 ' A N B T I-I En F' R O G F: A M B U X:- G lin T ) , T t' I"' Ei: G Y
0 :i. 0 1 1
x:. E iM 0 17G T F: A T :i: O f7 W I T I-I X:. U iM .V Y X:iA T A B F:O F’ NU Ei; G :i: NG
EnNRgLL.MEZNT ANB RRGOURCE B.I?iR!;:;AlS
GEIORT ( 0 ) OR LONG ( ;[ ) LIGTY
0
INRUT ( 0 ) OF: INEH.)T lAiNX:' OUTFUV (|) V.AF: 1 .AXXLEn.GY
1
EnNF;OLLMENTG ANB RRSOURCEG J ;i;NRU r AN.B OUTRU V
N * T O 7 A I... En N Ei; O I... I. . M iin N 7' J ()
:i:cL.M :i:n. C.' O LI Pi: S E 1... O P.\ D
liSXT
^
(:m...p.ps>s
P-OL/P" DGS 4*20
OT HER DGR 1*80
G ENER PAI... 1*30
MfVrPiTX (CR^TAKEH )
C' C) I-: 1^: E S P ' Pi: E Cl
^
c: 1.. (>, Ci SI
0 60 1 20
0*90 6*30
1*20 0*30
i:* M
;
:i: p <
^
<:> i-i: p:; v
^
l. o a jci m pa t pi: :r
r c)L./i"’ Bcis
T P I in; pi: DGPI:
GlinNI-nRAL.
(:;ouMsi:i;i...
,
v;i: s:i:T<ii
0*60
0*70
0 * .1. 0
REGIPSTPi;
^
C.'R
,
P fA l< linn
6*00
9 * 00
3*00
GIIL M
^ ,
1i>TUDENTS
:i. *00
;i. *00
;i. *00
ri:n pn^hogpuiAm enroi..i._me::nts (stuxi'Entsi )
POL/P" )K<GS OTHER DGR GENERAL.
30*00 30*00 ;l.00*00
F- R p:- F: OG F: M F': lii: 5 O O Pi; C; Oi: S (COO R X:i
*
S T P" )
PCTL/F" BGS OTHER DGR GENERAL.
0*00 0*00 0*00
TOTAL, y TPF: Q
c e; c.' ou Pi: s E n:: nr o i... l. me i i t s ( c r , t k e r i )
E )•( T
,
C I... Pii S S C O F: F: Pi: S P R E!G
»
C; L. A S S
366*00 ;I.B3*00 381*00
TOTP:»L. y TCPn 930
C F; C O U Pi: SI Hi; F: E S O LI F: C E S ( C; Pi: , T A LI GH T' )
E )< T-
,
c; I... PN SS c; O Pi: F:E SI I"' Pi: IS:G
^
C I... AS S
21*96 183*00 381*00
TOTAL, y TOR j 383*96
SE 1 SEF:VICE ENROLL. ME NTS
CO LINS EL.
,
V :i: SI :i: r si
6 * 0 0
REG :i: STR
*
CR , TA KEN
930 * 00
GEN ADM
,
SI P LIDPSNTS
180*00
COUJiSEL
^
COUNS
,
;i. 00
REG IS TP:
,
REG
^
STF"
29*90
GEN
^
ftHM
^
ADM , STE
^
0*00
k' i fi !=; G I S y K ?!• X * ^ L. G ti K" X'< G D Cv E T s E< r' c: T cr. (•( c) (•I :r nr s '?
0
3Lii£[=;yx ^iyEiSgi
Ci 1:1 fv!E P: A 1.. B U Xli G E T S
PROGP:AMS/STGDENT TYPE s
I NCOME COST NFilT GJ< I T
P’OI../l“ »(:vs 4500*00 4000*00 500*00 133*33
OTHER i:iGR 0*00 0*00 0 * 00 0*00
GENERAL 0 * 00 0*00 0 * 00 0 * 00
1 N s TRGc 7' :r o i'-4A 1... sER V :i; c: i;::
INCOME COST NET GNIT
EXT , CLASS 12810*00 12084*00 726*00 33*02
CORRESP 6405 * 00 6460*00 •55 * 00 35 * 30
REG
^
CLASS 4572*00 1300*00 3272*00 3*41
SGPPORT SE:rvic r::s
I NCOMFI COST NET GNIT
COGNSEL
* 0*00 500 00 ”500*00 7*94
REGISTR
^ 0 * 00 2990*00 ”2990*00 3*22
GEN
^
ADM
* 6500*00 9900*00 ”3400*00 55*00
TOTALS
INCOME COST NET GNIT
PROG/STDS 4500*00 4000*00 500*00 A*« A*« ^ A** A«*
INST serRV 25787*00 19844*00 3943*00 21*34
SGPT SERV 6500*00 13390*00 ••6890*00 0*00
GRAND TOTALS
INCOME cos T NET GN I T
34787*00 37234*00 ”2447 * 00 206*86
PP;C»CvP:AM BUDGE T
BIPECT l-pOGRftM
l”ai.../l"- BGS
oriiER x;iGri:
GEi'JERAI...
a: Nc OMn:: COST UET UNIT
4 S00*00 4000*00 500 . 00 153*33
0 00 0*00 0*00 0*00
0 00 0*00 0*00 0*00
1 f < S TR U C T I O f < A I... G E P: V I CEG
:i: NCOME COGT Nnnr UNIT
ROI.../r BGG 5472*00 4918*31 553*69 163*94OTHEP; BGR 8505*00 5634*80 2870*20 112*70
GE><EP;AI... 98 :1. 0*00 9290*89 519*11 92*91
GUI"POP:T GERVI CEG
incomfj: COGT NET LJNIT
POL../P' BGG 1083*33 2371*57 " 1288*23 79*05
OTHEP: BGR 1 805*56 4474*55 "2669*00 89 * 49
GENERAL. 361
1
* 11 6543*88 ~2932*77 65 44
TOTAL PROGRAM BUDGET
;i: NCOME COST NET UNIT
POL/F BGG 11055*33 11289*88 •"234*54 376*33
OTIinilR X;>GR 10310*56 10109*36 201*20 202*19
GENtTRAL 13421 * 11 15834*77 "2413*66 158*35
I..EAP:N RUN C C)M p- 1... Ui! TE
X HCRf~:p,SB
LEARN I
RUN NAMEV
x:* UMM v- ri A T- A I-:: Li f •< W X V I -I T E N F E F: C F! H T E N Fi: O I... I... M Ei: r-4 T'
C? U OO S I".
;[ U E"W S T' S TEM y 2 =" ^ •' < <•’ R 5i> 'l' S I' EM y 3 ::s F:: UH y
OF: 4 ::nD:i:SFI..,AT\
2
WFIAT T lF-ES OF' .TNEUTI* (TYRE 4 2 ' '“OP: «»<
ENF LANATIFON
^ )
0 0 1 0
I:-; f j F; o I... I.. M f: t v p;: t a x-c i... i-n n «m f: s a i j x:i va i... u f: <r>
•ir> T o Fi; I:!; fi Ki: w F'- 1=:: o a f: a m a 1:1 s F.: rv :i: t' f: f; flo i._ i... m li-: t b
AS BASE CASE" 7
0
F: E T' F^ E-: Ft E Ei:X .T S T X f-FG X-:< (C:> S E" V A I... U IF S F" O F: C E." y F-' E y AN X!' S E"YOU WIEiFI TO KEIFFY
1
FI A ? l GE I"- Ft O G F: A M / C.' OU F: S El! / S IF Ft V X C IF IF f l F: O I... I... M IF f < T O Ft
F: EL' S OU Ft Ei; NA M IFS 'i>
0
VAR X ABLIFE-i TO X';<IF CHANXSFFXi
^
TYF IF 7 P ' E> F OR ;i:NF"0.
2 0 0 0 0 0 0
NEW N
PIFFtCENT CHANGE XN N ENPFtESSEX:i AS A niFCXMAL
F’ FtAC T X ON y ( E\ Ct * y " „ () ^ F" O Ft A 5 I"' Ei; F: C IF N T Ft IF DU C T X O N ) ,
1
T FI A T
E." N Ft O I... L M E f iT 11AM E:!S / V A F: X A X^ L. E <r> IFN T FF F: E X!'
F: UN 7 0 1- NO Ft U N y ;|. I-!: E! IE OU Ft C; E" ON L. r' y 2 == ^F EJ O U Ft C; FF A N Xli
B X Ft E: C; T B UnG EE r » 3 :::: A I... I... C lA I... C L.l I... A T X O I tS ^
3
fi;§ 2 Qy E- y !f _ !iE i y y I E E^g n t s :i: El T H X E> A B A s Ei: c a s if 7
0
FtUN WXTH CU Ft re:NT BAEiEi; y X F" ANY y (j) OF; AS XNXitEPIFN
XliEENT Ft UN (0)7
1
x:ix SRI... AYE>7
1
WHAT DXSFLAYS7 TYREE 5' 2 ' El EOF: ENF" I...ANAT X ON *
0 10 1 ;i.
DUMMY DATAJ RUN WXTH TIF N RIFRCENT liENROLL me:NT XNO
ENROLLMENT AND RgsyyEys! y 1 S E y !r! 1 rl
SHORT (0) OFt LONG (1) L IS T7
0
X IIRU T (0) OFt XNF'UT AND OUTPUT ( 1
)
VA Ft x able; El 7
1
Tt-^I UT Atn:i OIITI 'ITliiiy !iii Q !;;; !u; j-ii jJ !)[ S lJ 3[l K ^ I'l: C' Hf: s *
N* TOTAL IliTJROLLML.'rV 220
:ecl.m j ipn , couRS p: i.,.oad M A r Pi; :i; vc ( q r jTAKILEN )
e::nt , CLASS (:n:)rr ESP-- i-i; Ei: C'i
^
c: 1 ... ASS
NUPI:SE BG 1E 2*40 0*00 0 * 60
POL/F B(y,S 4 20 0*60 1*20
OTHEER DGR oGO 0*90 6*30
GENEP:AL. 1*50 1 * 20 0*30
DM TN^SEERV
^
LOAD MATPi;I A
COON SEE L., p:I“:gi:str
*
GEEN
^
ADM
^
V :i: s ;i: TS CP:
*
TA KEEN S 'T LJ X:iEE NTS>
NUPliSE BGS 0 * 50 3*00 1*00
POI.../P" BGS 0 * 60 6 0 0 1 * 00
O Til PER DGP: 0 * 70 9*00 1*00
GEENEPiAL 0 * 1
0
3*00 1*00
PE PROGRAM EHROI...L..MEHTS ( GTUDENTG )
fajRSE BGG POL. /F BGS OTHER I'GR
00 33*00 00
GENERAL.
IIO.OO
F=- R P R OG P: AM P; E S OO Pi; C l-nS ( C O OR V » STF )
NORSE BGS POL./P" PI'GS OTHER DGR G E"N E P: A I...
0*00 0*00 0*00 0*00
TOTAL, TPR J 0
cr E C O LJ P: S E Ei!N P: O L. 1 ... M EH f •! T S ( C P: » T A K Ei! )
E ;•( r
,
c: l .a <!> «> o p: pi; eh s p- f:: p: Ci * I... A lii ii;
435*40 201*30 432*30
TOTAL, TCE I 089
c: P:
:
o I.J Pi; '!> Ei: Pi; e:: <ii ou pi; c Ei: ( c p;;
,
t a Lig p i t )
E 'AT
,
c I... A ii> s c: o R Pi; Ei! •El R pi; Ei: ci » c: I... A IEs
26*08 201*30 432*30
TOTAL, TCP; : 659*682
be:
J E>KP;V1.CEi; EiHROLL.MEHTS
COUNSEL, FLEG I S TF:
,
GE:N
,
ADM
,
V I S I T <:> (:F;
,
TAKEN ST LI DP NTS
00,30 1089,00 220,00
SR J service: RESOURCEiJ>
COUNSE!!..., PLEG ISTR
,
GEN , ADM
,
COUNS
,
F: E O
,
Ej T F" ADM
,
EfTF
,
1. ,00 34,67 0 , 00
rrj INCLUDE BUDGETS BY CATEGOR IF-SV
0
Dll gysGET
y E U fi !:: y 5! y L? 1 y
P F: C G Ei; A M S / S T l.i ! Ii;: f ^ V T r’ F' ETS
If,' come: COST ff e: T UNIT
NUREiE BGS 3220,00 1 000,00 2220,00 45,45
POI../F BGS 4950,00 4000,00 950,00 121,21
othe:r bgr 0 , 00 0,00 0,00 0 , 00
GENERAL. 0 , 00 0,00 0 , 00 0,00
I EJ r F; L.IC T I O N A L. S E;R V I C EES
Iff come: COST fj E T LJNIT
EKT
*
CL.AEJS 15939,00 137 ‘^4, 90 2144,10 30,29
CORRESP 7045,50 6826,00 219,50 33,91
RE:G
,
CLASS 5187,60 1300,00 3887,60 3 , 0 ;i.
SUPPORT SERVICES
INCOME COST NET UNIT
COUNSEL
^ 0 , 00 500,00 “500,00 6 , 23
ELPr. TSTR
* 0,00 3467,00 “3467,00 3,18
Ci P" ^ A x:i M
* 6500,00 10100,00 “3600,00 45,91
IOTA’ S
income: COEfT NE T UNIT
PROG " TriS 8 170,00 5000,00 3170,00 o • /
INST SE'RV 28172 1.0 21920,90 6251,20 20,13
SLJPT SE:F:V 6500,00 14067,''O “7567,00 0 , 00
GRAND TOTAL s>
INCOME COE>T ne::t -r
42842,10 40987,90 1854,20 1 8 6 f
PROGRAM PypGET
n T RliilC T PROGRAM
:i: NCOMiii: COG T N i:;: i ujj I r
?<uRii;n- 3220*00 1000*00 2220 OO 43*43
POI.../F K.GS 4930*00 4000*00 930 * 00 1 2 1 * 2 JOTHIi-R PGR 0,00 0 * c 0 * 00 0 * 00
GEWERAI... 0*00 r' 00 0*00 oo
;i; NSTR o cr T' :i;oi<Ai... GERv :i: ciii:''
:i: HCOME COG T }<ET o L{ ;i: T
KURSE X^<G 2006*40 1639*10 367*30 74*30
POL /P PG 60 20 4908*94 1030*26 1 31*1
8
i.) ^ i 'll ;. K r:i (•> 9333*30 3719*40 3636*10 1 03 * 99
G Ef^E r; 1 0791*00 9373*43 1217*33 87*03
G UI"POR:T GEIRv:i: CEG
X MCOME COST MET UM :i: T'
MORSE BG G 630*00 1288*61 “638*61 38*37
POI.../P B a 973*00 2268*63 "1293*65 68*73
OT HE R B'ivR 1623*00 4340*64 "2713*64 78*<;>2
GE Ml- R AL. 3230*00 6 169 * 1
0
"2919*10 36*08
TOTAI... PROGI=!:AM BUX:iGET
;i: MCOME C OGT MET om;i:t
MORSE BGS 3876 * 40 3927*72 1948*68 178*33
POI.../L BGS 11944*20 11237*39 686*61 341 * 14
OTHER BGR 10980*30 10060*04 920 * 46 1 82*91
G EMERAI...
LEARM ROM i
:l •<»041 *00
C'OMPLETE
,
13742*33 1701*33 143*1
1

